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This is the fifth compilation of Community research formats to be produced 
by the Commi~sion. 
The following guidelines were used in compilation of the index which is 
now in two volumes for convenience: 
_ 1> the first page relevant to each project is always on the right hand 
side of the document:when opened. 
2) All pages have a number, even if blank. 
3> Within each class (chapter) the formats are assembed in the following 











4) Updated formats will be inserted in the relevant replacement position. 
5) 
6)' 
When additional pages have to be inserted they will be numbered with 
the proceeding page number plus an oblique and an extra number (for 
example page 53/1 will be inserted following page·53). 
Formats for new projects will normally be inserted following the Last 
format of the relevant country' within that class (chapter). 
If a project is entered under ·more ~han one cla~s (chapter), the full 
format is given only once in the most important position (indicated by 
a square box around the class number, for example(j.1.1]>. 




1. BloHrlown nnd emo:rf",·mc r coro ooolin 
· t li~Cc~: initi"'tion 1.1 rhMlOiiH'tna p1•10~ 0 • ~ 
1.1.1 Dynamic offoo·to of doprooourisa.tion (e.g. effects on 
Circuit intorn~ls, on fual, internal stress proacuro 
in fuel) 
. . 
1.1.2 Thormo-hydraulio aapeots 
1.1.3 Ro~ctivity effects 
1.1.4 Decr;..y hoo.t 
1.2 Perfor~anco of ECCS 
1.3 Bohnviour and influence of fuel-elomonts specifically related 
to blowdo~~ Q.nd ECCS 
2. Core m~ltdo~x 
2.1 rt.ol ton material bohavioul" 
2.2 Fuel/coolant interaction 
2.3 Effocto of molton m~terial on structures 
3• External influences 
).1 Seismica effects 
3. 2. r·:i nai 1 ea 
3.3 Exploaiona 
3·4 Fire 
3·5 Hurricanes and tornadoes 
4. Power trnnnionta 
4.1 Reactivity inoertions 
4.2 Secondary system ef.fecto 
4.3 .!notability 
5.•neha.viour, tr1~n;-;port o.nd roloar;o of radioactive aubstsmces 
5.1 Release from fuel-elements in normal operation 
5.2 Rcleaca from overheated fuel-elements (in acoident oonditiona, 
includinG LOCA) 
5·3 Retention (o.g. plate out, wash-out, filtration) 
5.4 EnViron~ental effects 
5·5 Detection and moasurQment 











6 •. Fa.ul to and accident combinations 
7• Containment and anaocia.tod ... yatomo (:tor material a.nd mechanical 
problems : see section ll) 
7.1 ~amic loading (e.g. pressures, pressure differential, 
preosure wavaa, jet forces, internal misgilGs) and tempe-
rature loading 
7.2 Pressuro suppression 
7.3 Rydro~en production and limitation 
7.4 Leak tichtness asouranca 
8. Instrumontntion, control and computori2'.ed protection 
9. Other aafcr:un.rda 
lO. Core and primnrx circuit in oteady state conditions 
10.1 Phyaico chemical a.nd materials properties and their effects on 
fuel element a,. core internals, cohtrol mechanisms a.nd pri"ma.r,y 
' ' 
ci rctti t component a 
10.2 Reactor phyaico 
10.3 Thormohydraulica 
10.4 Hochanica.l affecta (e.g. vibration) 
ll. 1>1.'ltl'lriaJ.A and. mochZ~.nicul p'l:"oblcrns in normal nnd accident conditions 
(e.g. load follo,-rin&, turbine trip, blowdown, otc.) 
ll.l.Fuel elements and core· (e.·lr· fuol donsifica.tion, fuel pin 
\ . 
distortion, ol~dding b~llooninc, cladding oxidation, ola.dding 
embri ttlmnent, cladding- wa.ter reaction, rupturo) 
ll.2 Stool proaa~rG veoael, praosure voaael intern~ls ~nd pri-
mal"y circuit 
11.2.1 i·:a.teria.l properties 
11.2.2 Stress-strain analysis 
ll, 2.} }1on deatructi ve tooting, inspection, surveillance 
11.2.4 Deotru.ctive tooting. 
11.3 Preatreasod concrete preosure ve13sol· 
idem 11.2 
11.4 Containment 
11.4.1 Concreto struoturoo 
idem 11.2 
11.4.2 Stoel otruoturao 





\2.1 ForrnuLation of fl,plit.y osiiurill1§o oyctom ' :
12. 2 Lrab;i caiion rnothocLs
1.2.3 Non cioctructivo ';osting, j.nspoctio:i, cu:rvcilLanco (for




a§gctiono I ar.d 11)
12.4 iIu',,an r'aciore
nc'..1 ooncent s
I(e,S. i.nte graiod prin:ary circu:t, nô!.r corrtainlleni concepts)
)./1. Probabl,r. j. r;: c rict&i s or' c-.fr.:t,lr ;r.nalL:rj.i g
a;lcl otc,ïè; in.r percon:-.el
11.1 }chaviour of porsônnel (u:rd.er
iJ.2 Train:ng of porco;:ne1
nornal and. aoci<ient condi.tiono)
3.6. nnvi.ronne::taL n:otc_otion




17.2 Ro;noveL of acoiaont obnooç.ro:rcoo
tâ \ 
-t I. J Jûco;ilmiccio:,11::g








proi,uoiioi:, âlol and. wacto trancporro, §oprocôs6irrg)
Ll, 
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Dcvcl.oirncrrL of à multirod
sproy cooling and flooding,




















2. F.T i'ticr:J rrr otr.'ieet;'i vn§
nllc calcui;r[cc the tenrporaturo transient of the fuc]. end.
coolant in a mult,ino<i clucLcr geomet,ry evaluatin,S ,Lhô influcncc of
i;ho cmer6ency core cooLing. The program iE bacecl on.â EcpaÎ.s(tc dcccr.ip-
tion of ihc uaicr and s'team phaoe in the 
.frim,lry 'Eystcm irnd a «ie-
tailed dcocri.ption of the radiaüi.on heaf transfo.r betr.rog;i tho fual.
roclc and tho. shroud lnc.lrrrlirrg nrurtiplc roflcc.;ion. lhô latter in-
'volvco a rietcrminntion of ühc abaàrptioir of ühern:al radiiibiori in
the trlo-lrirase nri.xt,ure .in tho fuer eroment. §urühorhoro, decay !,qot,
mc'tirl-wrtücr rcacüigr,s, heat tranofcr due to convccti.on and conCuc-
tiônr croatiorr ancl propagation pf uaüor fi.Imq on tho shroud and t,l:c
inrlivi«lual. fucr rods. Tho progrjam atrso takes into account the in-.





















Rclat,ion rvi th ot.her :rroiec tr,
rn acl«tition to tho prescnt core heat-up program thc NoRlrAv
projcct includes l\.a) A one-dimenoional blow dorrn computcr program for rcactor syctems
under dcve}opment at flrÂ, Norvray,
U) lirc Danish subchannel blov dovn computer pro$ram
develop;rnent at AEC, Riso.
updating o.î cojil?À ]-c and nELÂp ] by sîF,i|in).a:rd and AE, swcden.








Itîi4I/iiT,h,I c0oi,. A tiodei for Evaiuat,ion of Core
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I 1. General aim 
Development of a model for analysis of a BWR under LOCA 
'· conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
NORCOOL is a model for analysis of a BWR during LOCA 
conditions and for the evaluation of the performan~e of the 
E~C sys:tem. 
NORCOOL is based on a detailed mechanistic modeling of 
:th~ individual phenomena during a LOCA for a BWR. The two-
phase flovT model is l:;>ased on a fully independent and multi-
dimensional des~ription of the phases,,which allows counter 
current flow and thermod¥namic non-equilibrium. The heat 
transfer accounts as well for the wall heat transfer as for 
the interfacial heat transfer and contains conduction, con-
vection and radiation heat transfer. The heat conduction model 
is based on the one-dimensional Fourier equation, and two-
dimensional conduction at quenching fronts is considered through 
correlations. 
., 
'NORCOOL consists of two projects NORCOOL-I and NORCOOL-II'. .~ 
NORCOOL-I is a further development of RHC and thus,contains 
only 'one fuel element, and the rest of the primary system is 
scaled accordingly. NORCOQL-II, however, cqntains an arbitrary 
, number ~f parallel fuel elements in the core and the whole 
primary system inside the vessel is represented. 
3. Experimental· facilities and programme 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date 
NORCOOL-I is in the testing phase. 
NORCOOL-II is under development. 
2 .. Essential results 
5. Next steps 
6 .. Relation with other projects 
The NORHAV project includes: 
a) The core heat-up programme RHC, ~is~. 
b) A one-dii11ensional blow dm-m computer program for reJctor 
systems under development at IFA, Norway. 
c) The Danish transient subchannel computer program TINA and 
th~ 0ne dimensj_onal b1m.f do~.vn code RISQTJE u.nder 
· development at Ris~. 
d) Updating of COBRA 3-C .and RELAP 3 by STF 1 Finland and AE, 
Sweden. 
e) A 64-rod (electrically heated) core heat-up experiment by · 
AE, Sweden. 
7. Reference documents 
J.G.M. Andersen, P.S. Andersen, P. Astrup, N. Bech, J. Eriks~on, 
R .. Holt, H.V • .Larsen, J . .r-1i~ttinen, A. Olsen, NORCOOL, A
1 
Model 
for Analysis of a BWR under LOCA Conditions, NORHAV-D.- 4 7, 
..August 1977. 
Jens G~ Munthe Andersen, The Modeling of the BWR in NORCOOL-II, 
I 
. NORHAV-D-37, February 1977. 







' 147~1 ~o2i4t6J-to 
Titre 
!tuc!!.e et rl!alisation ci'une illstallatiqr; (:Pa:E,~US) pour 
tester le comportenent.d'une grappe d elements combus-






Titre (anglais) Orga.nisme execu-teur : 
. I 
Study and const--uction of a nuclea: facility .for the 






·oate de demarrage :ol/06/7,1 
E ~ ac~el : en cours 
Date prevue d'a.chevement: 31/03/78 




1 - Obj ectif ·general '· 
Realisation d'une installation d'a~er~entat±on permettant de : 
. . 
- reproC.ui=e les conditions d' e·nvi.ron.."'lement d 'u."'l ...reactaur ::?WR 
pour une grappe experim.entala d' una taille C!.e 25 crayons. 
- s~uler les differentes conditions de depressurisation 
etud±ees dans l'analyse de sdrete C!.'un reacteur PWR. 
simuler les differents types d'injection de sec~ite qu'il 
est prevu d'uttl±ser a l'occasion d'un tel accident. 
2 - Installation exoerimentale : 
- un reacteur source d'une put'ssance ther:!l.±que de 60 M'W, capa!:)le 
de produire les flux neut=oniques et ~aajuster leur evolution pour 
que l'energie deqagee dans l'assemblaqe d'essai so!t representative 
de celle qui existerait clans un reacteur de ~uissance m€Qe oenda-~t 
la sequence exper~entale (chute des barres ~t ac~ion du refroidis-
sement de secours) • 
- le coeur nourricier ccmEOSe de 36 assemblages a crayons d'002 .~ 
faibl~ent enrich±, controle au moyen de 6 barres de cont::::ole-
securite a crayons de hafniun. 
, - l~. c!rcu±t d: eau dem,i.neralisee qui re:E::::oidi,t le coeur a partir 
d une - eserve de !:100 m3 servant de volant t..""4erm±que et permettant d.e 
-conduire un essai a p~ine puissance pendant 20 a 30 minutes. 
\ 
une boucle d'essai avec : 
~ une cellule en pile dans l'axe vertical du coeur, contenant la 
pe~che d'essa± qui abr±te la g~appe de c~ayons combustibles a tester. 
- U."'l ense.!Zilile de c:t~cui ts hors pile con tenus dans un caisson de 
450m3 pouvant tent~ 1,5 bars de surpressi?n et rassemblant les 
fonctions de ; 
maintien des conditions nominales de fonc~io~"'l~ent d'un ?WR. 
dec~.nchement de la depressurisation et du renoyage. 
- mesure des parametres, et prelevement d'echantillons. 
- U."'l ensemble de recueil et trai~~ent des ·info~tions, cccpor-~nt : 
3 enregistreurs magnetlques assurant au total 36 voies •. 
1 multiple.'<:eur -convertissaur analogique digital de 96 voies -. 
de 12 bits. 
2 calculateurs MITRA-1.5-35 pour l'acquisit.±.on et le pre-traitement: . 
4 - Eta't de 1 'etude 
Ace jour~.la const_~ction est te~nee. 
Las essais de sous-ensembles sont en cours. 
Le transfe~t de la responsabilita de l'installation se fa±t progres-
sivement de Techn±catcme vers le DSN/SES. 
5 - Prochames etanes 
Essais a'ensemble du reacteur nourric±er et de la boucle experimentale. 
C~argement du reacteur au ~ieme trimest=e· 1978. 
Divergence du reacteur. 
P=emiers essais de depressurisation avec combustible a la ~i 78. 
6 - Relation a.vec c. I aut-res etudes 
Ce type d'installation repond a ·des soucis equivalents a ceux qui ont 
motive le prog~amme actuel des installations LOFT et PBF (USA) • 
Il pe~et d'effectuer un test global, complementaire de touta une se-
~ie d'experiences analytiques menees au CEA sur la sdrete des Pw~. 
Ref. fiche 147-1 -01 · 
7 - Documents ce ref~rence 
disponible: 











calculs· P!ili-PHEBUS . Uethodes de calcul et Programme . 
C.irecteur minaires. . Organisme 
' 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (angla.is) Crganisce executeur 
CEA/DSN-SETSSR 
PHEBUS experiment preliminary calcl.,Jlations-. I 
Res~nsable ~ 
·' - . ·~ . DSN/SETSSR. 
. __ , DSN/SES/Cad 
-
'ate C.e Et at actuel Scie:utifiques 
C.elll2.rrage 1/06/76 terminee 
' 
. 
De.te pre\"Ue Derniere mise 
d'acheve::ent 31/12/77 2. jour 1/78 
- Objaccif general 
·Utilisation des codes d' accident de 1 ere generation ( RELAP 4, CERES ..... ) pour defi-
nir le programme experimental. 
I 
--- Objectifs particuliers : 
I) Prise en main des codes (essentiellement RELAP 4) ; etude des differentas options 
du code ; correlations d'echange, debits critiques, equations des.moments ••• 
· 2) Etude de sensibilite de differents parametres de 'la boucle : 'pertes de charge de·. 
·la vanna representant les composants de boucle, pertes.de charge des creusets des-
tines a recevoir le combustible fondu, decoupage de la boucle. injection de se-
cours. 
3) Etude du scenario d'initiation d'accident. 
4) Etude des parametres physiques de la boucle devant permettre de definir la grille de.s essais. 
. .. / 
4 ~ Etat de 1'4tude : 
I) ~y~~~~~BE-~-£~_i£~! 
Les quatre phases de l 1 etude (nommees ci-dessus) ont ete realisees. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
--------------------
I) La prise en main de RELAP 4 mod 3 a permis de se familiariser avec ses dif-
ferences options et de connaitre ses possibilites. 
2) L1 etude de sensibilite a permis 
de d€finir un certain decoupage optimum de la boucle. 
8' 
- pour la vanne representant les compos ants, de montrer que sa definit'ion ac-
tuelle ne permettait pas d 1 obtenir, au niveau du combustible,·des debits re-
present:atifs de l 1 accident LOCA ; d 1 ou la necessite dans la configuration ac;.. 
tuelle d 1 adopter une d.epressurisation double breche. 
3) 
4) 
- de montrer la necessite de prendre en compte les echanges avec les structures. 
pour !'injection de secours : de montrer la necessite.d'une injection au moyen 
des accumulateurs. 
Un scenario d 1 initiation d1 experience a ete defini : 
a) fermeture du circuit de refroidissement de breche (t=0,3 s .. ) • 
b) isolement de la boucle de.depressurisation et chute de barres (t=l, 2 s .) . 
c) ouverture de la vanne de depressurisation (t=1,55 s . ) . 
Les parametres physiques etudies sont 
a) la taille.de breche. 
b) 1 1 emplace~ent de la breche. 
c) la puissance lineique. 
d) la pression interne des crayons. 
. .. I 
·I 
. 'I 
Trois valeurs de parametres ont ete etudiees dans chaque cas afin de couvrir 
les· possib"ili tb aetuellu de la 'boucle. Cela a permis de connal:tra l 1,influenc:e. 
relati~e de ces differents parametres. En particulier nous avons constat~ q~e 
la press ion interne d'es crayons (compte tenu des modeles utilises) n 1 avait pas· 
d'influence sur les principales. grandeurs thermohydrauliques et que le temps de 
depressurisation etait determine par la taille de breche (legere influence de 
l 1 emplacement de la brec~e) • 
. Cette etude des parametres physiques nous a conduit a faire la proposition· de 
programm~ d'essais 
6:... Relation avec d 1 autres etudes : 
Etude de l'accident de perte de caloporteur primaire. Progr~es experimentaux et 
calcu~s previsionnels de ces experiences (OMEGA). 
Modeles et codes de calcul de 2eme generation pour l 1 etude de l'accident de perte de 
caloporteur dans ,les reacteurs a eau pressurisee. 







Experiences de depressurisation et de renoyage d'une 
' grappe ccQbuseibles PWR : Programme PEEBUS. 





directeur . . 
Organis;ne execu'-eur . . Titre . (anglai s) 
Exper~ents on depressu:ization and reflooding of a 
PWR fuel ass~ly- : PEEEUS project. 
Date de demarrage · Ol/Ol/76 
Etat actuel : en cours 
1 - ObjeCtif general : 
Date ,prevue d'achevement: 31/12/82 
Derniere mise a jour · 13/12/77 
Le programme exper±mental a pour but d'etudier ~ 
CEA/DSN-SES 
Cadarache 





~ l) le ccmportement d'une grappe de crayons dans les.condit~ons 
·d'un accident de perte de refrigerant pr±maire ±ncluant l'inte~~ 
vention des systemes de refroid±ssement de secours. 
2) le ccmportemerit ther.:nodynami:.que de la boucle et.l'e::ficacite des 
systemes de secours dans les .conditions particulieres a PE3BUS. 
Assoc~e aux pro9'rammes hors pile OMEGA et ERSEC, il doit permettre 
de prectser le domaine dans lequel un combust~ble demeure correcte-
ment refroidi pendant et apres accident .• 
2 - Objectifs particuliers 
a) Validation des programmes de calcul decrivant la depressu:isation 
et le renoyage en vue de leur application au ca~cul des accidents. 
des reacteurs de puissance; 
b) Etude de l'injection de secours. Il s'agit de s'assurer que dans 
les conditions propres a la boucle PEEBUS les modeles de.calcul 
decrivant le remplissage peuvent rendre ccmpte des phenomenes 
qbserves. 
c) Etude du comgortement physico-chimique et mecanique des crayons 
cotllbust.tbles et de l'assemblage pendant l'accident. 
d) Etude du comportement des crayons combustibles lorsque les lioites 
t±xees par les criteres de protection du,coeur sont attei~tes. 
' 
La plus grande partie du programme concernera des grappes de 25 
crayons, ma±s les pr~iers essais seront effectues sur• des disoositifs 
ne comportan,t qu' un seul crayon. L' ins tal la tion a ate etudiee pour 




3 -Installations experimentales et programme : 
ce orogramme sera entrepris su= l'install~tion P~BUS, con~truite 
au CEN7Cadarache et actuellement en cours d'essa~s. Cette ~nstal-
lation pe~et de realiser les conditions ~~ermodynamiques typiques 
d' un reacteur J?~'ffi sur une grappe de 25 crayons de 0, 80 m de lon-
gueur active. (1,20 m environ au total). En fonctionnement en palier 
a .. ces conditions, elle permet de provoquer une depressurisation 
avec une breche de dimension et de position variables puis une injec-
tion de secours dent on peut faire varier : l'instant de mise en 
route, la pression, le debit. 
Divers points d'injecticn son~ possibles. 
J?our reduire le programme a des dimensions acceptables et tenir 
compte de l'importance respective des diverses variables, on a 
classe les parametres en plusieurs categories 
-la categorie I se compose des parametres que l'on fera varier 
inde:s>enda.rru;J.ent : la taille de la breche, sa localisation, la 
puissance lineique max~ale des crayons combustibles et leur 
pression interne. 
la categorie II se compose des parametres qui seront etudies ·en 
faisant varie~ un seul parametre de la categorie I, a savoir : 
la pression d'injection, le debit d'injection, la temperature 
.•. de-l .. ea.JJ.._dLinjecti:on. 
enfin des essais realises dans des conditions bien precises 
pour etudier des phenomenes particuliers et notamment les 
phenomenes aux limites concernant l'integrite des elements 
combustibles seront appeles essais de 'la categorie III : 
l'influence des points d'injection, le comportement des cra-
yons combustibles · dans les conditions limites permis.es pa=- · 
les_criteres et dans la mesure du possible, l'etat des.crayons 
en fin de depressur±satiort. 
On prevoit 7 a 8 essais par an a parcir ciu debut de 1979. 
4 -Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
L'installation est construite. Les essais de recette sent en cours. 
Les dispositifs d'exper~entation' sent en voie de realisation. Des 
calculs preliminaires permettant de preciser quantitativement le 
programme sont faits a l+aide ees codes RELAP,CERES, FRA-OT, FLIRA~ 
Le programme general des essais preU:minaires es·t arrete. 
Les calculs neutroniques sont acheves et ont perm±s d'obtenir une 
distribution de puissance dans la boucle. 
5 -Prochaines etanes : 
Le chargecent du coeur nourricier doit se faire enPOu~ 1978. 
La fin des essais en configuration neutrcnique definitive, inter~ 
viendia en octobre 1978. 
! : 
Les essais pr~liminaires de mise au point d'instrumentation 
auront lieu a la 'fin de l'annee 1978. 
Le p10ogramme experimental pourra debuter en 1979 • ., 
6 -Relation avec d~autres etudes : 
Ce programme est entrepris en etroite connexion avec les 
programmes ERSEC et OMEGA realises au Servtce des Transferts 
Thermiques de GRENOBLE. 
·1 -Documents de reference 
disponible. 




145-1 -o6· 1. 
T:i:tre Pays 
FR..;,.'!CE 
Hethodes de me sure en double phase 
Organis:le directeur 
CEA /DgCS 
Titre (a:lglais) OrganiSl:le executet:.r 
CEA/DTCE-STT 
Development of two. phase flow instru:rUentation (r!Rt:''N'('\'RT '!<"\ 
Bes-pcnsable 
~, .. ,. 
- (!~:::>T'II"'''h1-;, 
ate C.e Et at actuel Scienti!'iq,ues 
cle:arrage 1974 ' en cours 
. 
-
Date "" Derniere :rise p!"e•rue 
d r acheve:ne.."lt 31/12/79 a jour 1/78 
1 - Objectif general 
Mesurcs des parametres de l'ecoulement double phase au cours de l'accident de 
depressurisation. 
2 - Objectifs particuliers 
Dev~l9ppement de debitQetres pour ecoulement diphasique (venturi et moulinets) 
Developpement de methodes de mesure de ta~{ de vide par neutronographie. 
3 ~ Installations expe~i~entales et programme 
DEDI? 
CA.\m; 
Circuit eau-argon d'atalonnage en regime permanent. 
Test en regime transitoire. 
. .. I 
: 
4 --Etat de l'etude 
. Avance~ent a ce i£~ 
----------------
Appareils de mesure par neu~ronogr~p~ie etalonnes. 
}1oulinet et venturi etalonnes en regl.!:le pe~nent. . 
Developpement technologique en cours des pal~ers de moul1.net. 
Utilisation d'un moulinet (~ = 20 mm) avec roulement a billes 
succes. 
Moulinet avec palier fluide en cours d'ess~i. 




Etude des transitoires de depressurisation avec un moulinet de 80 ~ de diametre. 
Venturi a l'etude sur CANON. 
6 - Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Experience OMEGA : Determination des debits a~~ extramites des sections d'essais 
de la Boucle 0~1EGA. 
E:-::perience Pt<:EBUS Hesure des debits en branche chaude et. en branche froide de 
la boucle d'essai PP£BUS. 
7 - Docuements de ref~rence disponibles : 
- "Void Fraction Measurements by Neutron Attenuation and Neutron Scattering 
Hethod", J-C. ROUSSEAU, J. C,ZERNY, B. RIEGEL . Communication au Transient 
Two Phase Flow Meeting- Toronto (3-4 aout 1976) • 
- R. FRANCI< et J. MAZARS 
"Determination of mass flow rate and quality using a venturi and a_turbine meter, 
Europan two phase flow" - June 77 - Grenoble • 
. - R. FRANCI< et J. ~f.<\ZARS et R. RICQUE 
"Determination of mass flow rate and quality using a turbine meter and a venturi, 
Conference on heat transfer and heat flow in water reactor safety11 , 
Mk~CHESTER, Sept. 77 • 
I 
I 
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Pays 
- FRAl.'XCE Thermohydraulique du LOCA. : 
Etude experimentale du refroidissement de secours 
OrgE..!lis::ne di:=-ecteu: des reacteu::s a eau : Programme ERSEC 
CEA/DgCS - EDF /SEPTE~; 
Orga!lis;:.e ~ Ti-cre (<:.!!glais) e:<ecu-r..e...:.r 
.. CEA/DTCE-STT 
LOCA L~e~ohydr~~lics : (GRENOBLE) 
Experimental :!.r..vestigation of water reactors safety 
injection . ERSEC project. Respcnsable . 
STT - G,..enllh1P. 
Date C.e ~tat actuel Scientif'iques 
--- 01/01/72 en cours c.e:::u:-::-ag e 
-
Date .; Der:::liere !rise :pre-...-.::.e 
ci'acteYe::lent 31 I 12/78 ' jour 1/78 a 
Etude du transfert de chaleur lors de la phase de refroidissement de secours de 
l'accident de perte de refrigerant. 
- Objectifs particuliers : 
Developpement de modeles physiques pour l'interpretation des experiences. 
3 -·Installations experi~entales et progr~e 
Boucle ERSEC 
- Experi~nce de renoyage a debit constant en tube, 
- Exp~rience de renoyage a charge constante en tube, 
Experience ce ren~yage a debit constant en grappe 36 barreaux 17 x 17 • 




4 Etat de l'etude 
1 ) ~~~£~E:~E.-~-~-i~~! 
- Une premiere campagne d'essais de renoyage a debit constant sur une grappe 
36 barreaux Pw~ 17 x 17 a eu lieu en 1975 mais a ete interrompue par suite 
d' une perte d' isolement el;fctriqtie--des -eHm.ents_ chauffants. 
Essais de renoyage a debit constant sur une section d'essais tubulaire tres 
instrumentee et avec isolation thermique par enceinte a vide en cours. 
Essais de renoyage a debit constant sur tubes de differentes longueurs 
chauf:a-o.ts 
- Interpretation ·en cours des experiences progression du front de trempe avec 
le modele PSCHITT et correlation d'echange en aval avec le modele FLIRA. 
Etude de l'ecoulement amont. 
Developpement de modeles physiques representant le rayonnement en aval du front 
de treo?e. 
Une correlation des coefficients d'echange au niveau du front de trempe a ete 
developpee permettant de retrouver le profil axial des temperatures pour une 
large g~e des vitesses de progression du front de trempe. 
5 - Pr~c~aines etapes : 
- Essais en grappe 
-Experiences fond~entales en vue d'etudier l'ecoulement amont (mesures de la 
ligne piezometrique et du profil axial de taux de vide) pour l'ajustement du 
modiHe theorique "codes avances". 
1 - Doc~ents de reference disponibles : 
"Heat·Transfer during the Reflooding Phase of a Tubular Test Section" 
D.&~DREO~I, M.COuKTAUD, R.DERUAZ - European Two Phase Flow Meeting ~ ~ 
. Harwell 1974. 
"Echanges ther:nic;ues lors du renoyage d'un coeur de reacteur a eau", 
D.~~DREONI- These de Docteur Ingenieur, 28/Il/75. 
... \·I 
. ' . 
,._. 
A~ 17 
- " FLIR.~ : Reflooding calculation model following an accidental primary fluid 
loss ", JP. L'HERITEAU and D. ~!EXESSIER. 
European two Phase Flow Meeting Haifa (June 1975) 
- " ~!odinisation thermohydraulique des ec:oulement:s et des echanges de chaleur 
au cours du renoyage d'un coeur de reacteur a eau pressurisee ", P. ~~YMO~D­
These de 3eme cycle (Nov. 77) 
" ~fodeling of quench front progression and hea~ transfer by radiation during 
reflooding of a tubular test section ", P. CLEl'-fE~iT, R. DERUAZ -
European two ?hase flow meeting - Erlangen (Juin 76) 
" Modeling of heat transfer by radiation during the reflooding phase of Lw'"R ", 
R.DERUAZ, B. PETITPAIN- Specialist's Meeting on the behaviour of water 
reactor fuel ele~ents under accident conditions - SPATL~G (Norway) (Sept. 76) 
" Interpretation des essais ERSEC sur le refroidissement de secours des reacteurs 




These de 3eme cycle (}l'ov. 77) 
Some aspects of raflooding studies en ~~CE (1977) ", N. TELLIER-
4 th meeti~g of the CSNI-ECCS ad hoc group - GRENOBLE, Juin 1977 
Application of FLIRA code to fit ERSEC experiments ", P. RAYMOND , JP L'HERITEAU 
European two phase flow meeting - GRENOBLE (Juin 1977) 
Development of reflood codes FLIRA and PSCHIT. 
Physical modeling and inter?retation of ERSEC experiments ", P. CL~NT 
R. DERUAZ, JP L' HERITEAU , P. RAYMO~'"D, P. R.EG}l'IER, M. REOCREUX -
Fi::h annual water reactor safety research information meeting -
(~AS?.L~GTON Nov. 1977); 
•" 
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1 - Obiectif general : 
En s'appuyant sur les exper1ences frans:aises et etrangeres, etude des possibilites 
(et qualification) d'ensembles de codes decrivant tout l'accident dans le but de 
les utiliser pour l'evaluation de surete des reacteurs de puissance. 
· 2 - Objecti£s particuliers : 
I) Etude des options du code RELAP 4 mod 5. 
2) Quali:ication des code~ sur experiences O~ffiGA. et problemes standards CSNI. 
3) Precalculs de l'experience EURATOM LOBI. 
4) Calculs preliminaires PHEBUS. 
5) Calculs de sensibilite pour les reacteurs de pu1ssance. 
. .. I 
4 - Et~t de l'etude 
I) ~~~~S~~~~!-~-S~-j~~E 
- Les'calculs preliminaires PHEBUS sont termir.es (voir fiche PHEBUS) ; ils ont 
perois de mesurer la sensibilite des differents parametres essentiels a la 
conduite des essais ; ces etudes se~iront de base a l'etablissement de la 
grille des essais. 
- L'interpretation des essais O~ffiGA est en cours, on a surtout fait porter 1'~f­
fort sur un essai sans chau££age et un essai avec chauffage. 
- Les premiers calculs preliminaires LOBI ont ete realises et leurs resultats 
composes avec les calculs similaires d'autres pays de la Communaute. 
Le probleme standard CSNI N° 5 (depressurisation sans chauffage de LOFT. avec 
injection de securite) a ete realise mais avant l'experience. Les resultats 
seront compares avec l'experience vers le milieu de 1978. 
- Des etudes de renoyage relatives a PHEBUS ont ete realisees avec les codes 
CERES et REUP ::LOOD. 
-Le !er calcul concernant l'accident de depressurisation d'un reacteur de puis-
sance a commence. Etablissement des donnees RELAP a partir des donnees brutes 
fournies par le constructeur. 
Les calculs preliminaires PP~BUS ont montre l'importance relative des parame-
tres puissance lineique maximale, taille de breche, localisation de la breche, 
pression interne initiale des crayons. Dans l'etat actuel des modeles ceder-
nier parametre semble n'avoir que peu d'influence. 
Les calculs ont wontre la necessite de bien prendre en compte les fuites ther-
miques dans toute la boucle. Enfin un certain nombre de pa~ametres, propres a 
la boucle, se sent reveles comme tres important:s: citons princi~alement la per-
te de charge de la vanne VA EP 14 qui per.met de by passer le circuit le char-
ge au debut du transitoire et la perte de charge des creusets en debit direct 
et inverse. La norme de ces pertes de charges devra etre effectuee hors pile , 
avant le debut des essais. 
- L'interpretation des essais O}~GA a pour but de faire un choL~ dans les diffe-
rences options de REL~ afin de rendre compte au mieux des resultats experimen-
taux. Ceci pe~et ensuite d'utiliser ce code clans des cal~uls reacteurs avec 
un meilleur niveau de confiance quand a la validit~ des resultats. 
Les premiers calculs ant ete effectes avec la version REL.;? 4 mod 3. Il s'est 
alors avere que pour bien. rendre compte des essais sans chauffage il etait ne-
cessaire : . 
1°/ d'utiliser le deout a la breche de MOODY avec un facteur CD=0.6 
2°/ d'utiliser le modele de separation de phases dans le ~lenum oppose a la 
breche. 
. .. I 
Les calculs ont ete ensuite repris avec la version amelioree RE~ 4 mod 5. 
Il faut avec cette version : 
I 0 I utilis'er le mod~ le homogen~ a la breche. 
2°/ utiliser le modele de glissement entre phases dans la section d'~ssa~s et 
dans le plenum oppose a la breche. . 
Les resultats de cette version semblent plus proches de l'experience que ceux 
de la versi'on mod 3. , 
L'i~terpr~tation des essa1s avec chauffage a montrerdes deficiences quand au 
calcul des transferts de chaleur. 
- Les etudes de renoyage concernant PHEBUS ont montre la possibilite d'utiliser 
le code RELAP FLOOD. Mais on est toujours sans moyen pour calculer l'evolution 
fine des temperatures de gaine pendant le renoyage : il nous faudra pour cela 
attendre que le code FLIRA soit operationnel et valide par les essais ERSEC. 
On at~end egalement sur ce sujet l'arrivee du code 'americain RELAP 4 mod 6, 
m a is il semble qu' il y ai t la. des retards. 
5~ Prochaines etaoes : 
L'interpretation des essais OMEGA devra maintenant faire porter l'effort sur les 
transferts thermiques entre gaine et fluide. 
-La poursuite des ca~culs LOBI sur la base d'un programme experimental propose par 
la France, devra permettre 1' introduction dans la 2eme part,ie du programme 'alle-
za~d (A2) d'inclure des essais interessant~ pour la.communaute. 
-Le calcul de l'accident pour le reatteur de puissanc~ sera mene a son terme et 
servira de base pour les calculs de sensibilite ulterieurs (sensibilite du sys-
tame, sensibilite aux modeles du code). 
--Problemes standards ulterieurs. 
· 6- Relations avec d'autres etudes 
Experiences OMEGA, ERSEC, Ck~ON, MOBY DICK, EDGAR, PHEBUSJcode FLIRA 2 et code · 
?OSEIDON. 
7- Doc~ents de reference 
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U3~~CTI? GE~ERAL -
· · · ... - ' 1 1 d d lere ElaooratJ.on de codes avances amenes a ::::emp acer es eo es e genera-
'tion pour le calcul des accidents de perte de caloporteur da;ns .les reacteurs a 
eau prissurisie . 
/f 
2 - OBJECTIFS PA.~TICULIERS 
2. 1. !c.E.is_u.:.e_d~ ~odele~ £.hz.sique~ 
I 
I 
Ces modeles doivent decrire l'ensemble des phenomenes physiques intervenant 
au'cours des diverses phases de l'accident (les plus importants sont soulignes) 
Les modeles mis au point pour CLYSTERE sont en partie utilises 
Ecoulement diohasique 1 D· 
Singularites geometriques 
- Breche 1 D 
- Piqua~e ~ressuriseur 
- Injection de secours 
- Ecoulement et transfert de chaleu~ en depressurisation 
- Ecoulement et transfert de chaleur en amont du front de trempe 
- Ecoul~ment et transfert de chaleur en aval du front de tremne 
- Conduction 2 D - }!odele de front de trempe 
- Voluoe 0 D 
- Dm·mcor::er· 
- Volume 3 D 
- Piquage sur volume 
Thermomecanique des crayons 
Singularites complexes 
- Cross flow 
Breche 3 D 
- Neut:ronique 
Ecoulement air eau vapeur 
Separation sur les structures 
- Modele de floo.ding 
- Modele de pompe 
2.2. Va_li~a.E_i.9_n_ d!:_S _ model!:_s_pE_y_!i_g_u!:_S 
Chaque oocele doit etre valide sur des experiences fran~aises (voir 
liste au paragraphe 3) ou atrangeres • 
2.3. Elaboration d'un systeme informatique (POSEIDON)· 
-------------------Cette elaboration comprend les taches suivantes : 
mise au point d'un langage et d'un systeme de gestion de memoires 
(ESOPE, OTOHAT) 
ecriture des fonctions de l'eau 
ecriture de banque de donnees, de bibliotheques 
ecriture de moniteurs 
assemblage du systeme 
Ce systeme doit conduire a un code de type modulaire • 
. 2.4. ~!elh.9_d.=,s_n.='1l.§_rique_:_ 
• 
Ces etudes ont pour but d'optimiser le temps de calcul tout en assurant 
.le maximum de souplesse possible • Ces etudes comprennent les taches sui-
vantes : 
- Developpement de methode numerique d'assemblage de modules : 
methode par fonction de transfert 
• methode SOR 
-Mise au point d'algorithme permettant d'avoir 
des pas en temps variables selon l'abscisse 
• des pas en espace variables selon le temps 
- Organisation des methodes numeriques utilisees dans la res'olution-
des equations de l'ecoulement, de la conduction ••• 





Ces modules doivent etre ecrits dans le cadre du systeme POSEIDON • , 
Ils doivent etre ensuite assembles au fur et a mesure des besoins depouil-
lement 'd'e:<periences, problemes standard, calcul reacteur •' 
Les modules recenses sont les suivants : 
- Ecouleoent · 




- volume OD 
- tuyau non chauffant 
- tuyau avec piquage type piquage pressurise~r 
tuyau chauffant en depressurisation 
I 
chauffant '' - tu:zau e:;t reno:za~e 
tu:zau avec pig,ua~e injection. 
po:npe 
- plen~ superieur 
- plenum inferieur 
- downcomer 
generateurs de vapeur 
- crayon combustible 
canal en depressurisation 
- canal en renoyage 
- neutronique 
- coeur en depressurisation 
coeur en renoyage 
de secours 






- ecoulement entre casemates 
enceinte 
2.6. Realisation d'asse~bla~es ______________________ Q __ 
Les assemblages seront realises pour interpreter les experiences don-
nees ci-dessous et clans l'ordre suivant : 
OMEGA et CISE: 






LOFT - SEXISCALE 
LOBI 
L' assemblage reacteur est 1·' etape finale de realisation du code avance • 
. . . I 
3 - I~STALL~TIONS EXPERL~~TALES ET FROG~~~ 
Ces exp6riences servant de base l la validation des modiles physiques. 
MOBY DICK 














4 - ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Ecoulement diphasique (voir fiche 145-1-03) 
Ecoulement critique (basse pression) 
Ecoulement aiphasique (voir fiche 145-1-03) 
Ecoulement critique (haute pression) 
Ecoulement diphasique en 
depressurisation adiabatique 
Ecoulement diphasique critique 
a grande echelle 
Ecoulement et transfert de 
chaleur en depressurisation 
Ecoulement et transfert de 
chaleur en renoyage 
modele de front de trempe' 
Injection de secours 
Pompe en di~hasique 
Thermomecanique de la gaine 
du comb us tib le 
Thermomecanique ,du combustible 
Downcomer en monophasique 
Ecoulement diphasique air-eau-
vapeur entre les casemates 
Condensation dans les enceintes 
Interaction comportement mec~nique 
ecoulement 
(voir fiche 145-t-06) 
(participation au pro~ 
gramme internatio-nal': 
voir fiche 145-1-02) 
(voir fiche 145-1-06) 
(voir fiche 145-1-07) · 
(voir fiche 145-1~05) 
(EVA programme FRA-CEA) 
(EPOPEE programme ED!) 
(voir fiche 145-2-03) 
. 147-1-01 . (voir f~ches 147_1_02) 
(programme EDF · )· 
( . f. . volr ~c:.-.e 145-I-09 ). 
(voir fiche 145-1-08 ) 
4.1.1. Elaboration du systame inforwatique 
- ESOPE-OTO!·!AT 
------------
Le travail de mise au point du langage ESOPE et du systeme OTO~~T est ·termi-
ne (sur IBM). Des ameliorations sont en cours • 
. . . I 
,, 
/ 
Fonctions de l'eau 
------------------
Un premier jeu de fonctions de l'eau est actuellement realise. 
- Banaues - Bibliotheaues 
-----------------------
bes premieres versions de bibliotheques ont eta ecrites. La grille de RE.L\P 4· 
~cd 5 a ate introduite. 
L'ec::iture des =oniteurs est en cours. 
4.1. 2. ~fethodes nu::reriau~s 
- Hethodes :1u::.e::iques d'asse!Il.blage 
--------------------------------
La methode par fonction de transfert 'est en cours de test. 
La met:hode SOR a ete testee dans le code CLYSTERE sur differents assemblages ? 
allant jusqu'a l'assemblage reacteur. Son introduction dans le syste~e - , 
POSEIDON est en cours. 
Un travail d'amelioration du temps de calcul du module ecoulement est en 
cours. 
Un travail de comparaison de methodes numeriques va etre demarre. 
\ 
4.1.3. Ecriture 'des modules - Developpement et validatio_n des mod\Hes physicues 
~odule ecoulament 
-----------------
Un modiHe d'ecoulement (HE:XZCO) prenant: en compte le glissement et les dese-
quilibres theroodyna~iques a ete ecrit (modele a six equations). Ce modele 
est: une "extension" du modele SERINGUE (code Cl.YSTERE)- qui ne prenait en 
compt:e que le desequilibre thermodynamique. -
Les lois de t:ransfert du modele HEXECO ont re~u une premiere validation sur 
les experiences ~OBY DICK eau-air er; ea'u-vapeur. 
Des tests sur l'inversion de d~bit, sur l'apparition de la vapeur ••.• sont e~ 
cours. 
Une version HEXECO 001 du module d'ecoulement a ete realisee et figee. Son 
introduction dans le systeme POSEIDON est en cours. 
~£~ule tuvau thauffant en deuressurisatio~ 
---------~-----------------------------
Ce module est en cours d'ecriture. 
. .. / 
- code FL IRA.· 
Une version synthetique des differentes versions precederttes de F!.IR..-\ est. en 
cours de test. 
- Modele d'ecoulement et de transfert de chaleur en amont du front de. trempe. 
Des premiers ajustements sur les exp~riences ERSEC ont ete effectues. 
Des essais de modelisation avec le modele drift flux sont en cours. 
Modele d'ecoulement et de transfert de chaleur en aval du front de trempe. 
Des premiers ajustements sur les experiences ERSEC ont ete effectues. 
- Modele de front de trempe 
La correlation de coefficient d'echange au niveau du front de trempe est 
~ise au point a l'a£de du code PSCHIT. 
Deux oodeles (A et B) de coefficients d'echange ont ete testes. 
Le modele B a donne des resultats assez satisfaisants. 
Une correlation avec ce modele a ete etablie pour une pression de 1 bar. 
Cette correlation est en cours d'extension aux pressions superieures. 
Des tests de sensibilite lorsque l'on transpose les calculs au cccbustible 
ont ete effectues. 
~2du1.e.E2~E~ 
Le travail a porte sur le module pompe de CLYSTERE. On effectue actuellement 
les· ajustements du modele e'n ecoulement mcnophasique dans les 4 quadrants.· 
4~2. Resultats essentiels 
/ 
Dans la description des ecoulements diphasiques il est apparu indispensable 
de prendre en compte a la fois' le desequilibre thermodynamique et le dese-
quilibre mecanique (glissement.). 
Les tests de sensibilite dans la transposition au combustible suivant ~e me-
dele d'echange de chaleur au niveau du front de trempe mon~re la possibilite 
d'erreurs assez importantes si le modele, meme ajuste sur les experiences, ne 
correspond pas au phenomene physique reel. 
- PROCHAINES ETAPES 






amelioration - implantation sur CDC 
realisation de versions ameliorees 
realisation d'un ensemble complet de moniteurs 
mise au point d' un mini systeme pei:mettant la realisad'o.n 







5. 2 }!ethodes nume'!."icues 
-----------------~-
H!thodas numerioues d'assemblaS~:e 
Suite des tests sur la methode par fonction de transfert. 
Fin de l'introduction de la methode SOR dans POSEIDON. 
Opt~misation des methodes nuneriques 
..., . 
_31. 
Suite du travail de com?araison et du travail d'amelioration du temps de calcul 
du module r~XECO. 
5.3 Ecritu'!."e des nodules - Develonoement et validation des modeles nhvsicues -----------------------------~-~----------------------------------------
Module ecoulet:1ent 
- introduction du module HEXECO 001 dans POSEIDON. 
amelioration des ~odeles de transfert a~~ interfaces 
reprise des depouillements des essais MOBY DICK eau-air (frottement interfa-. 
cial) et calculs d'ecoulements dans des gammes differences de parametres. 
Module singularites 
Demarrage de l'ecriture. 
~·!odule tuyau chau=fant en depressurisation 
Fin de l'ecriture du module (operationnel informatiquement mais non valide phy--
siquement) 
Hodul~ tuvau chauffant en renoyage 
Code FLBA Fin des essais 
..,. Hodele d r·ecoulement et de transfert de chaleur en amont du .fro-:1.t de trempe. 
Suite de l'ajustement du modele drift fl~~. 
- Nodele d' ecoulement et de transfert de chaleur en aval du front de trem:pe. 
Definicion d'une strate~ie de depouillement systematique des essais ERSEC. 
- Hod~He de front de trempe. · 
Extension du domaine de validite de la correlation du modele B. 
Continuation des tests de sensibilite dans la transposition. 
Module oomoe 
-Fin de l'ajuste~ent en ecoulernent monophasique.·_ 
- reprise de la modelisation compte tenu des resultats obtenus dans la modeli-
sation des ecoulements diphasiques. 
Module tuy&u avec oiquage injection de secours 
Dimarrage de la modelisation. 
, ... I 
5.4 ~~~£!!:~!~&£ 
Realisation clans le cadre du sysd~me POSEIDON de 1 'assemblag~ OMEGA 
6 - RELATIO:JS AVEC D' AUTRES ETUDES 
- Voir paragraphe 3 • 
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Initla:c,j
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I. \.,ii; ',.1/.:r .ltJ.r']
Dcveloprncnt. of a mr:l einoqc bLoçrciown côde simul.i'ing special. ly chc
corc oi ar vratcr coolc<i rcacEor
Thi.ç c'ode was init:;i11y <lcvclopped for pre,ssure gubes roactors.
?.':il.T iCIil,.r'ii C ll.IlCTT\/IS
iho gcomciric <icsci:iption of ulrc eircuif, includcs a iower and up-pcr pic;um corrncc;eci by scverâi char,i-,cIs 
" 
jjaeh cha:rneI. can, sïi.nuia-
rc a co;c a.ssemir).y, chc iiy pass and if <iesi::ed a domrcomer linc
.inc1irdinganheaLcxchan13cranciap..Iiîip.-
Thc core itscl.f, can bc .cirûulated wisi"r Log, âvûïâgr? and colC, chan-
neis. îire bound;)i:y conciitions, fl.or.rs ano s.nti.,-ipi." enieriag op lca-vini; tirc lowcr anci uppc:: plenun are inprrc dat,a ,o"s.." iime.
ilcat cranstcr rn'gimcs anri i:cat r.ransfc:: iocfficients bciwcc:r E,hcci;ridiirg and thc coolanc, a::ê dctcrrnincci foncrioa of ihe rherrnody-
nari{c condir,io's of ihc coolanr (nucleacc boiling, film boilingi. .






§pcctal aE,iêncion has bacn pnid
;o niodify or co;npictc aircl rrsing
procc<.lurc s, auiorii;ii: ic ciroice oI
l, iIlrl(rliENTÂI, r/iCiLITIliS
Comparisôn bctr,rrzcn calculations
iccirnoiol3y division of rl.,o CCil




to obcain a codc cconomLcaX co rün, casy
i.rnproved numorical rneE,hods, incegracion
Ciûic sicp6.
PRO.illCT .STiTiiS : Complere
5. REI,.\TTONS 11'TTII OTII]ïR PIIO.INCTS
DIITI loop ln Ispra.
6. RitFERnltcli ltoc'tDfiilql's
G. FitIZ, w. RIEROLD, .iC. MricNIi{, Â. jirtyNÂtri)À comparissn bcuwccn codc calcuiacion ancl'biowdi* u*porimcnÈs. si-mulari'g d Ioss of coôlanc accidenr :.n a prpr;";i;;;-;;;;;"';;;;.;",Nuclcar Engirrccring aad Dcsign zs (Lgi3t i;5:;; !i
c. FilIz, I.r. ;1i;îl'loI,D, D. L.4.liCE, JC. IfilcNIN
calcuiacions compared wich exicrirncne" olrutoging d1ffcrcn. brow-downs, 
.
Iluropean );uc1eàr Confercnc'c, aprll ZL _ ZSi LgTS _ paris
.l
an<l cxperimcncal,dâca werc done ac EhcIspra wirh r,hc Dllll ld,op.
r ..Àt.



























2 . - Parti cril ar ob j ectives




Ccircern 1-,i:e devcS-opmenis of staU:i,si: j ca -
ne.Lhods for acqriisition and e.:.abcr"aij.c::
of cxpel'imenta] crai;a coming fi"o;n nuc 1ea:'
po\rÊr p'r-ants and expe::imental )-oops.
Apply statistica-L met.hods 'co s'r,udy:
Reacl,or" ph5,3,ics, The.rmohyCrau.Li-c and
mechanicai effects, Acoustic noise, r
Fuei cool"ant interaction etc.
T ranstlr.rcers, ci.e. arnp)ifiers, filters,
magnetic i'ecorCs .
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anaiys i s
The rnai.n effor'ts â.r-e
' ' L111,'Bn reaciors.
- Ig-la-"}on to othef ploj These stuciies ar.e made in coll.abora-
Lion lcj-i;h responsibles of experimental
6. - Heference dgcuments
faciiities
I) t,. Cirnorelj.i * A. Federieo
App.l icat,ions ol spectrj analysis .;ecH-
niques bo examine natural ano super-
imposed neubronic flux fluctuations inâ nlteiear po\\rer :'eactor.
llapp. CNEN 
-ïl:0 ( 69 ) 3 - prarzo ::969
2j A. FeCerico - S. .Taglienti
irrequency anrl time*domain syste;ûs for
statis'üiiaL sj.gnal elaboratl.on derle).opcrin CitiiN 'labox,a.tories. IAEA soeciaiist
meeting on Analysis of lqeasuremeni;s io
Diar;5i-iol;e Pote:rtiai Failurcs .
Ronra., Aprile ïO-TI , fgTZ
3ü'
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'llitlc I (Orisinal ie4g!êgê)
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4 Prrrioc{. Ê{-iÈ!tav lEvu .f Lqquo
- Progress to date; operatlonal
fsls of the Dodewaard
reactor 
.(Bt^tR) ;
: ,- CaLculat,ion of, Marviken I ë.nd If resuLts .i .
Small break analyÉes in pWR,
.liot appiicable.
7. Re ference ciocuments
fnternal KEy,À reports.
8. Deqree of avail-ai::Lltv
-
Free 






{iaicrrlauioas of lhe coi-lsequences ofbrc:i;s in ;:eactot: systems
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: p::o t:Ês s ].n COr'vlPl-ETED :1980
Gt:lr:rll ;:inr
'lo ev;rl"unte ibe generer design ând the desigu of componerrrs rrfreact,or syscens in the câse.of pipe breaks In the sysiem.
I.-.:'; ic-.: 
-.:: c.bi cc Li\res
.*.é-.-
A - Cri-tical flow rares
- P::essure decrease in tlr.e primary sysf,en
- Siean v.'acer separation
- iieac t;:;r;rsf er in tire core
_ i:i:Y::T:-"t ih9 cladding (balloonins remperarures)
- inrrlaiion anC behaviour of 
"o." "ooiing systecnsFcxces on jnternals in the r,,essel during blow cjow:1.
- 
:i::i:::..:"1_remperarure response in conrainmenr sysremsr. J_riurL:c i.ng pressure sup,lressiorr)
- trntg term beharriou:: ol- rtre. contairrmenf syst_em.
àUSI:X:! r, ij.*ii:Lies and prosramme
- Pi,rcicipa:ioa in che llarviken p::c.ljece
- ::1;rin c"ûitipurer ûrogr;rnües :
siow do'^rn ; SliilIS
eo::e heaÈ iip: C}IEULOC_S, bUBBLE
conrainircnt : RIS, DRI.îI(ÉTUK, Z0CCo, RISLIFTforces : MAi(C
Proj ect status
%%
- Pf w;giÉ:$s io dacc: operaÈ ional
- Essernrj.al resurts: tomprec*"-riccs analysis of t.rre Doder+aarcittJZÇter (rirft)
I::i.-*:ir::







^r.LÇr rÀdr- c.f:..vi I,CpOftS.
jg:qçlt_ 
,r..,a i I .eb i ljr"y
!'rc.r on bas is of e.>:change with other programnes and resuits.
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M. Lolk Laige r,
Coinpiet,ecl clat.e:
September J.97 2
t-" Gene:'a1 a im
ùeveiopment of a computer pl:oql:àil-,rmij for:
trar^sir:nc terùperatures in a ir:eL rCIcr,curir:g'a






DrNO calclllaEes the t"ransient tempe::aturers i.n a fuel e.j-ernent
rocl dliring a postr:ratecr ioss-of .jcoor-an!: accid.ent- The geometric
moclel is cyrinclri-cal. The con§ L,Jcrec .rccl :.s c*ncentric sur-
ror-incec v,rith an equivarent coora;:t cha.irner a::r1 a shroud aî. ruel
and ca:ning corlsisting c.f a::d. eqi:.-valent tit tl.re. sr_irrounding
rcds anc possible fue r- e.lenent bo:<. Thre ecli:irzalerlL, geometry isê;rl-r-'uia-.-eC fron the assu:trptiûn of Liie same h,,,,:.r.;ul-ic d,iameter.
Dji,iü is a f inii:e d.iff erer,ce programr twi:*dilnensional in thefirei system and one-dirnensi,onar ir: t.he ci:olanr chanrrer. The proqï.ôx,
::ntî,". 
a s:eady st4te opti-on tr: carcula.;e i:;"rr..i.nitia1 tempera;;r.f_i
'l'ne i'ntegration cechnique user.t .r-s Pe<*semi.n e.-.1 Lachford's method,the ÀrT*rterhod. Gas-sap betvreen fuel .;,;ï.;;,;";:";;fr.r*,",.
:::.:::t]: l.uiaEion erc" nay be rake:r inr-o ,:ccr:unr ";;;;"; car_.
:::"::: ::::".Ienr hear conducrivlry. r,.:rpereLure crependence oftIiephy3ica].propertiesigt,akerrint,aaccr:u:'it-






?he DINO program is part o.f an integrated procedure for.
calculat,ion of fuel t,emperature transients during loss-of-ceolant
accidents. Besides the DINO prograrftr the procedure consists of
RHC and a bl-ow down program which calculates the hydraulic.
H. Abel-Larsen and M. LoIk Larsen
Heating in a reactor fuel element rod under transient
Part I.
Heat 
.cqnduction programr RIS0*M*139I (1971I , '
H.'Abel-Larsen and. 
.M. LoIk Larsen
tieating in.a reactor fuel element rod under transient
conditions. Part II.
Ri§É-M-1533 (Ls72)































3-dimensional P (P) i^IR crlre blow-dourn computer
1. Gener.rl aim
' Development of a
program
!=_Lqqti cular ob j.ec ti"{Se
Calculation of the spatial and
coolant massr -f1ow, -enthalpy and
tern5:erature, tn a P (B ) I,f P, cere . ciur ing
Ioss-of-coolant accid.ent" îhe model
channel approach includes stip and
between stean and water.
3. 
_tixperimentatr facilitisr snd programme
,
The program is o1:erationar 
" rt has been tested, against the




pressure ês wel-i as fuel rod
the blov,,-dcvrn phase of a
which is based on the sub.-
thermal non-equillbriuir





6. Relation with other projec~s 
In addition to the pr·esent blow-down program the NORHAV 
project includes: 
a) A one-dimensional reactor system blow-down model under 
development at IFA, Norway. 
b) The core heat-up programmes NORCOOL-I and NORCOOL·-II at 
Ris~. 
c) A. 64-rod (electrically heated) core heat-up experiment 
carried out by AE, Sweden. 
d) A three-dimensional computer program for the analysis 
of PWR core transients {TINA + nodal theory neutronics). 
7. Reference documents 
8. Degree of availability 
Available on exchange basis when completed. 
"".- ~-------·-·-· ·-~ .... -----··----
I 
--r ' 
' IJ!10j'EC'.l' TITL:S . . 
Blowdown cod a assessment 
L\vR _ ([}1- 1.2 
I I Sf'O!fSORI~iG . COUi:.f'L'ilY OHG!J-TISATIOJ.f . . . . 
I' i Commission o£ the Eu:ropean Comrm,mi ties JRC Ispra Establishment 
D.:\.TE IN"Fi.' I ATZ D PROJEC'P LEADER . : . Jan. 1971• 
D.\TE CON?LETED : L. Larsen I 
J)o r, ~t'i ~Yt: ;_ o :1. :. 
1) General aim . 
To acqu1rc a working knowledge of the scope and limitations of the maJor 
accessible blow down/ECC codes 
To compare the main codes with well defined experimental results to 
demonstrate their abilities to predict real situations . •. 
(_- To implant fundamental improvements in the theory and nurner1cal me~nods 
tit used hy the more promising of the codes, or develop a completely new coce 
with the required capabilities 
2) Particular obj~ctives 
1'ncoret1cal back-up of the Ispi"a blow down programme. 
3) Prlject status - Progress to date · 
~brarv or blow-down progr~mmes are kept updated at the JRC Ispra cornpu-
tincr cen~er. Calculations are mainly performed with the Relap'4/MOOD 5 and Rcl~p-UK, but various other programmes are used for special analy~is of 
~lo~-down transients. 
Standard Problem 3 has been analysed by the programmas Rf!lap-4/MOOD 2, 
Rclap-UK and Relap-3. 
Differenc~s and similarities between predictions of the various models 
and between p~edictions and measurements have been analysed. Critical flow 
~y·o :.•: • .:se ~-r~sct•':"...'! drops' pla:r .o:o.n import3.nt I"ole ~r. t1;·"' ~ nvesti;;ate"d ~:':".1.r.­
sients. This problem has led to development of a special programne 
( . Relap:3/MODA whi~h calculates critical flow pi"essure drops for blo~ down 
.--- · ... rans1ents. 
:';1e one dimensional models of heat conduction and heat transfer taking 
·,;>lace in a nuclea.r fuel rod and its surrounding channel during a blo'.o~ do•.o~n 
transient have been analyses in search for math~matical methods faster and 
.wore dCcurate than the traditional finite difference methods. Polynomial 
spline functions in connection with variational methods have been shown to 
be promising tools, even in presence of non linearities and strong power 
transients. The work is· in its reporting stage. 
A litterature.study o~ blow down exp '='iments has been started. Emphasis is 
r.ade on the Idaho Nuclear Corporation Semiscale experiments series 600-lOOG 
and on the Semiscale MOD-1 experiments. The work is in its initial stage. 
. , 
Refer~nce documents 
-;r .. ?',';) 
1. 
2. 1976 Safety progress repo~t of the Ispra SINDOG (76) 30 Calculatinns for Standard 
RelaJ?- 3, R~lap-4 and Rel.3.p .. UK. W. · Kolar, ~. P~pl1es. December 197 0• 
Establishment ACS 94e 
Problem 3 using 






Experimentclle Untersuchungen des sinfLusses der'















Initiatcri: Deccmber 1g7J cünplg§§g : 1







Design and construction of a ra'Eher^ large bLowcior,na loop systern.
Perforr,rance o§ loss ô.Ê coolânt exper§"ments by sinru)"ating tube
ruplure§/vithin a model. pIfR primary coolingi cfrcu.it system.
2 ) 
-Part'igr.r1ar ob'i cetj.ves
BxperimentaL investigatiori of the rore of 1;he dj.§ferent com.Do-
::r*: o.E a model 
p"',TT primary cooling circ*it system during ablorvdorm by the measuremêltt of .the rnain ther.rnohydraulic quanti-ties at all important positions in the loop, T1;; .u.n""r*ental
results vi}I be used 
-go:. the checking and deve)"opment o.F b10*-do*rn codes and associated thcorie§ ,rl"à ,.n ,r* sa.tety assèssment,
3)
+-)oo1 px'ir;rary àooring cireuit of a lloo M,r(e) pix? r.e.Ferencepran't ,rir.r be simur.ated by a a-x.oop experirn-";;; 











:s.'l':::n•o!le:ntina the "bl"'okcn 11 :ceactor loop. Doth e;..."P::rirncntal 
contuin pumps and stcnm generators. Tube ruptures (double-
and smaller) will be simu~ated at th:ree different positions 
in the "broken" loop. 
Applying a scaling factor with respect to the reference plant ·oi 
c1bout 1/700 .for the thermal PO'l'Cr, mas::; flow rate and volume led 
to a 5 H\v power input to a 64 heater rod bundle simulation of the 
reactor core. 
The distribution around the loop of pressure drop, fluid tempe~"'c.-· 
ture and compon~nt volumes will be ca.refully matched to the. same 
distributions in the .real PvlR ci:r·cuit~ 
The rclati ve heights of the comporwnts and tl1e lengths of the 
) heat transfer regions (core rod ·bundJ.e, steam· generator tubes.) 
. 
will also be the same as in the real·circuit. Size reductions~ 
\lr.ill• be made under the constraint that the poweY' to volume l"Gitio 
is maintained equal to that of the real system. 
'I\vo different experimental prog:rammes are cmvi saa-ed 
P:roqra.m::v::~ A specified by the DMFT-Bonn, :l.s concerned with the 
investigation of the influence on the blowdown of the rupture 
size at three different positions, the pumps cha:r.actc:-istics in 
both loops, the initial power leve:l, the time depc.ndence o.f the 
heat iriput, the strength of the heat sink (steam generator·se-
condary side), the downcomer resistance and t'he ECC water in-. 
jcction positions. 
Prorr!'r.~.rnm0 n formulated by the CEC, is mainly concerned ,~ri th 
studies of variations of geor.1etry and compol'H~nt s. 1'i'lcse studi C5 
foresee the modification of certain components illld certain aspects 
of loop geometry (shape and component hc~ight). This p:rogramme will 
t~ke certain reference tests 'from p~og~a~~e A (in 1act they will 
be l"cpeat~d) so th~t the consequences of the loop variations can 
be· assessed in a clear· mal'1i'1~r. Seven loop variations have been 
agreed on for progra~e B : 
- variiltion o£ the depth of the loop seal (U-tubc bcttwtean 
stP.am generator and pump) \~d.thin the intact loop; 
'< • 
··-~ .... ··- .. 
'· 
. ' ,' 
voriation oE the steam generator height in the intact 
loop; 
var·iation of the volume o£. the lower plenu.m (highe~ 1/d 
ratio); 
t--.vo separate accumulators, one £o:r. each loop~ -instead of 
orH-: accumulator .for both loops; 
-. p:t'im.:n~y tube :x•uptu:rc within the ste~.m generator (of the 
·'iil~a(:t loop); 
small rupture within the lower plenum; 
'rllc,projcct work startc?d :i.n ,Jcomua1'y 'l97ll \:.:i'!-J: the :revision of 
the prc:timinary loop design und will h(': co;nplc:t.(·~d c1t the be-
ginninrr of 1975. 
·' 
Thl? work involved in this -:c..:wision became: :rnor!2. (?.;.(tcnsive because 
of two ~ajar modifications i~ the co~ccpt of the loop. The first 
rnoc1ification resulted from the chancr~ of t·:he N::fc~r--mce plant from 
a 600 Hi'!( e) to a 1300 MVl(e) P\-rR which 'l'V2C'2s.s:i t:a.ted tho provi.sion 
of one steam gmv=!rator for each loop instead of one com.m.on steC\.m 
gener~tor for both loops and a more appropriate dcsisn for the 
dov.ble-enG.cd rupture device. 1'he St2Cond mudif:i.cat.:.on was concerned. 
( . with the design of the (.lowncomer as an annulus j,nstr;;ad o£ the pre-· 
OviousJ.y conc(·~ivcd circular tube. 
Tile final loop dcsigrl was conclud~d in NovE•Ji1.bm" 1974 and the cor·· 
responc1ing orders for cons tructj on are beinu ·placed :Lrt 1975. 'l'n:.."'c:!e 
pumps of the same type cHld per.fm~mance have b~~en ordered. Two of 
them will be directly delivered to Isp~a and will be oper~ted at 
dif.fe.t'ent speeds in the two loops so as to accotmt tm."' the dif.fc:rent 
loop mas~ flow rates. Tile third will be used .for ~:.stablishing the 
t\vo-pilase pump chul"acteristics in, t}H~ .f:ramewo:rk C>f a sE:!para:te R&D-





Tile spccific<J.tions o.C thf! clcct:t•ical povtel"· supply and thca 
. loop regulating and control systems as well as those o£ the 
data acquisition systems have been completed and the orders 
for all these systems are being placed. 
Extensive theoretical work has been necessary in the loop 
design and for the specifications of the different au:dlic:1ry 
systems. This has been done partially by the project vroup 
its~lf and partially by the LRA-Garching using the BR~CH-D 
blowdmvn code. .! 
5) Next ~teo~ ; Orders for all parts of the loop are being placed 
and preparations for the mounting of the loop are being made 
during 1975. Prototypes of signal transducers and measurin~J., 
• 
. . 
chains will be tested and calibration facilities will be pre-
. pared. 
The .final specification of th(~ instrumentation system will be 
made in the near future, tak.ing into consid~r='tion the philo-
sophy adopted for the Seltii ncale and IJOFT inst:..--umcntation. 
Progl"am.":les .for the digital minicomputer will be set up for the 
different process control, ~he data acquisition and ev?llHation 
tasks. 
Pre-prccliction blowdown calculations will be carried out with 
. the n~UCH-D and the RBLAP-4 codQs for the prograrn.i'ile A version 
of the test rig, and wi t.h RELAP-3 artc,l REl.AP-4 codes for the 
programrne B version (with several component modifications). 
There is a close.relation with the following B!t.?T contrG.cts(RS): 
RS- 16/2 Investigation oF. decompressi.on phenomena of L~•'R' s. 
Hodel tests with a steel vessel \>ti th core internals. 
RS- 36 : Emerg01'lcy cooling program;ne - low pressure tests o£ 
core refilling of tt:lR's after HCA : 
...... 

















;'Refill. tists sdth primâry loop influences
: Ernergency cooring progr-arnme * high pressure tests :
3 rnvestigation o"Ê"phanonenâ vithin the core during
loss o"0 cooling and emergcncy cooS.ing
D;:terminalioh o.0 heat t:.arrs-Êe:" coef.Êicients 
.
. 
Tireoretical and experimental investigiations ôn
scalirlg. laws,fo:r transient heat ty.ansfer,conàitions
i.lt LI,IIT-EüC
t,ïnvcsti.gation o-Ê phenonerra i.n â videLy subdiviced con.
iiainnrent tn cooling tube ruprfu3* acCidents of t\.I.?rs.
fube experiments .For selTing up a theory .For rC_
vettilrg of fuel rods ireated up ,to higtr tenperàtr"*"
rnvestigation o"Ê the'thermohydy'aulic non-equilibrium
Mixing phenomena, in pararLe). florrr channels





s InvesEiga[ion of RS-109 experimentaj. pwlp be]iaviourduring bLovdoum
i Ïnvestigations o.F steAdy*state and transient CHFs vith..
rrultipl,e'rod bundres of plrns and B,rr1?s vittr,n ;; ;"'--
rnodel fluid
r Devel0pment of measuring techniques fot density and'
.mass flow rate Ln üatef_ÿapôrir two_phase flour
:
Itefenenè.e_4ficr.:;rqn t s :
1, t'cnder to the il'rrr?-Bonn for the execution of the projectt'Expe:'imenra). rnv'estigation o.p the rn.eruenc; ;--;*ioï_r""r,ûn Bro'rdo*rni'in the L{unATCIT,{ JRC at xspre, eïabôrated by theTeclrnorogy Division of rh" J;;; *rr-rrr, :
2, T, Tlrinestrial Report,i g?4t ïn§,* F _ aû (JuIy lgl+,t




• . ' 
. 
. .... 
~: III. Trimestrial Report 1974, IRS·- F - 22 (Decembe~ 1974) 
5. IV. Trimcstrial Report 1974, IRS - F 
. JRC safety Programme Progress Report 1974 
8) pcgree of availability : 
The references mentioned above are available form 
·Glockengasse 2. 




Provisional bstimates oR the total costs (manpower an4 invest-
ments) considered in the contract BMFT/CEC are as follows : ~ 
~ 
m1FT about 4 MUA 
CEC : about 4 MUA 
10) Pcr~ro:nnel 
m{FT : 10 mcn/yeul." 
CEC =·15 men/year 
11) Arldition~l inforrn~tion : 
T'ne time schedule of whole the project according to the plunning 
. '. 
· made during the ~laboration o£ 'the tender for the BMFT-Sonn is as 
::> follows : 
·Project phase I : Elaboration of the preliminary project and 
of the tender £or the B:{FT-Bonn for the exe-
c~tion o£ t~is project at the'Ispra Establish~ 
ment of the JRC : ·· 
Nov. 197?. - April 1973 
Project phase II : Revision oP the preliminary project, reques't: 
for confirmation of existing of£~rs and for 
· . l:lew offers; placing of orders : 
January 1974 - Septembc~ 1974 
.. 




Project phase III : Construction and mounting of the loop; 
preparation of computer prograrr~es for 
0 0 
process control, dat~ acquisition and 
evaluation; prototype testing and pre-
paration of calibration facilities for 
instrumentation; pre-prediction calculations 
with di..l?f'erent blowdown comouter codes : 
,4 
October 1974 - December 1975 
Project phase IV-1: Conunissioning of the loop with all auxiliary 
systems; per£orr11ance of' preliminary tests : 
January 1976 - December 1976 
Project phase IV-2: Execution of .. tests for the experimental ·' · 
programme A : 
January 1977 December 1977 
Project phase V : Execution or tests for the experimental 
programme B : 
Time slippuges 
accumulated : · 
January 1978 -December 1978 
Because of extensive project revision (see 
§ 4) and new delivery times, especially of 
those pal,ts determining the critical path 
o£ the pla~ning, the beginning o£ the project 
0 • • 
phase IV-1·will certainly be·delayed by 





L(;,) r 3 l. orirt*.r.1';m lrtve S t "r'..,.; a t :i. O t:.s ( t OB I ) -
Pr'o.j'rr:I ; .ünil!,rtence o-Ê Pillt prima.ry
I 
')i)J :! ,:if i'11Ô'..'rrjrll'Ji?'l ç
ïrl'fi1'
OliG:\rïï,S3.nIÜid :







1 . ff:g::-:]*jjlj \
Desig::r and cr:nstructioti of a large scal-e trvcr*Iocp blowdoua test
iaC]'.Lrt5r.
Pe:'l'ormatrce of }oss-o.f*ccolant expe.rirner.ts lt,OiSs) by simulating
'iribe ruptrl.res r:.î rli.Ê.Êerent sizes at several posi'nions within a
P:.l'.?, prlmar.'ir cooling cir'cuit system,
2, P.]itic.rrlar !:: ie-c-$Jgs
iîxper:imertt*1 inves'Ligation o-f 'the role of 
,the c1i-fferent conponents
o.i a F"lR pri.rir<lï1r sgoling circgit dtryj.n$' a bLçwiao';nr by ttre meastlre-
' nei,it o-f tï,-e rnaitr thermol'rydr'auI"ic qrran'ii"ti.es, esp+ciaIIy'those
'.'rhich in.iluence thÊ.core cooling, i*eo the florr and heat trans-
-fer condition.s and thê pre$slri.e «L:iIfey.'ences.
Tlrâ e;.{perin":r:i-*L res,ii.Ls *"tiLl. he"appliÊd to
blov-dor,r*, codes and associated thqories used
lysis o.f Li'il?s.
check ,r'rd improvpi t4e
.Fo:r th.e safety ârrâ-r'
3. f e g !:,jl:rsll Prograrnm?.
T"ro di.0.fereirt exnerintental progralfl,"ttes are to be performed vith
this LOBI test .[aci).ity !
.' ':
If;glgl*S**' to be perforn*d for the BI4FT*Boiiir in tire .§rame::repft
of tl, e R&D eontract n§*t Ag/'t 4g-?3 pTI-tOD, conc].r,.Ced betvreen the
BirFT*Boirir and the tnErÇ,, ruj.ÏL L,e concernecl rrith. the inveStiga-





rupture size and position 
pur.l?S operation performances 
initial power level 
,·. 





strPngth of heat ~ink (st~am q~n~rator secondary side conditions) 
- uowncomer resistance and volumr 
ECC ~ater injection positions 
An appropria t~ tPs t ;M tri x A co.npri r_;ing 6o t.-~s ts has already been de-
fine a by a German Expert Group at th~ very bPUinning of the project 
work; this test matrix har. :.till to bp revised for being adapted to the 
final parameter situation and tPS t facility configuration ·t'csul ti(lg 
( from several modifications to b.,. appliPd during th.P r·evision and con-
stl~ction phase of thP project. 
. 
Pro'1!'-l!':ii':te B, to b~ perform<?d for thn Commission of the E.C. after con- ·1 
----------elusion of Program.:ne A, wi 11 ur• concnrnPcl wi. th the 
performance of some rpfPr<?nc~ tP~t~ (rPp~tition of t~sts of progra~~e 
A) which at th~ sam:.:- timP. const.itutr:- r('p.rot1ucibility tf\sts 
pe:cformanc~ of componPnt s-tu·li~s, to b0 dorlP with this :test ~ig aftP..r 
hdv!ng modifi~d c0rtain compon~nt~; thP purposP of thpq~ t@sts is to 
inves tiga tP. thP. influP.ncP of t h("' f.IPOmP.trical sh.lpc-~ or the P.l eva tion 
of these components on · thP btmvdown. 
Sevet'l such modifications of .thr- proqrammP. A tr-s t rig have already been 
a(J"r'ecd upon by an ad-hoc \vorkinr; Group or r-xpE':r.ts o.f thP. Community met:t-
be~ COill'l tries: 
~;J.riation of th~ depth of thr- Joop f>P.Cll (U-t111JP bP.tween the stt'!am g~ 
nerator and th~ pump) in th~ int:(lct loop, 
variation of thP stPam g0.n~rator clPV~tion in the intoct loop, 
variation of the lowPr plenum (highr.ar 1/d ratio), 
t'Jlo separate accumulators, onP for each loop,.•instead of one accu..'i\Ula-
tor for both loops. 
sirm.tl<ltion of a ·primary tubp rupture within the steam gen·erato:r (of 
tn~ broY.P.n loop), 
si:.:.:la lion of a srnu l t rup llJI:'f' w.i lhitt l:hr' 10\llf~r plf.>num 

















The fri:rils fron the Conrnissionrs buriget, neeesseïj:y- for these modifica-
tiorr:;, had been allocaterl to ihe LoBÏ-projecE buciget in the begiruting
o.î'i975 and enablcci orders to i:e place<i for tkrese mo«i.Êications together
vti:ir rire orders for all mechanical }ôop torni)orlents"
Àn:rpp:,:tpfiate t:Êst rirËttrix B is actuali.y- being elaboratecl .by the experts
o.c Tlie b*"§o;'e mëntioriêd ad.-hoc: vr:rhinç; gï'ùup on r:ilr-: basis <lf a first
. pr"opas;-r.i Eubmrtted .iuri rrg the last session ip Cc1ol.e:r 19?6â
4. Mli *.qq*_cgl1gq}".qâ q{:r,es
A.+*]cüp prir,rar.y ccoling systom os l1:)CIo i,ille pi,,rit ref.erence plant is
.: sinulat*il b5r a t-loop experimental. sys[em, crno [s6p representing tireeintact "reactor'r loclps anC the othe,r represent.ing tll-- b,rok.n ,,rlaccor,
\,l.loop'BCIthexperiment.:}1oc5rsarË,a,ttj.ve:t,ropo*ontainingaPumPanda
.".:
?ube.ïuptures of variolf,s rup[ure sizes(.i:.om double enEled doryn to' snaii
: :t"uk)'are-to be simulare(] at th:'ee dif forent positi.ons within ihe bro-ken loop (i:ot te$J, cold lerJ, Lbop seal) 
"
:. ?he scali'ng factoz' of 712 for pr:ver, mass .flcur âi1cl v,)rumc f eo to
I
* i i"rtl *eati'ng püurer iaput to*a 64 hea.ter rod gpnte às reactor core si-
ihe loup sy.rtenr and componqnt ttesign has bpen done
C operating pre.ssure and temperatrue re-spectively,
- 
the pûwer eo volume rati. for 
.thc siz,rr re(]uciion
* rhe pressutre dr"op and .§ïuirr temperaturft dt,strirrution along the florvpârh§
the voLume ratir:e ârïrong the compûnents
thc ele,.rations of the cornpenont$
tl:e iengths of the heat transfer srlrFact-"s
. 
nerators)
equal" to the comespon<ling rÊàctor vâIues.
,*
21 kg,/s .end,7 kg/* fluid mass f tow
spectively
about o,,7 n3 ..:Itrme conte:î.: 0f the
in the in[act an<i broken 
.loop re-
px in.*ry loôp u€.S+, sySïer..
.§or 16o bar and 3250
mai,ntain:ing
(core ïori irundl.e, stpan ge*








f 'I I 
A secondary loop system provid~~ heat removal from the pr~mary loops in 
th<~ 5 team genera tors and ope:t'a t<.:!S at 52 bar syste>m pressure and in a 
tt~:::perature range betweP.n 21o0 and 27o° C (steam gene:c-ator ~econda:-y 
sirie inlet and outlet tempel"a turP. respectively). 
':he r.1eas'1.tr~m.~nt of fluid absolute pressure and pressure differences, 
absolute temperature and temperature differ~nces, mass flow and density 
,:~ill be done at the boundary o.f all loop co:r.pone!"' ts, where special tube 
in~erts, ca:led spool pieces, bP.ing instrumented with appropriate. 
\ 
::teasuring devices, are mounted into the loop tt:.bing. The same fluid 
q~antities will be measured also within th~ reactor model region (do~­




Further~ore the outer surface temperaturP of th~ h~ater rods will be 




. r ':'est f.:lcili ty design calculations arP. done by tile 11 theory and e:(J)eri-
. ~ · · rn~t" r.oup or the project staff with the RELAP4-HOD 2 code and by tile 
:, ..... !.~-Ga:-ching (FRG) 'ri th BRUCH-D code.· 
.. 
.. 
''. ?r~lJ!'~diction'and r~sults evaluation calculations '11ill oe done. by t.ha 
sam: g':'OU?S with blowdown compu tpr cones uf thr'! same code family. 
. . \ 
• J 
' 5. ~~~~ss to Datp 
!. 
•· D".1.r~r..q til,"! :r-eport period th, n-rojP.ct cJ.ctivi ti~s .we!"~ C('l"l<::'?rned '!'::lin,.'t 
·.:;:.th worl<s of.phase III of thf"' pro.i~Ct'planninq: mountir1g o£ the LOBI 
test .:?ac~lity. 
More in dAtail thA follo~iny work~ hav~ bPP.n p0rfo~mpd; 
·- Com?letion of ~ nf'\1 building contuln.ing t'.IIO rooms for housi~1g the 
dat,'i acquisition and signal" proc('ssin!'T .sy5tPm, and th~ loop regula-
tion and control instrum(.'>nts and pf1rll"'l 
Co1'.pletion of thP construction works in th,-:. lC1borcJ.tory hall: concrete 
CaVity in the f'loor for hou~i.ng thP :r'Pt)Ctor mdJE>l Of thP tf.'>St facili-
ty, £'ounc.lu tions for thr-> Loop ~:;c;,, f fold1 nrr and .tor \he '), 5 HW rectifier 
s:r~t:~:n, concrf-"te bunker f0r simulating the reactor containment 
Mountin1 of th~ loop sc~rfolrling, anrl of a ~oec~al sc~ffolding for 
r.! ~; '; P':':b ll r"':"J -:inr! d i .-;;I~; 'i~:rtlJ 1 l Y1 :'I 0 f' tltl' I' r>, \ C LOt' ;:;0 .1 (-" 1 
- ;.;ctt:li.J.r.:; oC t;(,,., '),'J l-11:1 rc'r:lit'inr •;y•;t·r,:n 
·- Hm~r.tir.CJ of th~ hirj cornf')d(\~·nt<; ol' · t h0 prL~·"i!"':.: loop:;, .")xc~j:>t. r~?Clctor 










l.'irst p*:'i oti factorv
.-.rrrl t hrsiF elcctri.r:;ti
, 
.r,r 'f
.t irg raJ.Ia tion works fc,r er/. t.endin.g r modt fy'rng and
elsrctricat power supp).y, côrltrol an,l svii;c)r gÊar
tcs t Êaeili t ), re'.luireftient§
Tpchnj-cal âcceptâncq, tests ând commisçionins ô.f
and si3nal processinq system
aclap ting the exii:i:Ig
systen to the L03i ,
§ire data acquisiiion
,Preparation and testirrg r:,Ê compu.t,t.r prograins §ov data acquisttionr
itandl-ing an<i evaluatien anti ['or pruces$ contl,ol
Long-timE behaviour tÊstri er.f the s5.çinaI procÉssing sys'tem (arnp1r.fi.e.:ti,
fiLte:.s)
ïesting oÊ prototypes fo:r comp$nr,nr*s of the rrarisus measuring channels
(e. g. pressïrrp transducprs, dragbotf i,::s e.ïc. )
?,'chnicaI. acceptance tesis ancl caliirr;ltion o.§ tlre rrarious meesulinE
clrarrnel.s <le1ivere<i (prersurn, tnnrp*.rature etc"')
Fabric:a lion of f lrrirT, t?r'n,rpra trrl:p. pt"ob+s
Exper'rmental i.nves tigatiorr ofi si gnal. cit:;tur'barr: es anct thaoretical coi,i*:
siderations on si$na} ânalysi.s
I'h*oreticar consirjerati,tns anrl cr:rie ca!.cr.rl.ation§ on two-pha;e prr::tp
characte:'istits , coni.rinrnr"nt.bacl<*ptrê:i,iiiï'e.*irmrlâtj-üï1, t$,o-plase
break I'rô3zIt" ca l.i. bi',t tlon, tirnrm.ll s lrÊs:ir)s j n reac'rr:r mociel pressr,re
vssse], force:; on primar,y loop structures
E,la1uationofdovnconerFlorrrresi5tanCetest§andp::eparationoi.
i,O3Ï-lcop charactoristies rlatà $et
- 
Üocle calculations .§or ,:silT standarcl proh'lën 3r sürveÿ calcuLations.
'for pne'lgirâiaïne.. B, develoomorrï of ulrEi.lify pî:ogiraas for REIAP4.
6" l?:rI*tjs ,1nr1. proie_ct :tatr|;
Febri-cation difficul ties (e. g. shrirk hores in th..* pu.mp housingr e tc. )
and c'eltve:"y rielays from subcontraetor^s leci to a 4.mcnths delay in tite
cÔ'':iDletion of the pum: fatrricatiion. Their factarS,- technicaL u..urtâncef§§ts siarted in Decenrber 1g7(, and slio.üred the unobjectir:nable opera-tion o§ the prrmps i,tseLves uir to r:he maxinun ad,ïis*qi.ble impeïfer speed
o-c 85üo r:rm. ?he tosts had to be intez.rupted 
"Êor *ii"irrut;;;.;r";;;;.*
ius, the sÔrrrce CIf vhich cçr.rlci finarry. fL rocetrized in the purnp dlive
co,tîroI, ?hq acêeprâncè rêsra "{/:tr]- be conc}uaed tn Januai irri, ,ir"-;'in'lI and' precise eiectrièâI a<ljus*-"a" ""u the pump drive plants has
tpcl:ni«:crl r1(cpptance ti,,s f s ô§ t,he LOtsI Prix)s





,,.,'t'tü., ltCil tll::l'i«:rtLiir..i il.rÿ,. I)rlrrrl rrvlqgql'1 f,.14rJ fof bothrthe feaCtof nO-
.r''r,"(:rits.r 
"r7r';";;rl ,trlrl ï:h,. rrl,1rr,P Pouer (ioII/lôcring prate. HiEh preSsurevritrrfl mc1Èoriàl strenirth proper[ies connectÊd. lrith too high britt].3ness
r.a::uirê(l chani"Ja o0 mattrrial, rvhich leô to fâfger naLl thickness and
ihê:'eby hiq'iror thermal stresses. Delivery delay for the fleur rnateriel
causcrd a cotrresponding'fabricalion delay for the pressure vesse1. ,
Sol,.lering rlif'fieulties due to the sarrriwich rtesi.gn o! the upper poîrer
ccnn..cting plaEp nêcessit.jtetl rlesign rnorliFicatj.ons and Led also to
stronç; .fabrication ancl delivory «lelaysr
§everal difÊt:rential pressure transducer Eypes have been tested besore
the dhoica.has bepn macle for the one best suited roo orr" p"O.;"-j].f,-
to be' put'chù,';r,rl 
.
Th' iwo fir:;i rlragborly prototypr.:s, rîesigned and fabricated for us byiha 96gt"rle lnsti iute, Frankfurt ,(FIiG) r in the frarnervork of a R,g.D con-ir'1ct from thr' uMFT-rJonn, have been suecessFully tested under stead,y-
stairt opr:t:.;tf ion condiiions anql shown r-haf tire requirerl specifications
alP §atisi'ieri urn1l urith e:{ccption of ortÇase, ,,ÿhpre the te,îperrtr:re in-fluencp on tho zôro stabi.Ii.t;y. vas inael:nissibl.,r hj.$h, ancl therefore tilis
ri=alber'ly h.r,l to be rr.:-shipp.çd for repairr
A ?rototype oî Ehp 'uarer-cooLerl sËand-oFf pipes, 
-Êor connecting theDlessure tlanct'i".rion'! :nl ti-on the di§f^renttal prnsai)?e transdrlçq15to the pressurê tap§' has bean testocl rrnder operêtion conditions pre-
vious to tha rr.Iease for fabrieation oe tiro total number of stand._o.§fpipes reqr.1i3o6.
?he absolute pressul'e rneasuring channels, consisting of transducers,
' 
siEnal tinps and anpli.Êiers. ul.ith. filtens, have been rleriverea ,*a ià"-tec' The re-errrts obtaineri confirm the reerrire«i specific..t;;; ;;; ;;"iotài error of a ;omplete channel ar,,orrrts to 1.rZ ÿ ful1 scale êt hostoîhp resisience thermoneters hava been calibrate6. a.0ter d.eliveryi theneesurinSi preCision is of or15o,C at.3ooo C. .- - --- -..,
î;: ::::ti:ït ror arr tempexature *n"n*rr,* 
"nur,,ruls u,irh trroro.o,rp-re5 :lAve b':en subjcctecr to rong-time tests for determini*g ah"i"-;:-ibiit, vhich'anounts ro orlo c and 










?i,tt: experimental investiEar.lon ('f ,listrrrbances on thr.' !1q;1Ler rod thcr-
:itoüotrplÊ si1'|n,als trn,lrr opêrdtion cr:nrli i-ion:; It.lvr. sho'.vn, that the eLec-
tr.ir: r1 §cf*,.trri(l1; CIi: Lhe ihof,rnocr)rrpl.r,gi ilû§ to renain crosecl over ,'ÿhc.le
i:l':c l.']i15ch of Lhr: signal Iinei ô:11:/ then the i:CItal interference r/oitesie
cc:responds to abOue I10 t aI crtnçtanf: heater roii eLlrrent and increê-
set rc aboua:.4u C a[ srepwis* r-iecr$;rse clf the ireate.r: rÔo gutrren[r
, ,,
Theor+tàca1 sfudies on the measuring si$nal_§ from the l--rtensitometers
i.,{}re concerned urith the setting up of p}rysica} mo<1el"s required for the
interp:'eiation of tliese signals §/ith respect to the irr-Fluence of di^3je-
rent cvo*phase f lory regimes 
"
Code caLculatians had to be rlone fo:r rJetermiruing the thermal sfressesin the rp'lctor mcdel pressure vessel wn}l unrier tranriient tenperatule
conCitions; these calculatior"ts br,eamo nrlccrjsery, a.Fte;: the walI thj"c::_
ness hatl to be increased due to rhp changn o.F maileri.a:}, ?he maxirnrm
ther,tal stresses to be expncte,!.riuri*g nàc water injection arnounts toless than twiee the yie:l"tt strrnsth anrl is iherefor* arlmiEsible (ns;,ie
regiula tit:n ) ,
mr:deI
A ol:ysicâi"'nas ber,'n developatl for ur;i.nrt thn i.rrnak nozzles, urhich have
to be inserted irtto thp broak Lul"rr" o§ thr Lest facili ty .Êor adjusting
the break cross çection to variorrs riz",sn i:or thp detprmi-nation oÊ thc,
t':ro-phase br*ak mas,3 flow cluring blo,lrrlû$/nr ilor the cat.ibration o-Ê these
nozzles, the test parûmet,5r ran'Iês arrrl a tâSt matrlx irave been estâh.-
1i shed
code câl'cu}âtions (by thp LRÂ-Garching) havn bpen srârrec "rôr deternni-ning the contai"nmrnt back prelisr.rrt hi.çto:*r/ rhrrinr bro;rrJo.,r,a. in bo.t!r, tlia.
reactor and the experimental containn,,,rt. ï,h* rr,Sultn are reqrrifed 
.îOfdeternining ihe amount of apFL,rratus fo:r" frr.rsîr.it,ê rç,gulati.on and controlin iire experimental containments
Theoreiical studies u/ere concerneri w.:th ilia pirrnu bphaviour under tr,/o-phase fLow conditiongr 'vith th* aim to set up an appropriate test rnairixfor tlie forthconning i.nvestigat.ions to esïabrish the uvo*phase togr punpcharacteristi.cs. ' ;----r-"
The evaluation o'f the downconfr 
.f10rv rnsi§tânce ce§t' x,e§uits,has shoiun,that this 







'i'ita i,OâI loOp r:harrtci,rf j.lf ics rlâ tjrt have br),ln r'letrlrminorl, incLudinç
':L't JIr' Irh;tr;çr frllrdp r:hirt'at:f nfi:;l: ic5; 'l'hi S rla t.,:t sF,i is r.r1;rr] ,,ts bASe fOf
,n,, 
',i r.;, l,.,l.n ..,irlrr .;trfyr:y r:,r i.c,rrl,.t t.i(Jn:; Lo Ltncove,r the nrosL scrrsi:ive
i.lSt ilrùriletols. Thps;e caiculati.ons have 'Drlen stdrted by the proj"rctt s:.lfl'r'ith thp itELAi?4 cocte. The final tlata set,ri1l be establisheC on
rl":e basis o§ the resurts from the prelininary LoBr tests.
DAPSY code ccrlculations havp been stàrtêd by the L,i?^-Garching to.leter-
ni.ne Çhe hydr.rulic forcps on thr, Loop.qtructur:Fs ciuring the earrÿ blcv-
do'vn phase. These forces ar(, re(luired 
"For calcuLating a.0tervaîds the
'ilechanlcal stres§es ruithln tho loop Etructures with the sTItüDL. cod,e.
RILAP4 code calcu]'ations harre bpen clonp ['or the CSNI staridard. probten 3in the framervork of a vcirkshop pxerciser ,yhpre tho calculation resuits
of di§fer.ent participants anrl cories have been cornpared !/:tth each other.
I
, Several util"ity profrarns for tha çg1,6p4 corle havc
the ain io facilitate tho us. ot' thi" 
";;;-r;;;rith an easy adaptlon of r.hê prograrn size to an
'!eih vÊry v,rsitire plortinq possi-trirïtins oÉ the
Tireregore the conplet.ion of thets no.ÿ scheduled for Jrrlÿr 1g7?,rviii be started tf,"r.ift*".
been clevelopeC rrrith .
àre concerhe<â ê.§.,
a.ctual task case or
resul ts.
reactor modeL pres_
of the purnos led
the introduction of
April arjd ttay, 1gT?,
The actual'rtatuç of 1fua projêcI urork can br" summarized a.s fol]-ovs:
the previous pl':nning ol.'the rnountirrg $,orks had compretery to be cl:angedCue to se'reral and con.iir:!oratrlo 
-rlelivery de1;rys for varj.ous conponents.
îl:e rnounting r''^'":s ha.ve L"en stâr'tar rr'. ri-^ trrr.,e ,,;..r;.rri.r: tiula-,,r {yo tc dg-lay in the comprerion or i:he conrr*rcriorr ryorks i, ;; ;;;.;;rr'n.i.
on one hani and to del;ry in. the mechanical ]oop conponents del"ivery onthe othe:: hanrl,
?he six nonths rlef ivery <letay oE controL anrr 16'Çlrlation components('.raLver.etc.) caused a seconri st*p in the loop ;",;r;;;;.
consiclerable difficurti.,s in th., fabrication oÊ il.re
sulre vessel, of the upper pover connêcfing plàte andio srron$ ,âei.ivery delays ns irr..o ;r;;; :r;-;;;.;;"
, a third step in the }oop mcunring, tô be done O**i.g
mouilti.ng phase oÊ the .project pianning



























:lo:ap1ôt1on of lost t'ar'i.1i Iy hr.irtnti.n(jf
- 
.i.::nni.r:l;.rn'in:'i ol' the test Ê.r,:i Ti t.y.
8. R?latroq yith Oth": PT;:JocIs




QuarEerly Reporls ol 1976, IRS-F-3o to 34
- 
1,1. Rieboid.: T'vo-Phase luteasuring fechniques in Depressurizaticn E:Çe-
rinenis. Conference paper to the 1976 Meeting of the Eüropea:': ?l'c-
' ?hasa Flou Group, Erlangenl 31st llay * 4th Jurne, 1976
-. I{. Riebo).d, U, }iu"Cschnirlt, M. Larspn: Ispra Stu<liqrs in the Fieiri cf
L:I:?-LOCÀ, Conference paper to tliê Alû§/EI,lS International Conference
on'i{or1d i['uclear Pover, ttashington D.C.1 November i4 
- 
19, 1976.
fiansaccions of ANS, VoI . ?4; 438 
- 43g, .(lglO)
- 
l'J. Kolar, rrl. Ibevka: REL4TJPD anrl ReLriaUfO 
- 
two utility pr^ogran.:.§or
RtL.{P4. ExEernal iteporr EüR-5618gr 1976
- 
1r. (olar, I'1. Lolk i,arsen, L. P.iplips: Calculations .for the Stancla:"<i
Iïrobl.';n 3 using RALAP3, RELAP4, ënrl ttUtÀP-liK. Con.Êerence papet: to the





P,'dind: Pehleranalyso Êür eine Cs-137-gtrahlenabsorptions-Dichte-
;ieSanlagp. Zur Bp.ctimr,rrng tier DiCir[n in rinern l/aSSer^-Damp§-ZveiphaSen-
genisch, Axïerner $ericht $rJit-5645 rl, 1g?6,
1o.
- Quarterry Reportsr from rRs-r:ëln, Grockengasse 2, 5 Kôln 1.
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1. 1. 1 RS OQ 16 B 
Vorhabcn/Projoct Title 
~orgHnge. bei der Druckentlastung wasserge-
kilhlter Reaktoren. Modellversuche mit cinem 
11,2 m hohen Stahlbeh~lter mit Einbauten 
Investigation into the Phenomena Involved in 
the Depressurization of Water-Cooled Reactors 
Experiments Using a Steel Vessel 11.2 m in 
Lar cl/Country 





Frankfurt am Main 
Abt. Energietechnik 
~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~-------·--- --·------------------------------Arbeilsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
.....:J~uu...~.l~y~l~..:5L•t--.U'-'-'"------+-.n.~o~:..L....~...._-..L~-.~o-o.;;<.  .J...7....l9:..-----+-.Ib::....__.T.. E. Ka.nzleiter 
Stand der Arbeilen/Slatus Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Miltel/Funds 
continuing December 1977 · 
1. General Aim 
The experimental blowdown program is aimed at integral large-
scale experimental simulations of loss-of-coolant accident~ 
in water-cooled reactors o:f PWR and BWR type. All experimen-
tal .results are to be compared with the results of model cal-
culations to show the applicability o:f the computer codes 
used and, if possible, to improve them. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In the ma,in experime11ts the load8 on reactor vessel inter-
nals under BWR and PWR conditions and the phenomena in the 
discharge nozzle during the initial phase of blowdown are to 
be i:nvestigated ... Preliminary experiment~· wi.'t~out ltJ.'ternals 
are to be perfo~~ed to show the influence of the internals 
on the discharge process. 
J. Research Progr~~ 
J.l Preliminary LOCA experiments with a pressure vessel without 
internals under PWR and BWR conditions. 
J.2 PWR experiments part I with 11 i'lexible" -internals of' PWR type. 
J.J BWR experiments with internals.of BWR type. 
J.4 PWR experiments part II with 11 i'le~ible 11 and "inflexible11 
internals. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The experimental facilities consist essentially o:f 
- a pressure vessel ( 5. 2 m3 t 1lJ:O bar, 300 °C) w·i th an electric 





- PWR internals with'flexible and inflexible components 
- B\o/R internals 
- a loop with piping, pumps and heat exchangers to realize 
the same differences in enthalpy as inside an original 
vessel 
measuring instrum~nts (approximately 110 channels for p'res-
sure, differentia~ pressure, temperature, density, mass 
flow, force, strain, aoc~leration, displacement and water 
level 
- a data collecting and processing system with 120 chann~ls 
and a threshold frequency of 5 kHz. 
For comparison with the experimental data, sj.veral computer 
codes are used by Battelle (see research project RS 312) and 
by external institutions. Some of these computer codes are 
also being used for licensing procedures. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ad ).1 Four preliminary BWR and PWR experiments without internals 
(Nos. SWR 1R, SWR 2R, Dlffi 1R and D\o/R 2R) wer·e carried out in 
1974 and 1976. 
Ad ).2 Seven P\VR experiments with flexible internals (Nos. DWR 1 to 
5, DWR 2L and D\ffi 5A) ·were carried out in 1975. Evaluation 
and model calculations of these experiments were completed 
in 1977. 
Ad ).) Eleven BWR experiments with internals were planned and partly 
prepared in 1976 and 1977. 
6. Results 
Ad ).) For the planned BWR-experiments with internals expecially de-
' veloped differential pressure transducers for direct instal-
lation inside the pressure vessel have to be provided. Quali-
ty inspection tests, carried out with a newly developed type 
of transducer, showed that this transducer is suitable for 
the specified pressure and temperature conditions (80 bar/ 
290 °C)~ These tests indicated also a tolerable measuring 
error caused by pressure and temperature transients antici-
pated for BWR blowdown experiments. On the other hand, the 
tH) 
V ( 
1.1.77 .. )1.12.'77 
(1 
-" b 
tests showed unsuitable dynamic characteristics of the trans-
ducers: 
-undamped oscillations after initiation by acceleration or 
pressure shocks 
-eigenfrequencies at values far below the specification. 
Summing up, the quality inspection tests lead to the conclu-
sion that the tested transducers are not suitable for measure-· 
ments inside a blowdown vessel and that alternative measuring 
systems must be provided for the B\vR blowdown experiments. 
7. Next Steps 
". Ad ).) Providing other differential pressure transducers or planning 
en experimental BWR-blowdown program :for experiments without 
differential pressure transducers. 
Ad ).4 Preparing PWR blowdown ·experiments • 
. 8. Relation .!:.2~.her Projects 
RS )12 
9. References 
(1-4) Quarterly Heports in the Series "GRS-Forrtschrittsbe-
richt. Bericht libcr die vom Bundesministerium fur For-
·schung und Tedhnologie geforderten Forschungsvorhaben 
auf dem Gebiet der Reaktorsicherheit 11 (in German). 
January to March 1977 
- April to June 1977 
- July to September 1977 
- October to December 1977 
(5) BF-_gs 0016 B-10-1: "Ergebnisse der ersten D\ffi-Versuche 
mit Einbauten DWRl bis DWR5)", September 1977 
(6) BF-RS 0016 B-21-5: "Beschreibung des Programmpakets RS DV 
zur Nefldatenverarbeitung", January 1977 
(7) BF-RS 0016 B-JJ-1: "Versuchsergebnisse zum Gemischspiegel-
verhalten in einem 11,2 m hohen Behalter ohne Einbauten 




10. Degree of Av!ilability of the_ Reports 
Reports are available through GRS-FB. 
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'I 
J.itle 1 (Original langu,agc) 
PROGRAi~ P.I.P.E.R.: esperienze di blow-down 
i~ presenza di strutture interne. 
~-
Title 2 (English) 
Blow-down Tests by Piper apparatus-experiments 
with internal structures. 
Date initiated 1972 
Date complete_9 1978 








Sponsor. OffiN-CNR ' 







~program is intended to study basic blow-do·wn P!oblems and to analyse 
causes of possible disagree'ments betw~en experimental results and RELAP 
calculations, with particular reference to the transfer of model data to 
full·scale plants. t 
2) Particular ob1ectives 
Tests are intended to reproduce in real time the thermohydraulic'tran-
... sient L1 a vessei during blow-dow.n, without internals or with structures• 
simulating the internal geometry of a B.W.R. 
The tests have also the purpose of investigating the mechanlcal effects 
of the pressure transients on structures assembled inside the. test ves .. 
sel. 
il 3) §~~erimt:n.tal facilities and· program 
!1 . -PIPER apparatus is a pressure vessel equipped. with an electric device, 
.. 
A rupture disk assembly and instrumentation for measurements of pressur.e ~ and tempera tu re transients. Six m·easurem~nt points are available along 
the height of the vessel. 
The main.design features of vessel are: 
- pressure: 110 Kg/cm2 
temperature:· 310 °C 
~nternal height: two values can be used (1,8 and 3 m) 
-internal diameter: 0,194·m • 
outlet nozzles: two, both of which have diameter of so mm and length 
of 400 mm 
- electrical device: it consists of three heater ro~s, designed to ~ro 
duce a total power of 24 Kw, located at the vessel bottom. 
4) ,Project status ·· 
Up to date a set of about 40 blow-down.tests were carried out. S~arting pressure was varied from 2o U}r to 70 Kg/cm2 with the same l-nl-:-
tlal water level. Blow~down was operated ftom either water or steam zo-
ne dt~rough op~nings sharp and rounded-edged of 13~6 rum, 14,8 mm and 50 
mm 1amctcr Wlth or without internals. 
·. 
. I f 
.. S) 
r 
Title 1 (Originnl lanfluage) 
PHOC.f~\l\11\ P.I .P.E.R.: espcricnzc di blo\.,r-down 





The tests in the nex~ future co~cern blow-down with internal plate pro~ 
vidcd with a Jharp-edgcd circular orifice, at starting pressures from 20 
up to 70 Kg/cm2, and measurements of transients of liquid level and 












·6) Relation to other projccFs · ~ ' 
The research is strictly connected to the. program SOPRE l (Pressure·sup-
' 7) 
·.· 
.pre,ss ione LOCA). ...,,, 
Reference documents 
1. P. VIGNI et alii 
•Esperienze preliminari sull'efflusso rapido di mi~cela acqua•vapore, 
inizialmente allo state saturo (P.I.P.E~R.). 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, RL 149(73). 
2. N. ·cERULLO et alii 
. ' 
··' 
Analisi dpll'incidente di perdita di refrigcrante nel.circuito prim~ 
rio di un reattore nucloare. Ricer~a.teorica e sperimentale sul tra~ 
~torio di efflusso rapido di miscele acqua·v~pore inizialmente allo, 
stato saturo. . 1 
Papc-..· pr~sented at the 29t.h Con.gresso ATI - Fil·enze 25-27 Sept .• l974. 
3. N. CERULLO et alii 
Blow-down Activity Performed at the ,scalbatraio Center of the Pisa 
University, Comparison between Experimental Results and RELAP-3 Cal 
culations. - ." 
,\ Meeting on Computer Programs f~r the Analysis of certain problems ~; 
in thermal reactors safety. NEA CPL- ISPRA - 23-25, October 1974. 
4. P. VIGNI et alii 
Programma di ricetca sul U-incidente di perdi ta di refrigerante nei 
reattori nucleari ad acqua (P.I.P.E.R.). 
Efflusso di miscele ~cqua-vapore, inizialmente allo stato s~turo, 
attraverso piccole aperture. 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, ~L 20~(75)~ 
8) Degree of availabilitl 
The prevfous references are fr~e~ the ne~t ones may be available with 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Ana1isi dei transitori tennici · ed idraulicd. a S£. l\ .1.1 ~ 1.1. 2 , guito di LOCA nei reattori ad acqua lcggera. 1.1.4, 1.2 
~ 
Title 2 (English) Country- ITALY 
Analysis of thennal and hy9rauiic transients fo]: ~Eonsor CNEN and CNR 
lowing a LOCA in Light \qater Reactors 
Organisation University 
of Pisa 
Date initiated 1974 Project Leader 
I 
Date comQleted 1978 N. CERULLO I 
Last UEdating may 1977 
1) Gener.al aim 
'The program has the purpose of investigating thermal and hydraulic tran, 
si·ents follo\ving LOCAs on Light 'water Reactors. The aim is to achieve, 
a keener ~nderstanding of some aspects of the blow-down physical phen2~ 
rnena, and to improve some features of blow-down·codes. 
2) Particular objectives '' 
'1 
Extensive work bas been carried on•regarding the WREM codes and the . :
1 blow-down and heat-up codes. . 
These codes have been used to anai~ze: 
1 
LOCA Standard Problems, proposed_by NEA-CSNI; the results obtained ij 
havi be~n presented .at the second NEA-CSNI workshop; :; 
- results of exp...-e-:-imcntal programs performed Qy the "Isti t4to di I!!! :I 
pi anti Nucleari." : · at the Scalbatraio Center, Universi-ty of Pi sa •. , 
3) Facilities ., 
IBM 370/158 and 370/168 Com~er,belonging. to CNUCE, Pisa. 
The experimental small scale facility PIPER of Scalbatra{o Cente~ U• 
niversity of Pisa. 
4) Next step 
The next step will be the use of the RELAP4-Mod.Scomputer program 
its application on some of problems·mentroned above. 
S) Relation to other projects . . 
Blow-down tests by PIPER APPARATUS - Project Leader P. VIGN.I. 
6) References documents 







.Blow-down .activity petformed at the Scalbatraio Center of the Pisa 
Universi~y: comparison between ~xperim~ntal results and RELAP3 cal ·i 
culations. . . - ·} 
~lectin~ on Computer program for. the: a~alvsis of certain nrohle-:n"S iJ1: J 
' ... ..,. ---. 










Title 1 (Original language) 
~alisi dei transitori termici ed idraulici a s~ 
guito di ~ nei reattori ad acqua leggera. 
2. N.CERULLO et alii 
Clas$ification 
1.1.1, 1.1.2, Ll-.4, 1.2 
'Analisi dell'incident'e di.perdita di refrigerante nel circuito pri-
mario di un reattore nucleare. Ricerca teoricn e sperimentale sul 
transitorio di efflusso rapido di miscela acqua-vapore inizialmente 
allo stato saturo. 
29! Congresso Nazionale A.T.I. - Firenze 25-27 Settembre 1974~ 
· 3. X.V.MOORE,W.H.RETTIG . 
. RELAP 4 .. A Computer Program for Transient Thermal 
·Hydraulic Analysis, ANCR 1127 Rev. 1, March 19!5• 
4, WREM: Water Reactor Evaluation Model·- NRC - May 1975. 
. . . 
S, ·1~ LOOP SE~HSCALE SYSTEM .. Aerojet Nuclear Company\- 1975. 
6. N.CERULLO, L.CINOTTI, G.DEL NERO, F.ORIOLO 
La catena di programmi di calcolo RELAP - Theta ·1-B: 
' Analisi del transitorio termi.co di un PWR in seguito a LOCA. 
RP 245~76) - Istituto di lmpianti Nucleari - Universit~ di Pisa. 
7. N.CERULLO, G.DEL NERO, G.GIRESINI, F.ORIOLO~ F.VITALITI 
Results of Calculation 'bf NEA .. STANDARD PROBLEM'4 USING'RELAP 4-
.-002 CO~fPUTER PROGRA~i 
. I 
.. ~....-
·Presented at the second NEA-CSNI workshop, held in Par& on 6·7·8-9 
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Coun trv : JRC , · .. · 
Untersuchung de's thermodynam~schen Unaleichgewichts ,Sponso:r: : 
BNFT and CEC: 
Orqa-ni7.c::tion : 
__,. 
• JRC ISPRA 
Es tab li r.hmen 'c· 
' Title 2 Pro.iect leader :.· 
Investigation oP. the thermodynamic non-equilibrium G. Friz 
' 
Initiated 1.12.1972 Completed ': 31.12 .1·975 




To provide experimental data ~or theoretical models 'describing 
the deviatiQn Prom thermodynamic equilibrium oP the_water-vapour. 1 
mixture in a primary P\o/R-circuit durilJ.S' a blowdown;. . _ 
2)' Part:i.culnr ohiectives 
Measurement o£ the cieviatio11 £rom therll\odynamic equilibriu:n· 
between the phases caused by :. . 
,., . 
- a sudden expansi~ll o£ water · . . 
- a periodic volume variation ", • 
... injection of cold\water in ·.:a: :vappu:r atmosphere. 
I 





t3). Experimr-!ntal £ncili tias al1.~i-rogramme 






- 44 tests ~ith a sudden expan~~on. 
initial prassure step artd;initia~ 
Par~meters are : temperature, 
• I 
void-and water quality, 
.. 
~ 
' ~ l 
- 25 tests with periodic Volume variation, 
,, 











• 'I j 
- 36 toots· with cold "'atcr injection, paramete.rs :~injection 
) ' I ' 
,. quantity, state of the vapour a~mosphere.(pressure .and 
temperatur~h 
4) Proiect stntus I 
A series oP about 20 flashing tests at 200, 250, 
:: has becl'l carried out. T'l'le main results al"e : 
. I ·. 0 
280, 300, 315 c 
\ ' . 
. \ 
-The measu~cd half-value timc~·th·o£ re~~~n to equilibFium· alter 
I 
. a stepvtise yolume increase lie between 20 ·and 80 ~1s. ' 
:_The pressure time curves fit well with the theoretical calc~­
lations. The expcrime11ts in~icate bubble t1umbers Ero:n. l-1=10 to 




- The dl~pendcnce of th on· the· ini tia.l pressure step and the 
'temperature follows quite well the' theoretical curves. The 




. · 5) Next steps : Completation of the Pl'ashing tes·t series. Preparation 
oi the injection tests. 
1. 
. . 




: "Experiments on Refilling ~nd Emergency 
Cooling o£ the Reactor· 9ore of light '·Tate:r · 
Cooled Power Reactors after· an_ MqA" ( SIEleNs-
ICt-lU) 
· RS 37 and RS 37/1: "Investigations of the Events within· the 
At T·85 a 
RS 109 
Reactor Core unde~ Loss oP Coolant.and , 
Emergency Cooling Conditions, High Pressure 
. Experiments" 
(AEG-XHU) 
: "Emergency cooling-theoretical 
conne~tion with a pressure £all 
primJ.ry system (blowdown)" 




: "Experimental Investigation .oi the.InElucnce 
oP P\·TR-Loops on Biowdown" 
• ,t •• 
. 
" -~ .... 






































: '1). R~f':'C-l'r'nnoo docnm~r\1:!1 
. ·G.Friz, vT. Riebold 
. 
Pressure history during £~ashing caused by a sudden 
expansion 
EUR 5039.e •. 
-Quarterly reports~(Ger~an) and annual report (English) 
.. 
in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte I:RS F 15 to IRS F 22 • 
JRC SaPety Programme Progress Repo~t 1974. 
r· .. 8) ·Degree of c-.vni labi.li ty : Freely available 
•. 
,. I 








9) Bt.ldt.Tet : Total investment and running costs a~e · t 
BMFT : 13660 UA '• 
CEC : · 21000. UA 
i 
10) P~rsonnnl : 2.5 men/year 









































Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN) ~" f CLASSIFICATION:·l.l.l./l 1• 2• 
TITLE: 
Mechanisch gedrag van het reactorbinnenwerk tijdens 
grote ongelukssituaties 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
~echanical behaviour of reactor internals during 
major accident situations. 
INITIATED : 1971 LAST UPDATING :May 1977 
STATUS : in progress COMPLETED : 1980 
General aim 








H. van Rij 
L.G.J. Janslsen 
To increase the knowledge of the mecha:riieal behaviour of- the reactor iQ.ternals 
during normal operating conditions and in particular during major accident 
occurrence • 
Particular objectives 
- The evalua'tion of a "safe" shut-down of the reactor duri~g postulated design 
accidents such as Loss Of Coolant Accidents. 
- The deformation in-the re-actor internal• immediately following a: LOCA. 
Experimental facilities and program: -
Project status 
Several calculations were performed using special elements of the NASTRAN-computer~ 
code to demonstrate that the program is capable to handle contact problems. 
The results of these calculations show th~t the NASTRAN-computercode can handle 
inpact-phenomena bet~een the construction parts involved (i.e. fuel elements, 
grid-plates etc.) satisfactorily. , . 
Next steps 
During the fall of '78 calculations will be performed on an arrangement of one 
· fuel element and connecting structural parts to demonstrate that a mor.e complex 
system can be handled by the NASTRAN-program as well. .. 
Depending on the results of these calculation, a simulation of a complete 
reactor-internal-system 'Will be analyzed. 
However this calculation will only,be executed provided that reliable values 
of the timedependent pressure history during major accident (i.e. LOCA) 
situations are available. 
Relations to other projects 
I Related studies at ECN: Reactordynamics and t_hermo-hydraulic study_• 
: Reference documents: not yet available.' 
I 
Degree of availability: N/A. 
Budget: Computer cost 1978 + 1979 -·us $ 20.000. 
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'\ COUNTRY l3ole-ium (U.S • ..\.) 
I 
BLOWDOWN HEAT Transfer Test 











· ~\. -~TIATED (dato) COMPLETED 
End·l976 
: STATUS . LJ\S't UPDATING 
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1.0 General Aim 
Tho gcnaral objective of the Blowdown Heat Transfer Test Program 1s td 
obtain oxporlment.al data to determine the key heat transfer parameter 
Ciuring the early .stages of a PWR Loss of Coolant' Accident; ·up to and 
following op~rations from nucleate boiling (ONB)~ This experimental 
data will be utilized in the d?velopment of transient DNB correlations 
for use in ECCS performance analys~s. · . ' 
.. 
. . 
.· 2.0 Particular Objectives 
. i' . 
' t I 
·r t~' 
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.a) Controlled Parameter Tgst~ - Phase I 
The objective of these tests is to obtain data from whic.h transient 
O~D heat transfer correlations can be developed. Thi~·objectivc is to 
. . 
ha accomplished throuc;h a. series of single parameter tests .which imposo 
·controlled thermal/hydraulic transients on the test bundle. The proposed· . 
. range of initial and vamped conditions ~r~ e~pected to provi~~ th~ data 
·base·necess~ry to conclute the.oceurence of. DNB over.a range of condi- . 




_pyntcm 7{0;.ron:.:;c 7f!r;t - Phas!'l II 
The objective of these tests.is to obtain data in this facility which 
. demonstrates that ~NB does not·occur during the early core flow reversal 
P~riod which is calculated upon a large double ended. c.old leg break in 
a PWR. The D~B heat transfer correlation developed in the_PHASE I 




The Blo~:down Heat Transfer 'l'~st Facility is shown in Figure i. 
.. ' 




'A primary loop ~n which wator is ci.rculatcd to preheat tho test. 
VI..Hol.iOl' and other compononto to oporating temperatures. 
An a~xi~iary system in which water is blow4own from.the flas~ 
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chamber through the test bundle.under conditions which simulate 
a PWR LOCA. 
) -A 12 foot long_ test bundle,corisistinq of 25 heater rods in a .C 






' . ~ ' ' 
·with a non-uniform radial power profile. The heater rod instr~~cn~ 
.. 
' 
. ~ ' 
tation includes 12 clad thermocouples and 8 element ther.mocoupl~s. 
The range of initial and vamped conditions are : 
Initial Ueat Flux : 
Initial Mass Flux : . 
Initial Bundle Inlet Temperature & 
Initial System Pressure : 
10 Kw/ft - 10 Kw/ft 
.2 106 3 106 lb /h ~u 2 . .• x ~ • x m r :r'"' 
560°F - 600°F 
1750 - 2250 PSIA 
• , o) Depressurization Rate ' 
Flow Decay Rate : 
0 - 350 PSI/SEC 
-0 ~ 2.5 x 106 lbm/hr ft2/sec. l' f) i ;_ 
;t •• 






4. Project Status 
'\ 
Six tests have been conducted and a prelimina~y report issbed· t~ EPRI. 
'An evaluation report will not be issued until December, 197 6. 
·. 
s. Near Term Plans 
Approximately 10 additional tests Will be conducted in the p~riod 
1 ' ~· 
.f 
l 







June· 1, 1976 to August 31, 1976 to further investiqate initial conditionS. 
• ,. 
• I ' 
,. ' 
t_ ,. 
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•• parameter vamps, and flow direction. 
6. Relation To Other Programs . . 
This proqrw~ is indirectly related to.othar development progr~~s 
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1 • General Aim 
• Design and construction of a large scale two-loop blowdown faci-
lity. 
Performance of loss-of-coolant experiments (LOCEs) by simulating 
tube ruptures of different sizes at several locations within a PWR 
primary cooling circuit system. 
2. Particular Objective;2_ 
Experimental investigation of the role of the different compo-
nents of a PWR primary cooling circuit during a blowdown by the 
measurement of the main thermohydraulic quantities, especially, 
those which influence the core cooling, i.e; the flow and heat 
transfer conditions and the pressure differences~ 
The experimental results will be applied to check and improve· 
the blowdowh codes and associated theories used for the safety 
analysis of LWRs. 
3.· Research Programne 
Two different experimenta~ prograrnmes are to be performed with 
this LOBI test facility: 
f:£2S:!:~~~-~. to be performed for the BMFT-Bonn in the framework 
of the R&D contract RS-1o9/143-73~PIHOD, concluded between the 
Bl1FT-Bonn and the C.E.c.,·will be .concerned with the investiga-
tion of the influence ·of· the following parameters on the blow- . 
dovm.: 
rupture size and location 




- initial power level 
heating-power time-function during blowdo\vn 
strenght of heat sink (steam generator secondary side condi-
tions)· 
downcomer resistance and volume 
ECC vrater injection locations. 
The preliminary test matrix A, comprising 6o tests previously 
defined by a German Erpert Group has to be revised for being 
subdivided into two parts A 1 and A 2 of 3o tests each, and for 
accounting for several modifications applied so far. For the 
t·est r.1atrix A 2, suggestions f,rom the Community Nember Countries 
will be taken into account, and the experimental results ob- · 
tained from A 2 .will be freely available to the Community He;nber 
Countries. 
~££g£~~~-~, to be performed for the Commission of the E.c. af-
ter. conclusion of Programme A 2, will be concerned with the 
performance of some reference tests (repetition of tests of 
programme A) which at the ~ame time constitute reproducibility 
tests 
performance of component studies, to be done with this test rig 
after having modified certain components; the purpose of these 
tests is to investigate the influence of the geometrical shape 
or the elevation of theses components on the blowdovm. 
Seven such modifications of the programme A test rig have alrea-
dy been agreed upon by the "ad-hoc Working Group £or the LOBI 
' Programrne B" composed of expertes from the Community Member Coun-
tries: 
' 
- variation of the depth of the loop s·eal (U-tube between the 
I steam generator and the pump) in the intact loop, 
variation of the steam.generator ~levation in the intact loop, 
-variation of the. lower plenum (higher 1/d ratio), 
two separate accumul.ators, one fpr each loop, instead of one 
accumulator for both ~oops, 
simul.ation of a primary tube rupture within the steam generator 
(of the broken loop), 









' ! . 
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~ ECC water injection into the upper plenum. 
The funds f~m the Commission's pudget, necessary for these mo~ 
difications, had been allocated to the LOBI-project budget in 
the beginning of 1975 and enabled orders to be placed for th.ese 
modifications together with the orders for all mechanical loop 
components. 
An appropriate test matrix ·B is actually being·elaborated by the 
before mentioned "ad-hoc W.G. LOBI B" on the basis of two propo-
sals submitted so far from.two member countries. 
') ... 4..... __ E_x;;.;.p.._e_,r;;..~-· m.;..e.;..n_t_a;...l.;....;.f_.a_c_i_l_i_t_i_e_s.J,,_c_o_m..._p_u_t_e_r_c_o_d_e_s 
A 4-loop primary cooling system of a 13oo }~le PWR reference plant 
is simulated by a 2-loop experimental system,one loop represen-
ting three intact "reactor" loops and the other representing the 
broken "reactor" loop. :J3oth experimental loops are active loops 
con,taining a pump and a steam generator each. Fig. 1 
Tulle ruptures of various rupture sizes (from double end~d dovm 
to small leak) are to be simulated at three different locations 
within the broken.ioop (hot~leg, cold leg, loop seal). 
The.scaling factor of 712 for power, mass flow and volume led to 
- 5 l-1\·1 heating power input to a 64 heater rod bundle as reactor 
core simulator, 
21 kg/s and 7 kg/s fluid mass flow in the intact .and bro~en 
loop respectively, . 
- about o, 7 m3 -volume con.tent of the primary 'l'oop test system. 
The loop system and the components have been designed for 16o 
bar and 325° c operating pressure.and temperature respectively, 
maintaining· 
- the power to volume ratio for the size reduction 
- the pressure drop and fluid temperature distribution along the 
flow paths 
- the volume ratios ar;1ong the components 
~ the elevations of the components 
the lengths of the heat transfer surfaces (core rod bundle, 
steam generators) 
""-• ,.., ---....-· 7 < ·- R'~·~-- .. _ ___,___, e ·-";--~·----~---·---------·· ----
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equal to the corresponding reactor values. 
Two accumulators (6o bar and 3o° C operating pressure and tempe-
ratu'Y.'e respectively) of different volume content (28o and 95 dm3) 
for the two loops are providing ECC water for both, separate and 
combined cold leg and hot leg injection into both loops. 
A secondary loop system provides heat r·emoval from the steam ge-
nerators in the primary loops; it operates at 52 bar system pres-
sure and in a temperatt~e range between 210° and 27o° C (steam 
generator secondary side inlet and outlet temperature respective- ; 
ly). 
The measurement of fluid absolute pressure and pressure di£fe-· 
rences, absolute temperature and temperature differences., mass 
flow and density will be done at the boundary of all loop compo-
. ' 
nents, where special tube inserts, called spool pieces, being in-
strumented ·with appropriate measuring devices, ·are mounted into 
the loop tubing. The same fluid quantities will be measured also 
within the reactor model region (downcomer, core, lower and upper 
plenum). 
Furthermore the outer surface temperature o£ the heater rods 
will be measured at 188 positions equally distributed over the 
heated bundle region. 
Test facility design calculations have been done by the LOBI 
project staff with the codes RELAP4/MOD2, BERSAFE and STRUDL-II, 
and by the LRA-Garching (now GRS-1-iunich) with the codes BRUCH-D, 
DAPSY and zoco-vr. 
The LOBI group 11 Programme & Analysis 11 has performed the reference 
calculation with RELAP4/HOD2 and :gELAP4/HOD5; it will perform an . 
essential part of the survey calculations, too. ·Both types o£ 
code calculations are aimed at generating a basis for defining 
the test matrix B and contributip~ to the test matrix A 2. 
Pre-predi~tion calculations for the test matrix A 1 and A 2 will 
be performed by the LOBI group "Programme & Analysis" and by the 
GRS-Hunich and -Cologne. 
Special R&D contracts have been concluded by.the Co1runission o£ 
the E.C. covering the "LOBI pump characteristics investigation 
' '. 
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in two-phase flow conditions". These characteristics are neces-
sary to determine the time function for the LOBI pump speed con-
trol during biowd~wn required for obtaining a pump behaviour si-
milar to that of the reactor pump during a reactor blowdown. 
They are furthermore necessary for the evaluation o£ the LOBI' 
test results with respect tQ the influence of the pump behaviour 
on blowdovm. 
The contract work has started in September 1977. 
Convergent-divergent nozzles will be inserted into the outlet 
branches of the "broken" LOBI loop for simulating different rup-
ture sizes for the blowdo'Sm tests. These nozzles are intended 
to be used at the same time for determining the break mass flow 
from the me~surement of pressures, temperature and fluid density •. 
'The therefore required calibration of these nozzles under two-
phase flow conditions will also be done in the framework of an 
R&D contract to be concluded by the Co~nission of the E.c •• The 
corresponding preparation for the test prograrrune and the con- . 
tract are under way. 
5. · Progress to Date 
During the report period, the mounting of the LOBI test facility 
has been completed and the operation tests of'different elements 
and components of the loop regulation and control_ system have 
been started. More in detail, the following works have been per-
forme<i: 
- Conclusion of several R&D contracts by the Commission of the 
E.C. for the investigation of the LOBI pump characteristics 
under two-phase flow _conditions, and preparation of the experi-
·mental test matrix and results evaluation methods 
- CSNI-Standard-Problem-3 calculations 
- Theoretical investigations in two-phase flow through conver--
gent-divergent LOBI break nozzles and preparation of an expe-
rimental progranune for the nozzle calibratior1 tests and of tlie 
corresponding R&D contract . 
• ~ h ' 
Preparations for STRUDL-II-code calculations to determine the 
_ dynamic loads on ·the LOBI loop system and s~affolding origina-
ting from_hydraulic forces during blowdown, calculated ~ith 
.. -------·------
I 
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DAPSY-code by the GRS-Hunich/FRG 
BRUCH-D- and ZOCO-V,I-code calculations by the GRS-Hunich/FRG 
to determine the pressure history in the LOBI containment tank 
during blowdown 
Performance of reference calculations with RELAP4/I\!OD2- and 
/HOD5-code.and preparation of survey calcu~ations for genera-
ting basic data for the determination of the programme B test 
matrix 
-Modifications of subroutines of, and extension of utility pro-
gra~nes for the RELAP4/MOD5 code. 
-Completion of'mounting of mechanical parts of the loop system 
after strongly delayed delivery of pumps and reactor model 
pressure vessel and power connecting plate 
- Modifications in the drive system .and factory acceptance tests 
of the third LOBI pump foreseen for the pump test,s 
-Calibration of.the heater rod bundle spacers, assembling of 
the commissioning heater rod bundle and of the reactor model, 
and mounting of the last one into the loop system 
-Loop regulation & control system, 5,5 MW rectifier syste1n and 
general power.supply system: 
• completion of mounting and of cable connecting work 
• performance of operation tests 
Preparations for starting the LOBI facility commissioning tests 
- Acceptance tests and calibration of measuring devices delivered 
I 
- Continuation of measuring devices prototype testing and of mo- r· 
del development for signal analysis 
- Commissioning of a small laboratory scale water-air two-phase 
flow test loop for turbine flow meter testing and calibration 
- Performance of comprehensive tests with a completely instru-
mented LOBI spool piece in the joint test loop of the KfK 
(Kernforschimgszentrum Karlsruhe, FRG) 
- Design of an extended parameter range water-air two-phase flow 
test loop 
-Information visit to the INEL of the EG&G-Idaho Inc., Idaho 
Falls, USA, with a view on Semiscale and LOFT measuring instru-
mentation system and development· 
- Continuation of development and testing of mfni-comput.er pro-
. 
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grams for the LOBI-D.A.S. for data acquisition and handling, 
data evaluation and display, and for process control (loop 
operation, heating power control, pump speed control). 
6. Results 
The results obtained from the LOBI project activities are repor-
ted separately for the five different activity fields of the prd-
ject. 
6.1 Programme and Analysis 
After the supplementary contract between the FRGHRT-Bonn and the 
0 c.E.C. for a 4 years prolongation of the main IJOBI R&D contract 
had been signed, a further supplementary contract has been con-
cluded between both partners covering the "LOBI pump characte-
ristics investigation in two-phase flow conditions". This ~n­
vestigation has to be performed in the framework of two R&D con-
tracts placed by the C.E.C. with the \vestinghouse Canada Limited 
(vTCL), Hamilton/Canada, and the ASTRO-Graz/Austria, respectively. 
Both contracts nave been concluded and are running since Septem-
ber 1977. 
The objective of this investigation is to set up the LOBI pump 
characteristics for two-phase flow conditions. These characte-
ristics are necessary to determine·the time function for the LOBI 
pump, speed control during blowdown·required fotjobtaining a pump 
behaviour similar to that of the reactor pump during a reactor 
blowdown. They are furthermore necessary for the evaluation of 
the LOBI test results with· respect to the influence of the pump 
behaviour on blowdown. 
The experimental investigation will be performed by \•lCL-Ha:nil ton/ 
Canada with the third of three LOBI pumps of equal size and per-
formances. ASTRO-Graz/Austria as the pump manufacturer will par-
ticipate in this ·investigation by giving technical assistance to 
the, experiments and scientific support to the results evaluation 
and the setting up of the pump characteristics; Finally, the LOBI 
group "Programme & Analysis" is charged with the definition of. 
the experimental programme, the e~aluation of the test results 
I 
'-
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and the setting up of the pump characteristics. 
Dnring a visit with the laboratories of Combustion Engineering 
(CE}, \vindsor/Connecticut/USA, where similar pump tests are run-
ning already since several months, first contacts could be taken 
in view of a future cooperation .in this field. Experiences and 
pr•oblems from the EPRI-CE pump tests with a Byron-Jackson pamp 
have been discussed. 
An appropriate multi-dimensional interpolation and extrapolation 
computer program has been prepared and tested for determining 
1natrix points of the characteristics fields from the measured 
experimental results. From the evaluation of reports on similar 
pump investigations (Semiscale pump at WCL-Hamilton/Canada, By-
ron-Jackson pump at CE-t-lindsor/Connecticut/USA) useful informa-
tion has been obtained with respect to the test matrix and the 
measuring instrumentation for the LOBI pump tests at WCL-Hamil-
ton/Canada. 
The technical acceptance tests of the third LOBI pump and ancil-
lary system in the manufacturer's factory have been concluded . 
successfully; the pump and ancillary.system will be shipped to 
\vCL-Hamil ton/Canada at the end of January 1978. 
The main objective of a visit to theROSA Proj~ct of Japanese 
Atomic En~rgy.:Research Institute (JAERI) at Tokai, Japan, has 
been a detailed information exchange on both blowdovm projects, 
ROSA and LOBI. Particular interest·has been focused on the dis-
cussion and comparison of the objective of th~ experimental in-
vestigation, of the configuration· and performance data of the 
experimental facility with a view on the simulation conditions, 
of the measuring instrumentation and data acquisition system, as· 
\VeJ.l as of organization problems iri performing the test and eva-
luating the results. The main aspecrt bf the results obtained so 
far from the ROSA I (BvlR geometry, -197o - 73) ·and the ROSA II 
(P\-lR geometry, 1974- 77) programme have been shortly outlined 
and discussed either. j ,., 
' 
' ' 
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During the 8th and the -;>th meeting of the "ad-hoc Working Group 
on LOBI Programme B" ('\IIG-LOBI-B) the following main i terns have 
been dealt with 
- discussion of a second proposal for the- test matrix of pro-
gra~;u.~e B ( com;nuni ty prograra."lle) 
- comparison and discussion of the results from the reference 
calculations1 ) performed by 3 member countries and.the LOBI 
group 
- agreement upon the initial and boundary conditions for the 
.survey calculations2) 
- agreement upon which tests o£ the second programme B proposal 
V!ill be calculated by which participant· 
- agreement upon the rupture sizes to be consfdered for Pro-
gramme B 
-discussion of timing and procedure for setting·up the test 
matrix A 2 and B 
Further preparation and development wo!'k was concer-ned with the 
RELAP4/MOD5 blowdown computer code and was aimed at 
- the modification of sub-routines and the correction of input 
data required for the conversion from british·· units into in-
ternational units in the RELAP4/NOD5 input and output parts; 
a report on this is under preparation 
- the extension of the plot program ISPLOTR4 and the program 
RE•UPD on RELAP4/HOD5; this work has been completed and .is 
described in the external report EUR 5919 e f 1 J 
-the introduction of the quantities pump head.apd void fraction. 
as "plot variable" and "edit variable"; this introduction into 
the appropriate CONNON blocks for extending the list of the 
"minor edit" variables was considerably facil~tated by using 
the 110D5UPD. pr.ogram, ? ·modified version of Rli:L4UPD, both de-
veloped by the LOBI group "Programm.e & Analysis". 
1 ) .agreed upon during the 8th nieeting and consisting .in a joint refe-
rence case calculation with the data of the LOBI facility to.assure 
the comparability o~ .the results of the different .-,participant,s in 
the survey ca1cu1at1ons - · 
2) are aiming at uncovering the most sensitive test .. parameters to be 
taken into account for the definition o.f programme B. . - ... -
·-·~------ ... - .. ·--·--
I 
, .1. 
A new nodalization · scl'ieme for the forthcom:i,ng survey calculations 
has been elaborated to ease the comparison of the results from 
different participants. 
Th~ reference calculation has been made with RELAP4/HOD2 and re-
peated with RELAP4/HOD5; the comparison of the results with those 
fr01n RELAP4('NOD2 is under way. Seen Fig. 2 for" a. typical example. 
The different rupture sizes for the blowdowa test will be simu-
lated by inserting convergent-divergent nozzles into the outlet 
branches of the "broken" LOBI loop. The comparison of results 
.Prom different calculation models with experimental data has 
shown considerable uncertainties for the· prediction of critical 
mass flows in the range of small vapour qualities ( x< o, 1) and 
\ 
subcooled water; this emphasizes the need of calibrating the rup-· 
ture nozzles if they must be used £or determining the critical 
mass £low from the measurement of pressure, temperature and den-
sity. 
For this purpose, a physical mod.el has been developed based on 
homogeneous equilibrium flow, describing the mass flow. and the 
flow phenomena inside such a nozzle for different fluid condi-
tions at the nozzle inlet (subcooled liquid, superheated vapour, 
' . 
sa~ur'ated vapour with variable vapour quality) •. An extension 1:>£ 
this model allows to take into'account also thermodynamic non-
equilibrium within_ .the fluid during the transi'tion from subc9oled 
to saturated fluid conditions in the course of ·the· nozzle flow. 
\ 
During a visit with the laborftory of WCL-Hamilton/Canada where 
the calibration experiments of the"LOBI break'nozzles are pre-
sumed to be performed after completion of the LOBI pump tests, 
the discussion of the first preliminary test matrix has shown 
that due to the_operation limits oP the test facility this ma~ 
trix has to be changed. The required calculations have been 'per-
formed with a computer program deVEl'loped by the LOJ3I group "Pro-
gramme & Analysis" allowing the_ calculation of homogeneous equi-. 
librium Flow o£ two-phase'vater-va~our mixture through smooth . 
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nozzles. The results have revealed the necessity to subdivide 
the experimental nozzle calibration programme into two parts:· 
steady-state tests with a closed loop for a maximum nozzle in-
let pressure of 70 bars 
transient tests with a blowdown vessel in the pressure range 
of 50.- 120 bars. 
Agreement upon this new program has already been obtained witp 
WCL-Hamilton/Canada. It has, however, still to be investigated 
whether transient tests for subcooled fluid conditions can be 
includ~d 'into the test programme. WCL will .su-bmit a. first tender 
for these calibration tests in January 1978. 
I ' 
The therrnohydraulic non-equilibrium experiments performed in Is-
pra (RS-77, 1972 - 710 are at present being ·evaluated with the 
aim to develop a correlation for·the evaporation velocity as 
function of pressure, degree of super-heating and void fraction 
of the fluid. 
The break mass flow duri~g blowd6wn becomes dependent on the 
contain~~nt pressure as soon as the pressure ratio over the 
break nozzle exceeds· the critical pressure ratio. This occur_s 
in the lat·e 'blowdown pl;lase, when the sys tern pressure has suffi-
ciently de~reased related to the ·increased pressure in the 
containment. Since the containment tank of the LOBI facility 
I 
for .technical reasons could not· be designed according to the 
volume scaling factor nor maintaining the surface t·o volume 
ratio equal to the reference plant value, the simulation of the 
containment pressure history during this late blowqown phase 
requires a special pressure regulation device. For getting more 
\ 
precise specification data for the necessary performances or. 
such a device, the GRS-Munich/FRG has been charged with· ZOCO-
VI-code calculations for the determination of'the pressure 
history within the LOBI containment tank. These calculations 
have been completed and first results have been communicated 
. ' 
' 
verbally; a report on the calculation results ·'is under prepara-
tion. 
' 
. - l'. -- -~ - ~ ' '~ ;"! 
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The internal su~face temperature of the LOBI containment tank is 
strongly influencing the containment pressure history during 
'blowdolm. A rough estimate based on energy balance considerations 
and r~~ults from computer code calculations with a transient heat 
co11duction progr'am yielded internal wall temperature values at 
the. blo\l!down start of ~bout 6o - 7o0 c. f 4 J 
Results from the DAPSY-code calculations· of the 'GRS-Munich/FRG 
have shown that the dynamic loads on the LOBI facility resulting 
from hydrodynamic forces within the initial blowdown phase are 
mainly caused by pressure forces; friction fbrces are of minor 
imp~rtance. A special computer pro~~am is under development at 
·Ispra for the elabora~ion of these DAPSY-code results in view o£ 
· their application as input ~ata farSTRUDL-II-code calculat1ions 
to determine the mechanical stresses within the LOBI test facili..:. 
ty and the dimensions of special supports against the scaffol-
ding. 
6.2 ,Hechanical Components & Systems 
-The mounting work of the LOBI facility has been continued accor-
, 
ding to the delivery of the various components and could be com-
pleted at the end o£ 1977 1 Fig. 3. Seyere delivery delays, .main~ 
ly caused by technical. difficulties on the manufacture~s side, 
have forced several changes in the·, mounting time sche_dule. 
Two of the three LOBI pumps have b'een delivered in February 1977 
with a 5 moriths delay. The third·pump will be shipped to WCL-Ha-
miltonf Canada, fqr being used there t& investigate the pump ope-
ration characteristics under two-phase flow conditions. The fac-
tory acceptance test of this pump could be done after the modifi-
cations or the drive·control system, required for adaptation to 
Canadian po~1er supply conditions, had been completed. 
The special design of the pump s¥laft bearings ahd seals has ne-
cessi·tated the splitting up oF the· main coolarit' pumps commissio-
ning into two steps. Therefore the LOBI. facil:L t:·y commissioning 
procedure had to be modified. The cold pressure and seal tests 
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pumps impeller withdrawn and the pumps housing closed by a blind 
flange. The pumps commissioning will then be ~one to~ether with: 
the warm pressure tests o£ the loop system including coolant cir-
culation. 
The factory acceptance tests of the pressure vessel, and the 
power connectifl.g plate for the heater rod bundle of the reactor 
uDdel, have finally been performed in March 1977, after a_se~ies 
o£ major difficulties had been overcome. 
Because t~e spacers (Fig. 4) for the ~eater rod bundles had been 
delivered without being calibrated, the assembling of the cor.t- · 
missioning heater rod bundle (Fig. 5) could be performed only 
' I 
1 in October 1977• Due to the faulty delivery of the spacers ve 
have been obliged to design and fabricate a special-calibration 
device at Ispra and to perform the calibration in our labQratory.-
The reactor model has been assembled in November 1977, but the 
mounting into the loop system has to be postponed until having 
dried out the heater rod bundle thermocouples~ ~his supp~ementa­
ry operation has become necessary due to a faulty sealing o£ the 
thermocouple end py the manufacturer which caused a considerable 
decrease o£ the thermocouple isolation resistance. 
The preparation for commissioning the· mechanical part o£ the 
loop system could be concluded in December 1917 allowing the 
start o£ the commissioning tests i~ January 1978. 
Contacts ·have been taken with the A.N.C.C., the italian techni~ 
cal acceptance authority, in view o£ obtaining·their licence £or 
the LOBI facility operation.· 
- -~ " 
, I~ 
6.3 Electrical Components & Systems, "Loop Regulation ·and Control 
The installation and mounting wo~kr.£or the s,s·MW rectifier 
system and for the components and ~lements o£ ··the loop regula-
tion.& control system has been completed as well as. the required 
cable connecting work within both systems. 
. ·, 
/• 
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The central switchboard .for the loop regulation and control ,-
system, and the high current conducting copper bars for the , 
powe~ conne~tion between the rectifier system 
bundle has been installed and connected. 
I 
and the heater rod 
The final design of the central switchboard for regulation and 
control of the LOBI pumps drive and the rectifier•power output 
has been made after the control units of the pumps had success-
- .fUlly passed the factory acceptance tests of the pumps i~ Decem-
ber 1976. After several months delivery de1ay this switchboard 
could be installed and connected in December 1977. 
The operation tests o£ the single elements and components of 
loop regulation and control system are still under way; the ope-
ration tests of the rectifier system for zero power have been . 
started aild pr·eparations for the partial power tests have begun. 
6.4 Heasurement Instrumentation, Signal Condition:irtg & Analysis 
In the field'of measurement instrlli~entation, and signal condi-
tionin~'and analysis, the work performed was conce~ed with 
acceptance tests and calibration of measuringr·devices delivered-, 
with prototype testing and with model developmeht for signal ana-
lysis. 
Resistance thermometers will be used for fluid temperature dif-
ference measurements and as steady state reference £or the ther-
mocouple signals. After the manufacturer had corrected the lack 
of accuracy (o, 5 % FS instead of o-, 1 % FS) in the measuring tran_s- · 
ducers o£ the resistance thermometers, they have been installed 
at the place provided for them_ for performing )Long term drift 
tests. The measllred drift amoun:ting to less than o,1 %or o,4° C 
for a period of 8 'days. and a temperature .fluctu'ation of about 
0 ' ' 
5 C can be considered a quite satifactory resti:l t •. 
A small laboratory scale test loop has become available for 
testing and calibrating of turbine flow meter probes at room 
temperature conditions in (\ir (1oo'1 m/s) and wat'er flow (7 m/s). 
Two prototype turbine flow meter ~p,robe~ of Fl8w- Technology Inc. 
1 
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-Phonix-Ari'zona, have been calibrated. 
Full flow. turbine flow~meters, _provided for velocity measure-
r.~ents in the surge line and in the ECG injection lines of the · 
.LOBI facility have been tested successfully, the results confir-
ming the required specification performances. 
After repair by the manufacturer (Battelle-:Frankfurt)', static 
calibration has been performed for the two· bi-directional and 
one uni-directional dragbody prototypes for flow momentum mea-
surements • 
'calibration restrictors have been developed and fabricated, which 
will be used to determine the pressure drop to mass £low rela-
tionship of both steam g~nerators during the prelimi~ary tests; 
this relationship _will be used lateron during the experiments 
~or determining the.steady state loop mass flow from the steam 
generator pressure drop before blowdo~m is started. 
For the interpretation of 'the (-densitometer ~ignals a theore·-
tical model has been developed allowing the calculation of the 
error band-width t~ be expected when ~etermining the density for 
different two-phase flow conditions like annular flow, strati-
C·' fied flow with plane and curved phase interfaces, homogeneous·· 
·e and non-homog-eneous phase distribution over the flow cross sec-
tion. The average density can be determined with sufficient accu-
racy from the weighed sum of the two single-beam signals. The 
' 
error obtained cannot be essentially reduced by: the use of more 
sopl;listicated ev~luation models, because the in:flu.ence :of the 
finite v:idth and of the energy profile of the :-y-beam can hardly 
be taken into account and furthermore~ the use of a 2-beam den-
sitometer device does not allow th~ determinat:hon of the average 
density, the void fraction and the~curvature of· phase .interface 
independently from each other. ., 
During a second ~nd very comprehensive test series {12o tests) 
in the joint test loop o£ the GfK~~arlsruhe a·completely instru-












steady-state two-phase flow conditions. The measurement devices 
installed in the spool piece h?ve been: one of the four twq-beam 
(-densitorneters at_present available, 3 fluid and 1 wall tempe-
rature probe, 2 absolute and 1 differential pressure transducer, 
2 dragbody devices and 2 turbine flow meter devices, Fig. 6. 
All pressure and temperature measuring devices have been exposed 
for the first time to the maximum ope~ation conditions and have 
operated_ satisfactorily. 
I 
The dragbody devices have been loaded up to 10 % of their rated 
operation range only and operated well. 
The differential pr~ssure transducer has been heated-up and da-
maged after rupture of the overload burst disk during the 97th 
test. 
The ball bearings of the turbine flow meter probes failed· after · 
5o to 1oo hours operation time; after rep~lcement of the bearings, 
the turbine·could be used again. The total lifetime of the bea-
, 
rings has Proven to be far beyond the value expected for the gi-
ven operation conditions• 
The major part of the test results have been evaluated. The most 
important quantities measured have been the flow velocity (tur-
bine flow meter), the flow momentum (dragbody) and the ttapparen"t" 
density (f-densitometer). B~cause no reference· measurements for 
these three quantities have been available, the mass 'flow had to 
-be determined from the measured results assuming homogeneous two-
phase-flow and had to be compared with' the kno\vn mass flow (frqm 
single phase measurements upstream'the mixing' chamber of the 
test loop). ''· -
r"' 
-
:The dragbody measurements do not yield useful information because 
the 1tiomemtum. force of the .Flow h.as been too small ( < 10 %) com-
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The mass flow determination from the turbine flow meteP signals 
reveals an error depending on void fraction and probe location; 
this error has to be taken into account as "calibration curve". 
An analysis of the fluctuating part of the signals with respect 
to intensity (rms-value), a;nplitude (ske\1mess etc.) and freqt<ency 
distribution has shown that the flow regi:ne is influenc~ng these 
quantities in a characteristic way. 
The evaluation of the signals from the turbine flow meter and 
dragbody has evidenced the need of always two such probes in the 
sam~ flow cross section. Therefore, the LOBI spool pieces have 
appropriately been modified for allowing this double instrumen-
tation of both devices. 
Technical difficulties encountered with the strain gages of the 
dragbodies (temperature shock depending zero drift) have delayed. 
the ordering of further devices until a satifactory solution of 
this problem has been achieved. 
During calibration measurements with the (-densitometer a fun-
damental malfunction in the electronics part (stabilization pro-
cedure) has been stated. Possible measures to eliminate this 
r error have been discussed with the manufacturer .. 
,, 
' 
For determining the start tiine of a blowdown test, ·a trigger sig-
nal can be used which is released through a potentiometer mou.n-
ted on the shaft of the quick-opening·flaps. A signal of 4 V is 
obtained from a rotation angle of the flap of 3° out of the 
closed position. 
The availability on an air/water calibration loop for the LOBI 
measuring instrumentation has proven to be indispens.able. There-
fore, preparations have begun to modify and extend an existing 
water lOop. Additional components needed (mixing chambers, sepa-
rator, air .compres~or) have been ordered. The loop is designed 
for 12o m3/h water flow and 12.ooo standard liters/mi~. air flow. 
•. J 
A two weeks visit with the Semiscal e blowdovn1. project o.f the 
USNRC at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) at 
Idaho Fal.ls has procured interesting information on the total 
manpower allocated to measuring instrumentation and ·siSl:lal ana-
lysis tasks of this project, ill1d especially on the distribution 
of this manpower according to ni.lmbe!' and competence on the de-
velopment, test operation and results evaluation taslcs. 
6.5 Data Acquisition and Evaluation, Process Control 
Since the data acquisition system has been installed and the 
accept?nce tests have been successfully conciud€d, the activities 
in this .field are focused on the development of mini-c<:>Jnputer 
programs for data acquisition, da'ta handling and evaluation, and 
for process control. 
For controlling the electri~al heating power input to the heater 
.rod ·bundle of the reactor model, a special computer/switchboard 
interface has been developed for enabling the entry o"£ 123 ex-
periment status signals into the computer. This interface is 
controlled ·by a compttter.progra.m which allows the monitoring and 
controlling of the different phases of the experiment (fiiling, 
pressurizing, heating up and steady state operation of the test 
facility) •. 
The following mini-computer programs have been· deve~oped and · 
tested allowing 
- the selection of data from arbitrary si~aal channels with a 
selectable interval for the mean values and a selectable data· 
compression; an extension allows the automatic error diagnosis 
and the setting up of an evaluation listing 
the re-organization of the measured data in view of a fast 
graphical display (minim~lization of disk accesses, time re-
duction from about 26o to- about 5 minutes) 
• 
-the COnVeTsion Of the.units Of data measured into engineering 
units and their display. 
For the graphical data evaluation, a dialog system is under de-
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tomatic setting up of a data book. 
Calibration results for the different data channels can be re-
presented graphically or in form of tables by means of a special 
program, Fig. 7. 
All mini-co:nputer programs are compatible with the real time ope-
rat~on system of the computer and allow the parallel running of 
several programs without interference. 
For the data acquisition program during the blowdo\V"il experiment, 
a control program has been developed for automatic testing of 
the correct operation of the PCH (pi;.lse code modulation) system 
by listing the error rate of 1o.ooo data frames befor each data 
recording. 
7• Next Steps 
- Completion of operation tests of elements and components of 
the LOBI facility 
- Comuissioning of the LOBI facility ana preliminary experiments 
- Continuation of preparations of the measuring instrumentation 
system and signal analysis methods 
- Testing the whole mini-computer program package of the LOBI-
D.A.s. for the data acquisition and evaluation and the process 
control by simulating a LOBI test. 
- Revision of the preliminary test matrix of programme A .and 
subdivision into A 1 and A 2 
Preparation of input data set for, and performing o~ survey 
calculations for progranwe B 
- Perfor::~ing of first pre"!'"prediction calculations for prograr.'L"'ae 
A 1 
- Continuation of preparations for the LOBI pump tests at \·lCL-
Hamilton/Canada: 
• motmting of the test facility at \-/CL 
• shippJ.ng of the LOBI pump and ancillary system by ASTRO 
• preparation of test progra~ne and evaluation methods 
- Continuation of preparations for the LOBI break nozzles cali-
bration tests 
' ' 
- Code calculations for determining the dy.a.amic lo,ads and mecha-
nical stresses of the LOBI facility and ~caf£oldirig 
- Feasibility study of the application of indirectly heated hea~ 
ter rods. 
a: ~elations with other Projects 
RS 0016 B 










: Refilling experiments 
Containment blowdovm 
: Heat flux investigations in multi-rod bundles 
:Mixing, between adjacent flow channels 
: "Tater-vapor flow from tube leaks 
RS 111 Pump behaviour in two-phase flow conditions 
RS o123A/B: HDR-blowdown experiments 
RS 163 : Thermohydraulic core behaviour in the early blowdown 
phase 
RS 177 Fuel rod behaviour under blowdown conditions 




: Participation in the LOFT-Project of. USNRC 
Reflooding hydrodynamics 
: \vater-vapor-air flow through containment vent aper-
tures 
Two-Phase flow Heasurement Techniques 
RS 135 Signal correlation techniques 
RS 145 . Joint two-phase flovr test loop • 
RS 146 . Radiotracer techniques . 
RS 147 • Dragbody • 
RS 188 • ID1R techniques • 
RS '225 . Density measurement by ultrasonic probes • 
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Standard Problems, Paris, Dec. 6 - 9, 1976 
- ~4~ L. Piplies, w. Kolar: Temperaturaufbau in der Contain-
ment-Wand des Ispra Blowdow~-Kreislaufs 
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- fsJ L. Piplies, vl. Kolar: Thermohydraulic Specification of 
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- f6.J \·1. Riebold, D. Barschdorff et. al.: Summary of German 
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Paper presented to the "5th \•later Reactor Safety Re-
search Information Heeting" of the USNRC on November 
7 to 11, 1977 at Gaithersburg/Maryland/USA 
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FIG. 1: BLOWDOWN LOOP SYSTEM 
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Fia. 6 a: LOBI dragbody 
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Firt. 6 b: LOBI turbin~ flow meter 
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During blowdm'ln the flo\'lrate through 't~e core and therefore 
the temperatures of the fuel rods decisive depends on the 
behaviour of the main coolant pum?s. T~is behaviour of the 
pumps under two-phase flow conditions ~as to be studied, in 
order to obtain a better experine~tal and theoretical 
knowledge and to develop a physical =odel that can be used 
in safety analysis. 
Particular Objectives 
Using the experimental results of t~e pump tests under 
simulated MCA conditions, a physical Jodel of the pump 
behaviour will be developed in order to replace the 
until not-1 applied assumptions in blo·.'id.m·m calcul.ations. 
Research Program ~~d 4. E;perime~tal Facilities 
T\'10 model pu:nps 1'lill be built to scales of 1 : Lt and 1 : 5 
of the main coolant pumps of GDT. ~~9 si~gle phase 
characteristic of these pumps will be measured by the 
manufacturer. 
A test loop at C-E will ~e modified i~ order to measure 
two-phase pump characterist~cs for ?ara~eter variations 
of interest :.p.ressure, flO\"lrate and void.. The test matrix for 
. these t'\'IO model pumps contains about 390 steady-state points 
in the t\'1o-phase region. Also 10 t:rar.~.sient tests '\'Till be 
carried out, to investigate ,,rhether steadv-state results 
V 
are applicable to transient LOCA calculations • 
.. .. -.-......... - -··· .. -- _., 
I 
1. 1. 77- 31. 12. 77 
ProGress to Date 
2:~:!::~£~!-E~£ 
About 200 stea~y-state and transient tests of phase I were 
performed in the two-phase flmv region. Tb.ese tests con~ain 
e:>..-periments \'li th forward and reverse flo'·"' through the 
pump. Some additional tests ·Ni th si~gle-?~ase flow condi-
tions '\"lere performed too. T~1e steady-state results were 
compared with data from the ANC-Se:;1iscale-pum.p-tests. The 
results of 7- performed blowdO\vn eA-perinents \vere analysed 
too. 
Phase II \'/as defined by E?RI, the ::::1enbers of the· EPRI 
Pump Two Phase Performance Revie\'/ Group a:1d C-E, 
consisting of 54 steady-state and 2 tr~sient experiments. 
The test~ were run successfully at the end of the year. 
Based1 on the results of the EPRI-progran the test matrix 
was changed. For the pump \·tith 200 Ill.m iiJpeller diameter, 
10 single-phase flow tests and 70 :;wo-pha.se flow tests 
\'lere defined under steady-state co:2di tions. For the second 
pump with 150 mm impeller diameter a:.sc ":C .. :dngle-phase flow 
tests and about 200 two-phase floi:T te·sts are planned. 
Additionally 9 transient tests Here defined. At the 
beginning 5 of these tests will be run. About 35 steady-
state experiments '\'tith special boundary conditions \'lill be 
necessary; to investigate the possibility of describing 
the transient pucp behaviour by steady-state test results. 
6. Results 
6.~ 2:~-~2£~1-E~E 
The measured values of head and torque in ;singl·e-phase. 
flow considerably differed from the data 'vhich were supplied 
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For t\·lo-phase flow measurements head and torque results 
shov.red a decrease with increasi~1g void .. For more than 
70 % vqid the head and torque degr~dation decreased. 
At 100 % void mearly the same values were reached as 
for 0 %. This behaviour of head ~i torque degradation 
with variing void is comparable t8 t~at of the -~~C-tests. 
As in the .ANG-Semiscale tests, -:;ne ::::ange of the inv~sti­
gated hydraulic torques as a fu:tctio:t of the void \'Tas not 
very large, a comparison bet,..,ee:1 t2e EPRI- and ANC-tests 
was only possible for the head behaviour. The EPRI-tests ' 
compared 1.vi th the data calculated 1o'ii t~ a LOCA-model 
based on the ANC-data shmved a less pronounced decrease 
in the head and a more pronounced decrease in the torque. 
This might be due mainly the differe~t specific speed 
of the B-J and M~C-pumps. 
The evaluation of 7 blovtd0\vn-experi:1e:::1ts showed, tha:t 
it will be possible to describe t:::te olo\vdown-phase usine; 
steady-state results. Additional :i..:1v-estigation has to be 
done. 
ASTRCJ has completed the detailed ~easurenents of the pump 
cast structure, manufactoring of i::J.:;:>ellers, casings, bearings 
and shafts. is going on. AEG delive:-ed all components of the 
punp drive • The instrumentation e .. :d. loop equipment is 
defined, devices ru~d parts for the loop ~~d pump support 
have been ordered by C-E. ~~e test ~atrix for investigating 
the t\m KWU-model pumps has bee:1 co:rpleted. 
Some auxiliary systew.s of t~e pu::rps (sealing \'later- and 
lubrication systems) have been co~?leted. 
7. Next Stens 
The EPH.I test results 'l.vill be e-valuated. The final report 
will be prepared. For the :r::~·lU test program C-E ''~ill continue 
on structuring, planning and ordering of loop-components. 
) 
,1 • 1 • 77 - 31 • 12 • 77 . ....... '- 1' ... -,.; -, 
ASTRO \-.rill complete the pump casings B.-."'ld the electric 
equipment of auxiliari~s. As some auxiliary systems 
(as sealing water- and lubrication systems) \•rill be 
needed for experiments \'li th the ISPRA-:;:ru1:1:p at vlestinghouse/ 
'Canada, the installation of the KVN-punp will be started 
in the 4th quarter of 1978. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
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Arbeitsboginnlln•tialed Arbeitsende/Completed ' Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.9.197i _,11.12.1978 Katsaounis 
Stand der Arbellen/Siatus Barichlsdatum/Lasl Updating Bewilligte Mitlei/Funds 
Continuing 31. 12.1977 483.ooo,-- mt 
1. General a~m 
C In addition to the research prograrnrn ~S 164 this program '"ill be the basis for an 
experimental study of the model. laws between water and freon as regards ONE-measu-
rements. 
2. Particular objectives 
The program is diveded in the following three parts: 
I. cold flow pressure drop measurements, 
I I. mixing experiments with power, measurements of subchaimel 
exit temperature, 
Ill. critical hea't flux measurements. 
In addition and supplement to the research program RS 164 these experiments will 
'be used for recalculating the results from research program RS 64 Part I and II 
("" PWR to water conditions. 
\_.· 
3. Research program 
In order to check the condition of the test section and the accuracy of methods 
for pressure drop prediction cold flow pressure-drop measur~~ents will be carried 
out. 
~o get information about mixing effectiveness subchannel exit temperature measure-
ments will be made at different levels of bundle power and inlet enthalpy. Criti-
cal heat flux tests will be carried out over a large range of inlet conditions e • 
. 
g. massflow rate, inlet temperature, system pressure, mostly valid for PWRs. ,For 
some aspects CHF-points at a pressure of 70 bar will be investigated. 
4. Experimental fa~ilities 
See RS 176 annual report A 76 
1.1.1977 31.12.1977 
5. Progress to Date 
The fabrication of the test section ~s finished and the test section ready to be 
installed. 
All components for the modification of the electrical power supply are delivered. 
6. Results 
As the test programm has not started yet, there are no results. 
See RS 176 annual report A 76. 
7. Next steps 
As the research programm RS 64 had to be interrupted in October 77 (caused by an 
(: emergency in power supply system) the freon tests ·are planed to be continued with 
the prograrnm RS 176 in the following. steps 
modification of power supply system 
installation of test section 
test programm RS 176. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
See RS 176 annual report A 76. 
9. References 
r-1 7 GRS-Research reports: GRS-F-40 etc. 
·~--- 10. Degree of Availablility of the Reports 















Barichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassificalion Kennzeichen/Projecl Number 
..1 _L_ - _ll 12 1Q77 1.1. 2 RS 64 
Vorhaben/Projecl Title Land/Country 
Untersuchung der stationiren und instatlonaren kriti- FRG 
~chen Hcizflachenbelastung an VielstabbUudeln von Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Druck- und Siedewasserreaktoren mit Fr:i.gen als Nodell- Br-1FT 
flUssigkei t. Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
GKSS 
Investigation of the Steady State and Transient Criti- Geesthacht 
cal Heat Flux of Nulti-Rod Bundles for PWR and mVR 
with Freon as Model Fluid Institut fUr Anlagen-
t'Prhnik 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Lei1er des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
I. 11.72 30.6.78 
Stand der Arbeilen/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updatmg Bewi!ligte Mittel!Funds 
Continuing 31.12.77 1. 723.500,- DM 
1 • General aim 
The aim of this research program is to conduct burnout experiments at steady state 
conditions and at massflow, power and pressure tran.sients for PWR and BWR using 
freon as model fluid. 
2. Particular objektives 
The experimental program is divided into the following three parts, each part will 
be carried out for PWR and BWR: 
Part I 
- Burnout experiments at steady state conditions to obtain reference 
values for transient \experiments, 
Part II - Burnout experiments (Burnout-time-delay) at massflow and pow·er tran-
sients, 
Part Ill - Burnout tests (time delay and heat transfer under filmpoiling condition) 
during pressure transients (blow down). These experiments will be 
carried out in coordination and as supplenent to the research program 
RS 37 
3. Research program 
For the experiments of part I and II are provided two test sections with 7 x 7 
. 
rods for the core configuration incL the spacers of Pi~'R and BWR respectively. 
The experiments of part III will be carried out using test aections with 
5 x 5 rods. The axial and radial heat flux distribution of each test section is 
non uniform. 
The experiments have been started with the test section for Pw~ beginning with 
part I and II followed by BWR-bundle with essentially the same experimental pro-
gram. 
The research program is very extensive, so it 1s impossible to explain it com-
pletely here. In this program are included: 
c 
~1ixing measurements, burnout experiments at different radial power distribution, 
pressure conditions, massflow rates' and inlet subcool ing at steady state condi-
tions, as well as at massflow-, power and pressure transients. The experiments 
at trans.ient conditions will be carried out for different combinations of power, 
massflow, and pressure curves (dependent curves) according to the calculated 
reactor characteristics. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
See RS 64 annual report A 76, A 75 
5. Progress to Date 
As to part I the heater rods of the P\ITR-test section had been insulated and 
reinstalled. Part I of the test program had been started again. After finishing 
All 
the mixing experiments the test program was interrupted by a ·failure in the power 
supply system (part of the test section was destroyed). Repairing of the power 
supplysystem is finished. The tests are planed to be continued-with the research 
,program RS 176 in 1978, as repairing of the damaged test bundle needs more time. 
The BWR-test section is fabricated except insulation of heater rods. 
As to part III the revision of the test facilities was especially -carried out with 
regard to a detailed calculation of costs. Particularly the concept of regulating, 
control system and instrumentation had been worked through. 
After calculation of total costs and setting up a general network plan the appli-
C c~tion to the BNFT followe~. In a series of intern GKSS-reports the obtained state 
of the project was layed down in relation to all technical details. First test 
runs with a computing program modified for freon 12 \~ere finished successfully. 
6. Results 
Part I : The results of the mixing experiments at the P~~-test section.will. be 
reported• soon. The steady state CHF-data will be c·ollected and reported 
at the end of program part I. 
Part Ill: Total costs and net~ork plan for this part of project are on hand. Pre-
paration for requesting a general tender in the fields of components, 
control system and instrumentation can be started. Calculation of the 
loop-characteristic using the computing program COVACU modified for freon 





















1. Next steps 
Part I and II: The tests will be finshed under the aspect of manpowe~ actuality of 
Part Ill 
results and with special respect to the accident in power supply 
system. In '1978 the tests 't-7ill start with the program RS 176 to get 
time for repairing cif the PWR test section. 
In reference to the GRS-resulting report of 20.10.77 it was decided 
against this part of the project. All activities in the field of 
blow down tests will be dropped. 
8. Relations with other projects 
Rs- 164 
c RS J76 
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1. General aim 
The general aim of these investigations is to predict the thermo- and hydro-
dynamic behaviour of the two-phase flow in the reactor core in the first 
blowdown period during a LOCA. 
2. Particular objectives 
The main objectives are the experimental investigations of the influence of 
loop components on the thermohydraulic conditions and the cooling perfor-
mance in the reactor-core during LOCA-conditions. 
Furthermore the influence of mixing-processes between adjacent-subchannels 
and the significance of the entrainment behaviours with regard to the dry-
out delay time has to be investigated. 
r· 3 Research program l.---~-·---T..;,..h_e..;,.._e_xp-e-r..._i_m_en ..... t-s-are performed with the modelfluid R 12 inste~d of water. In 
the following tabular the main objects of the research program are listed 
in detail: 
~!1----~n~r~in~~n~:inYg?!ig~~iQn? 
Experimental studies of the entrainment mass flow rate in the annular flow 
regime during LOCA-conditions and the relation to dryout-delay time and 
post dryout heat transfer. 
Evaluation of a theoretical'model to describe the transient entrainment mass 
flow. 
~!~----~i~iD9:iQY~~!ig~~iQD~ 
Experimental and theoretical studies of the mixing behaviours between adja-
cent subchannels in the rod bundle of a nuclear reactor core. 
J!~----bQQ~-Q~b2YiQ~r 
-~ . ~-· --·- ..... ~ ----- --·- ... --·~----- ··- .. ~ . . . - -·---~--
1. 1. - 31. 12. 1977 A26 
• Experimental studies concerning the influence of loop components, for exam-
ple pump resistance and volume of the steam gene,~ator on the thermohydrau-
lic behaviour of the coolant flow in the reactor tore. 
4. Experimental facilities, Computer codes 
·To 3.1 The entrainment-measurements were performed at an inside cooled tube with 
an inner diameter of 14 mm and a heated length of 5 m. 
To 3.2 For t~e mixing measurements a two-channel test-section was designed and manu-
. factured. It's cross-section area is shown in fig. 1 
Sheathing with high 
thermal conductivity' 
Profile-type 
Material with heat isolation. 
and inherent stability I 
, subchannel 
Heating-Conducter 
(el ectr. isolated) 1 
Housing 
fig. 1: Cross section area pf the two-channel mixing test-section 
The essential advantages of this test-section design is that the boiling 
phenomena occuring in the gap-region between two heater rods are simulated 
0 ' 
exactly as in a nuclear reactor. Furthermore the heat flux densities of 
the single rods may be varied seperately .. 
To 3.3 During the period reported a test rig model ing the primary circuit of a P~JR 
was constructed. The design data of this .experimental apparatus base dn the 
following simplifications: 
- The four loop standard plant is reduced to a two-loop model 
- The tests are performed with the model fluid R 12 basing on the same cri-
tical pressure ratio. 
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- In a first step the ratio between stored volumes in the test rig and in 
the original loop is stated as 
number of heated rods in the model loop 
number of heated rods in the original loop. 
Detailed investigations on the base of specified model laws are planed for 
the next time. 
- The flow resistance in the intact loop is simulated by valves. 
- The pump behaviour was simulated by a control valve to adapt different 
pump resistances. 
5 Progress up to date r· ~·----~~-~~~--=~~ 
'- Within this report period the following investigations \'lere conducted. 
IQ_~~1--~Qtr~i~~~~t:iQ~~~!i9~!i2~~ 
a) Entrainment-measurements in transient two-phase flow in an inside cooled 
tube. The entrainment mass-flow was measured in dependance of the follow-
ing parameters. 
1) total mass flux at steady state initiaT conditions 
2) void fraction at initial conditions 
3) time after rupture 
4) break area 
b) Another test series was performed to check the application of STORZ-len-
ses for entrainment measurements in rod bundles. 
I2-~~~--~i~iQ9_!~~!~ 
a) comparison of different theoretical models by the use of the modified 
COBRA-Ill C code 
b) cross flow measurements at steady state two components two-p~ase flows -
air-i<~ater mixtures -at atmospheric pressure but with artificially re-
duced bubble size. 
c) development of a measuring technique to determine two phase mass flow 
at steady state and transient conditions. 
12-~~~--~QQ~-~~Q~~iQ~r 
a) The activities to record the experimental data on a on-line data-log sys-
tem are finished. 
b) The influence of heat flux on the dryout delay time in a 4-rod bundle is 
being measured. In thes~ tests the pump resistance was neglected. 
c) Tests variing the pump resistance and informing about the influence of 
the hydrodynamic behaviour of the coolant flow in the core are in action. 




The measurements in a transient annular flow under blm·1down conditions 
shm'l that the entrainment mass flow is strongly influenced by two para-
meters: 
a) break area: governing the acceleration of the vapour phase 
b) the void fraction at initial steady state conditions: influencing the 
total amount of liquid in the channel. 
The total mass flow at steady state conditions before blowdown starts has 
no effect on the transient entrainment behaviour. With higher acceleration 
the liquid fraction entrained increases, leading to a sharp r~duce of the 
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This is the reason why dryout occurs, although there is still quite a lot 
of liquid in the channel. In fig. 3 the transient entrainment mass flow 
rate is plotted against the local void fraction measured at the end of the 
heated test section. 
With increasing acceleration of the vapour phase in the gas core, the dry-
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In addition to the experimental work a calculation model for transient en-
trainment mass flow was evaluated using the conservation laws for mass, 
energy and momentum in the vapour core. In addition to the three differen-
tial equations a constitutive law describing the interfacial shear stress 
between the phases is adopted to solve the above-mentioned system of equa-
tions. This system of equations can be used to calculate the entrainment 
mass flow in a transient annular flow,' if the time depending gradients of: 
pressure drop between in- and outlet, total mass flux, system pressure 
and vapour velocity are known from measurements or from a blowdown code 
like RELAP. A comparison between calculated and measured entrainment mass-
flow rates· is shown in fig. 4. The maximum deviation between test-results 
+ and theoretical prediction is in the range of ab·out - 20 %. 
'' 1'-
1-C~dium R12 
m, •1800 kg/rrls 
cl,.o•0,76 
ft~l--~---~-----~----+-~-~m 






sured entrainment • 
data. 
In order to proof the entrainment measurements gained at ~inside cooled 
tube, first experiments with s~c. STORZ-lenses in a rod bundle have been car-
ried out. To check the measuring technique with these lenses, an air-water 
system at dtmospheric pressure has been used in that first step. Fig. 5 
shows a photo of a spray flow in the subchanne 1 of a rod bundle which is· ty-
pical for the end of the blowdown. 
To 3.2 Four models given in the literature were used to compare measurements and 
theoretical prediction: 
to model of Rowe 
la hey 
van der Ros 
and a combined model of Rowe and van der Ros. Figures 6 and 7 sh9w a compari-
son of results gained with this model with measurements of Lahey for a sym-
I 
.!'
0r.01. - 31 .12.19V7 /j2û
I
metrically heated 9-rod bundle. There are heat differences especially for
the corner chailnel. The mass flow is under-predicted.by the theorry and the
void frâction is over-estimated. :
The best agreement'between calculations and expeÉimental results could be ob-
tained for sÿnnnetrical heated rod bundles. For the assyrmetricai case - ,see
fig. B and 9 - the Lahey model'shor,,s great differences beüween experimenta'l I
and calcul-ated resuTts. The l-ahey model pr.edicts too smail vsid fraction in
the corner channel, although at the upper left corner rod the highest heat
flux occursi. A critical inspection of the mixing nrodels shows that all mo-
deJs u.sed are not,abTe to predict the measured. behaviour as vre'll for symme-




neï of a 4-rod
iir
il
To,investigate the phenomena- of the mixing mechanisms ey.perinentaT investioa---'.
tions l{e.re carried out with'âir-water flows ât atmospheric pressure. The di-
version cross'flouÿ v{as rneasured at constant toml mass flow of each phase.
Thè exper:imental set u"p for simültaneou.s,high speed cinematograph.v and pçes-.
sure recording is shown in fig.'11. Figure 1i shols the mixing rnechanisms for
the. case of one side air iniection. By measuring:the local.valr.s,of phase-')
velocity, void-fractt'on ahd static-pressurle along the channel the local cross
flow could be determined and the fotlo-vling conclusions could be drawn:l. At t,he smaliest cross-section betleen the rods plane vortices are formed
whic,h have an impor"iant influence sn the nixing h'chtryiour apd aspccirlly
.ol1tlregaseousdiverr1ioncnossflorv.l
?. Ih. rotation of the vortices is a fu.nction of the velocities difference






. . ' 
3. The axial frequency of the vortices is in agreement- wi·th the mean frequency 
of the pressure oscillations. 
4. The pressure behaviour sho~s, that the static pressure in th~ left channel 
slips forward with respect to the right one.due to the higher mean density 
in the channel with lower void fraction .. 
In the experimental investigations the turbulent plane shear flow could be 
found as a dominant mixing effect especially for the gas phase. The reason 
of the liquiddiversion c·ross flow:are the axial and radial pressure fluctua-
tions. The inveitigations described above led to physical explanation of the 
,• 
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To check the data-log system for the appl-ication in transient &lowdown tests 
a test series was performed dealing with the influence of heat-flux on the ' 
dryout-delay time in the rod bundle. In this special test series the influen-
., 
ce af the pump resistance was neglected. The other essential test data are: 
. . 
Break area: 310 mm2 cm~responding to a 0.5 F break 
Ma·ss flux -1800 kg/m2 sec 
Heat flux 90/900: STAT = 0,16 .•. 0.6 
In fig. 12 to 15 typical test results as gained from these blowdown tests are 
shown. ,Very interesting and essent~al for the estimation of the coolant be-
haviour during LOCA-conditions is the volumetric flow. Fig. 12 shows that 
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fig •. 12: Rod bundle diffe.remtial pressure and intact loop cold leg 
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7. Next steps 
To 3.1 For the entrainment measurements in a rod bundle the-STORZ-1ens \'/ill be in-
. . 
stalled in the R 12-blowdown loop~ 
Heasurements of the ·liquid fraction entrained \'lill be carried out- in depen ... 
dance of 
total mass flow rate at initial steady state cond-itions 
break area 
and initial void fraction 
to verify the test-results gained at an .inside cooled tube. 
To 3.2 Mixing measurements at steady state and transient conditions \'/ill be per-
formed with boiling Freon 12 in the two channel test section. The investiga-
tions of the phy"sical understanding of mixing-processes \'lill be continued to 
evaluate a mixing c~lculation model. 
An own theoretical mixing model will be evaluated in the next time, and this 
model will be tested \'lith the aid of the HIT modified COBRA III-C code. 
To 3.3 Investigations concerning the influence Qf the steam generator volume and 
pump resistance are planned for the next time. 
Furthermore the application of a fibre glass optical probe for a direct in-
ternal observation of the flow behaviour during transient LOCA~conditions will 
be tested. 
8. Relations with other £!:~jects 
RS 37, 37-1, 37-2 
Investigations of the events within the reactor core under LOCA and emergen-
cy cooling conditions at KHU GroBwelzheim 
RS 48 
Theoretical and experimental i-nvestigations in model laws for instationary 
heat transfer conditions ~n water cooled reactors under emergency cooling 
conditions. 
RS 64 
Investigations of s_teady state and transient critical heat flux of multirod 
















Annular Report BMFT FB RS 163-01 in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
' . 
Quarterly reports BMFT'RS ¥75/1 .... 4 
w. Belda, F~ ~ayinger 
Calculation model concerning dryout delay time in nuclear reactors 
Dr. Thesis at the IfV 1975 
/4/ Hewitt, G.F., Bennett 
Studies of burnout in boiling· heat transfer to water in round 
tubes with non-uniform heatinif 




COBRA-IIIC: A digital computer program for steady sta~e and transient 
thermal hydraulic analysis of rod bundle nuclear fuel elements BN~JL-
1695, 1973 
~ 
10. Degree of availability 
The annular reports, Bl1FT-FB and the IRS-Forschungsberichte are available 
. . 
by IRS, the other ones ar~ free. 
11. Budget 
This report period: 238.000,00 OM 
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. tec'bni k 
Arbcitsbcginn/lniliated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.Januar 1975 31. nezemher J 9fl Pr_o_f._D_r.- InQ' .~J. • ..l\l'e~ ~er 
Stahd der Arbeaten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewiiligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing: Dec. 31 , 1977 465.615,-- DM Projekt RS 135 A 
1. General Aim · 
l~ The purpose of this project is the measurement of the cross section 
-' 
average mass flow of a steam-water mixture flO\ving in a nine as a 
function of time during blow-down experiments. The inve~tigati0ns 
are part of experiments in the field of loss-of-coolant accidents 
in nuclear reactor power plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To detect the cross section average mass flow of a steam-wat~r 
mixture it is necessary to measure either the average density of the 
fluid or its average velocity in the pipe. 
The measurement of the cross section average fluid density ~s based 
on the attenuation of gamma or x-ray beams. 
The determination of the fluid velocity is based on measuring the 
transit time of variations in fluid temperature between two points 
alopg the direction of flow. The transient time is determined by 
using cross correlation techniques, while the temperature fluctua-
tions are detected by thermocouples. 
3. Research Program 
The estimated schedule and the envisaged developments are shown in 
figure 1. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
( 
There is a one~ und two - phase-flow water loop for low fluid 
velocities up to 5 m/s which is used to study and calibtate the 
measurement apparatus. 




run the measurement assembly under real blo~-down conditions. 
5. ·Progress to Date 
The original project (RS 135) is terminated with the end of 1977, but 
was .extended now until the end of 1978 (RS 135 A), to make more tests 
. 
especially at the Joint-Two-Phase-Flow-Test-Loop at GfK-Karlsruhe. 
I 
Th~ development and construction of four amplifier-systems for the 
thermocouple-signals is finished. Each con~ists of one preamplifier 
located nearby the test section and one main amplifier wich can be 
located outside the test facilities. The preanplifier consists of 
a low-noise high gain amplifier coupled with an isolation amplifier 
to break troublesome ground loops. The main amplifier on the other 
hand consists of an electronic network to ir.tprove the response-time 
of the thermocouple, a low-pass-filter (cut-off-frequency 500 Hz) 
and in automatic-gain-control (AGC) to fit the cutput signal to the 
tape-recorder input. Also the computer software developed for Time-
DATA-Series analy&er to evaluate the time depented fluid density, 
fluid velocitt and mass-flow-reate is completed. 
·Although the method to measure two-phase-mass-£10\·:-rates can yet be used, 
there are some questions wl1ich cannot be answered now with accuracy. 
Concerning thi fluid velocity measurement this is especially the 
influence of optimal thermocouple distance and configuration and the 
range of void-fraction and pressure \vithin the cross-correlation-
method is applicable. 
6. Results 
First experiments with both density and velocity apparatus under blow 
dO\m conditions showed very encouraging results. The inteqral over the 
time function of the Mass-FlO\v-rate differs less than 5 % from the 
content of the upper vessel before starting the blow-down (figure 2). 
The velocity measurement method was tested at the Joint-Test-Loop at 
GfK~arlsruhe within a wide r~nge of steam qualities (0-100 \) and 
pressure (10-100 bar). It was. found that the results are sufficient 
for void fractions ranging from greater 0 \ up to SO %. Outside these 
bonds the results tended to become better at higher pressures. The in-
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long distance to the next beat source and may, be overcome. 
7. Next Steps 
The blow-down tests will be continued to evaluate both optimal d~s­
tance and configuration of the thermocouples. Also some more measure-
ments will be made at GfK-Karlsruhe to get b~tter knowledge about 
the range of application (void-fraction,pressure flow-regime) . 
The work on the density measurement with scattered beam to evaluate 
density distribution will be continued . 
8· Relations with Other Projects 
Is is intended to calibrate the velocity measurement method under 
nuclear reactor conditions at a two-phase flow loop at GfK-Karlsruhe 
(RS 145). 
Final aim is the mean mass flow measurement at the blow-down loop . 
of EURATOM-Ispra (RS 109). 
9. References 
/1/ Lilbbesmeyer, D., Ulber, M.: 
/2/ 
Messungen von Fluidgeschwindigkeitstransienten auf der Basis 
von Kreuzkorrelationsanalysen 
atw 22 (1977) 5 5.271-273 
.. -
Ulber, M., Lilbbesmeyer, D. 
Erfassung und Verarbeitung von Temperatursignalen'bei Blow-
dO\vn-Versuchen 
Vortrag FV-22 
KTG-Fachtagung: Experimentiertechnik auf dem Gehiet der 
Reaktorthermo- und Fluiddynamik 
Hannover, 28.2. - 2.3.1977 
10. Degree of availability of the Reports 
/J/ free 






















(I) Theoretical analysis of different 
densitometer principles 
(II) Design optimization 
(I I I) Calibration and test of a design 
using a sca.ttered }:>earn 
Velocity measurement with thermocouples 
(I) Development of electrical circuitry for 
processing thermocouple signals 
(I I) Mechanical layout of the TC attachments 
(I I I) Transient velocity measurements on a 
two -phase loop ~tationary) · 
(IV) Experiments on a two-phase loop at 
GfK in Karlsruhe 
(V) Experiments with groups of thermocouples 
for average velocity measurements 
Time series analysator 
(I) Software for automatic computation 
and plotting of the transient two-
phase mass flow versus time 
Blow-down test lOO:Q 
(I) Planning and built up phase 
(I I) Transient two-phase experiments on 
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Bertchtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassificatlon Kennzeiche//Progct4Number ( 4 ) '1. 1. - 31.12.1977 1 . 1 . 2 RS 145 PN 137 215 
Vorh<~ben/Project Title Land/Countrv 
Gcmcinsamer Versuchsstand zum Testen und Kali- FRG 
briercn verschiedener Zweiphasen-MassenstroFt- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BMFT Hcf3verfahren 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KfK 
Joint Test Rig for Tests and Calibration of Projekt Nukleare 
Different Methods of Two-Phase ~1ass Flow Sicherheit 
Measurement IRB 
Arbeitsbeginnllnitiated Arbeitsende /Completed Le iter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Sept. 1974 1978 J. Reirnann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Sta:us Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing Dec. 1977 01'1 560.000,-
1. General Aim 
Test of two-phase mass flow measuring devices for LOCE. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Different measuring methods that are being developed in other insti-
tuts are to be tested and calibrated in steady-state steam-water and 
air-water flow. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Test of methods sponsored by the BI-IFT (Federal Ministry of 
Research and Technology). 
(45 
3.2 Tests of methods developed for the LOFT- and Semiscale-Experiments; 
sponsored by the USNRC. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
For these tests, loops for steady-state steam-water flow.and air-
water flow have been built. 
5. Progress to Date 
To 3.1: The following methods have been tested: 
- Two pairs of free field turbine meters and drag discs to-
gether with a 2 beam densitometer (RS 109, Euratom Ispra). 
- Temperature noise signal correlation {RS 135, IKT-Techni-
sche Universitat Berlin). 
- Radiotracer technique (RS 146, KFK-LIT) 
- Dragbody (RS 147, Battelle Frankfurt) 
Fig. ,1 shows schematically the position of the various 
measuring devices. 
1.1. - 31.12.1977 
To 3.2: The LOFT free field DTT togehter with a 3 beam densitometer 
was tested both in a 5" and a 3" test section. Tests with the 
semiscale full flow DTT together with a 2 beam densitometer 
were carried out in 'a 3" test section. The greatest part of 
th~ experiments was performed with a drag screen, the rest 
with a drag disc. For determining the accuracy of the 2 beam 
densitometer a low energy scanning densitometer was used. 
In the semiscale tests the test section inlet was varied. 
For detecting flow regime and measuring local void fraction 
different KFK-IRB-impedance probes were used: for the 5" pipe 
a transversable probe, for the 3" pipe 2 fixed probes. In a 
part of the experiments the KFK-LIT radiotracer ~echnique 
together with a 6 beam densitometer was tested too. Fig~ 2 
shows the various test configurations. 
6. Results 
Tab. 1 and 2 show the test matrix for the different test se~ies; the 
evaluation of the numerous test data is under way. 
7. Next Steps 
-Comparison of several densitometers (scanning-, KFK-LIT-, ·KFK-IRB-
LIT-densitometer) with the 50 mm test section. 
- Further experiments with the LOFT instrumentation. 
- Further experiments with the RS projects and the true mass flow 
meter (KFK-IRE) . 
- Evaluation of test data. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 109, 135, 136, 146, 147, PNS 4236, LOFT (INEL}, Semiscale (INEL), 
PBF (INEL). 
9. References 
Reports in the series GRS-Forschungsberichte, Report KFK 2500, 1977. 
I 
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Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of Test Configuration 
'i (RS-Projects, September 1977) 
•,! 
p .. 10 bar p = 25 bar p=50bar 
cd cw (m/s) CV {m/sl ~ (m/s) 
(rn/sl 2,0 1 ,o ' 0,5 0 2,0 1,0 0,5 0,25 0 2 1 ,o o,s 0,25 0 
80 a,b a,b a,b 
60 a,b a,b a,b a,b 
40 a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b a,b a,b a,b cl,b,c cl,b,c a,b a,c 
20 a~b,d a~b,e' a,b,c a,b,c ·a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c tl,b,c a21b,c a~b,c! a,b,c a,b a2,b,c 
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5 a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b 
2,5 a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c2 a,b,c a,b 
0 as,b,c! a~b,c a,b cr,b,c a,b 
' 
1 
p = 75 bar p- 100 bar beteiligte MeBverfa.'lu'en: ; I 
20 a,c a,c a,c a a a a:RS 109: b:FS 135: c:RS 146 i I 
I 
10 a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c I 5 a,b,c a2,b,c! a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c Indices: bei Reprodu'zierungstestsr I 11nzahl der Versuche I 2,5 a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c a,b,c Parasreter: superficial velocities 
c., • cd' Druck p 
' 
0 a,b,c a,b,c a •' : 
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3" A I Test Section Inlet A - Test Section Inlet 8 
~----- --'----------------------~---~=-~~====----------------------~=-----~=--== RJdlotraccr + yr~ns. 3" B 
Fig. 2 Schematic Diagramm of Various 
Test Configurations (Test of LOFT-, 
Semiscale- and KFK-LIT-Instrumen-
tation) October - December 1977 
Tab. 2 Matrix of Air-Wate~and Steam-
























Bcr ichtszuitraum/Poriod Klassifikalion/Ciassification 
1. 7. - 31.12.1977 1.1. 2 
Vorhaben/Project Title 
Entwicklung eines RadionuklidmeBverfahrens zur 
Massenstrommessung in instationaren Mehrphasen 
s tromungen 
Development of a Radionuclide Method of Mass 
Fl 0\>1 Measurement in Non-Steady State Multi-
ph a se 'Flows 
Arbe•tsbeginn/lniliated Arbeitsende/Completed 
1.10.1974 :n 12 so 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Eierichtsdatum/Last Updating 
C o n t i n u .i n g December 1977 
Kennzeichen/Project Number 









Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
R loffpl . 
Bewiliigte Mittei/Funds 
OM 827.000,--







C A radionucl.ide technique is presently developed which allows to 
determine the mass flow of non-steady-state two-phase flows. This 
is done by measurements of the 
- velocity of the gas and liquid phase using a radiotracer technique, 
- density of the two-phase mixture using a gamma-absorption method. 
It is intended to mea~ure simultaneously although separately the 
velocities of the two phase by means of two different radiotracers. 
Moreover, the method will be combined with an absorption density 
measurement. The method is to attain a high time resolution (better 
than 100 msec) and shall be also applicable at p~essures between 
1 a n d 16 0 b a r an d t e m·p e r a tu re s fro m 2 0 to 3 50 ° C • B e s i de s , e f f o r t s 
must be made to keep the measuring sections as short as possible 
( so that the method can also be used for short 'tubes (e.g. the 
rupture pipes of the Gro~welzheim Superheat Reactof HDR). 
2. Particular Objectives 
Based on the transit time method a measuring technique is being 
developed which is suitable f_or studying steady--state and non-steady;.. 
state two-phase flows also in tubes of larger dimension. Having 
passed an initial section, -the radioactive tracer injected into 
the flow is recorded as an activity distribution plot at two measu-
·ring points placed in a staggered arrangement along the tube. The 
velocity is determined from the distance between the two measuring 
" ) 
1. 7. 31.12.1977 
points and the transit time of the radiotracer. Periodic injection 
allows also a quasi-continuous measurement of the non-steady-state 
flows. The short-lived radionuclides Ar-41 (gas phase} and·Mn-56 
(liquid phase) are used to mark the two gas/liquid ph·ases. 
The gamma-absorption density measuring technique is coupled with 
the measurement technique for determination of radiotracer veloci-
ties such that the density and velocity are measured with the same 
·accuracy and time resolution. Since both direct and scattered radia-
tions are emitted from the Ar-41 and Mn-56 radiotracers injected into 
the flow, the scatter~~ _radiation must be eleminated in the energy 
range of the gamma-ab~orption density measurement selected ·to allow 
proper measurement of densitites. 
3. Research Program 
The experimental program consits of: 
- test of the radionuclide method under blowdownlike conditions 
on the "Joint Test Rig for Test and Calibration of Different 
Methods of Two-Phase Mass Flow Measurement" {RS 145/PNS 4215) 
preparation of the HDR-experiements (RS 123). 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Installation of a radiotracer two-phase velocity measurement device 
at the "Joint Test Rig" (RS 145) was terminated in March 1977. In 
October a Gamma densitometer was a~ditionally installed. 
5. Progress to Date 
At the "Joint Test Rig (PNS 4215) .for testing and calibrating diffe-. 
rent two-phase mass flow measuring techniques" roughly 250 tests 
were performed within the range of p = 5 ~ 100 bar with a • o - 1 



















1.7. - 31.12.1977 I t" •- .. 
6. Results 
Velocities of 0.1 - 50 m/s for both phases and slip ratios of 
1.0 - 7.0 were measured. A typical result has been represented as 
an example in the two diagrams. 
I} I 
Until completion and installation in the test rig of the y-absorption 
density measuring system the two-phase~mass flow was calculated 
from the steam and water velocities measured by the radiotracer 
method as well as from the pressure, temperature, and superficial 
velocities. The values so determined showed good agreement with the 
' : balance mass flows evaluated by the IRB Institute. It was demonstra-
c ted in these two-phase velocity measurements that_ the gaseous and liquid tracers mix well with the steam and liquid phase, respecti-
vely, and stay in this phase as ~ gas and liquid, respectively. 
Moreover, further knowledge was derived of the length of starting 
and measuring sections. Good results have been likewise obtained 
with the multiple beam y-absorption density measuring system, which 
started operation in the fourth quarter, so that it is possible now 
to determine the mass flow directly from the velocities of the two 
phases and from the density of the two-phase mixture. 
7. Next Steps 
In 1978 the method ~ill undergo final testing under conditions re-
sembling blowdown at the "Joint Test Rig for Test and Calibration 
of Different T~o-Phase Mass Flow Measuring Techniques" (PNS 4215/ 
RS 145). Further applications of the radionuclide method are planned 
for the HDR blowdown experiments from 1978 until 1980. 




Joint Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power Station of 
Marviken, Sweden 
GKSS, ~eesthacht, 1971 - 1977 
Experimental Investigation of the Influence of PWR-Loops 
on Blowdown 




1. 7. 31.12.1977 
RS 145 
(PNS 4215·) 
Joint Test Rig for Tests and Calibration of Different 
Methods of Two-Phase Mass Flow Measurement 
GfK-IRB, Karlsruhe, 1974 1978 
9. Reference Documents 
Report KFK 1859 (1973) (German) 
Report KFK· 2050 (1974) (German) 
Report KFK 2130 (1975) (German) 
Report KFK 2195 (1975) (German) 
Report KFK 2375 (1976) (German) 
Report KFK 2435 (1976) (German) 
Report KFK 2500 (1977) (German) 
VD I -Be r i c h t e N r. 2 54 ( 1 9 7 6 ) ( German ) 
Reports in the series GRS-FORSCHUNGSB~RICHTE 
KFK-Nachrichten, 9 (1977) No. 2, 38-42 
Report EUR 5961e (1977) 
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Bcrichtszcitraum/Pcriod Klassllikation/Ciassllication Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.77- 11.12.77 1.1. 2 RS .1117 
Vorhnben/Projoct Title Land/Country 
Wciterentwicklung eines Drag-body fiir die FRG 
?-In ss ens trommessung bei Blowdown-Untersuchun- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
gen im Forschungsvorhaben ns 109 BHFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
BATTELLE-INSTITUT E. V. 
Improvement of a Drag Body for the Mass Flow Frankfurt am 1-1ain 
Neasurement in Blowdown Experiments of the 
Research Project RS 109 Abt. Energietechnik 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Scot. 15_. 197lt Dec. 11 1977 G. Hamnel 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds · 
Completed Dec. 31, 1977 DM 609.420,--
1. General Aim 
The RS 147 project is aimed in particular at optimizing the 
design of the drag body used for the mass flow measurements 
within research project RS 109, i~ e., at adapting it to the 
specific conditions of these experiments in which the effect 











Experimental investigations as a supplement to ).1 • 
Manufacturing of four drag bodies of different measuring 
ranges for application in RS 109 and one drag body for appli-
cation in RS 145. 
).4 Theoretical investigation of the drag coefficient of the drag 
body in unsteady incompressible flow. 
Theoretical investigation of the magnitude of the drag coef-
ficient of the drag body in compressible steady flow. 
Analysis of thermodynamic effects on the measured signal. 
Experimental investigation of the behaviour of the drag body. 
in steady state two-phase flow. 
~. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Performanceof the investigations covered by Section ).7 in 
the two-phase test loop (RS 145) of the."Gesellschaft fur 
Kernforschung, IRB, Karlsruhe". The work covered by Section 
1.1.77 - )1.12.77 
).1 (e. g. calculation of the frequency response curve) will 
be carried out with the ·aid of the 11 DRAGBODY 11 program, which 
is based on the Finite-Element Method. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ad ).7 An instrumented loop ;ection 50 mm in diameter and 50 mm in 
length was designed and constructed, which is used in the 
two-phase test facility RS 145 of the GfK, Karlsruhe, for 
testing the drag body. The section was, equipped with 1 drag 
bo.dy, ) pressure transducers and 2 temperature transducers, 
subjected to a pressure test, and inserted into the loop. In 
cooperation with the other experimenters (projects RS 109, 
Ad ).1 
RS 1)5, RS 145 and RS 146), a common experimental program was 
developed. Since this program was based on different experi-
mental conditions than had been originally envisaged by 
Battelle-Institut, it was necessary to define a n·ew design 
range for the drag body and to make appropriate structural 
modifications. After several start-up trials,- the· actual 
measurements were performed. 
•• ).) Bd ~of the first part of the report on the project.was com-
pleted. 
6. Results 
Ad ).7 Assuming a homogeneous phase distribution and using a calcu-
lated density value (the density values measured at GfK have 
not yet been evaluated), if was found that one of the measured 
results agreed within 5 ~ with the caluculated value. A pre-
liminary evaluation of the second experiment was not possible 
without having more detailed information about· the phase 
distribution(according to flow rate and steam proportion the 
phase distribution had to be heterogeneous). 
In the course of the experiments it was found that this small 
drag body with small measuring range is not suited for long-
term measurements. The measuring system was destroyed after 
a total operating time of about 15 hours, because the vibra-


























substantially reduce the fatigue strength of the drag body 
support. 'If the drag body was designed to have a strength 
enabling it to withstand the unexpectedly ~igh cyclic stres-
ses occurring in the experimental facility stand RS 145, it 
would no longer be possible to perform reasonable strain 
measurements with the type of ~train gauge available. As the 
strain gauges have about the same size as the drag body, they 
have a decisive effect on the support stiffness and thus re-
duce the sensitivity of .the drag body substantially. 
Next Steps 
After completion of the first part of the report, the elabo-
ration of the second part will be started. 
A continuation of the two-phase experiments in loop RS 145 
is desirable. 
Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 






Ocnchtszcitraum/Pcriod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1. 1o. 1977 - 31.12. 1977 1 . 1 . 2 RS 188 
Vorhnben/Project Title Land/Country 
Entwicklung einer Massenstromdic~te-MeBmethode FRG 
fUr transiente zweiphasenstromungszustande mit- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
tels der magnetischen Kernspinresonanz BMFT . 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Development of a mass flow density measuring mvTH Aachen 
method for testing transient two-phase-flow 
states by use of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Arboitsb0ginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed .peite'f des Vorhaaens/~roie<£ tr~der 
1. 4. 1976 '28.2. 1978 ro . Dr. . os e 
Stand dcr Arbeiten/Status Berichlsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
completed 31.12. 1977 366.4oo,-- DM 
1. General aim 
Development of a measuring method based on NMR, for determining the 
quasi-stationary and transient mass-flow density up to about 1o3g/cm2s 
in two-phase flows {water/vapor) with_a time resolution up to the 
millisecond range and pressures up to 16o bar, temperatures up to 
325° c and flow velocities up to 1~ 4 cm/s. This goal should be attained 
in three consecutive steps; experiments in the first step should deal 
with temperatures up to 15o° C, pressures up to 5 bar and flow velo-
cities up to 1o m/s. 
2. Part'icular object·ives· 
The efficiency of an NMR method for determining the ~ass. flow in two-
phase flows up to the experimental conditions ·encountered in refil-
. ling and blow-down experiments should be ascertained. 
3. Research program 
3.1 Construction of a test apparatus for flow measurements covering 
fluid velocities up to 1o rn/s 
3.2 Conduction of measuring test series with the experimental setup. 
3.3 Development of a transformation algorithm for evaluating the 
NMR signals 
3.4 Aligning and testing the apparatus for T1 , T2 , os-measurements. 
3.5 Measurements of relaxation times T1 , T2 of water and vapor at 
high pressure and temperature 
3.6 Estimation of signal strength and signal-to-noise ratio 
"'· I 
.... 
1. 1o. 1977 - 31.12. 1971 
• 
4. Experimental facilities; computer codes: 
An apparatus for flow measurements within the range of fluid veloc1-
ties up to 10 m/shad been.constructed and put into service. A capil-
lary for injecting nitrogen had been added. A pressure arming for the 
NMR probe coil designed to withstand pressures of 3oo bar and tempe-
ratures of 400°C had been built, and the complete apparatus for T 1 , 
T2 , D -measurements had been assembled. Several FORTRAN programs for S• 
matrice inversion had been developped and tested. A library program 
had been modified to meet ·the requirements of the problems associated 
with the retransformation algorithm. 
5. P+ogress to date 
NMR measurements had been performed for water-nitrogen two-phase 
flows. Calibrating the meter window indicated that fluid velocities 
up to 8 m/s corresponding to a total mass flow of about 36 kg/min 
for single-phase flows had been obtained. After some constructive 
I 
changes of the high pressure NMR probe head measurements of relaxa-
tion times T1and T2 of water had been carried out. This led.to an 
estimation of the sensitivity of a flow measuring appa~atus as a 
function of relaxation time T1 , diameter of the tube, fluid velocity 
and density. Further'work was done for developing a numerical method 
' for solving the integ~al equation of the Fredholm type governing the 
retransformation algorithm. 
6. Results 
NMR signals of two-phase (nitrogen-water-mixture) as well as of 
'single-phase water flows with fluid velocities up to 8 m/s had been 
recorded. Due to the model character of this test·apparatus for the 
planned blow-down measuring apparatus equipped with a pol~rizing 
length of 1 m, the obtained signals are equivalent with a fluid ve-
locity of about 4o m/s. Trying to solve the Fredholm integral equation 
for transforming the signals from the time domain back into the velo-
city domain by a numerical method showed that the equation system 







1.10.1977- 31.1i. 1977 
numerical algorithm. Plots of signal strengths ·and signal-to-noise 
ratios as functions of fluid velocity and density tube diameter and 
relaxation time T1 had been made, which allow si~ple determination 
I' I 
of all interesting values. Measurements of relaxation times T1 and T2 
of water up to 360° C had been obtained by the improved high pressure 
NHR probe head; temperature gradients within the head did not allow 
measurements in the range from 360° C up to the critical point where 
the vapor density is high enough to get reasonable signals. 
7. Next steps 
Modification of the RF coil in the NMR head to obtain a better 
S/N ratio. 
- Improvement of temperature and pressure control to eliminate the 
temperature gradi.ents thus allowing measurements of relaxation 
times of vapor. 
- Further numerical works on the retransformation algorithm. 





Bcrichtszcitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. --31.12.1977 1.1.2 RS 225 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Dichtemessung in ZweiphasenstrBmung FRG 
(Was se r/Damp f) mittels Ultraschallsonden. Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Technische t1niversi-Density-measurement in a t\o,ro-phase -flmv tat Berlin ( w ate r Is team) by means of ultrasonic detector! 
Institut fur Kern-
t'Prhni_k 
Arbcitsboginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Oct. 1 , 1976 Sept. 30' 19 7 8 Prof.Dr.-InQ.U.Wesser 
Stand der Arbeiten/Stalus Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing nee. 3·1 , 1977 244.600,-- D~1 
1. General Aim 
l.) Development of a measuri11g method to detect density and density 
variations in fluid flows. Development of design-features of a 
fluid-level monitoring system by use of ultrasonic transducer probes. 
,_ 
V 
2. Particular Objectiv~s 
The density and/or fluid level variations within stationary and 
transieAt ·temperature-, flo\tf velocity- and density- conditions· are 
to be measured. Simplification of the electron,ieal . and analysis requi-
rements are investigated. 
3. Research Program 
The research program ~s divided into four (4) interconnected activi-
ties. 
3.1 Design and Testing ·of aiternative probe configurations. 
3.2 Design and Optimization of transducers and electronic circuitry. 
3.3 Density measurements (stationary/transient) 
3.4 Fluid-Level measurements (stationary/transient) 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The detector system will be tested and operated in different 
experimental facilities at the Institut fur Kerntechnik 
5. Prop,ress to Date 
5.1 Probe design 
Two alternative probe configurations using extensional (33-) 




1.1. - 31.12.1977 
·The conceptional design is based on fluid-level dependent ultra-. 
sonic radiation into the surrounding medium. Either the RMS-
amplitude characteristics (continuous drive mode) or characteris-
tic variations of pulse-shapes (broadening of the RF-pulse by 
refraction/pulse RMS-values) are indicative of the fluid level. 
The geometrical shape of the probes is either of helical rod 
type with driving wave-length an integer multiple of the geome-
trical data (radius of winding), or alternatively notched cylin-
drical rods \iith driving ,.,rave-lengths of specific ngeometrical" 
resonances·. 
To detect local density (-variations) a "point"-probe tvas deve-
loped, the main feature of which are defined reflexion-areas. 
5.2 Transducers-/electronics-design 
To enable easy exchange-possibility as well as mechanical ad-
justment (tuning) the transducer configuration consis~ of mecha-
nical pre-stressed extensional vibrators lvith impedance-matching 
probe coupling an.d conical backing \iith labyrinth-characteris\ics. 
Concerning the electronic requirements,at the moment extensive 
testing electronics is still in use to investigate optimum dri-
ving modes and analysis procedures. 
5.3 D~nsity-Mea~urements 
The investigation of density•temperature-dependertt variations 
of analysis-parameters in stationary ~nd transient op~rational 
conditions is continuing to determine optimum operation mode 
and calibration requirements. 
5.4 Fluid-level-monitoring 
cf. 5. 3 
6. Results · 
6.1 Prob_e Design 
Either cylindrical rod p~obes of helical shape as well as not-
ched cylindrical probes ot appropriate segment design are usable 
to. defect fluid-level variations. The respective geometrical con-
figuration to meet the requirements concerning active length may 
be varied within certain'bounds. To avoid measurement disturben-
ces by external o~'flow-in~uced ex~itation the preferred drive 
mode.lies well outside the rod-and transduc~r resonances. 
I 
I 
• (l .. , • 
1.1. - 31.12.1977 
(fundamental modes), within the range of the "geometrical" 
resonances of the probes. Th~ temperature-dependency of the 
resonance-parameters may be used in connection with known media 
to calibrate for density. 
6.2 Transducer -/Electronic Design 
Results up todate showed in principle the feasibility of con-
tinuous as well as RF-pulse driving mode. The operational fre-
quences lie in the range >- 100 KHz, thus avoiding the s.ensitivity 
of the probe system against· external excitations-disturbences. 
4t 6.3 Density-Measurement 
(: The density-determination is accomplished by attenuation-
measuremen~s caused by radiation/reflec~ion at appropriate 
designed ~nterfaces. Calibration data and definition of the 
parameter-dependency is continuing. 
\ ---· '· 
6.4 Fluid-Level-Monitoring 
7. 
Reproducable results in stationary and nonstationary operating 
conditions could be achieved. The sig~al analysis might be 
based on pulse-characteristics as '\vell as RMS-ampli tude charac-
teristics. The choise of the operational mode will, be oriented 
on the electronical requirements. 
In the case of notched rod-probes, the use of "geometrical" 
resonance-modes enables a '\'/ell-marked segment indication,'\'lhich 
may be used for calibration and reference. 
Next Steps 
' The up to now achieved results at te~peratures L 40°C are to be 
verified at elevated temperatures and different density- and test 
conditions. To develop and adjust model-parameters calibration-data 
are determined. To avoid problems concerning the Curie-temperaturet 
the extraction of the signals to be analysed via appropriate ultra-
sonic transmission lines is to be investigated. 
The optimization-investigation concerning signal-analysis and elec-
tronic circuitry will be continued. 
8. Relations to other Projects 
It is intended to test the applicability of the measuring system 
in liquid-metal surrounding (RS 259) 
1.1. 31.12.1977 
9, References 











Ocrichtszcitroum/Pcriod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1 11 77 
- 11 12.77 1 • 1 • 2 RS 27_7 
Vorh:lbon/Projcct T1tle Land/Country 
Vcrglcich erprobter und in Entwicldung befirrl- I:..,RG. 
licher NassenstrommeBverfahren fi.ir Zw·eiphasen Fordernde Institution/Sponsor, 
stromungen B!'·lFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
BATTELLE-INSTITUT E. V. 
Compnrison of Proved and Currently Developed Frankfurt am Nain 
or Planned Nass-Flow Measuring Methods for 
Two-Phase Flolis Abt. Energietechnik 
Arbcitsbcginn/lnit•ated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Nov 1 1q77 Oct. 'H 1Q7q G. Hamnel 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing December 31, 1977 DM 655.539,--
1. General Aim 
The aim of this work is to provide a comprehensive survey of 
existing measuring methods and measuring systems for direct 
and indirect mass-flow measurements in thermohydraulic ex-
periments in light-water reactor safety ~esearch. The mass-
flow measuring methods for two-phase flow that have already 
been developed or are being planned are to be compared syste-
matically, using sp~ic criteria such as pressure and tempe-
rature ranges, detection of transients, phase distribution, 
etc. 
The comparative description of the developed measuring 
methods is to. be related to specific appucations (experinlen-
tal facility, conditions, results) and will help users of 
computer codes and experimenters in their evaluation of ex-
perimental data. 
The compilation of the planned measuring methods is to pro-
Vide decision-making aids in the further development and 
application of these methods in future research projects. 
2. Particular Objectives 
). Research Program 
The status report is to be dra~~ up in two phases: 
- Tho first phnsc consists in the compilation of a·manual 
(Catalogue) for tried two-phase mass-flow measuring methods 












- The second phase concerns new planned measuring methods 
that can be used in future thermohydraulic experiments in 
L\vR safety research. 
The following main steps are scheduled: 
Collection of data on the tried measuring methods, the condi-
tions for their application, and experimental results. 
Collection of data on the planned measuring methods. 
' Establishment of criteria for the catal~ging of the methods. 
Review and evaluation of the data and study of the literature 
on the methods .and their foundations •. 
Description ~f the experimenta~ facilities where relevant 
tried measuring methods are already b~ing used.· 
Description of selected experiments, their objectives, experi-
mental conditions, .and results. 
Comparison of the measuring methods on the basis of appli-
cation-oriented criteiia (in the case of ·the developed mea-
suring methods with due regard to J.5) in a uniform and 
systematized survey. 
J.8 Discussion of the results and final considerations •. 
4. 'Experimental Facilities, Computer.Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
The following.work was completed in the.reporting period:. 
Development of a detailed program for the comparison of 
the methods. 
- Development of a detailed concept for the steps of the · 
research program. 
After this preliminary work, the research s~eps outlined in 
J.1 to J.8 can be undertaken. 
6. Results 
7. Next Steps 
C,ontinuation of the work according to the research program, 










8. Relation with.Other Projects 
RS 16 B, RS 33 A, RS 37 A, RS 37 C, RS q8, RS 50, RS 81, RS93, 
RS 109, RS 123, RS 135, RS 136, RS 1q5, RS 1q6, RS 1q7, RS 
161 1 RS 163, RS 179, RS 188, RS 195 plus other European and 
US-American projects. 
9. References 







~:ri1:t:ts:.~tr~l!f~Pf~o~ 1 9 7 7 Klassilikation/Ciassiftcation ~snzris~ntProiect Number 1. 1. 2 
Vorhaucn/Project Title Land/Country 
Beteiligung der GRS am LOFT-Programm der USNRC FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Participation of ·the GRS at the LOFT-Program B~1FT 








Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
K.J. Liesch/F. Rohde 1980 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilltgte Mittei!Funds 
Continuing December 1977 5.523.150,-- OM 
·1 • General Aim 
C' The analysis of the LOFT series will improve the knovlledge about cer-
tain regimes of the LOCA, which are not understood completely. In 
close cooperation with American research groups it is hoped to gain 
more experience in actual experimental procedures. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Verification of computer codes '\'Thich are commonly used in Germany by 
pre- and post-calculations of the LOFT series, leading to modifica-
tion of the codes \'There necessary. Comparison of the results of the 
LOFT serie~ and of the German RS-projects and analysis of this com-
parison. 
3. Research Program 
The work of the G:as includ•:!S two main points: 
Pre- and post-test calculations of the LOFT experiments 
Participation in the performance and the analysis of the LOFT 
project. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Coces 
The codes DAPSY /1/ and VlHAHHOD mainly are used to calculat~ pressure 
wave propagation phenomena. The codes BRUCH-D-06 /2/! RELAP4-GRS and 
DRUFAN·/3, 4/ are applied to simulate the complete decompression 
process including the ECC injection process until the beginning of 
the reflood phase. 
5. Progress to Date 
..,. 
The simulation of the L1-2 test with DAPSY within the short term range 
·~ 
1.1. - 31.12~1977 
was completed by a very detailed description of the geometry and the 
fluiddynam.ic behaviour of the quick-opening-blovTdm·m-valves (QOBV) • 
A very good agreement between the calculation and the experimental 
data is seen in figure 1. 
The NHANMOD calculations for the subcooled blovTdovm phase were al-
ready completed in 1976 and are documented in f6/ ·and /8/ . The 
measured and calculated data also correspond well. 
The simulation of the L1-1 with BRUCH-D-06 within the long term range 
also yields a good comparison. The experience in applying the code 
' to the LOFT primary circuit was enlarged by posttest calculations of 
the L1-3A test, obtaining good results, too. Small modifications of 
certain models of BRUCH-D-06 were made, in order to simulate-the be-
haviour of the pressurization and the heat removal from the struc-
tures in a more realistic way. The calculation of the stored energy 
removal is the most important simulation of these complex processes 
which take place during the entire transient, in order to get a good 
agreement between calculations and experimental data. The pretest 
calculations of the L1-4 test with BRUCH-D-06 was completed in time 
for participation in the "blind n standar,d problem No. 7 of the USNnc, 
respectively No. 5 of the OECD. The participation ,.,as entirely suc-
cessfull in both comp~titions. 
The results of the posttest calculations had been improved by a rather 
detailed simulation of the heat removal even from the piping (see 
figure 2). 
During the computation of-the L1-4 posttest analysis with the code 
DRUFAN several m~difications of certain physical models had to be 
c:arried out. In order to take into· account the special requirements 
of the complicated test loop geometry and the physical processes occur-
ring during the transient( the model for the heat addition to the 
fluid was.improved as well as the procedure for switching to critical 







! i • 
1.1.- 31.12.1977 
It was the first time that the DRUFAN code has been applied to an 
integral· test with a complex system and its. important components. As 
expected from a code which considers .thermodynamic nonequilibrium 
effects, no difficulties appear concerning the problems of ECC in-
jection and in general the phase change of the fluid. The results of 
this simulation were ~ubmitted to the "open" standard problem No. 5 
of the OECD (see figure 3) • 
The RELAP 4-GRS calculations submitted to the same "blind" standard 
problems showed good results for the blowdown phase, however, the 
code failed some seconds after the start of ECC-injection. Therefore 
refill and reflood were calculated in a different way. The code was 
r· ~.- modified for avoiding the problems induced by phase changes. A post-
test calculation for LOFT L1-4 was done for the entire transient 
(fiqs. 4 and 5} and showed improved results. 
6. Results 
The results of the posttest calculations of the L1-2 test, computed 
with DAPSY /5/, WHANMOD /6/, and RELAP4-GRS /7/ were presented at 
the Reaktortagung 1977, Hannheim, FRG. 
The results of the pretest calculations of the L1-4 test, computed 
with BRUCH-D-06 and RELAP4-GRS had been submitted to the USNRC ;: 
"blind" standard problem No. 7 c:1rid No. 5 of the Ol::CD. · 
The results of the posttest calculations with the modified RELAP4-
GRS-version and DRUFAN had been submitted to the 11 0pen" standard 
problem No. 5 of the OECD. 
7. Next Steps 
A detailed analysis of the L1-series should clarify some uncertain-
ties with the experimental data and the computed results. 
9. References 
/1/ T. Grillenberger: The Coroputer Code DAPSY for the Calculation 
of Pressure Wave Propagation in the Primary Coolant System of 




/2/ K. Hofmann: BRUCH-D-06 - Ein Rechenprogramrn zur Analyse transien-
,ter fluid- und thermodynamischer Vorgange im Primarkreis vo~ . 
Druckwasserreaktoren oder in Versuchskreislaufen. Prograrnrnbe-
schreibung. HRR-P-25, Dezember 1976 
./3/ K. Wolfert: The Simulation of Blowdown Processes with Considera-· 
tion of Thermodynamic Nonequilibriurn Phenomena, presented at 
/4/ 
/5/ 
the OECD/NEA Specialists' Meeting on Transient Two-phase, 
Toronto, August 1976 
K. Wolfert: A new ~ethod to Evaluate Critical Discharge Rates 
in Blowdown Codes that are Based on the Lumped-parameter Tech-
nique, presented at the Thermal Reactor Safety Meeting, Sun 
Valley, USA, August 1977 
K.J. Liesch, K. Hofmann, F.J. Ringer: Die Nachbildung des Bruch-
offnungsvorgangs im LOFT-Versuchsstand und Moglichkeiten der 
Simulation im Rechenprogramm DAPSY, presented at Reaktortagung, 
Uannheim, March/April 1977 
/6/ H. MUller: Experimentelle LOFT-Ergebnisse der unterki.ihlten 
Blowdownphase und Vergleich mit Post-Test-Rechnungen, presented 
/7/ 
at Reaktortagung, Nannheim, Harch/April 1977 I 
R. Ullrich: Vergleichsrechnungen zu den isothermen LOFT-Blow-
downexperimenten, presented, at'Reaktortagung, Mannheim, 
r1arch/April 1977. 
/8/ R. Ullrich, F. Rohde, M. Mi.iller: Analyseergebnisse zum nicht-
nuklearen LOFT-Versuch·L1-2 (Nachrechnungen) GRS-A-7 
(Februar 1977) 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Documents are available through Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit 
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Bcrich•szeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennze1chen/Project Number 
1.1 . - 31. 12. 1977 1 1 2 RS 179 
Vorhabcn/Project Title 
Erstellung eines theoretischen Phasenseparationsmodells 
Lanci/Country 
FRG 
zur Erfassung des l~assermitrisses und Vergl ei eh der Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
theoretischen Vorhersage mit experimentellen Ergeb- Bt·1FT 
nissen Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
T.U. Hannover 
Development of-a theoretical phase s~paration model Institut fUr Verfahrens-
with respect to liquid entrainment. Comparison of 
theoretical prediction with experimental data technik, Callinstr. 36 
. 3000 Hannover 1 
Arbcitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Aug. 1975 July 1978 Prof. Dr.-Ina. F. Mavinaer 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 




The main activities of this research work consist in developing a phase 
·separation model, which is able to determine the interaction of vapour 
and liquid during a LOCA. In principle phase separation investigations 
at a free liquid surface have to be performed, considering the following 
mainly influencing parameters: Void fraction, vapour-liquid velocities 
and saturation pressure. Experimental analysis has to be done for heated 
and adiabatic flow with different geometries, using the modelling fluid 
R12 (CF2 Cl 2 ). 
Particular objectives 
• With the activities a theoretical phase separation model has to develope 
leading to a better understanding of the fluid behaviour during LOCA con-
ditions. This model should give a temporal and local description of the 
void fraction in the vessel and of the flow conditions at the outlet 
break. Special regard is to be given to the vapour generation in the mix-
ture, the vapour separation at the mixture surface and the-liquid carry 
over. This model should be simple enough to be used in a computer code 
to predict the man discharge, liquid level settlement and the pressure 
decrease. The theoretical work has to be supported by steady state and 
blo\'tdown experiments, performed at two different test sections such as 
a pressure vessel model without core structure and furthermore a vessel 
including a 4-rod bundle simulating the reactor core. 
3. Research program 
The research program of this project includes three groups of investi-
gations. In a first step the phase separation at a free liquid surface 
has to be investigated at steady state conditions. In a liquid filled 
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chamber vapour is injected from the bottom. By experimental and theore-
tical treatment the vapour.separation mechanism, droplet formation and 
droplet carry over at the liquid pool surface should be analysed. 
In the second step the vapour escaping 'from the liquid and the liquid 
carry over behaviour has to be investigated for blowdown conditions, 
with special regard to the influence of various pressure transients. The 
third step serves to investigate the phase separation 9-nd droplet ,carry 
over in a simulated reactor core. For these tests, experiments have to 
be carried out in an electrically heated 4-rod bundle. 
) 4. Experimental facilities, computer codes 
All experiments involved in this research program are carried out by 
the use of the refrigerant R12 (CF2 Cl 2 ) as a modelling fluid instead of 
water substance. 
For the tests a supplying loop containing the usual components (pump, 
condenser, evaporator, vapour superheater, pressurizer) was constructed 
to feed the different test sections. 
Fat the steady state vapour injection experiments a cylindrical glass 
• 
/~0 
made vessel was constructed, allowing an optical and cinematographic in-
I 
vestigation of the phase interaction phenomena. The vapour is injected r 
from the bottom by seven nozzle?, which can be opened individually and 
replaced by those of some different orifice diameters. An alternative 
form of vapour injection in a more ho~ogeneous manner is given by instal-
ling a porous sinter plate at the bottom of the test section. 
Beside its application to steady state experiments this vessel can be 
used for blowdovm experiments, too. Beside the optical instrumentation 
the pressure vessel model is equiped with a number· of measuring instru-
ments as indicated in Fig. 1. The system pressure and the fluid tempera-
tures are recorded by .aid of a pressure gauge and several thermocouples. 
The mass discharge rate is indicated by a weight measurement us,i ng a 
force transducer. The time dependant mean void fraction in the vessel is 
picked up at different heights by aid of the r -ray attenuation method. 
In front of the outlet orifice simulating the break cross section the 







distribution is indicated by a capacitive probe, consisting of three 
plate condensators. 
Beside this first test section a second one, likewise constructed from 
glass can be connected with the circuit alternately to be used for blow-
down tests, too. This test set-up is equiped with a capacitive probe 
combined \'lith a thermocouple rake to studY the flash evaporation rate in 
comparison with the fluid temperature behaviour during strong pressure 
transients and to get an information on the therm~dynamic non-equilibrium. 
In addition to these both vessel models ao electrically heated 4-rod 
bundle arranged in a quadratic duct which itself is placed in a larger 
surrounding tube was constructed. This facility models are a part of the 
reactore core \'lith a simulated downcomer. In the test rig it will re-
place the second vessel model. 
For the theoretical description of the thermohydraulic fluid behaviour 
with special emphasis to the phase separation and liquid carry ove·r a 
simple computer code is used consisting of a model for critical outflow 
and another one to describe the void fraction and quality distribution 
in the vessel and at the break location. With the help of that code 
different outflow models /1 ,2,3,4/ and some literature give~ phase sepa-
ration models /5,6,7/ as well as an own model for the separation and 
carry over behaviour can be checked. For this purpose own experimental 
R12 data and some water experiments, performed at the Battelle Institute 
Frankfurt /8/ were verified. 
Progress to Date 
Within this reporting period the following activities were conducted. 
~) Investigations under steady state conditions: 
Theoretical description of droplet carry over at a free liquid sur-
face and separation behavidur of entrained drops in the vapour dome. 
b) Blowdown tests: 
Optical investigation of the flashing behaviour. Parameter studies: 
Influence of the initial (before blowdown) liquid level, break area 
and system pressure on the pressure transient, mass discharge rate 
and void fraction distribution in the flashing mixture and at the 
break. Temperature behaviour of the fluid during pressure transients. 
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c) Activities in developing a phase separation model. Verification of 
own experimental data by use of some empirical approximations implied 
in the computer code. Converting the empirical factors, gained from 
R12 tests to water conditions by use of some scaling laws, the compu-




Fig. 2 shows the separation mechanism of a vapour bubble at a fre~ liquid 
surface and the formation of a droplet carried over into the vapour dome. 
The schematic drawing represents the profile of a rising liquid jet. From 
a literature research a system of equations could be found, describing 
the droplet generation and carry over process. These equations are indi-
cated in fig. 2, too. The separation behaviour of entrained droplets in 
the upstreaming vapour on their way along the vessel height is presented. 
in fig. 3. From a simple balance regarding the forces acting at a drop-
let in a vapour stream, a differential equation could be evaluated. For 
a given droplet diameter and vapour velocity the carry over condition 
could be describeq with the help of some boundary conditions indicated 1 
in fig. 3 the differential equation can be solved, and so an expression 
tor the droplet rise velocity and for the rising height could be gained. 
~}Q~QQ~~-iDY~~~ig~~iQD~~ 
Fig. 4 shows the flashing of an initially saturated liqui~ pool in the 
first blowdown period. The series of these high speed photos demonstrate 
'the foaming of the mixtute level. It has to be mentioned, that the mix-
ture surfaces moves upwards in a very uniform manner, comparable to a 
piston. Fig. 5 shows· the transient pressure behaviaur influenced by a 
variation of some system parameters. A variation in the initial system 
pressure gives no remarkable change in the qualitative pressure decrease, 
but quantitatively the slope in the late blowdown period decreases .with 
decreasing initial pressure • 
. 
The variation of the initial liquid level showed an identical pressure 
decrease in tne very first blowdown period due to the vapour ·expansion 
i~ the dome, but the expansion time decrease~ with the deminuation of the 
• 
vapour dome volume. 
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The flashing behaviour is characterized by the evaporation rate. With 
increasing liquid level that rate is enhanced, leading to a higher re-
increase of the system pressure. A reduction in the break cross section 
area decelerates the complete blowdo\'m process and gives a slower pres-
sure decrease as it is well known. This is due to an enhanced phase sepa-
ration of the mixture causing an outflow of relatively high void fraction·. 
Fig. 6 shows the transient void fraction distribution at different heights 
of the test vessel and in front of the break, recorded from some ~-ray 
attenuation measurements. The initial conditions are indicated in the 
figure, anq correspond to the optical investigations of fig. 4. Those 
signals received at positions below the initial surface increase conti-
nously within time. The other ones indicate pure vapour until they are 
reached by the flashing mixture~ From these curves the flashing velocity 
is determinable. Furthermm·e these signals can be used to describe the 
void fraction distribution ~!rsus the mixture height at any time, to be 
compared with some phase separation models in the literature, for"example 
that in the RELAP Code. In fig. 7 for the first 0.5 seconds that local 
distribution is indicated. 
Besides the void fraction investigations, the time depending fluid tempe-
ratures \'/ere compared with the saturation temperature according to the 
pressure transi_ent. Fig. 8 gives the deviation of the temperatures from 
equilibrium conditions. While the vapour in the dome is only slightly 
superheated, the liquid remain nearly at, its initial temperature. The 
liquid superheating is reduced in a short time interval causing a violent 
flash evaporation which predominates the outflow rate, so that the 
system pressure reincreases. This two mechanisms flashing and pressure 
reincrease effect the 1iquid temperature to remove to the equilibrium 
conditions. Additionally in fig. 8 the ~rincipal blowdown behaviour is 
shown schematicaily. With the help of this idea the blowdown process can 
be divided into 4 main regions, governed by the fluid behaviour in the 
vessel. 
Region I: Isentropic vapour expansion, flashing delay in the mixture. 
Outlet void fraction= outlet quality= 1. Single phase acce-
lerated outflow model. 
Region II: Flashing of the mixture, calculation of the evaporation rate 
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with respect to the non equilibrium by use of an empirical 
factor. Rising mixture in the vessel. Single phase critical 
·outflow until the mixture reaches the outlet tube. 
Region III: Similar to region JI but using the homogeneous model .to 
describe the quality at the break. Homogeneous critical out~ 
flow model according the KHberlein /1/. Comparison of the 
evaporation rate and the outstreaming volumetric flow. If 
they are equal, change to region IV. 
Region IV: Homogeneous mixture model in equilibrium conditions~ critical 
outflow model of KHberlein /1/. 
Fig. 9 shows a comparison of own experimental data and their verification 
by use of the elaborated theoretical model code. Due to an always inexact 
description of the exit void fraction in the late blowdown period by·an 
under prediction of the phase separation the obtained agreement is not 
even sati,sfactory. It is tried to get a better verification by use of a 
modification in the separation model of the RELAP Codes. 
' ' . 
With the help of the dimensionless. evaporation number K 
r = latent heat of evaporation 
cp = specific heat 
4~ = temperature difference 
and \'lith respect to the cr"itical flow rate differences in R12 and H2 0, 
the empiri.cal constants considering the non-equilibrium could be scaled 
from our R12 tests to water conditions. 
Introducing these va·lues in our computer code, a vessel blowdown tes.t of 
the Battelle Institute Frankfurt was recalculated. A comparison of expe-
rimental data and our calculation is shown in fig. 10. 
The deviation in the later blowdown period results from the inexact pre-
diction of the void fraction at the break. Unfortunately no representa-
tive experimental data could be obtained to be compared with the ~heore­
tical void fraction results. 
Next steps 
A modification of the phase separation model given in the RELAP code will 
. ' 
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be introduced in our code to give a better description of the temporal 
and local void fraction and quality distribution. 
Some blowdown experiments using the 4-rod bundle test section will be per-
formed to investigate the influence of an additional heat input to the 
flash. evaporation, phase separation and void distribution. 
These tests will be calculated by use of the computer model. 
8. Relation ·to other projects 
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pressure vessel model 
T = Thermocouple 
p = pressure gauge 
F = forte transducer 

























R, ond Ra 
eubble collapse pressure= f [Radii) 
Ap :20 ~~ +~2) 
Leyel difference of bubble base to liguid oog~ 
r:20"/(g· 9w·h+Cl 
o:: surface tension g = gravitational acceleraticn 
R= principle radii C = emp. ccr.stcnt 
h =hydrostatic head 9 = density 
Characteristic of the rising jet (see ·.chemej 
E!Qli.Lgf the jet (according to Newitt /8/l 
-ydy= .9...:.2.:!! 
1 
K= x-y =hyperbolic curve 
u -K 
Height of jet be!or brecl<-up 
h=\~-9;-; 
\ a K 
Velcv:ity of the rising jet (ace. to Davis /10 /) 
u = &..:1 l. ll with 
2M 2 9w·r . 
P= 2orr r (vertical force) Pm= T 
M= 1rr r3 9w ( moved liquid mass to fill up the cro.ter) . 
Jet break .. up 
Unbroken lenqht I= f I initial velccityl 
' l=t·uo . 
Break-up criter:on Ieee. to ·Rayleiqh/11/, Weber/1'10 
1>7rDj 
Relation ship between drop dit:meter Dd...Qllii 
jet diame~er Oj 
Dj =053 Dd 
Break-up tirT'e t Ieee. to Castlemon/IJ[) 
l- 1.1 log .JL 
- K • «o 
K = emp. constant 
a= amplitude of surface disturbonce 
IXo= initial surface disturbance 
Fig. 2: Vapour separation and formation of a liquid droplet 
carried over at a free liquid surface 
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Fg 
Fo =drag force 
Fs = buoyon::y force 
Fg = grav1ty lorce 
do~ drop d1ameter (sphere) 
. ·WO= droplet velocity 
wv• vapour vebcity 
t.1o • mar.s of drcplet · Stlbscript~ V= vapour 
9 • density . 0 = droplet 
Co = drog coefficient (SOO<Re<SOOO assumed to be constant) 
l • t1me 
g "' ~rov1totional acceleration 
h o ~ height of rise of a droplet 
Retcllonship cl the vertical fon:es acting on a droplet carried in the 
vapour steam 
IFv«f.cl ~ Mo~ " Fo-F9 •fa (I) 
Mo-~11 = [~ 9V lwv-wotrrf ·Co)- [9o f dJ·g]•[9v~ dJ·s) 121 
BOundary conditicn: t-10~ =0 gives the terminal rise velocity 
• dt 
WO lrrm;naJ = WV- [!. .QlL 9 ~ }ltz (3) 
' 3 Co 9V 
Carry over condition : 
w .. [.f. QQ • g -~1''2 "' V 3 Co · 9V 
~legration cl eq.L 2 with the boundary condilicns l:O WO= wy 
gives : • t = - wo " wo, terrrinal 
wo Ill= wv- (j- ~..ll Rt2:..2Y ·9 )112 ton h {(1 ~ {1- £Y..) ~Jl. g) '.12. t} IS) 
. d""' o 9o 4 90 90 do 
supposrg Tt : w0 
lnlcgrotion of ec;u. 5 gives: 
h(l)z: Wo·l- t ~~ 2-g- In cosh [(i- fo' (1- fo)·% • g)'12 ·I] 16) 
Fig. 4: Flashing behaviour of a liquid pool 
Fig. 3: Droplet separation 
from a. vapour stream/1'1/. 
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bar 
P A B 0 . 
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Qualitative pressure decrease of a BWR during blowdown 
ini!ial liquid level below the outlet pipe 
Fig. 
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I li: lii' Ill: I vapour expansion 
TVER :0,165 s 
FAKT 1 =0,128 
FAKT2a(\23& 
2 i vcpOU' e~ponsion, supcrposilion flash 
evaporation FAKT 1 critical outflow t •I 
m Homogeneous mixture, critical outflow t21(t) 
flash c·toporahon FAKT 2 
r1 Homo:Jcr.ecus mixture,wticcl outflow t=l(t) 
Medium:R12 
I' .ode! : Phc:.se 
'Version: 8 
2mo =0.32 m 
dttit ::0,02 m 
dbeh •0,132 m 
hbeh =0,6i0m 
om0 =s.ngz~.:; 
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·m Homogeneous mixture, critical outflow t:f(t) 
flash evoporction FAKT 2 
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Void fraction before hot leg jundion Comparison: own experiments R 12 
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Fig. 9: Comparison of own 
R 12 experiments with calcu-
1 ated data. 
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Titre Pays 
FRANCE 
The~ohydraulique du LOCA. 
Organisme directeur Etude des debits critiques en double phase . . 
Programmes MOBY-DICK et SUPER MOBY-DICK. CEA/Dgcs·- EDF/SEPTEN 
' 
\. 
Titre ( 2.2:glais) Orga.nis:e executeur 
<CEA/DTCE/STT 
LOCA thermohydraulics. (GRENOBLE) 
Critical two phase flow studies . MOBY-DICK and . 
SUPER·MOBY-DICK projects. Responsable 
STT - Grenoble 
,. 
Date de Et at actuel $cientii"iques 




Date prevue Derniere :c.ise 
d'ac::heve::~.e!lt 31/12/80 ' . a. JOur 1/78 
1 -- Objectif general : 
Developper et qualifier des modeles d'ecoulement en double phase a partir 
d'experiences analytiques ou les desequilibres entre phases sont impqrtants. 
2 - Objectifs particuliers : 
Etudier lac::inetique de vaporisation en ecoulement double phase a fort gradient de 
pression. Realiser des debits critiques dans des conditions et des geometries 
variables. · 
3 - Installations experimentales et programme 
MOBY-DICK : Boucle dans laquelle est realisee un melange doublJ phase par auto-




I) Tube de section de 20 mm ID, termine par un divergent de 7 degres. 
2) Tube de section de 14 mm ID, termine par un divergent de 7 degres. 
3) Tube de section de 14 mm ID, termine par un divergent de 7 degres 
. essai en 
' 
eau-azote. 
Ces essais sont realises a basse pression et a faible titre (P < 7 bars, X< 2%). 
La boucle a ate· modifi~~ afin d'atteindre des titres plus eleves. 
( SL~ER MOBY-DICK : M:eme type d'experienc~ mais a des niv~aux de pression pouvant 
aller jusqu'a lOO bars. 




MOBY-DICK .: essais 1, 2 et 3 termines. Dans la serie 2 des difficultes ont ete ' ' 
c 
rencontrees dans la reproductibilite des essais. 
-
Essai en eau-air avec un divergent de 7° termine. 
Essai en eau-vapeur avec un elargissement brusque de la section d'essai termine. 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : Boucle en construction. 
5 ?rochaines etapes : 
~OBY DICK !~Redaccjon du rapport final. 
SUPER HOBY-DICK : debut des essais en Septembre 1978. -
(:-Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
C.F.T. : Experience suedoise d~ debit critique pour des sections de breches im-
portantes (200 a 500 mm). 
REBECA : Etude de debits ~ritiques d'un melange a 3 composants 
·eau, air, vapeur. 
7 - Documents~~.E~ference dispon-i-ble~. : 
" Contribution a l'etude de debits critiques en ecoulement diphasique eau-vapeur" 
M.REOCREUX- These de l'Universite de GRE~OBLE, 1974. , 
" Etudes experimentales de debits critiques en ecoulement diphasique eau-vapeur ·•• M.GUIZOUAR~- Note DTCE-ST! 501, decembre 1975. , 
.' 
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Titre Pt!.j"S 
Thermohydraulique du LOCA. FRANCE 
Etude de la phase depressurisation d'un reacteur a. Organism.e directeur eau pressurisee : Progr~e OMEGA. 
f C~AIDgCS - EDF/SEPTEN 
Titre (lUlglais) O~ganis~e execute~ 
CEA/DTCE-ST'I 
LOCA thermohydraulics. (GRENOBLE) 
P".W.R. Blowdown studies ; OMEGA Projects. 
Res-pons able 
. M • COURTAUD 
ST'I-Grenoble 
'· 
.. Date de Et at actuel Scientifiques 
demarrage 01/01/72 en cours 
R. RICQUE 
., 
Der:J.iere !rise J.C. ROUSSEAU Date prevue 
d'a.cheve::tent 31/12/78 a jour 1/78 
- Objeccif general 
Etude des transferts de chaleur durant la phase de depressurisa~ion d'un reacteur 
a eau· pressurisee afin d'etablir des correlations d'echanges d~ chaleur et de 
flux critiques. 
2 - Objectifs particuliers 
Developper des modeles physiques pour l'interpritation des expetiences : etude 
des correlations de RELAP 4, ainsi que des modeles d'ecoulem~nt, validation de 
modetes physiques pour les codes 2eme generation. 
3 - Installations experi~entales et programme 
-Boucle OMEGA : Pression 170 bars, debit m~~. 20 kg/s · , puissance 4,5 MW. 
- Depressurisation·d'une section d'essais tubulaire puis d'une ~rappe 36 barreaux.: 
I) Section tubulaire de 12 mm de diametre et 3,65 m de long avec un flux axial 
uniforme ; taille de breche : 50 et 15 mm2 : breche amont, aval, et aux· deux 
extremitis. 
. .. / 
I) Tube de section de 20 mm ID, termine par un divergent de 7 degres. 
2) Tube de section de 14 mm ID, termine par un divergent de 7 degres. 
3) Tube de section de 14 mm ID, termine par un divergent de 7 degres ; essai en 
eau-azote. 
Ces essais sont realises~ basse pression et~ faible titre (P ( 7 bars, X< 2%). 
La boucle ·a. etif modifie'e afin d 1 atteindre des titres plus eleves. 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : ~eme type d 1 experience mais ~ des niveaux de press ion pouvant 
aller jusqu 1 ~ 100 bars. 
' 
4- Etat de 1 1 etude : 
c 
MOBY-DICK : essais f,2 et 3 termines. Dans la serie 2 des difficultes ont ete 
rencontrees dans la reproductibilite des essais. 
Essai en eau-air avec un divergent de 7° termine. 
Essai en eau-vapeur avec un elargissement brusque de la section d'essai termine. 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : Boucle en construction. 
5 - Prochaines etapes : 
c·._ 
~OBY DICK :-Redaci:ion du rapport final. 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : debut des essais en Septembre 1978. 
Relation avec d 1 autres etudes 
C.F.T. : Experience suedoise de debit critique pour des sections de brec::hes im-
portantes (200 ~ 500 mm). 
REBECA : Etude de debits critiques d'un melange ~ 3 composants : 
eau, air, vapeur. 
7 - Documents de reference : disponibles: 
11 
Co,ntribution ~ 1 I etude de debits critiques en ecoulement diphasique eau-vapeur "' 
M.REOCREUX- These de l'Universite de GRENOBLE, 1974. 
11 
Etudes experimentales de debits critiques en ecoulement diphasique " 



















or~e.nisme directeur (Etude de debits critiques) PA~S NORDIQUES 
. 
'U~ ~N.R.C. + EPRI) F ·NE (CEA+ EDF) 
..-n.L .:> ~n..J -.;:~.·~1 
. ~ t Titre {anglais) Organ~sme execu eur 
MARVIKEN - SUEDE 
MARVIKEN·CRITICAL FLOW TESTS 
. ' 
Eesponsabl~ fran~ais 
J • PELCE (CEA/DSN) . 
J. AZAM (EDF/SEPTEN) 
·ryate de Etat actuel Scienti:f'iques fran~ais 
·· demarrage 1/01/77 en cours M. REOCREUX (CEA/DSN) 
G. HOUDAYER (EDF I SEPTE~ I) 
Date :prevue Der:tiere ::nise 
d'e.cheve:::.e!lt 1/07/79 
... . 
a JOur 1/78 
1 - Objec:if general : 
\ 
1) Etude des debits critiques dans le cas des reacteurs a .eau ordinaire. 
-~ Objectifs particuliers :. 
2) La particularite des essais MARVIKEN reside dans l'etude des ruptures de · 
grosses sections, ce qui n'est jamais le cas dans les installations experi-
mentales. Les sections de fuite etudiees seront : 200~ 300 et 500 mm de 
diametre. 
3 - Installations experimentrles et programme 
On utilise pour l'experience, le reacteur desaffecte de MARVIKEN (Suede). La 
cuve du reacteur est remplie sous pression. La breche est situee. au bas de la 




\ .• _,.,,... 
- pression a la breche (30,40 et so bars) 
- diametre de la breche (20,30 et SO cm) 
-sous-saturation de l'eau (5,15 et 30°C) 
rapport L/D (L longJeur de la section d'essai, D diametre de la breche 
1 (0, 1, 2,5 et 3) 
Le programme a ete defini lors d'une reunion d'experts qui d'est tenue a 
MARVIKEN en avril 1976. La duree des essais est de 18 mois. 
L'accord concernant les essais a ete signa par : 
Les Pays Nordiques (Suede, Danemark, Norvege, Finlande) 
Les USA (NRC + EPRI) 
La Franc·e (CEA + EDF) 
Les Pays Bas (KEMA) 
La participation fran~aise est de 20% du cout total repartis egalement entre 
CEA et EDF. 
4- Etat de l'etude : 
'loo 
La phase de modification de l'installation 
periode des essais proprement di ts: a debute 
et de mise au point est terminee et la 
(duree prevPe : jusqu'au 1/7/79) 
6- Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Zssais de debits critiques realises en ·~~cz : MOBY DICK, SUPER MOBY DIC~. 
(""'. Hethodes analytiques d'interpretation. 
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Title 1 (original lanquage) 
1\QUITJ\INE z PROGRAM. 
-
~~ (cnglish) 
Dynamic stu•iios of the 









4+iJ ' Classification : . 
-· -
Country : FIU\.'JCE 








mechanical and thermal M. CAM?l\N CEA 
primary piplng during M. TROUBLE FM I 
.• 
Scionti::;ts . . 
Completed (date) 
JUNE 1977 
r.ast updating (datei 
JUNE 1975 
The objectives of thio teat program consist of studying on reduced scalo model. 
under dynamic conditions t.he mechanical ·effects which happen at the 
level of primary piping and on surrounding structures in a·case of.LOCA • 





Mear:;urcmont of reac'tion leads' and pipe whip 
Study of plastic hinge of an elbow 
Study of conditions resulting from impact between a pipe and 
rigid structure 
Study of plastic deflection of a straight pipe.in the e:vent 




(iiiii) Measurement of impact forcc!s and jet thrust on surrounding, 
structures 
The results obtained will permit the calibration of computer programs 
which deal with problems related to the behavior of structures. 
The test facility will further be apt to be ussd as testing stand for 
the calibration of fast transient tWo phase flow instrumentation. 
2. PROJECT STATUS 
A theoritical study for sizing the pressurised capacity has bean done 
by.FRN1ATOMF.. The loop will represent a 3 loop PWR and the similitude 
\ 
ratio will be 1/10 of the full scale. 
Preliminary studies of the instrumentation of the test section have 
been carried out jointly between c.E.A anc;l FRJ\t~TOMI!:. 
The explosive techniques used in the Space will be used for initia• 
ting break in a very short time. 
3·. NEAR TERM PLANNING 
. . 
The construction of the test facility and the procurement of long· 
delivery items will start in Fall 1975. In parallel some qualifiM 
cation tests of· both instrumentation and· explosi.;,e s~rsten' will be 
carried out on a simplified loop~ . 
The test program will start'Mid 1976. 
' 4 • RELATIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
· NONE 
5. AV1\IL1\DILITY OF ,.RESULTS" 
Joint property of CEA and FRAMATOME. 
.. I 
.-, 
















The pressure gradients of·all blowdowns were controlled according 
- . 
to precalculated cur'V\es~ The design of the facility allowed to'do 
this very accurately. 
Reproducibility of the dates was studied for blowdowns under 
different conditions. 
For the comparison of computer codes, a standard DNB test was 
carried out. The data of this tests were send to the IRS for· 
further use. 
C' · 7. Next Steps 
·. CJ 
The work has been completed. 
B. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 36 B 
RS' 36 C 
9. References 
Emergency Core Cooling Program 
Refilling Experiments with Simulation of 
the Circulation Loop 
Emergency Core Cooling Program 
Low Pressure Experiments, BWR Second Cluster . 
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I . .~.--.-...../· ::· ... ·· .,. ;:;::;~,::,:1 val!clai!o1: ~fa compUter code !or the c;llculatlon o! the onset .. : 
·'\ oi the CHF undcl' LOCA conc1ltlons. . . 
•.. . . • I 
.. .. 2. 
, .· 
. ·· ... 
.. . 
. . 
Valldc:>:tlori or the thermCJ.l.-hyclraullc response o! the co~c by means o! 
milss hold-ttp n'lcllsurcmcnts duri11g translcmt slm\llatln~ LOC.'-\.. 
. . . . . 
. : .. ·. . . . . .. 




. · . 
M casuremcnts of mass hold -up durlng translents of lnlct now stoppage 
at constant power 'and pressure and lnlct now slopp~gc and :;>ower 
decay at· constant .pressure , taken on a l G rod B\VR test sectlon. 
12. it long: the plant used ls IETI-111 (CISE) • 
. . 
.. . .. 
4 •. • Project "status .. 
4.1 Prozrcss to date 
.• .. 
' . \,. ; 
.......... 
. The computer code, named DOI...CE, has been developed and 
'· . . satlsfactory results have been so ~ar obtained for the pre~lctlons. 












. . . 
. . 
. . 5. 
. .. 
4. 2 
The mass hold-up meas\tremcnts -have been done. 
Essential results 
Both Eulcr:an and Lagrancilal'l. methods'used ln the DOLCE code 
glvc rcsonably good results X.n the evaluo.Uon or transient CHF • 
. . . ' .' . 
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Study the flow l'cdlstrloutlon oi ihc coola;1t· L'1 blo~l->.cd subcha1mcls. · 
, . . . . . . . 
; 2. £Ert!cu1ar ob·iccth·~ 
-·· 
:Vn.lld~tc ~he th~ol~dicnl methods as LEUCIPPO, COBR..(i, l.n thcl.r. 
ahUlty tv prcd!c: the flew dlstrlbutlon.ln blocked sub-channels by 
• .. cxtcnslvq compa:.~xson wlih cxpcrlmcntnl datu. 





.•. 3. Expcrl~ntal f:t.cl1!tlcs nndJlrorrrn121.2'!12 : .. -
! 
Sll1glc phase flow ls completed ;n a test ~~cUon of ·1:-:4 rods 2, 5 n1 lon~ 
.'where the blod~a~cs a1·c lnstnllcd. !\I c:1surcmcnts of the three comnoncnts 
· of the vcloclty urc taken, by mcnns of a spcclal 5 Plio-tubcs pr:obc: as 
·well as radial :tnd axial pl'CSS\u·c drops. The blocl:~ges conslst ln. 1 OOfO 
·· • and '/O%·obstructlons wlihlll the ccntcr s~bcharu.1cl, ln a l~rgc block:1gc er 
one half test section and also In balloon1nz ~ypc blocl\agc oi four rods.i ' ' I
j • .\ 
le_ 
:'. 4 
. " . 
. .. 
~·. The mc?.Sul'cmcn:s have been completed. 
· 4.·2 Essciitl:t1 l'C:sults · 




. . P-rcllmliJ<lry l.ndlc:J.Uons sl-iow the c:~rsu.mcc of lori(l' rc:laxri.Uon 
0 
· · (~0 D) lcn~·th before the normal !low rcdlstrlbutlon ls obt:l1ncd •' 
·:'. do\•mstrcnm. o. bloci-::..gc. · 
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. 
Title 1 (Oris:inall~nguage) Classification 
Transitori tenToi~au1ici · :tn reattori a tubi in 
Pt'essione durante _lo swotan'ento · ... · 1.1.2 
Title 2 (English) -Thenrohydr~u1ic transients · Country ITALY 
in pressure tube react;:ors driring blowdown Soonsor: CNEN (main;Ly) and 
) ... 





Date initiated . ' Proj~ct Leader . ' 1968' .. .. ' 
.. 
Date comEleted 1978 
. t.mJI:r (CISE) '• 
Las~ uEdating April 1977 .. 
. -
. ' I. ' 
• 1. General ajm: to set Up a reliable and verified calc.ulation procedure to · 
pr@ct therrrohydraulic tl:"ansients _in pressure tW?e reactors during blo.«lown. 
2, p~ticular objective: understan:!u.:J~g o~ basl~ .. ~hydraUlic phenanena in-
volved in blewc1own conditions in water reactors. · - . 
3, 'Exper.in"ental facilities and ·prCXJEa."''tne . -







3.1.1 ... IETI-1: multi-purpoae fac_illty for scaled-down 'experiments; open circui'tS; 
· - flcw.rate: 0,8 k9/s; pressure: lOO ~; preheating power 7\fJ kW (AC)' 
test section power 300 kW (OC) • 
3.1.2. CIRCE : large-scale facility simllating irl a closed circuit 2 full-scale , . 
pc:Mer ~ls; water· flowrate: 22 kg/s; s:teazn· flowrate (from · · · 
• ·--circulator or. boiler) · 3 k9/s; test . section power 12 ,5 M-1 (DC) • 
3.2. ~29!~ .. 
· . 3.2.1. ·scaled-down blowd6wn tests .. with sinq)le gec:matries sinulati.ncj breaks botn ·: ·, . 
· . UP$~eam and_ dcMnstream of -thE!;c,wer channel;. . . ··, . . 
3:2.2. 'reScm.ches cO~ern:Lng' single.i:herm:>hydraulic·phenar.W in-vc;lved. in . 
. blowdOwn; . . : ' ' ; ' .· . . . . : : ·: . - . . 
· 3:2.3. 1nte9i-ated blowdown 'tests ·sinuJ.ating .br~s· ill &fferent ·circuit location$ -' 
· . ·with. a full-scale C]earet.ry ·relevant td a· single power channel; · 
3.2.4. bl~ 'cxxte developne.nt ·for .thern-ohydraul.i.c transient predictions.· 
._ ' ' ' ' . 







. ' ' .  
':I.. I'=:,, 
...... 
-Title 1 (Original language) 
Transitori termoidraulici in reattori a tubi 
in. prcssione durante lo SVl.lOtan'\ento 
·'4. Project status 
Classification 
1.1.2 
4 .1. ~!QP.;:e§§_.!:Q_9ete (with reference to the above programne) 
(3.2.1.): almost aA~leted 
- } 
(3.2.2.): tests regarding 'heat transfer crisis in transient conditions CC>Irq?leted 
and fully analyzed; check of heat transfer correlations in post-dryout 
ror.di. tions; 
- {3. 2.3.): several scaled down blowdown tests s~ating inlet and outlet failure 
- (3.·2.4.): 
.- (3.2.5.}: 
ha~ been carried out; · • I 
integrated tests simulating downcarer, inlet header and. steam line 
failure ha~~ been o:::mpleted. 
I t 
a prediction co.1e (TILT) developed; a more sophisticated version 
(RA'IT) in progress. 
4.2. Essential results 
----------------- -
- Set up of suitable expe.r~tal procedures and techniq;lerfor transient condi-
tioM. · 
'• 
- Availability of substantial arrount . .Of exp2r.i.Jrei1tal information relevant to 
blowda.-m transients,· both in scaled-down anci fu~l-scale conditions, in tenns 
of ~s, pressure and tercperature. . ! 
-A satisfactory understanding and prediction of heat transfer crisis in. traru:.ient' 
corrlitioM; reliable predictions of steam-water density and pressure drops; 
limited understanding of post dryout heat transfer and rewetting phenomena. 
·-Availability of a sufficient calculation model for transient ~~tions. 
.5. Next steps 
. - Further experiments and ~lysis of post dryout heat transfer and rewetting 
phenorra=na; starting of research programnes about critical two-phase flow, 
heat transfer crisis in stagnation and reverse flow, flow distribution in' 
parallel channels during blowdown. · 
- Inplerrentation of up-t..o-date physical nodels in prediction codes. 
6. Reference docurrents (Main titles) 
1) A. l'-'Bgni: "TILT - a digital simulation progrCllm'e for the study of ·hydrodynamic 
processes and core heat-up of boiling water pressure tube reactor during tran-
sient corrlitions" Proceeding of the CRESI' Specialist Meeting on ECC for high 
water reactor. Munich (October 1972). 
2) A. Pre.Toli, D. Di Francesco, A. Prina: "Una correlazione adilrensionale ·per 
la determinazione della densi ta di miscele bifasiche" La Tenrotecnica· n. , 1 
January 1971. \ 
3) G.P. Gaspari, R. Granzini, A. Prerroli, C. Sandri: "~.ass holdup, pressure 
. and tirr~ t<;> dryou t predictions under IfX:A co:rrli tions. Canparisons wi t.'1. SC:=aletl. 
dotm exr..ermental results" Paper presented at t.'"l.e European 'lWo-Phase Flow 
, Group r~ceting Harwell 3-5 June 197 4 and ASME publication 7 4 NA/Hl'-43 prosen- · 
tcd at the Winter Annual Meeting, New York, Novercl:.>e.r 17-12, 1974. . 
.4) R. Baldassarre, G.P. Gaspari, .R. Granzini, V. Pagliari "Predictions of 
! 
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.I 
Title 1 (Original language) 
Transitori termoidraulici in reattor~ a tubi 
in pressione durante lo svuotamen.to 
Classification 
1.1.2 
transients CHF using TTI.,T code'and the steady .state CISE-3 CHF correlation" 
~ISE R-364 (1975). 
· 5), A. Azzalin, A. Prerroli, R. Ravetta, v. Tarzia, T.S. Thompson "An experirrental' 
· investigation on blONd<:Mn in pressure tube reactor conditions" CISE R-342 
(1973). 
6) A. Azzalin, M. Dubbini, A. Prerroli, B~ Prevedini, V. Tarzia, R. Ravetta . 
"Experin:ental tests on CIOCE loop und~· typical conditions concerning DBA · 1 
(Design )Basic Accident) of CIRENE. Reactor" paper presented at the "JUICE 
Meeting on ReactOr Safety" Shcridan Park, Nov. 5-6,1974. 
· 7) V. Agostini, A. Pr~li "Valvola di intercettazione rapida per inq:>iego in 
· acqua-vapore" Energia Nucleare vol. 10, 1, January 1971. 
"8) G. Pierini, C. Sarrlri "The RA'I'J.' Code under develoy;;ment at' C;I:SE in .supp:>rt 
of the pressure tube reactor . ~ analysis.. Meeting of European Two-Phase 
Flow Group,Haifa, June 1-5, 1975. · , _ 
9) A. PreiTQli "An experim:mtal investigation on voiding of' power channels CX?Oled ~ 
by steam-water mixtures" Energia· Nucleare, 16, 1969. 
10) A. Azzalln et al. " Blowdown tests ·on the CIRCE loop under conditions conc:ern.ii'1g 
DBI\ (Design Basic Accident) of the CIRENE reactor" CISE R 362, June 1975. · 
ll) A. Azzalin et al. " Scaled-dCMn blowdown tests concerning voiding rates and ; 'j 
thennal transients for inlet e11d breaks ani subcxx>led initial conditions" 
CISE R 370, Dec. i975. 
l2) A. AZzalin et al. "Scaled d<:Mli blowdCMn test:S concerning voiding rates and 
thermal transients for inlet end. breaks and boiling initial conditions'' 
CISE R-380~1\eb. 1976. 
, 



















Title 1 (Original language)· 
DNB in loss of flow 
Title· 2 (English) 
. 
Date initiated April I976 
Date com12letcd June I977 
Last UJ2dating M1rch I977 
• 
I - General aim 
2 - Particular objectives 
.. 3- !xrerimental facility 




I. I ."2 







Experimental determination of faulting 
conditions due to loss of flow. 
The influence of ioss of flow due to 
pump,failure in a uniformly heated. 
channel :has been studied • 
Freon I2 loop (~00 1/h). 
.· 
·A final r~p.ort has been eomp·leted and 
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Title 1 (Original languaee) 
' 
Classification 
DNB in dama~ed bundles I.I.2 (obstructions and bowings) 





Date initi.ated ilpril' I976 Project Leader 
Date com12leted December I977 • 
Last UJ2dating March I977 
I .,. Genera'l aim . '_,.;;,., _____ _ 
2 - Particular objectives 
3 ~ Experimental facilit~ 
ij - Project status 
5 •·Next steps 
' . 
• 
G.E. Farello · 
Experimental study for determination of: 
effects of fuel bundle distortions in 
faulty conditions. 
The influence of sirigle subchannel ob-
structions and rod bowings in a ~ rod 
(freon cooled) but)dle will be .. tested •. 
l i 
IOO kW, IO tons/h freon loop. 1; . 
.. 
Test section ia ready; final checks of 
the loop are completed. 
DNB power measurements and comparison • 
of data with existing codes. 
. .. 
•. 
. · . 
.. 
· .. · 
. . 
·~ l ('\ ~ I . ' 
f 
















'l'I'l'Ll:: . 1 (original languat,:c) Classification 
Instabilith ~onnesse con il rila.scio del 1'. 1 • 2 
-
7.2 
v~12o:re attraverso le valvol.e di sicurez~ a 
'l'ITI..,B 2 (enclish) Countr)': , ITALY 
Instability phenomena related to steam Sponsor: .. CNEH 




lJat.e initiilted 3-1976 l>ro~oct Leader 
UCltC completed 6-1978 
D. Pitimada 
Last updating .rune 1976 
Description: 
1. General aim 
3xperimental study of air, water and steam discharge th~ough a 
single safety relief valve. 
2 •. Particular obj ,~ctives 
Determination of instabilities connected to air-water cl~aring, 
·bubble dynamics and to steam flow pulsations •. 
Implementation of a computer code for the determination.of 
chiaf par~~eters interesting the discharge. 
). Experimental facilities and programme 
Facil.ity consisting of: 2 m3 boiler (70 k.g/cm2j, ~" relief 
valve, 70 m long, 1. 5" SS. discharge pipe, 7 m suppression 
pool.·· 
4. Project status 
The facility is in. advanced building status. 
'rhe comp11ter code is implemented· as far as the water olearine; 
phenomenon -is cone erne d. · 
5. Next steps 
' Sxper.imental det~rmination of pressure; temperat~e and flow 
. rate as functions. of steam and water coadi tions. · . 
Implementatio~ of the bubble dynamics model.· 
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Title 1 (Original language) STUDIO DELL'EF- Classification 
FLUSSO CniTICO l}IFASE IN CONNESSIONE CON .. I 1.1.2 
IL LOCA l~I REA TTORI AD A aQUA LEGGERA .. 
I 
Title 2 (English) STUDIES ON Tl'lO-PHASE Country ITALY 
- . 
ClUTICAL FLmf UT COlmECTION WITH LOCA IN Sponsor Universit~• 
. LIGHT l-TATER BEACTORS 
Organisation ( PALEB110 ++ : 
Date initiated 1976 
~ Project Leader 
· Date completed ., 1\978 E. OLIVERI 
Last UJ2dating May 1977 
• 
++ ISTI'lUTO DI APPLICAZIONI E IZ.:PIANTI liDOLEARI 
DESCRIPTI07l: 
~ne procram has been oot up with tho aim of developing-
from basic principles avoidin5 the use of correlations th~t are 
rcs~ricted to particular test conditions- a theoretical model 
tor th'o prediction of stc~m/wat~r critical pressure and ori tioal 
flo\f ra.te in· terms of upstream stagnation proport~oo • 
REFF .•RlmCE DOCUl·iEN'l'S: 
- F. CASTIGLIA-E. OLIVERI-0. VELLA 
Sull~ doterminazione della portata nell'efflusso critico bifase. 
ACCADE.iiA DI SCIEHZE LETTERE E ARTI DI PALEru.;o - 24, Giugno 1$76 -




























ile l,(Orig.in.aiJgnglegg) ' ,.,t
I'li0GllÀl,lrî,\ tr). I.P.E.R. l espcrienze 4i blow-clown
in prc:;enza di strutture interne,
Title t (Engtish)
i--
















































An:ali:;i clci t r•m.s i tori. tcrmici cd idr:1ulici a S£ 
r,uitocli I.OCA nci reattori.ad acqua lc~r.cra. 
Title 2 (English) 
Ann 1 )'Si:S of theliMl and hydraulic transients fol 
lowi nR_ ~~ LOCA in Light Water Reactc,.rs -
• 
7 
D;Hc.: initiated 1974 
D:1tc completed 1978 
Ln!-it u~c!ntin[! \ may 1977 
... ~ -.... 
'1 
CJ ::tssification 
1}.) .1) I 1.1.2, 1.1.4' 1.2 
Countrx ITALY 















































_qglglg,§sg ! 'i ':1980
p:fog?ês§ing T,ast upila{:i.irg : Ifarch l9l4--*.L
i\
: "' A




1 ) üenr:r'a] ain
?o acqlrire a ruorking kriowLedge'o.f the scope and iinitations of
th,.: rnajo.r' i,cccssilrle blovdourn/UCC codes
- 
?o co:iipare the rna:'"n üodes vith ùe].L desj.ned elqperimental




?o i;np.Lairt .0undamentaL innprover,.,e*,cg iir the thecry anc
n'r;ner:icar me'ûirocTs rise,l by tire lrior^e plo:ntsing of, the codes,




























1, Iri.';rrcss to riate ; tcirerai. study of theory ancr.codes,.
Iixtensive i:csts o.Ê RilLAp g; fests..,.*fïh,DANAIDES.
Ariolysis ar:c sensitivity stucly o.û ri{E?A 1-8. Deverop_
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NICKY- A computer programme for the analy~is.of.blowdown 
.in nuclear power reactors in an.equilibrium approximation 
. . 
. . . ~ '•' ~ 
by G. Forti, NEA meeting on'LOCA computer programmes Ispra 
'· 
I' .. f 










. . . 
I ,; o •' ', 
Oct. 1974 (to be published)·.·· 
8) Degre~ of availability.: Freely avai+abie 
· .. ., .. , .~ ·•. 
9) Budget : No investments, only coinputer··_time~ 
1 0) Per sonl!_~ ·:. 3 1. men./yeal"- ~ 
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CLassi9ication
l_1_,_r: L /( 1 .1 .2.)
untersuchungi des thermodyrarni.schen un§!.ei ch.geuni cht s
-ctonso: :
3i,:Ê? anü: CEC
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B,:-,!;ic studie!; o£ two pha~e mixil'lg in fuel cluster 
s'9.,ometri~s 
Orcrani z; ti . .,~.: 
_. . .,__.... __ --
· . .I ~~~,_£~r~;~cr.t 
... .L ~--'- -c.( .. :. .• Ini:iat~d : 1973 
Status :. : proa13essing I ~O,jP"'t lr>.., 4 r..• !Jast updating< : March 1975 H. lie~k~!,l~~-8~ ... 
I' ' . . . . . .. 
C6mnlo.te.d : 1977 
I I\ • J •• 












































































ENERGIEONDERZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND 
TITLE: 
CHARME: Een computerprqgramma ter bestudering 
van uitstroming· 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
CHA&~: A computer program to study blowdown 
INITIATED : April 1976 LAST UPDATING : May 1978 
STATUS : progressing COMPLETED : 1980 
General aim 
CLASS I FlCATION : j • J • 2 






~utten, A.P.W.M. van der 
Bogaard, J.P.A. van den 
Koning, H. 
Development of a computer code to study the blowdown-process. 
Particular objectives 
CHARME solves a set of partial differential equations describing the conservation 
of mass, energy and momentum in a tube as a finction of axial coordinate and time, 
using the method of characteristics. Notably the pressure, temperature, velocity 
and void fraction are calculated as function of time and of axial coordinate in-
cluding the transition to supersonic velocities. The model also includes pressure 
losses due to friction. A special subroutine has been developed to calculate the 
fluid parameters in the jet arising after the system opening. This jet model is 
necessary for the cases in which the blowdown process proceeds with subcritical 
velocities. 
Experimental facilities and program: Not foreseen 
Project status 
A first model has been developed for the jet; CHARME calculations have been veri-
fied on basis of experimental results, performed by others, with encouraging 
agreement. 
The code has been updated, especially the subroutine in which the fluid properties 
are calculated. 
Next steps 
Improvement of the jet subroutine. A sensitlvety study will be performed with re-
gard to slip and non-equilibrium effects between two phases. 
Relation with other projects 
Usable to check gross models in other thermo-hydraulic blowdown computer codes. 
Reference documents 
J.P.A. v.d. Bogaard, H. Koning, A.P.W.M. v.d. Putten: CHARME, A time and space 
dependent model to predict the discharge rate of single and two-phase fluids 
through pipes. .,..~ .. 
NEA-CSNI: Specialist's meeting on transient two-phase flow, Toronto, 3rd-4th 
August, 1976. ' 












































. ENERGIEONDERZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND (ECN) CLASSIFICATION: 1.1.2. 
TITLE: I COUNTRY:THENETHERLANOS 
Refloo~ experim~nten 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Reflood experiments ' 
INITIATED : 1971 
STATUS : started 
General aim 
LAST UPDATING :May 1978 
COMPLETED : 1980 
SPONSOR : E CN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECTLEADER : 
S.B. van der Molen 
SCIENTISTS : 
S.B. van der Molen 
H. Hoo_gland 
F.W.B.M. Galjee 
Study of the reflood and rewetting phenomena in-bundles. 
Particular objectives 
a) Investigation of the heat transfer from high temperature fuel pins in 
bundles by radiation to waterdroplets and vapour convection before rewetting. 
b) Study of'the influence of a temperature profile over a bundle cross-section 
on the velocity of the quench front and the cross flow between adjacent 
channels. 
c) Study of the influence of instabilities in parallel bundles ~n the velocity 
of the rewetting-front. 
Experimental facilities and program 
a) Testloops for low and high pressure experiments 
b) High speed film camera 
Projec~ status 
Experiments to study the rewetting phenomena by high speed cinematography have 
been started in order to study the two phase flow downstream of the quench front. 
First calculations have been made· to obtain an order of marmitude of the con-
vective and radiative heattransfer to the dispersed twp phase flow. 
Next steps 
Development of measuring techniques to determine void fraction and droplet 
concentx:ation in the two phase flow, downstream of the quench front. 
Relation to other projects: no 
Reference documents: ECN-78-064, The entrained droplet and vapour velocity and • 
the heat transfer in the dispersed flow region in case ~f 
bottom flooding. 
Degree of availability: Through E.C.N. library channel 
Budget: Hfl. 150 .. 000 ,--/yr 
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A R EDi,vAR.DS 
Scicntioto: 
1. Gen0ral !.im 
2·. 
;. 
To enable flows, temperatures pnd forces to'be predicted following 
accidental depressurisation of a water reaptor thro~gh a large break. 
Particular Objectives 
To establish a ...,'Ui table vray of calculatinG the flow in a pipe discharging 
to atmocphcre from a broken end. 
Exneri~Gntal Facilities 
Pipes of different lcneths and diameters are pressurised to Pw~/B\VR con-
ditions, then allowed to discharge through a rapidly broken bursting disc. 
Pressures, flow and voidages are measured. 
4. Project Status 
Pror.;re::;s to dat~: Hoasurements of .transient pre:;sure, temperature and , 
·. voidace have been made in three const;'>nt diameter pipe systems, each 4m long 
and of 32, 73 and 20(1 m:n dia.r.1eter. In all cases the pipes \·lere in'i tially 
completely linuid filled, ger.crally with 35 bar ove=.prei>sure. Initial tem-
pcn.tures .correspondine to 35, 70, 105 .and 140 bar saturation pressure were 
1 used for t•.ro. sr.allcr :oipes and 35 bar for the largest pipe. Results obtained ~~y·be compared with predictions from depressurisation codes. In adcition, a 
lioited pror,rar.~e of work to examine the blowdown of a vessel, through a. pipe 
into·a containment vessel, has also been carried out to provide data for 
checkinr.: the validity of various critical flo'4 discharge models. These! tests 
started from )0 bar saturation pressure in the reservoir. 
Work has ccntinued to measure tr~r.sient pressure, temperature and density 
chnnrea· in steac/wa ter oixturas durinB the blowdo\m of an 8 inch diameter 
pipe, 12ft lonr,. ~1ese tests incorporate a multi-beam'X-ray.sys~em to uake 
a detailed examination of the changing void distribution at one particular 
cross section during the blowdown. The report on the first test has now 
been published. A paper describing the multi beam X-ray system has been 
published in the BNES journal. 
A repeat teGt has been carried out and a ~reliminary examination of the · 
results indicates very sood a6ree~ent with the previous test results. 
The X-ray sy5tem has now been moved to the dischar~e end o£ the pipe and 
tho .final alicnment checks have b~.en nearly completed. It is hoped -to 
carry out two further tests before the experimental· work was terminated 
at the end of March 1975. 
Data reduction of a reprer.entative sample of tests is in progress and 
reports should be avail~ble in 1977. 
Reference Documents 
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Heat transi'er during blowdown l.l.~ Thermal Hydra.ulics 
. 
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" SPONSOR. UK- NII 
' e . 
l C, . ... ORGANISA 'l'ION . .. ..:.  0 \ . . . 
. .Univ. of' ManchcAter . 
\ • 
• . .. 
PlvR Bt.OCl~AGE T~XPl~Ril'-IENT: An t PJ"o.i ect· Lea(lC::':' " 
-
investigation·into the effects Prof. ,.,. B. Hall 
. 
on heat transfer o:f a region o:f 
-
. 
swollen :fuel 'claddine; causing . . a 
' 
partial flow blockaffo in the 
. 
core of a Presnurised Wator neactor 
·e (PWn) . I 
& Initiated 1975 . ' I October Scientists --. I. I i ' .. 
' Status I p7ogressing. . ' J • .,.. Turner •• . 











The ot>,iocti vc :i.s to provide cxpc1.~imcntal dn ta to bo usef'ul 
j.n 08 s~.ss:i ~~f.' the inf.luonco of' a reaion o:f nwollcn .:fuel-rod 
1 11 • ~ 011 ~ loss or coolant· accident in a pressurised wator c. a((l.Ilu .... 
r~actor. ?articular attention will~~ aivcn to the tpmpcrnt-
w.·c cht.nG'C$ -.-1;.i(!h ;ui r~ht oc;cur at the boundaries 01~ the. swollon 
·re c-ion. Detailed flow ~md heat trans:tor cta ta wi. thin th.o rod 
bundle \dll' be obt<dned :from a Bcalo moc\~l and a.ir:Clow :facility. 
~1 airflow rie has hocn developed to permit tha moaaurcmott~ o:f 
. . 
heat transi'or Dnd :f.l.o"': bchnviou1• wi th:l.u the :fuel rod bundle. 
Tho bun~lo consists of: an 'l8x1.8 rectangUlar array o1' 12.7 mm 
di~mcter rods on a 17 nun pitch land a central 7x7 array of' 
. ' 
swollen rods·. Within this rn-roll c:n rce"ion. ~ t.herc is a 5x5 array · · 
'"hich can be heated electrically under cor1di tions of' constant 
heat f'lux. 
Thermocouples pl~ccd on. the hco.t£Hi rods permit the measurement 
·o-r surl'ace tempo'raturcs. Instn .. mcnto.tion has also been devol-
oped to enabl.e :flow velocity. and static pressure distributions 
within thA rod 'l?undle to be established. Data logging and 
dicital computer methods are beinG' employed so that chaJ?ces 
in tho. ext~nt o-r the blocknG"c, the iH:fluonce· o:f:Reyno:lds number 
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4. Project Status 
The appuru.tus is now virtualJy completed and much or the computer · ··· 
'• 
software hns hoen developed. ' 
It is anticipated tho..t detailed experimental work will corMlence ., 
,; 
shortly. ; 5 









































Examination o~ experimental data.Long-torm development o~ 
a prediction technique yield-ing heat trans~e1~ behaviour .. 
' under accident conditions~ ·, 
Relation ,.,:i. th other projects· 
Linlced to range 0~ research projects on Reactor Sa:f'o~y 







• Ref'oronce documents None 
. 
ncr,-roe of' A.Vai lfibil:i. ty 








Hea.t transt'Gr durillC$ blowdoW:n 1.1.2 
.. 
Trc.msi tion to :film boil:!. ne- inducod by a 
pressure rcduct{on 
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--------------------~------~----~--------~------------~--~.4 l ! . 
·• 1. ili:.r !.£.."..:£• l n i. m 
'• 
' ..
Ex1; 01·;lmontal mo.(Lsuromonts o~ hoat trans~or !'rom a wire to 
~atcr during n rapid doproasurisation. 
2. Pnrti r:HJ nr ob,i ecti vcs 
. 
The :fluid used is wate·r. StaG"e 1 o:f the 
program i's to depressurise ~rom 20 bar and 180°0. to atmosphere. 
stna"o 2 is to depressurise :fr_pm 150 bar and ~ZI0°C. 
3. ,Expbrimcntnl ~ncilitics and prorrramme 
Stncre 1. A p~essure vessel~~ 4pprox. l ·litre capacity is !'itted 
with a platinum wire 0.1 'mm diameter; 20. tmn long, Which is heated. 
at approximately con~tant uni:form heat :flux. A double bursti:n,G' 
disc arran6'cmont is used to achiovo'depressurisation :from a ~i~ed· 
J:· • 
prossuro within the vessel. An intermediate water ~illed c'hambor 
lie$ b.ctwocn the pressure vessel and the atmosphere and is separ-
ated :from each by a bursting ·dis·c. Increase in pressure in the 
intermediate· chambor -Causes the· 'discs to burst in sequence, tl1e 
outer one ~irst. ·Transient measurements o~·power to the. wire, 
. . -
wi·re temperature and pressure are measured with a high ·speed 
.. .• 
digital system. 
Staac 2. No apparatus has yet been'built. 
4. Projoc~ statu§ 
1. Proarcss to date. The bursting disc t'echnique has been dev-
eloped. Depressurisation -times o:f'1 1ns have_been achieved using 
ambient temperature water at 20 bar. 
2. Esscntinl results. None .. 
. 5. Next steps 
Continuation With Stage f ... Selection of.' geometry .. and 
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Tho oovolop111011t of an oxpor:i.lliOl'ltaJ.: techn:!.quo to' control thj!) p0\"01" . 
ot ari oloct1•icnJ..ly heated surface ao that it· ::!imula tea tho 
bl'haviour o-r a reactor :Cuol element • 
.. 
Simula.tinf,'. th~ correc~c boundo..ry conditions on a hoat.er surface 
:f'or cxpcri111cnto.J. heat t.rans:fer studies durin{; depressurisation 
and ro-wcttinc-. · 
A dit.;.'i tal computer. oporatiJlG' in real time is used to 'simulate 
I 
the dyna:11ic behaviour o'f a reactor fuel clement by numerico.l 
. 
solutinn.o£ a one dimensional time dependent heat conduction 
equntion. Tho cop1putcd surf'acc hoat :flux. is :fed to a control 
system that re[~i.1J:ates f:l•e po\{er of ~1eater ( cui·rcmtly a thin 
· pl a tic-num wire). The S\Jrfaco temperature 'of' the heater is tlHm 
. 
f'od back to the diG:i tal· co.mp.utor· as a boundary condition ·f'or 
the solution of the conduction equation. Using this techni'quo, 
'fuel clon~e!lts w:i. th a wide variety of' physical properties, 
. . 
temperature profiles, heat generation cto may bo simulated .to 













4. Projc('t ~tatus . . 
(i) A contrc-,.1 system has been dovoloped to accurately regulate the· 
I 
••J •I•• It • ', ,., '' • 







































po\{Or in a thin plnti4:num strip or w:i.,_o· and to aive stable 
operation in convective, nucleate 1 transition and :film boilil,g •. 
Real time comp'\lter simulations o'£ reactor :fuel 'e'lements havo 
:l.mplcmontod on a Honeywoll DDP516 Min:t computer with 8K of' • 
(ii) Esso~tial results None 
. ' 
5· Next steps 
To fully teat tho system arrainst an experiment with well known 
heat tr~lsfor properties. 
6. RP.J ntion \ofi th oi.he·r pro,jccts 
It is intended to use the experimental technique in the :f'pl·low-
ing areas: 
a) Transition. to film boiling ·induced by a pressure reduction. 
b) Rewottins- oi' a hot sur:fo.ce with a liquid cooJ.ant. 






8. nogroA of availability 














235u FRG Bes~tinuuung der Nachzerfallswarme von im Fordernde Institution/Sponsor Zeitbereich 10 bis 1000 sec .B~~FT 
Decay Heat Measurement of 235u in the Time Region 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KfK. 




Stano der Arbeiten/Sta:us 
Continuing 
1. General Aim 
LOCA-Analysis. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Arbeitsende/Completed 
1978 




Leiter des Vorhabens/Project 
T{ 'R;:.ttmttn o 
Bewiiligte Mittei/Funds' 
Providing decay heat data of 235u for short cooling tioes up to 1000 seconds. 
t 3. Research Program l Irradiation of pellet-like fuel samples and measurement of their adiabatic 
1 temperature rise and y-energy output due to fission product ac.tivity. 1 
i. 
' l · 4. Experimental Facilities, Coreputer Codes 
A pneumatic transfer system was constructed which will be used to bring 'the 
fuel samples to the irradiation position in the thermal column of the FR2 
reactor and to hold their temperatures near room t~perature by aid of an 
_; ·-. integrated cooling loop. A calorimeter is connected to the transfer system 
. _,. 
and controlled by a mini-computer which also provides the data recording. 
The escaping y-energy will be measured by a Moxon-Rae-type y-energy flow 
det~ctor. The control-code as well as several data processing codes, which 
will be performed by the m.ini-computet: too, were written in Fortran-language. 
5. Progress to Date 
The experimental facility was installed at the reactor. A delay was caused by 
new instructions from the reactor operator concerning co~ling water provision 





1.1.77- 31.12.77 ~::.:.: _.; '! 
6. Results 
First cold tests showed. the prop~r operation of the facility, 
7. Next steps 
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Experimental de~rmination of critical 
heat flux for heated channe~s at .very 
loN flowrates in upward and downward 
flow. 
DNB measurements in two uniformly 
heated tubes: 
2.I) freon I2 . L = 200 cm 
• 
D = 4. 75 mm 
2.2) water L :: 400 cm 
D.= II.5mm 
A S.S.water lo.op (pressure up to 
I60 kg/cm2) and a freon lqop (pressure 
up to 40 kg/cm2). · 
Part of the research has been com-
pleted. A final report "Burn out."in 
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FLECHT. Low flooding rate test 
program ( Full length 




INITIATED (date) COMPLETED 
May 1974 End 1976 . 
STATUS LAST UPDATING 
PROGRESSING 
. May 9, 1975. 











1. GENERAL AIM 
The general objective of the FLECHT ~est prog~am i~ to obtain e~perimental 
data for use in evaluating the heat transfer capabilities of a PWR' 
Emergency core cooling s'ystem during a postula1:ed loss-of-coolant accident. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the tests to be conducted in the modified FLECHT test· 




original FLECHT program, ·and to provide heat transfer coefficient and 1 
entrainment data at flooding rates o'f ~ in/sec and below. The forced 
flooding tests will be conducted with rod bundles ha,vinq a cosine and a 
. skewed aJtial power profile. 
3. EXPERIHENTAL FACILITY 
The FLECHT-SET test facility will be modified to conduct forced flooding 
tests·as shown in Figure 1. 
The modified facility· consists of: 
.. 
a) The original FLECHT test sectiqn hous~ng \-tith baffle·· installed in 
the upper plenUm exhaust to improve liquid carryo~er separation. 
b) The lO x 10 rod bundle an~ related existing instrumentation including 
the ANC liquid level trans~ittar. 
c) The existing pressurized water supply accumulator· and injeQtion line 
w.ith three rotameters injection ra~~s from .o .• s to l? in/sec. 
d) A close coupl~d carryover ta~k con~ected ~o the test s~otion upper 
plenum. 
e) A corrmercially available steam.separator with a capacity· of· 
2SOO lbs/hr, and a liquid ~ollection tank to collect· liquid·entra;ned 








d) A close coupled carryover tank connected to the test section 
upper plenum. 
e) A commercially available steam separat.or '\vith a .capacity 
of 2500 lbs/hr, and a liquid collection tank to collect 
liquid entrained in the exhaust steam. 
f) Exhaust piping with a system pressure control valve and 
an orifice plate flow meter to mesure steam flow rate. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
a) Progress to-date 
• 
Modlfications to the test facility have been completed, 
•nd shakedown testing has been started with the cosine 
axial power profile rod bundle. 
b) Results None 
5. NEXT STEPS 
Complete testing with a rod having a cosine axial power 
profile in April, 1975, 
Complete testing with a rod bundle having a skewed axial 
power profile in November 1975. 
6. RELNI'ION v1I'J'H OTHER PROJECTS 
This program is related to all other Emergency Core Cooling 





~lowdown, Refill and Reflood 
FLECHT-SET· 
·7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
a} WCAP-7665 - PWR FLECHT Final Report, April, 1971: 
b) WCAP-7931 - PWR FLECHT Final Report Supplement, October 1972. 
8. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 1. 
Available upon request.~ 
LIQ. LEVEL 
CARRYOVER TANK 
2 ALL INSTRUMENTATION IS 
NOT SHOrn:·~ 
•.. :--.( -~ 
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l Classification 1.2 
~ ~ Title 1 ~~COUNTRY Belgium (USA) 
.l I FLECHT SET SPO~SOR 
I Full Length· Emercency Cooling ij 
I
; Heat Transfer Systems Effect j--------------------------~ 
Tests. sORGANJZATION : Westinghouse 
~ Nuclear Europe a ~------------------------w_. __ ._~.;--------------~----------~t 
,Title 2 jPROJECT LEADER ll 
~------------------------------------~~SCIENTISTS 
, Initiated (date) ComEleted : I 
7/30/74 I 
Status· : Last updating • · 
FLECHT FLECHT-SET 
\ (Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat Transfer 
I System Effects Tests) 
1. GENERAL AIM 
Followi_ng a primary system loss-of-coolant accident, the 
system would rapidiy depressurize .. The loss of coolant 
~ay partially or wholly uncover the reactor core. The 
Emergency Core Cooling System is provided to:rapidly reflood 
the reactor vessel under such conditions, and ensures that 
any damage to the core does not lead to any· unacceptable 
consequences either in the plant or off-site~ 
The original.FLECIIT series of tests were designed as separate 
effects type tests to investigate the reflood heat transfer 
history.of hot fuel rods in the core during the reflood 
· phase of a .LOCA. The _reports of this series of tests are 
given in.References 1-4. 
2. PAR'riCULAR OB,TECTIVES 
rr.ECII'r-SET is a continuation of the FLECHT bottom flooding 
test ~xccpt that the effects of the system volumes, 
rc~s.i.:;t:ancc:::;, elcv~tions and other heat inputs are modeled 
tl' obt~in t!h'' .:..,y~";tom fccdb=:ck on the flooding rate and · 
hc:tt transfct·. 'l'hc program will consist of two phases. 
Each phase is intended to simuiate a 4 loop PWR with various 
degrees of sophistication. Details on each are included 
in subsequent sections. 
I . 
I' 
~..--.-.-------~ --·-. --: 
'\ 
\. 
3. EXPERHlENT.\L FJI.CILITIES AND PROGRAM 
Experimental facility is illustrated by figure 1 and is 
described in references 5 and 6.' 
The program is divided in 2 steps 
PHASE A consisting of seeping. tests (1 loop no steam 
generator) 
4. 
- PHASE B including a more complete systems effect 
simulation (2 loop steam generator simulation) • 
I • 
PROJECT STJI.TUS 
4.1. Programs to-date ' 
Phase A consisted of a set of early seeping test3 employing 
a simplified 1 loop system simulation without a steam generator 
(long lead item). The simplification (1 loop representing 
4 loops) is considered necessary ±n order to measure .flood 
rate and particularly the test section effluent two phase flow 
rate. Without the steam generator producing single phase flow 
.at its exit, this is not measurable with standard orifice 
measuring techniques. Hence a simple system devised which 
separates, .collects, and measures test section liquid effluent, 
then heats the remaining steam to saturation or above, 'thereby· 
allowing a meaningful single phase orifice flow measurement. 
The liquid carryover is separated and collected at a measured 
rate (at the steam generator location) prior to passing through 
the largest flow resistance of the loop. A high quality mix-
. ture (x > .95) then' enters a 24 ft. length of heated pipe where 
any remaining liquid is vaporized prior to passing through 
the loop orifice. Since the flow through the calibrated orifice 
is single phase, the flow rate can be determined by measuring 
the pressure drop and upstream temperature and pressure. A 
total effluent flow rata and quality can be calculated 
". 
from the qollection rate of liquid and the flow rate through 
the orifice. 
The test in this configurat~on are complete and a data/analysis 
report ·has been issued (reference 5) . The general result 
found from the~e tests was that the variable flow into t~e 
test assembly, caused ·by the system· response during reflJoding, 
I 
yielded higher heat transfer than t~at which would be calculated 
using the FL~CHT heat transfer dorrelation and the calculated 
flooding rate. 
Phase B is intended to be a more complete SY.Stems effect 
simulation of a PWR 4 loop plant a~a 1 brok~n loop and 3 
unbroken loops, including steam generator h~at addition and 
elevation effects. Since the steam generators superheat the 
test section effluent, neaningful.orifice flow measurements 
' I can be made downstream of the steam generators using the loop 
orifice. The FLECIIT-~ET phase B loop drawing is given in 
Figure 1. The system is described in detail in reference 6. 
A total of 35 phase B tests have been completed including 
facility shakedown tests and repeat tests. Of these tests, 
' 
.20 will be reported in a data report and will be separately 
analyzed in a data evaluation report. 
4.2. Essential Results 
The same general trends observed in Phase A were also ob~ 
served in Phase B ; the variable bundle flooding rate re-
sulted in higher heat transfer than that calculated by ~he 
FLECHT correlation. 
Several questions have been raised on the scaling logic used 
.to design the FLECHT-SET facility. The AEC critically 



































the facility •. In general,·they either agreed with the design 
or suggested modifications which would make the scaling logic 
more exact. The AEC was particularly concerned about th~· ' 
·observed large oscillations which occurred at the beginning 
of reflood. The Phase A data indicated that:the large oscil-
lations -vlere caused by the rapid heat release from the test 
section housing. Since the rate of heat release could not 
be controlled from the housing, (alth.ough the time integral 
of the heat release could be controlled) , the majority of 
the Phase B t.est's were conducted with the housing heated to 
the fluid saturation tempe!ature such that the housing heat 
release was minimized. 
•,. 
5. NEXT STEPS 
With the issuance of the new ECCS cr±teria, the AEC has re-
evaluated its reflooding heat transfer requirements and has 
requested that the .systems effects tests stop and that ~he 
FLECHT-SET facility be converted j.nto a forced flooding heat 
. 
transfer facility such that specific reflood heat transf~r 
questions identified in. the new criteria could be examined. 
The FLECHT-SET testing has stopped and the facility is being 
converted to a forced flooding mode of operation and tests 
in this configuration are scheduled to begin in December 1974. 
I 
6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
This program was in the line of other ECCS programs on the 




7. REFERENCE DOCUMtNTS. 
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l. GENERAL AIM 
During a LOCA, the effects of venting steam with cold water 
accumul~tor ~nd safety pump injection are not quantified. 
In order to calculate the steam flows vented through 'the 
cold leg, the effective resistances must be 'determined 
experimentally. 
·2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The AEC interim qriteria states in part : 
I~ 
1., "No steam flow shall be. per~itted in intact loops during 
the time period that·accurnulators are injecting ... 
2. "All effects of cold injection water, in either a hot or 
cold leg, in steam flow (and A P) should be included in 
the calculation". 
The intent of the steam/water mixing program is to relax 
·these overly cons~rvative design criteria by obtaining 
pressure drop data during cold water injection for use in 
blowdown and reflood cod~s. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAM 
Tests were conducted at approximate conditions expected to 
exist during and after blowdow~·. Taole 1 presents a list 
of the important parameters and their ranges. 
The test sedtions represent scaled segments (length to 
diameter ratio is constant) of the piping between the reactor 
coolant pump and the reactor vessel. The full·PWR primary· 
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surge tanks at either end allow a constant pressure drop to 
be set across the loop,· repres.emting a fixed downcorner head.· . 
. The steam flow resulting from this fixed driving force was 
measured. A typical test setup is pictured in Figure 1. 
The effect of scale was studied to extend the test results 
to a full scale PWR. Tests have been run at 1/14 and l/3 . 
scale. Tests were also ·run "t'li:th and without the full length 
· cold leg extension pictured in Figure l for the 1/3 scale 
test section. 
Instrumentation includ.ed density measurement ·by a low energy 
. . 
X~ray attenuation technique, a~ well as temperatures, 
pressures and pr~~sur~ drops~ 
This work was performed by Westinghouse at the Canadian 
Westinghouse Laboratories in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 
This program'has been submitted to EPRI (Electrical Power 
· Research Institute) for cooperativ~ funding. 
4.· PROJECT STATUS 
·Progress to-date and essen-tial results. 
A series· of tests have been completed at 1/14 .scale. with 
. injection angles of 90°, 60° and 45 o -in both the accumulator 
and SIS phase of reflood. Test section pressure_drops in 
the accumulator range can be predi~.ted reasonably well with 
a simple model based on one-dimensional momentum consid-
erations. For 90°, the effect of a'ccumulator injection is 
to decrease test loop steam venting: capability by 5 to 30% 
from the no-injection case. For 45° injection, the steam 
venting capability is increased due to the pumping action 
of the angled injection. For the SIS range of flow rates, 
! .. 1 ,. 
'· 
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cold leg injection has a very ~inor effect on overall loop 
resistance.· 
.. 
1he l/14 scale simulate~ blowdow~ tests· have been performed 
and the pressure drop data was ·found to agree reasona¥ly well 
with the one-dimensional momentum prediction. ·Density 
measurements indicated 'that the two-phase flow was nearly 
homogeneous during\ the higher pressure·· blowdown tests. 
Density mea·surements have also been ohtained for both the 
high ECC flow (accumulator) and low ECCtflow .(pumped injection.) 
portion of the'reflood transient. 'The pressure oscillations 
I 
which were observed on· the pressure transducers was found 
to be caused by oscillating 'flow. The oscillating flow 
beh-aviour wa~ observed on both the density and thermocouple 
readings. The 1/14 $Cale report shall· be issued shortly.· 
The l/3 scale tests and data analysis is complete and the 
report.is presently being published. Th~ l/3 scale tests 
showed sirnilar·behavior but more scat~er as compared with 
·the 1/14 scale data. The same ~odel which was used to 
represent the steady ~old leg_pressure drop data for the 
1/14 scale tests wi~l also re~resent the l/3 scale data if 
the upper bound limit is incre,sed to l psia. : ·Scale effedts 
were observ~d in.the l/3 scale tests, how,ver, they can be 
included. in the 1 psia upper bound on the data.i· 
s. NEXT STEPS 
I 
EPRI ·has indicated that they would require additional testing·~ 
these requirements are now being determined • 
. ; ' 
l 
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6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
This program i.s related to all other ECCS programs that aim 
to a better understanding· of the·· post blowdown transient 
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. COtD LEG STEAM/WATER MIXING TESTS 
Parameter 
System, Pressure 
\ Cold Leg Steam Velocity 
Cold Leg Steam Quality 
Water Injection Velocity 
Accumulator Water Temp. 








45 to 20 psia 
so to 4oo:ft/sec 
















------=.._:~PWR LOOP SIMULATIOn. 
RESISTANCES .. 
FIGURE 1 
STEAM-WATER MIXING TEST. CONFIGURATION 
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·Experimental investigation on the feed back of the primary 
.loops of a PWR on the refill and reflood of the core. 
Particular Objectives 
Measuring of the thermo~ydraulic qua:1.tities '\vhich influence 
the cooling of the core, in particular heat·transfer 
coefficients, flooding rates, quenching times and pressure 
differentials. 
Research Progr2~ 
The test facility is designed to cover the following 
,Parametric variations: 
I1ax. initial clad temperature: 500 to 800 be 
System pressure: 1 - 6 bars 
Max. decay heat_ flux: 4 to 8 vl/cm2 
- Time f~~ction of 
- Reflood rates: 6 
- Split of reflood 
4/1, 5/0 
- Time f~~ction of 
characteristic 
- Break size: 0,25 
d?cay. heat: const, J0iS standard 
- 60 c~/sec. 
rates to:p/botto::l: 0/5, 4/4, 2/3 ,. 3/2, 
injeytion rates: const, accumulator 
to 2 F (double e~ded guillotine) 
- Break location: hot leg, cold leg, 
- Simulated :pump resistanc,e: locked rotor, free rotor 
- Residual \'later. in 10\·ter plenum: 0 to lo"i.·rer grid plate 
- In loop seals: 0 to full 
' ~' - \ ; 'I' 1 < : < > 
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:E;xperimental Fac·ili ties 
In. ord'er to .investigate the refill and ;reflood phase in a 
PWR including the f,eedback of the complete primary ,system, 
a test .facili,ty was .. built. Beside a 340 rod-testbundle it 
includes three ·scaled dmvn primary loops .'\vith active 
steal!l generators,. 
Due to a test bundle 1-ri th 340 elec.trically heated rods o£ 
3, 9 m heat~d le·ngth the: scaling factor between experiment 
and the reference power plant Biblis B is 1 : 134. All 
heights are sitmlated full s·ize; t~e loop system is 
designed to·have the ~ame :pressure drop as in the reactor. 
The instrumentation 1vill provide information on heat 
transfer and \'later: level rise in the bundle, temperatures 
and heat trans-fer in the steam generator .and fl0'\'1 
-conditions in the loops and at-the break. The data 
acquisation system is capable of ha..."ldling up to 300 
channels at 1 Hz .scanning rate. 
Progress to Date 
' The test series IA were run with a break in the hot 
and cold leg. The measured signals \•iere plotted and the 
mass balance was determined. The h~at transfer coefficie~ts 
were calculated. 
\ 
During the test series IA the test facility was partially 
modified. A second test blli"1dle \vas ordered. 'The instrumen-
tation is being improved, regarding the ·adv_anced -.instruments· 
of the us:rac, being under development, concerning 
- liq:ic level detector systems 
- spool piece measuring equipments 
film and imp~dance probes 
- storz lense videa equipme~t 
,- I 
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In test series IA a number of 1L~ test runs were completed. 
The main interest was the influ.ence of the loop resistance 
on the efficiency of cold leg injection compcA-ed to 
combined hot and cold l~g injection. The results showed 
that conbined hot and cold leg injection gives lower 
cladding temperatures, shorter que~cntimes and a smaller 
influence of the loop resistance in the flooding behaviour 
of the core. 
Next Steps 
The instrumentation of the heater .rods vTill be completed. 
The spacers, contact plates and other systems will be 
adjusted to the extended·instrunentation. 
Relation with Other Projects 
· RS 36 C, RS 37 c, RS 287 '(PKL test series IB and II) 
.References 
LA-TR77-39: 1 • Techn. Fachberic:tt RS 0036 B (Febr. 1975) 
LA-TR77-44: 2. Techn. Fachberic:,.t RS 0036 B (Jan. 1976) 
Degree of Availabili:sL , 
The reports were translated into english by the University 
of'California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
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Experimental investigation of the refill and reflood phase 
during a LOCA, using a sufficiently la.rge model of the entire 
PWR primary loop. 
Particular Objectives 
Special aims of this program are 
to perform ·approx. 15 more test runs .in the PKL test 
facility using the currently installed 340 roq bundle 
selection and upgrading of addi tio.nal instrumentation, 
especially for the second·bundle 
to replace the current bundle by the new .Qne 
. 
to perform approx. 30 more test run~ with the new bundle. 
Parallel and sub.sequent to the test runs, the results will be 
evaluated and presented in test reports. . . · 
Research Program 
Performance of·further refill and reflood tests 
Additional instrume~tation provided for the second test bundle 
lvlodifications and additions for the PKL test facility 
Installation of the new bundle 
Start-up· 
·' , 
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Performance of tests 
Evaluation and documentation of test results. 
Te§t Facility , 
. The PKL test .facility represents as closely as poss~ble the 
p~imary loops including active steam generators of a 
. . 
·1300 MW plant, scale 1 : 134 (refering to number of heater 
rods). The conceptual de'sign of the. test facility has the 
~following specific features: 
exact simulation of the core geometry and heating ot . 
the bundle 
exact simulation of all reactor elevations, locations of 
feed nozzles leading into the primary loops and pr~ss~re 
loss sequences 
I 
sufficiently good simulation of the circuit volumes and 
the thermal capacities of the primary- 'and the secondary 
sides. 
The test results are to verify the computer codes used for. 
' . 
emergency·core cooling analysis. In this connection special 
attention should be paid to the · results · o.btained not only 
.from the German FLUT and WAK programs, but also !rom RELAP4 
MOD6 and TRAC which are developed in the USA 1;1s well.: as the 
, '·., 
REFLOS program which was developed by GRS from the US-code 
FLOOD4. 
., ,1 
.Progress to Date 
For test series I B. a suggestion was made. to mod'ify the 
upper plenum internals in order' to provide a phenomenologi-· 













1. 1. 77- 31. 12. 77 
In test series I A the volume of the lower plenum was found 
to be too large as compa'red to the model scale, which either 
led to excessively long refilling periods or necessitated an 
adjustment of the .cold leg feed injection ;-ate at the beginning 
of the test. For the test series I B an adjustment to this 
volume should be made. 
The following additional work for test series IB was"perfopmed; 
installation of a shock abso~ber .in the NW 200 connecting 
line between break line and separator tank 
assembly and start-up of the repaired feed pump 
disassembly of the second downcomer since the test series 
IB will be performed with one downcomer tube only 
For the purpose of up~rading and evaluating the series I A 
measurement results the following work was ,performed: 
start of a test evaluation with regard to an energy 
balance for individual sections 
preparation of data tapes and additional information 
relevant for further evaluation at GRS. 
Results 
' .... 
~est s\ries IB is being prepared. 
\ 
J 
The PKL feed injection -pump is operating aga~n; ~his· 
significantly facilitates the test procedure~ The overall 
plant is approved by the TUV. 
Next Steps 
After approval has been recei~ed from 11 SKNotkUhlung" 
"Safety Commission- Emergency Coolitig), the internals 
for the upper plenum and the displacement bodies ~or the 
lower plenum will be fabricated and assembled. 
~ • t"" • , ' · I 















_ Additionally required measurement. transducers for series 
I B will be installed and calibrated. 
Test series I B will be startet during the ~irst 
I quarter 1978. 
~elation with .Other Projects 
RS ·0036 C 
I , 
Re'ferences 
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In order tp improve the reflood models, the hydraulics 
during reflood will be studied in detail. 
Particular· Objectives 
A detailed knowledge of the hydraulics in a c-hannel during 
the reflood phase and the resul ti!!g flo\v pattern· will ·improve 
the calculation of heat transfer in the unwetted area. With 
. . 
the help of this experiment, cricteria '\>lill be worked out for 
the transition from vapour to fog flo'" and from fog flow 
to film boiling in ~rder to get more information on. the 
extent of.the different heat transfer regions. 
The coupling of the rewetting .model, ,ased 'on heat conduction 
in the \'tall, with the hydraulics of the channel is a 
prerequisite for a general applicability of theoretical 
· calculations. 
- :;. Research Program 
.• 
·,·: 
' .. ' ,/ 
, ,r 
Rewetting e:J.:periment·s will be carried out for tubes 't-rith' 
different hydraulic di~eters varying the parameters: initial 
wall temperature, 'inlet subcooling, feed velocity and system 
. ' 
pressure. Also the ratio of stored heat to the water content 
within the channel will be varied. 
A comparison will be made between Zircaloy and-stainless 
steel clad in the annular test section for the progression 
of the re\'tetting front. · 
I 
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To improve the rewettip.g model inf~raation is needed on 
th~ rewetting tempe~ature and-on the effects near 'the 
rewetting front. 
4.. Ex-oerimental Facilities 
:For these experiments· the ·t·est-:-rig used for the program· 
' . 
RS 62 was modified in order to obtain more-detailed 
information on the hydraulics during the reflood period. 
··For these experiments constant inlet condit.ions will be 
stressed. 
For special tests an annular test section with a quartz-
glass tube for the· outer wall. will be used. 
5. Progress to Date 
Modifications of the test· facility have been completed. 
Instrumentation for the first· test . series was m,odofied •. 
The inlet and outlet line co·ncept ensures the specified 
boundary conditions as requested for thes~ tests. 
To check the test facility two reproducibili~y tests were· 
performed with the .following par~eters: 
pressure:· 4.5 bar 
wall temp .. 600 oc 
inlet subcooling 75 oc 
.flooding rate 6 c!l/s 
heat output ~ \-l/cm2 
./ 
A total of 58 tests was performed on the flooding 
' ' \ 
hydrau;Lics, using two-test s~ctions of inteJ:Inal diameters 
1'i .8 and 16.8 mm. Both the measuring prooe fo.r determina-
tion of the total t\'10 ·phase flm-<1 momentum as occurring 
· at the outlet as' ~iell as a measurement device for 
determination of superheated steam tempe.:;r"atur,e were used 
. for- these tests .. Both measur.ement devices were subse-
quently improved following the tests. 
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the tes~s were performed under the following'conditions: 
tube diameter: 11.8 and 16.8 mm 
tube length 3 m 
tube wall initial temp. 600 °0 
heat output 4 and 4,5 kW 
press~re 1, 5 and 4, 5 bar· 
fluid inlet temp. 25 °0, 75 °0 <t& 8 - 3) 
flooding rate 2; 6 and 10 cm/s 
An existing flow model was chosen as a basis for the 
HYDROFLUT program •. 
The Y.AMANOUCHI model dealing 'vi th the progression of 
the rewetting front was integrated into the HYDROFLUT 
program. Calculations were performed with both RS 62 
tests and tests taken from literature. For proper p~e­
sentation of the results a plot routine was prepared. 
The data tapes of all tests were :CDC catalogued and 
oc 
stored in a ·collecting tape by means of a 2-byt-measure-
ment data program - taped by the data acquisition sys.tem -
to be -adjusted to the 0~0-specific word length. The 
evaluation program I"'ESSDAT provides data which will be 
compared with the theoretically calculated values by 
~eans of the HYDROFLUT program. Some tests from both 
series were evaluated. 
. 
In order to cut down on computer costs, time steps in 
the RYDROFLUT program were increased~ For stability 
reasons a ~h~ge-ove~ from·· differential -to integral 
formulations of the .. channel mass. balanc-es was necessary. 
. . 
")' • ,. •• -1- ,, ' 
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The tests showed that -under as-s:pe.cified test condition~- · 
a thermodynam,ic non-equilibrium must be expected in the 
unwetted region ·during flooding fror:1 below. The knowledge 
of the ~ctual driving.temperature gradient· will permit the 
use of generally applicable heat tra~sfer correlations for 
the unwetted region of the test section. 
'i'ests performed v1ith modified tes~ line inlet components 
rendered defined, adjustable and temporary constant coolant 
inlet temperatures. The reproducibility:tests conducted,, 
revealed a satisf~c·tory agreement with both the given · 
boundary conditions and the preliminary test procedure •. 
Useful results were obtained on the test evaluation 
covering the check of the ~omentum measurement.device, 
including steam mass measurement at the test section outlet. 
\ 
The YAM.AI{OUCHI model on the ptrogression of. the wetting front 
can also be applie9- for single tube tests· if the wetting 
I , 
temperature is det·ermined as a function of the locally . 
and timevlise varying sub-cooling • 
. Only some.of the 11.8 mm and 16.8 mm I.D. tube tests have 
been evaluated up to n~w. Thereby s9ecial attention 
was paid to the 'determination of phase slip since 
verification of the·HYDRFLUT tests revealed a considerable 
dependency of the wall temperatures on the estimated phase· 
slip during reflooding. The dete~i~atio~ of the phase 
slip is performeq by measurement of the outlet momentum. 
Currently evaluated tests indi.cate that phase .slip in' 
, I •, 
. I 
dispersed flow lies between 1 and 3. 
Next Steus 
Evaluation of ,the tests will be continued.· The results 
gained thereby will be integrated into the HYDROFLUT 
refiooding program. Subsequently several comparative. cal-
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8. Relation with Other Projepts 
RS 36, RS 62 
9. :References 
---
10. Degree of Availability 
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General Aim 
~reparation of a feasibility study for the "3D-experim.e,nt". 
This experiment will serve to study the 3-dimensional flo~ 
effects in the upper plenum of a PWR during the refill and 
reflood phase after a LOCA. I1oreover computer programs 
describing these effects will be verified with the 
experimental results. 
2. Particular Objecti~ 
This study is expected to render results upon which a 
d·ecision will be made on whether or not the "3D-eXperiment" 
will be performed. 
3. Research Program 
3.1. Specification of the planned test, estimate of usefulness 
by the arc hi t·ec t engineer. 
3.2 Systems-related technical design of the test stand 
(test stand concept). 
3·3 Procedural· preparation of the test stand concept. 
3.4' Preparation of specifications for the measurements and data 
-acquisition, conceptual design of- the data acquis'ition system • 
Evaluation of expenditures, dates and personnel re-
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Experimental Facilities are not required tor the preliminary 
project. 
Progress to Date 
The complex task, test stand; measurement technique and 
data acq~isition were prepared and data recording was 
started. 
Cost and schedule estimates of the.3D-e::x;periment were'made .. 
Documents on already fixed technical, master data of ,the 
2D/3D experiniE:nits were prepared for dj,.scussions with USNRO 
which were held in Washington (Nov. 197'7). Also, an English 
description of the 3D test stand as well as ~ oral 
presentation were prep~red,, ·the latter was then presented 
during the Review Gr.oup Meeting. 
At the request of the Advisory-Committee "Emergency Cooling",,: 
a rationale for inclusion of the refill phase into the 
2D-, 3D-experimeuts as well as be~efit analysis for the 
3D experiment were present,ed. 
Results 
Estimated costs for planning, con~truction,and test per-
formance \'li th a KV/U ple,num are appro~. DM 75 M for an 
overall test period of·6 years. 
Next Steus 
Completion of test task. 
Preparation of a final.report., 

























: Organization: Ris~ · 
NORHAV - RHC a core heat-up computer program National Lab-oratory 
~----------------------------------------------------------~scientists: 




1. General aim 
f 
I Development of a multirod core heat-up computer. program, 
.... 
I 
. including spray cooling. 
2. Particular objectives 
RHC calculates the temperature transient of the fuel anfi · 
coolant in a multirod cluster geometry e~aluatihg the influence of 
. the emergency core cooling. The prog,ram is based .on a separate 
description of the water and steam phase in the primary system and 
a detailed description of the radiation heat transfer between the 
fuel rods and the shroud including'' multiple reflection. The latter 
involves a determination of the absorption of thermal radiation in 
the two-phase mixture in the fuel element. Furthermore, decay heat,( 
metal-water·reactions, heat transfer due to convection and conduc-
tion, creat'ion and propagation of water films on the shroud and the 
individual fuel rods. The program also takes into account the in-
fluence of the primary system. 
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-4·• Project s.tatus 
~ -· ' 
. ' . 
1. Progress to date 
I 
,_ ... A version of the program with spray cooling is available 
for produc;:tio·n use. 
2. Essential results 
, 5-~ Next steps 
, ..... 
. Development of a flooding version of RHC, . calied NORCOOL-I. 
6. R~lation with other projects 
In add~tion to the present c;ere heat-u~ program the NORHAV 
project includes: 
a) A one-dimensional blow down computer ~rogram for reactor 
. . 
systems under develo9ment at IFA, Norway. 
· b) ·The Danish transient subchannel computer. program TINA and 
the one dimensional blO'<-'T down cpde RISOUE unde1r. 
\ dev.elopment at Ris~. ·, 
c) Upda'ting of COBRA 3-C and RELAP 3 by STF, Finland and AE, 
Sweden. 
i 
d) A 64-rod 'celectric:ally heated) core heat-up experiment by 
AE, Sweden. 1 
7. Reference documents 
Jens G. Munthe Andersen: 
REMI/HEATCOOL. A Model for Evaluation of Core Heat-up and 
~mergency Core-spray Cooling System Performance for Light-Wa~er­
Cooled Nuclear Power. Reactors.-
Ris~ Repbrt No. 296, ·September 1973. 









Classification: l.. 2 
Jcountry: 
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Inve~ted annular film boiling ,during the reflooding IOrganization: Ris~ National Lab- , toratory . Phase. ~~~~----------------------------------------------------~scientists: 
Initiated date: Septex,nber 1977 Completed date: 
.... -, 
Status: progressing. 
1. _General aim 
Heat transfer on vertical surfa~ i~ tubes under inverted 
annular film boiling. 
2. Particular objedtives 
An experimental and theoretical work co.ncerning inverted 
film boiling in glass tubes using N2 as flow medium and steel 
tubes using water as flow medium has been started. 
Later on a theo~etical work based on the experimental re-
sul.ts will be started. 
3. Experimental facilities 
The experimental part consists of devel.opment of a visual 
test section made of glass ·tub~s. 
Furthermore, the experimental part consists of development 
ot various methods of void measurements in a two-phase flow, 






.1. Progress to date 
": . 
' . 
The first visual experiment using N2 a~-~ two-phase tlow 
in.a heated glass tube has been tried. ' 
I 
I 





The instr~ents for the measurements are still being 
d.eveloped.: 
5.,· Next steps 
Construation.of a test loop, iri which it is possible to 
establish inverted· film boiling using ·water as medium. 
·., 
... 
l t • :-~· \ ~". 
·:r:· ' 
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, .... Thermohydraulique du LOCA. .. ·-
Etude des interactions mecaniques et thermo- Orge.nis:ote directeur 
· dynam\iques dans l'injection de secours d'un reacteur CEAIDgCS 
- EDF/SEPTEN ' PWR . Programmes EPIS I et II. ' . 
I 
Titre. (a.nglais) i Organise, executeur ' 
I 
CEA/DTCE ('s~clay)· I 
' LOCA thermohydraulics. -
I Steam-water mixing studi~s for PWR . EPIS I and Res~nsa.ble . It projects. 
- --. 
. (SEEN) ,. ~ .. 
Sa clay: . 
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' ~ . ...,. 
' \ -
~- ' .. · 
i,' 
... 
actuel Scientitiques Oa.te de Eta.t 
d&:a.rrqe 01/01/75 en cours " 
' . 
'Date "' prevue Der:dere mise ' 




1 - Objectif·senera"t : 
_Etude des phenomenes se produisant lors ·de l'injection dteau de secours par 
accumulateurs et pOlllpes au cours 'd'un-accident ~e dipressurisati~n d'un reac-
teur press~rise. · 
2 - Objectifs particuliers ·: ' ' ~., 
Developper Aes modeles physiques pour_interpreter les experiences. 
3 - Installat.ions ex"Derimentales et programme 
r 
EPIS 1 : Etude de l'interaction mecanique·par injection ~~~au dans un dibit 
d'air'(echeUe 1/11). ·. . . ;; ,. 
'EPIS 2 ,:, Etude des 'interactions mecaniques et the:rmodynamiques par injection 
d'eau dans un debit de vapeur,(echelle 1/25)·. 












-~ -·Etat de l'etude : 
t> ~~!n£!~!~_!_s!_i£~! 
Essais EPIS 1 termines. Essais complementaires EPIS 1' termine$. Installation 
EPIS 2·operationnelle. 
··2) Resultats essentials 
--------------------
- EPIS I : 
Evolution des pertes de charge au niveau de l'injection en fonction des 
parametres principaux : 
Angle de. piquage de l'injection, rapport des vitesses de l'eau 'et de l'air, 
niveau de pression dans la cuve. 
Test de differents modeles physiques (en cours) qui permettraient de retro~­
ver soit le .AP total soit la l igne piezometriqu~. 
EPIS II : 
Observation de phenomenes oscillatoires dans des domaines. precis de tempe-
<:) ratures et·de titres. 
0 
S Prochaines etaoes 
• EPIS I : 
Continuer la modelisation •. 
EPIS II : 
Nouvelle reconnaissance des phenomenes. 
Definition des parametres d'essais. 
Campagnes d'essais. 
7 - Documents de reference rapports internes non disponibles 
: i 
'' t 
. . : 
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TWo-phaoe flow pump test p:t'oqram. 
Joint R 6 D program between. FMMl\TOlm· 
With the WESTINGHOUSE ~articipation. 
















country z FMNCE 1 
' 
CEJ\ 









' Project lcaderz· . 
I 
DEL1\.YRE CEA Mr. -
and CE~ Mr. OUBOURG FRAl1ATOME ll 
: .. I! 
. .
-




DECEMBElt 1976 " '"Mr. MARINI F~T0f4E ; JUNE 1974 '. 
t I 
., 
I Status Last uJ.)datin«.: (date) ~ . f ; ·~ . .. 
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The dynami~s of the reactor coolant pwnp play key role ,in determininq 
the consequences of a hypothetical lq&'a of' coolant accident (LocA) • 
\ 
' 
For a more accurate and refined representation of the pump model, the 
pump performance will be meas~red under the different conditiona,of 
pressure, two-phase flow, and -apa~d that mi9ht·oecur during the LOCA. 
'l"he .. EVA" test loop is deaigneCl fo;: r~s~ng a WES'l'I~~OUSB prima~ 
pwnp (1/3 scale m«lel) in order· to a. .. • 
'. 
.\ . .. 
~ ' 


































1/ Measure the pump.characteristics durinq the conditions'simulatinq 
the LOCA 
j 
2/ Develop a correlation of these two~phase.flow results with pump 
performances as measured in simple phase. 
The experiments w~ll be perf~rmed with: steady·state steam. water flow 
in homogenous and non homogenous conditions. 
·' 
.. 
2 •. PROJECT STATUS 
The EVA test facility is under construction at Cadarache. T.he test 
facility is usinq as a source of steam, the steam supplied by PAT 
reactor. 





ate~ wa~er sepa~ator, t~e circ~lation .. pumps and the m~asurinq devi~es. 
are near completion and the erection of the test loop 'is underway.o· · ·. 
I 
. ·. The qualification tests of the instrumentation of the loop will ' . . .. 
start in Auqust. 
.. 
. .. . · ,. 
·. . ·• ~ • PLANS FOR NEAR FUTUP.E 
' ·' . ·-----------
. . 
''' ~. . 
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4. RELATIONS WITii OTHER PROJEC'l'S . 
.. 
.. ., 




EDP' · ~roqrams'. on Pumps in both simple phase. and two phase conditions • 
~ 5. 1\VAILl\BILITY OP' "RESULTS" 
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.Tltle 1 (Original langua_ge) Cl~ssifigation 
Sistenia di raffreddarnento ·di emergenza per .. 
allacramanto del basso 1.2 
-.. . .. \ ~~: .... 
Title 2 (English) I Country : ITALY 
Bottan flooding ·EX:CS • Sponsor . CNEN 
-
.. ' • 
' 
Organisation : CISE 
.. 
Date initiated 1971 Project Leader 
Date comJ2leted 1978 I ·. 
t1IM (CISE) . 
Last UEdating April· 1977 
'. 
1. General aim: to predict the perfornance of bot tan flooding ECCS in pressure ' ··· · 
tube reactors. . 
2 • .Particular objective: ~ers~g of basicphencmma ·involved in bottan 
'flooding EC'CS in water reactors. '1'' 
·3. pcper~tal facilities and ero,grarnre 
. 3.1. ~-~~.J:.lP~!.U~!~!! 
-IETI-1: (see~· 1.1.2) for .scaled-down exper~ts .... 
-REM : for full-scale e.xpSri,mants; flowrate 2,8 kg/s; · pressure 10 bars; i 
heating power · 300 kW 
!:~: l~ scaled-down tests relevant to tubular and ~ geanat!l. : . 
3.2.2. Full-scale experin'ents adopting an indirectly heated 19-~cxl bundle. 
3.2.3. Code develOtxrent for fuel r<Xl iertparature predictions. I ·' 
4. Projects~ 
4 .1. !!29!~.2.;10__9~~ (with reference tb the above prograrme) 
I ' 
- (3. 2.1.-) : Te$t I'V"mnleted; -. ·· : . 
-·r i' .
. (3. 2. 2.) : Constant ~l<Mrat:E;! ~ts cc:itpleted; . . . ~ 
- (3.2. 3.): TRAFEM cxxle for constant flowrate and unifonn axial pr~ure condition ! .· 
oettpleted. Corrparison with experimental results in P%09ress. • • : 
' . ' \ 
4. 2. Essential results 
----------
-basic understanding of the physi~ phenarena involved~ · 
- set up of the experilrental procedures and techniques, 
- set up of a calculation pr~e . . 
5. Next st~. ·. { >.:; .l :: •.\··. 
.-Full scale experiment with controlled pressure, drop (parallel c;hannels 
sin'ulation) · · . . · . . . . · 
. ' . 
' . 
. 
'r ' ',.;.. ~.''".. • ; ' 
J 
":' . 
.. . ' ' 
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TITLE 1 {original language) 
Sistema di raffre:ldament.o d1 ~rgenza per 
allagament.Q dal basso 
'' 
~ ' ' ' . 
'·· 
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- Coapletion of ~isons w;i.th ~ cx:xie 
- catputation of pressure drops in TRAFEM code 
-Flow restrictions invest:i:<Jation with full scale bundle (cl.adding-balloonincj) 
6. Reference documents 
1) R. Martini I A. Prenoli " A silrq?le rrodel for predicting E. c. c·. transients in 
bottom fl.cxxlinq cxmditions''. CREST .Meeting - Muriich, October 18-20, 1972. 
\ 
2) 'R. Martini, A. Prerol-\ ~Bc;>ttan floodin<;J expariments with single geanetries _ 
\ll'rler different E·.c.c. conditions" Energia N:ucleare, vol. 20,_ n. · ~ pp.54o-553' 
October, 1973 ' ' 
. 
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Title 1 (Original languag~) Classifica~ion 
Apparecchiat.ut'a sperimentale per lo st~ / 
-dio della termoidraulica nella refrige- 1.2 
razione di emergenza 
Title 2 (English) Countrl ITALY ' 
' -An experimental facility to study therm 
• Sponsor ' ~ Poli tecnico , hydraulic aspec:ts of emergency core co·o} 
Organisation di Torino ( ... ) ' ing by bottom flooding · · . . 
-. 
.. 
·- Project Leader . Date initiated January 1976 
• . Date completed December 1977 
. 
Last updating April 1977 . M. De Salve 
'. 
• (.) ·Istituto di Fisica Tecnica e Impianti Nucleari 
'1. General aim and particular objectives 
Thi~ experimental and theoretical study is· to improve the 
knowledge of the emergency core cooling by bottom flooding. 
The particular objectives are: to measure the rewetting time 
and.the wall temperatures, to estimate the heat transfer eo~ • 
e·fric'ient during flooding • 
2. - Experimental facilities and programme 
An experimental facility with an inner heated annular test 
section has been built. The inner circular tube- wall temper! 
tures are measured by several thermocouples and it is possi 
ble't6 see the climbing liquid level by two glass windo"i.-
Investigations are restricted to atmospheric .. pr-essure, small 
flooding rates, high initial wall temperatures (T.::t 800 °C) 
and ~igh subcooling. Some tests have been performed. 
,\ 
'. 
) . llcference documents and degree of avail'abi'li ty · . 
4. 
The reference documents are the usual and open bibliography 
about·the emergency core cooling. All the ~esults will be. 
available. 
Resources 
. · ... 
The expected budget is about .·one million or Lire (l.ooo.ooo·.=· ; .' 
Lit.). Manpower consists or two ~an-years • 
. .• 


















































































































• .. ~ .'l. ' s·. t 
cJ.. k, 
·. ClasSifiCation Title 1 (Original language) . ' 
' : Scambio Termico in condizioni di raffreddam~nto 1.2 
di emergenza 
·' Title 2 (English) ' Country ITALY. 
. 
Sponsor J Heat Transfer in ECCS con~itions 
' Organisation Ca 1 abri.a 
.. 
, 
• \ University ... 
... 
Project Leader Date initiated January 1977 
Date cOmJ2leted · December 1978 
Last UJ2dating, March 1977 Prof. Valerio Marinelli / 
-
]) General aim . 
Study the heat transfer between rods and coolant uuring the ECCS conditions 
\ . 
. · ·2) Particular objectives . . 
Optim;zation.of engineering correlations and models to predict the thermal 
behaviour of rods during ECCS;.development of a computer code • 
.. 












· ~··~ ·\· 3) .Experimental facil (ties and programme. • 1 
&:xperiments of bottom flooding in rod-annular geometry at ·low pressure, starting! ; 
.fro.n different initial temeperatures.~f·;:tbe:··tioq,and .. experiments of spray mode of .: · . . ,
·,: l 
;-. 












cooling in a second step, 
·. ( . 4) Project status ~ 
At pre·sent a survey of 1 iteraturJ! is in progress and the . conceptual des{gri of 
the experinents is under way. /.· ~ 
.· 
5) Next steps . 
Planning of experiments. 
8) Degree of availability 
Full avail,abi lity for the· parts of the prqgramme completely sponsored by 
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• •, l,· . . . .. 
.. 
· Title 1 (Original language) .. . . 
Sviluppo di una· catena di protrammi por l'analioi 
dei LOCA di un Pi'IH con nocciolo in a.cc:i.a.io. 
Title 2 (English) 
Dovelopmon~ of a chain of dicital programs for. 





CJassifjcation . : 
: 
Country ITALY 
Sponsor li'I.AT-T. T.G. 
prganisatiQ!} . Uuclca.r 





. • . I 
:! 
. ·I 











' ... ... 
· G.P. Pozzi · 
• I i 
,. . . 
·, 
Development of a ch.a.in of.ccmputer codes ~or tho loss of coolont accident 
(I,OC.4.) <'.na.lyGis 'of a. prosnuriz.ed wator. reactor ha.vil;lg n. otainless stool 
cladding core. ' 
·2. ~cular o'hjectjvcs 
. . 
. ) ~ . . . 
Application of the a.bovo chain t.o the ·LOGA a.nalynis of' .the TRDlO · Verccllese 
reactor. Design or the ncn-: safoty injection· sis·~o.m {a.ccurmtle.toro n.nd· emargeno:,-~ 
. · pfunps), for the TRmo Veroollose .reactor. a.ooordin: to the 1974 USA Fin~ 
Acceptance Criteria.. . . l · 
3. Experiment~). facilities 
.. -·----·- .. ~~ 
A sot of core hee.t up and reflooding experiments was performed nonr · 






'In. particular the low ~ofl.ooding .velocities and the_linoa.r he-at re.~e . 
of the Tanto v. reactor were tested • 
.. 
. . 
. 4• _P "O.iJ~ct at o. tus 
· Four different codes ha.vo been set u·p: for th.o blol'tdown phaGe; for the 
calculation of d~ta.iled :f'lOl-1 and antha.lp'y distribution in the core; fo1• 
. ~ho core ~eflooding.~ha.se; for the core heat up ~d cle.ddinc'tomporaturo 




·· .· A com})t~.ri.so'l or the prcdi.otion· of' thooe codes ~a.inst eXper'imontal rosul tG , .. 
. was performed. . 
~he main work performed with this. chain of' digital pr0u~~s were: . 
a) J,OQ\ analysis of .tho s~~·!Erts' ATUCiiA ·nuclear plant; · . . 
.. 
. b) \ desi~ of. tho safety injection oyotom oi' the ·CL'EOPAT!~ plant 
installed i1~ the ISP!t\ ESSOR roo.otor; • · to ~o 
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Title t (O.ririnTl lBnsuage)
Sviluppo dl una catonii c1l prograr,rrni'per ]t







'tho dsvoloped corlos,ylII bo utilized. for the:othor projeot juot started.:
frDovolopmcnl of a.n aÀva.ncocl proceduro for r,ha EIII safety analysis. follor.ring
: tho probabilistic approaohl (soo proeent sa,foty llesoarch. rnûex) ' ..'
J. . Rcferpncc documcntl
Itapporto FfÂl'-!î[-è{J "Ânalisi êelltarleguatozza dal nuovo sistema d,i ro-
' fli8eraziono di ernergonga progettato,per I* cEntra"le nuclsaro êi rRII{O




To a llnritcd extent
.a
9. Budret. ïrerËonnol involved.
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~ 1 ' I' ); 
i ,' \.: 
·.' 
.~ 
Titl~ 1 (Or-iginal lansuage) · Cl§SSi{iSi!liOD 
Annl h;i dei transitori tcnnici cd idraulici a S£. ....... 
~ui.to ol l..OCA nc;i rcattori ad acqua lcggera. (1.1.1) 1.1.2, 1.1.4, 1.2 
.. 
Title 2 (English) Countrx ITALY~ 
Analysis of thermal ~d hydraulic transients fol SEonsor CNEN and CNR 




of Pisa . 






. ' Dnte comEleted . 1978 1 ' •• ·' . ' ·. 
' 
'may ~·~77 ' N. CBRtlLLO Lnst updating I 
: '. 
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Title 1 
Transi~nt boilina beat transfer in 
~ooling conditions .. 
......... ·-' lt. I •• 
e, ••• t I 
·.· .. 
. ' ' ·' 
'. I , t f 
j •• 
Classification 




~u ... i .. ··; 
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. : . .!Joun tr! < JRC : 










Initiated : 1974 .. . '· Completed.:: December 1976 Project leader: 
· · · Status. : prOgressing past updating 1 March 191S E. ··Burclc · . ·• . , • • • • • d 
.. 
• ·•· ~~' 
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. I . 
Investigation and visualisat~on o£ transie~t boiling conditions !· . 
'. ·. .• 
. I ·,. 
' ~ . . 
' 2 !). ,Particular objectives · . · ;· l, • 
. . I I,,·'· 





.. .~ ' ...:..... . ' 
' ' . 
. i-20 bars £or several ·quenching body shapes, ~inlet· subcooling ·; .·_::' 
conditions .and initial temperatures between 200 and soo0 c ·. _. :.· 
(which covers the whole interesting range lor .tu~l rod and · •· . 1' ·" 
pressure vessel flooding) ~ . . . . . . · · ' : < 
.. I 
. . ~ "'' .. V._~--:". . ) 
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' . . ~- - . 
r.. .• 
'·' 
·Quenching £acili ty with flooding ~nd expa)ls:i:on vesse-l..· The 
' . . . 
characteristics o£ this £aci.litY: are : ... · .. . : · . · · 
-flooding velocities 
- system pressure 
-·cooling water t~mpera~e . 
. - initial- sur.eace temperature 
. . 








'-37 cm/s. · ... · . 
. . .. . 
1-20 bar . . : · 
. . ' 
: '2o-210°C 
• ... , ..... _'t, 
: 200-800°0 . : 
· ..... .,. 
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. ·, : : :ql' J! 
I' . 't.:.f.f' ' (''"' 
I I • \.~·' , .· • l .r , . ·· : ~ . , 4.•) Project status 
.... 
.. 
i 1 ... {····::":', • 
· 1 ·.) Progress to date : The construction oP the Quenching . . 1 .· ~· ·q: 
· Facility has ,been comp.leted in 1974. 'fhe final instru• ... · l . · . ~~:.:r. 




mentation and.cal~bj,ation ot the £acility it £oreseen . ~ . ~)L >t 
; .. 2 .. ; :::e:::::e:u:c: ::5~~test theoretical and experi- . ' · 1 ~\:~ 




. ,, I' 
i-n preparation Por the interpretation oe the e)Cperini_en:- ··· :i<ti: 
.' .! l • ' 
tal results and the choice C)£. parameters to be. investi- . .. r._~-:: . 
.. 'gat-ea: The pr.obiem ol .the determination o£ the t~ansient ·. : ·'.: :'l't1 
· sur£-ace .temperatures and heat £luxes vas overcome · by · ·· · t 1 
.• 
'· 
applying inverse heat conduction analysis.with tem~~a; 
' - .. 
. 
. . 
~ ..... ' ' ture dependent physical properties. '· !. .. 
. . 
i .... 
. ·:-~:_.:·5 :) Next steps': Experiment~l in~estigation ot the dillerent 
, . flooding conditions.· .. 
; ; 
,. 
.. ' I 
· :'.' 6,) .Relation with other·projects : The programme has .been'planned ', 
•. , I . . 
. ... : · so as to be comp.limentary to other work in the quenching £ield.; ,· 
... 
'. 
···.· .. 7 ) 
. . .
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!o opti:mise spray. cooling and d:etemine· safe ~el' ratilJ«a~ _ 
. 
2 •. Pa;ticular Objective! • • 
' . . 
·· To measure heat transfer coe££1cienta and. quenching 1'tu.&a 
1 





· · ~- : · E'$Perimente.l Facili'tie.s . _ . , . 




















From thermocouple results . of blowdowns, ·heat transter · coe££icienta l\&v• ~·~ 
. ·correlated· with spray: cO()lina ·flow rat~; radiation ~oteria~oa ~ ·_ . ;'?':7 
( emiesivi ty, ate) pressure J spray sub-cooling, ate. · .r~;;, 
.. I '/Jl• 
. ; . . -~ 
· .. Next Steps . . . . .. · .,;; · 
. ' ' . . .. • ..,.-'1 
.. Work ~o date has bee~ with deliberately contriv.-4 tlow stagna.ti()Ji in -. , ._:.'~~ 
channels; acme flow 'Will be. super-polled. :t\xnh• attei!IP1;e ViU 'be.-Ce • .1.: 1 
'optimiae (speed up) quenohins•·. : :c .,. · 1 · ·• ·-; .. ~ 
' ' ' • ~ ··_ ' • • ) '_,:. • 'I} 
' ' .~ r.) 
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: /~ '''·:~~"E: :i~{ 
., ' ! ~ 
, 
:: . The aia of this 'p~qject is the dev.elo·pment of a c,~de system (SSYS~)- in ord$r 
. ~';: to ·~~d~i ~nd·._calc~l~te. the behaviour· of Zircaloy c1fa fuel rods in different·. 
. I 'I \' " ~ _;,·phase.$ ·~r: a LOCA. · Espe.cially· the. ef:tect o.f ballooning and its· co.ne·equences · 
' ~' - ; ( ).. .. 
. :.v, are studi~d and ~escribed wi.th particular emphasi$ •. Also;th·e theoretical in-
\:/·vestigati~n of the. iilflue~ce of ballooning on the effectiv·ness o.t emergency 
, : '. •.• , . I . . ·. 
;J.:.·~ore:coo:t~ng is a major aim of·the pl~nned activities. 
2:.: th~. thdor~tical studi,es are performed in close co!Ziperation with the 
--~'Insti 'ut: fiir Kernenergetik•• (ln), Stuttgart. 
' ' '' 
'I 
>\-"~ 
:. ·:' ,.~, 
' ' __::._; -~~ 
I ' 
1 ·. ;; 
, . If• 
.. '. ?.~.' 
. '·, ,' .. 
::,··.:~~ ·Par;ic$lar Obje~tives .. , 
. . I, , . ! ''), ·.~:- · D.evelopme~t of the· modular cod~ system SSYST .·which allows· to 'simulate the ·::<_} 
' I , '. '" , ,-J inte·ra~tion between heat conduction in a fuel rod; heat . transfer in th& gap ;;,~ 
. at!elliag ~nd ball~oning or the clad, pressure· in coolant an<l ~~~l ro~ as vel~ . · ·: ·: :';1 
'~~. :'as t~e; thermo·- and fluiddynamic conditions' in.· the ·coolant channei. and the . ;;~ 
•
1 
\ I, t1 ' 1 I- • - , , ' , ,' ' ' • • / - I / • >' , 
. ·._.··primary $*stem o·f· a L'.IR. ~dditional theor~ticdl investigatio~s are concerlled.··. ~·,;;; 
.. ,!_:,_''with c4ol~ng' conditions iil, deformed 'areas O'f' fuel elements .and! the interactions.·.~;,:;\ 
.. :f..~<-l:H~twee~ rods.. . I . . :ie 
: ', .," ' .. ' ,•' ':· ... ··j 
. ~·{ ~)~·. P~6trmf 
. ' . 
~•·t' . , , 1 . I 
·>···: .. '.i.'htt' developoent covers thre-e top~c·s ·' 
'· , r ' I-"~~J .•' Deve~o,Pstent .and verification or' a 
,, .. LOCA > 
.· ' 
' .· 
: :· .. <:\:-.i, I~~oeti$atio'n or interacting fuel rods, 'behavio~r of bundles. 
: ·. · ... ·Inyeati,~tion o'f geoasetrical, bundle configurations. :tor l.~nst~rlQcoolabili ty· •. : .··: .'(~} 
": ·:)lt·~ Co~wut'r cod~s 1 
'·)> ~;;~·~ ·Code s,;.~tJ m SSYST ~~' . . ' - ' [~·i:;r. • . . . jt , , 
•.• , ·..:~;;:!'. Tf~ ~~~ " I ~ r ·.t~~f;t£~' ,( ; : : 
... 
·. . -~ 
'._',.·'·1 
,., 
~ J •I 
~J;.':~;k'i~.: ;>~'i~ --~-;r~ /: r.;~;:~ti!"~7\I~~-:~·~f~~t',;~.:::.:::~!V,(~:~ ~~-:;frn;·c:·~:?71i~;_:t;·~J~;:~:~:_ .. '?':~r, ·:::,~:}·-~:. ~:,~:~.:~~ t:·~-·::_-~\1~_~:-~ ~~ ~":~- -~:. i1r-
i•~f,~-~,>" ''l'.'.l!()/ ·, ): .. ,.:<,_ .. ,1,._:-~·;.:,;,.-.<.· '····.·'. -.,··· .. ·i·· .. , : ···3'2..,.:'9··~·!>. 
~';:::;( ';· ' , ,,. ' :' ' ' ' '\, ,,, I, . ' ' ·~·~:,: 
,_r.. :J ·' . ' 't 1·~:1, 
:·'.: '·,~'\;~ I ' '\ •• ..?, 1J.~?L 
:~-~;I.I.--3l•I2.-I9n '·...... l·.-j:~~ 
_,,. , ,. ' ~--~· 
<;i>•, /' I ' ' ~,jl,'";\ 
~-:. j ~ • , ,• --:_ .. , :0 .$. 
.''',-: -~ ,.l •. ~···:~·~L } 
.!·::-~,~- -l'ro$r~ss . r•;,l. /,;:ih~ ~~erifica::o:a:: :SSYST has beeJ! cont,inu~d. Experioiental r~sults from ·. rl)\t 
.;·· P~S 42.}8,. tREAT and PCM have ·oeen c·alculated (st-andard problems)_, c9m- , ~ !r_:/;· ;~ 
:\·. ·)ta,ris~)ts 'vi th FRAP-~4 calculations have been performed. i. 
~-:A-dd-itional SSYS.T-ca_lculations ha:ve ·been performed for a e~ngle r~~ · 
:::· ·ge,bm.etry i.n o.rder to bac~ up . the ou~. of pile experimental program· with 
\-fod<bundles anticipated in l<fi thin -~~e frame of the- :research project 
·:J'NS 42}8.: s~~~rai hea~ transfe~ parameter~ have been. vari,ed· •. The sillu-
:·la.tion of t.he 'transient .behaviour or ·the pin h'as been p~rformed under 
' ~. 1 • • ' 
. . 
:/~~f'l._ood co.nditions also • 
..; ' \. 
,. In' order. to test steady- state_·fuel rod pe"rf~manc' codes f'Or use in ss·YST 
{ " . ·. (c~raparisons have been made. O~be,h~lo-f .~f a single ,ruel rod, _for which 
t . ~;t'hel cent,erline temperatures were ll!e•sured, SA~URN·L and FRAP-S calcu-
,:~·1-ations hav~ been compare.d .Additionally'. comparisons- between CARO-D ' 
:~::~d F,RfiP-S w~r~ made for. a fue.l .rod' model._ 
f • \ 
: 'xn ·COBRA IIIC extended steam tabl'&s ·have been implemente~ ·in' order to 
l..l : • • ' ' • ~ 
~~n.ble-~he calculatioh.of fuel rod bundle experiments with superheated 
s ~tea~•' The modules FRAPDR and FRASSY hav~ beerr ·tested and impro~ed also. 
I ' 
' Sever~l. SSYST-modules hav~ been fmpr.o'Ved •· A ~~cond version of the module . 
~~IRK9x hafi .been writte~. It calc.ul':.tes· the· heat of the Zr_IH2o-r- _reaction_ 
,"th~ amount. of a2 released,' tJte z·r volume inc~ease and the' reduct'ion of 
:'the· .~t'eam dile to oxidation. By mea~ of par.tially sep·e-rate treatment or 
-' I ,: 
~.th~ two phases steam .and water in the equations of the·. flow 1mo'del i~ the 
1 _ . I • i · · 
;;.-~·dul~ ZETHYF an improved deacript.i.dn of the two phase mixture· has been 
'~ i: ' - • •' ' ', ' - ' ' ' I' ' ' 
;: a~hieved.A ~athe:atical·.model _for ·a tsanaient fission gas pressure· module 
. . . 
:-:has been established. Special emphasis has been put on th-e calculation. or 
;~·,·,~. ~ - ' I L ' I \ • ' - I 
'·~~lle in-itial steady state conditio.ns. The .module ODRUSPA for the calcula• 
•V .f , , , - I . 
;·'*-'i.on o't the· pres~ure in .. the g~p ,has been improved. An additional module for 
-~ ,, . . 
':~)te· calo~lation, .of- the heat transfer in the gap has been developed •. The 
,•', ,, o -' I • \ o ' 
:,:-4e~ormation moduie STADE?2 has. been improved .• The module- ZWERG fo'r the . 
1, ' ' I 
~·conditioning and processing· o.f data h~s been improved for' us·e in 'SSYST-2. 
; tor. th·~ statistical ~nalysis ·of .rod 'behav-iour according t~ the response 
.~ ' 
· 9'urfacc me_th,od a number .of SSYST mod.ules have been developed: 
~: ~I"' - ' ' ,~, I 
<~, genct'ating of input -data vectors· for the .statistical "tariables in RELAP 
\' ' . , .· 
:, ." and SSYST according to Hexperimental des.ign" of "hype~cube ·sampl;ing" ~ 
:;~ ·evalu~tion of the. r.esponse surface. with ·a linear' regression anafys~s. to 
_._:.::_..rind· a·n interpplation function,;.· . ·' · 
;~\:,;:. __ ~·<. ,. 
~!v 
·. el';~i1"1 ~::pi.: .,.,, ' ,• r y ;, : ::·'>' ;J n ''':' : " ., ' 
·. "'/'.-::··. j,J,. 'I : ,~ ·. --···· .. 
• • f ' 
' I ! . t-· 
' ( ! ·. 
I. Ir ~3~ • I2 ,·!97'1. 
' 
evalkation of the interpol~tion function with Monte Carlo.' t~ find the 
• I \ ' 
·' Pf'O~P,'bilit;y den~ity :'function e.g. peak .cladding temperat~re. : · 
For,-a hot fuel rod: a master inpu_t toi- a LOOA .analy~;Ji_~ with $SYS~ wa~ com-· 
( pil~d· ~ad_ t~st~d. ' !_ 1 - "' 
·. iori ~h~ development .o·f a Z:l.rcaloy. e:la~cling'. mate:r~ai model _the data base 
" fo:f'·r IPI c~ee·p and tensile. tests, was set up and analysed in a· fi~st' step. 
t ' • .. 
I , 
·A pf'oppa~l was; made h~w. to evaluate tile amount of d~age on. the fuel rods. 
of a rktactor af.ter. a LOCA. 
·1 










' '' .: ·~,~ 
': \. ~-
' :; The. ca~culations. toj tbe verificatio.n of SSYST-I with. respect· to tempe- <~ 
· i:'), 0. · rS:tur.ei ~and . expansion of the clad showed satisfactory· results which·. were in '."-'_· .. } 
.- ". : goo~. ag,· reem~nt with the exp'er~fue~t ;t'NS' 42, 38. The -verifica\ion _on. behalf ot . 
. ,\)~1 
' I ' I ' ' I ' '- ~ :· -~ 
'.~;-~:' 
T~E;.T !'lnd _PBF expel:'iments (FRF..;.a and PCM) .was also .~atisf'lftor~ although,·· ;"' ·,-~: 
s~~er~ n~merical problems had to be solve~ in order to obtain results 
.or ~ccjeptable quality •. 
Whe. co/upling o.r the pr~gram ·FRAP-s wit~ SSYS'l' t-_;y ~ean'! of ·two· ·~wxiliary · ' f' 
f • ,_'- 1 ~ ' • ' / ' 
mo.djulels FRAPI)R and· FRA.SSY now allows a detailed calculation of the -ini ti,tal '· 
: •"f. 
' ' . . • . pi &tllt~e ~t the\ fuel pin (as a funct~on, , for example, 'or .'th~ operation. cop.-. ,. .·l 
, I , ' , ·,_•j 
dittJ-o~s·'.and the. power ·h~&tory) as' well as the following transient _ealcu-
'\ ','·:. 
lat;i~n with SSYST. A reduction of the input s~t fot· the transient calcu-
. ~ i -. . . ' + ' .. ' -
.lations· with·SSYST has been achieved also. By means of an· improvement· of'. 
- ' I ' ' ' -~he~: b~sic equations for the calculation-of the transient fission gas·. 




• '·j , , , I - , , , . - . , 
--.-:·'): 
_ t;l'h~ variation of tu~l pin heat tx:-ansfer parameters showed a st~ong depen- , . ·<;' 
derlce lot -tb~ clad temperature ~o? th~ gap yidth and an. extFem.eiy aensitiv~ · '>J 
· de~en4ence of· the ballooning on the1 clad ~emperature. }!.• 
} r . • .. )_;,~ 
SS~ST.i~alc.ulatibns of a TREA~ experiment and -a comparision with FRAP-rrft·· wer~ · ;> 
. · i.n :gQ~ct agreement with respect to the clad· temp~rature rise du~ing heatup.. . .. :.~ 
pha.seJ · 
. ' 
' ' ,I \ ; ~',t \· 
· .. · · SAIJUR~r-~· and. FRAP-s calculati_ons were' in good, agreement ~it.h .. respect. to t~e 
1 
~ 
ce'Jtteriine temp-cratur·es or the pins.· The· gap heat transfer ·.coefficients , · ·i·c.,~ 
sh-~we+ l~rg_er .devi~t~ons ~hich diS;appeared._howe~er when g~p ~~lo.aed. Tlie ~on~r· ~f~ 
tactt •:ressure ~nlues we~e· different, 'espe~iall;y· at high po:w .. er .• Comp~i~on~ ,:· · .. \ 








.. ' ,. 
~ 
} • ! 1 ·"' 
).' .. ·. 
;, I'\ 
·, 
· .. ·~~~;~ irhe analysis of the data on Zircaloy cladding ·behaviour i~ ID tensile: ~nd · 
~" ~ 
c·reep tests had the .following··results: 
··'· · •. th.e onset Qf cr-eep in the. s~condary c~-eep regime can 'ba· described with, 
.. 
• < ~o-rtQn_ type .r:clations wherce the coefficients. are· a. function of temperature· 
~., .. ;_-, .:. for some te~perature intervals. st.rains up ~o '}O% respecti vly 70% can be 
,· I ' ' ' r ... ':: 
. I~ , 
; , , .. _the pres~nc~ of oxigen d~ring deformation increases· the- rupture- strain· for. '1 
· .des~ribed. · 
·: .· . 870K5:· T~ I070K 'and reduce.s rupture straiJ;l for higher tempera.tures. .. . r: ~ . 
. ~ . ~ t ~ 
Sample calculations· with the regression analysis module'' showed, tha1;. it· :i.s · l: . ., 
·.: .~·: possible to handle more than 2o var~ables with this meth_od in a .satisfactor:Y ': .J:;_;:i 
~-manner. 
r · 1, 
' . ! 
V :.:'~-By means of extended ·steam ·tables in COBRA IIIC a substanti:ai reducti~n· of.'.·· .t· · ( 
._·· .. :'the, input data set fo;r the cool an~· coul,d be ac·hieved •. A new version of the . ,. ·j : .. · ... ·, 
_':::·module ZIRKO~ aliows a realistic ·'q~c\llation of the irifluenc~ of· the steam ·-:'j.·- it.,:· 
:, ',~~:: t::~:: :l~~ad temperature alid pin diaioeter. Measured and calcUlated r>~, 
·· ,. ?,. Next Steps r··· 
' 
~he steps for the near future· are: 
·-~:: -\ 
: ,·' - investigations and improved sj,mulat,ion of the refill· phase •. 
-·· ' ., ' - • I. I 
.~ supporting calculation's :for ~h~ experimental programs. PNS 42}6 fo 4239 
{. ' ' \ 
,;: -~:_-: ·- •inv~~tigatio~ _of cooii~g con4~tiq•~ in deformed areas. 
;·, - generating a relis.ponse surface for c .ad. deforma1;ions for a hot. bundle. · · 
~.::"' co~structin_g, a data. basE! for burat data. · '·' /' 
~\ ·., 8·.·. R~la.tion with other Projects. ., · ~-
):,: 'rhis project is part o.f the maj~r 'project PNS 4230, of tne. Ke,;-nforschu~gs-·· . : 'i. 
~<~-. zentrum Karlsr~he. It is ~uppo't'ted' by 'the .other ,parts of. tpe ·m~j·o·r project · ).:~- ,_. 
::., a~ well in the development o-f models as :tn their veri.!ic.ation. · 
' I 
t"" ,' 
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Deformations of fuel rod tubes during LOCA are to be 
' I - ' I - ' ' ' ' , / 
described empiri~ally ~ The experimental data, 'ot the 
'..,. ' - ' ' t ' 
i . ( bal~ooning ·and fracture tes~s gained from RS .107 are 







.desc'rib~s an~lytica:l.ly t)le prioeess · o£ fuel ·rod b_all9oning , , , 






l?or ballooning .tlre creep law deri~ed b;y Norton must 
improved pecatise ?Onstant Nor~on parameters, are not 
1 · appl_icable ·in the totiil range ·of. stress~s and 
, · temperatUJ;'e·a d.uring a LOCA. i 
I 
Research ProgDam 
... development of the eu;tpirical ntate.rial law 
be 
. '. 
~adjustment of t~e parameters to tl;l.e ~a~a·of the ·RS.107 
tests 
discussion of the iDtluences of· indirect heating~. 
oxidation and hydriding on the st,rain behavi~ur. 
, !?CPerimental Facilities 
: · No experimental faciii ties were nece-ssacy •.. 
Progress to Date 
· Th·e mod~fied l~orton. equati<?n .:to. de .. scribe ·the prior to. 
' ·~pture st~ain behaviour·. as ·,shown in C1J and C2J. -,· 
wa~ fitted· to burst-strai-ns •. It led t6 a: no.t ~.yet:. full.y 
' ' 
; I 
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' I, 
satisfacto:cy description .of the· str.ain beh~viour. 
, Ther~fore a new fitting o.f ,the param~ter·s of this equation 
' , , I 
to prior to rupture strain results has been performed~ · 
- - / , . ~ ' I 
Maximum strains of ~'burst· .tubes· i;ro!l ·transient· tests 
·~.and from creep ruptu:r;'e . tests ·with direc·t · he.ating .. hav:e 
.. / 
been~·used for this puzl>ose. 
', ', ' 
' . ' 
To verify this new eq~ation, th~ clad st'rains at ~11 
elevatioiu3 of temperat.u~e IJ;leasure:=..ent '(4 Pyrometer ., 
measurements at di~.:f'erent. ax.ial· pos:(tions) havtii been 
' 
calculated for each' tube. 
\ ' 
. The' modified Norton eqUation ·itself cannot predict 
bur.st strain~. Th~refor.e it must. be combi~~d wi.th 
'1 ' ,• I ' • 
, a burst -driterion. 'rhe b~st critel;'ion is· :simply 
.. taken ..S.s the experime~tally: 4eri ved de:pend~nc~. of the 
. strain at rupture on .the ~urst t~~perature. By fitting I , , , 
·the burst· strain ve.rsUts ·burst' te:::1nerature with a· 
ie~st squares. method·,·~ ·i·t· ~as found· errpirically, that 
. the burst.'strain is·· a: function of temperat~e and heating 
"' ' \ 
.. rate. 
I f• 
Experi~ental results ·!rom_.inter::lal1y ·he_a.ted tube·s. ang 
>rrom pre-heated (oxidized 8.lld ~xidized +, ·hydrided), 
. . . . , I 
directl~ heated_tubes ~ave been co~:i)ared·1-rith the pre-
dictions or. the ab.ove. ~e·scribed models -for the prior 
. ' ' 






The v~rification ·of the 9ree.p ·.ro~:tula through th.e . 
calculation o+ the .stt-B:ins at' the' el'evations. or tempe~atur~' : -:::' 
measu:rement showed good agreement. · , · 
• \ ' I 
'The combinat{ol?- of the prior to r-1.1pture strain model 
, (modified Norton.o.eqv.~tS:~n) .with the .burst crit&r.ioh 
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1 • General Aim . J 
The aim of.experi~ents is to provide information about the failure limits of fuel 
rods under in~ident conditions. The improve~ knowledge of the fuel element behavior 
, I 
in the blowdown phase of a loss-of-coolant ·accident as a result of the experiments 
is to be used in setting up a theoretical ·model. 
2.' P~rticular ObJectives 
Initially, the experiments will be· carried out under blowdown conditions typical 
of PWR Is' late;,. on under those typical of BWR t S1• The fuel rod be~avior, ;ill be 
' . 
-determined by measurement under the transient load including the heat removal 
from and the internal pressure of the fuel rod. 
3. ·Research Progral!!. 
5 
The experimental program so far includes the simulation of hot 'and cold leg 
breaks with sizes of lF and 2F. In each case experiments will be ~arried out 
at different rod powers and internal pressures. 
4. \ Experimental Facilities, Co~puter Codes 
A loop facility is being built for the experiment's in which the initial steady 
. state conditions can be set with respect to rod power, coolant condition and 
coolant flow. Blowdo~ transients can be initiated from this initial (quasi) 






1.1.77 -'31.12.77 '• 
5. Progress to Date 
After the difficulties encountered in,commissioning the electronic data re-
cording system and the interface for the computer controlled development of 
blowdown had beeh overcome, test operation started at the end of the first 
half-year~ 
Also the -special measurement techniqu~s allowing pyrometric measurement of · 
the cladding tube temperature during the transient and, above all, the true-
mass-flowmeter (n-tFM) for dire_ct measur,ement of the transient two-phase mass 
flow had been developed so as to be ready for operation under blowdown con-
ditions. ' 
The computer program intended for evaluation was completed and tested. Addi-
, 
tional programs were set up for data=conv~rsion an4 graphical representation 
of the measured values. The first blowdown tests were evaluated to the ex-
tent possible. 
6. Results 
In the first 12 computer controlled tests a ~alve actuating program was 
iterated to simulate a 2F rupture in the cold line between the pump and 
the reactor pressure vessel. In these tests the fue~-rod-simulator con-
taining Al2o3 annular pellets proved to-be fully performing.- Fuel-rod 
powers exceeding 700 W/cm were managed without difficulties. 
I 
The results measured in these tests ,show that the plant an(! control con-
cept chosen allows to set specified reactor typ-ical test conditions in 
the test section. TP.e pressure and cladding tube tempera.ture transients 
were satisfactorily adapted to ~he reference plots. 
1. ·Next Steos 
The test rod for measurement of heat transfer coefficie~ts "vill be com-
pleted and put in operation. Parallel with test operation ~h.e development 
of the simulating fuel rod containing Th02 pellets will be-, c;:ontinued. ,In 
addition to the evaluation of current tests theoretical work will· concen-
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8. Rel~tion with other Projects 
PNS 4231; 4237, 4238, 4239 
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· lst·serniannular Progress-Report PNS l/1977 
2nd serniannular Progress-Report PNS 2/1977 
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1. General Aim 
Kcnm:eichen/Pro~ct Number 











Leite·r des Vorhabens/Project Leader-
K. wiehr 
Bewilligte Mittei/Funds · 
) 
The general aim of the project is the development of experimental infer-
. . . 
mation about the ballooning of zircaloy claddings during the refill ~nd 
flooding phases of a hypothetical loss-of-coolant acc~dent which'is to 
verify and further developing' the SSYST code system .. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The de·formation behavior of zircaloy_ .claddings is studied under various 
'transient boundary conditfons in singie rod and bundle experiments. For 
. . 
'this purpose, full length fuel rod.simulators with axial power profiles 
and. arranged in bundles under approximately representative thermohy-
·. draulic flooding conditions are being useo. The project·serves the 
particularobjectives outli.ned below: 
r' ·- Assess~ent of ballooning of single rods as a function of time. 
\ ... ~ 
- Assessmerit of, the influence .of emergency core cooling on the 
ballooning event • 
... Studies of the thermal and mechanical inter.actions between adjacent 
rods during ballooning in a rod bundle. 
- Generation of information about possible failure propagation. 
Studies of the e~tent and distribution of cooling channel blockages. 
~. Re-search Program 
~ne experimental progra~ is carried ,out in a number of consecutive 
se,ries of experiments' starting from single rod experiments in a steam . 
atmosph~re and finishing with b~nd+e flooding experiments of bundle 
assemblies' including at least SxS rods. ,. ~ 
' . 
. I 
I ••··~ - .., ... ' ... r 
1~1. - 31.12.1977 .. ' ;~ .. 
All experiments are accompanied by basic experiments on· separate 
effects and by theoretical studies. 
The experiments are carried out as parameter experiments. The experi-
mental parameters are based on the assumed power generation and the 
thermohydraulic boundary conditions acpompanying .a loss-of-coolant 
accident: 
rod power 
- a.xial power profile 
internal rod pressure 
- systems pressure 
10 25 W/cm 
step and cosine shaped, 
respectively 
20·- 100 bar 
1 - 4.5 bar 
) - cladding temperature at onset of 
flooding 700· - 900° c 
1 - 30 crn/s 
·~. 
- flooding rate (cold) 
- flooding water temperature 25° C - saturation. 
4. Test Facilities 
Test rigs are available for single rod experiments using shortened fuel 
rod-simulators in a~r and steain atmospheres, respectively, and there is 
also a test loop for bundle experiments involving flooding of ful·l 
length fuel rod simulators with axial power profiles. 
In the single rod experiments on shortened fuel rod.simulators it is 
possible to simulate temperature transients of the type calculated in 
the refilling and floodin9 phases of a loss-of-coolant accident for 
rods .of yarious pm.,er levels by combining the external heat trans<fer 
conditions with the rod power ·of the fuel rod simulate~. - In the test. 
loop. for full len;th bundle expe~iments under flooding conditions a 
representative cladding temperature curve is generated_ largely 
' automatically as a consequence of the good s'imulati~n quality of the 
fuel rod simulator and of representative emergency cooling conditions. 
The deformation of the zirkaloy cladding tubes is .recorded by x-ray 
filming and evaluated. 
' ,-
Some ,130 measuring data (temperature, press·ure, level, po~er, etc.) 
are recorded 10 times per second each with a cyqle_frequency of 10,kHz 
~y means of a fast data acquisition system and the CALAS_process 
_computer. 
! 
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1. 1 . 31.12.1977 
5. Progress to Date 
In the· period under review most of the .effort was concentrated upon 
.the implementation o-f the following activities: 
- Experiments on shortened fue~ rod simulators in a steam atmosphere 
under stylized temperature transients for rods of normal to 
maximum rod powers, 
under varied isotherma,l starting temperatures, in order to indicate 
the influence upon.the burst strain of the azimuthal differentfal 
temperature. 
- Preliminary experiments on the first bundle experiment with flooding 
~ .. C . to determine the heating rates, 
· · to determine the isothermy of the test section, 
\ 
to set the ;Eloodin~ rate 
to determine.the onset of flooding. 
First bundle experiment with flooding in a 5x5 rod· configuration 
with full length fuel rod simulators of an axial power profile. 
Evaluation of the experiments. 
6. Results I 
The sing+e rod experiments conducted on shortened fuel rod simulators 
in a steam atmosphere were based on te~perature transients of the type 
• computed for a double ended c;::old leg break. The temperature curves were 
i' C. simulated by means of po,.rer control. One typical characteristic of the 
series of experiments was the balancing out of az_imuthal differential 
temperatures on the cladding at 300°C ~nd 600°C, respectively, before 
the initiation ~f heatiri~. 
'.r 
r 
The-temperature curves a? recorded showed that even if all differential 
temperatures are equalized on the cladding t~be a-t. approx .• · 300°C, 
considerable azimuthal differential temperat}lres will yet f-orm again 
under the set power and cooling conditions in the course of the strain 
e~ert.ed on the cladding._ This is true even at an isothermal starting 
temperature of 600°C. This ·limits. the area of the maximum decrease of 
the \olall thickness. to· a small part of the circumferemce of the· cladding 
_tube, which prevents major mean strains. 
The experiment ~ndicated·a systematic relationship between the azimuthal 
differential· temperatures and the resultant burst strain,: lar~~ · 




1.1. 31.12.1977 ........ -· '·-~· ... ; ,. 
small differential temperatures in large strains. 
'In all experiments strains in excess of 33 %, which would mean contacts 
with ~adjacent ballooning rods, w~re limited to a relatively short axial 
section around the point of x:upture. ,Axially extended cladding tube 
deformations were not observed in any case. 
In the first bundle experiment fuel rod simulators with 3.90 m-of-
heated length and a step type -axial power profile were used in a ,bundle 
of 25 rods under approximately representative thermohydraulic floodin9 
conditions. The experiment was based on-rod power of mediumirated rods 
'with -a rod power of 20 W/cm and a flooding rate of approx. 3 crn/s. This 
led to a temperature plateau of a maximum cladding ,t'l,lbe temperature at 
approx. 800° C in the floodin~ phase. 
The first bundle experiment carried out under these- exper-imental 
' . 
conditions furnished the following results and trends: 
' , I 
- The generation. of typical cladding tube deformations is decisively 
influenced oy the correct simulation of 'the following parameters as 
a function of time and position: 
the amount of heat generated inside the fuel rod simulator and 
heat transport over the gap to the cladding; 
the external cooling condi-tions in the different phases'of a loss-
of-coolant accident. 
- The changing_ gap greatly influences the development of the cladding 
tube temperature throughout the flooding phase. 
-Pronounced lifting of the cladding leads,to earlier quenching, less 
pronounced lifting to late~ quenching. 
- Under the experimental conditions chosen, only 2 out;. of the 9 
zircaloy claddings maintained under internal pressures of 70 bar 
were ruptured. 
- The asymmetrical shape of deformation of the ruptured cladding tubes 
seems to indicate major azimuthal differential temperatures at the 
I ' 
rupture' point, which lead to ~he low rupture strain's of 25 and 31 %, 
·respectively. 
- The maximum hoop strains of the unruptured cladding tubes were 
betw~eh 8 and 32 %. 
-, 
Because of increased local cooling acitivity, the spacers prevent 
majQr strains in the area of the-spacer~. 
' :\ 
; 
.. ~ ~ 
' 1 t~ 1 
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- !:n th~ bundle experiment described above the maximum of the strains 
was shifted between the spacers in the direction of the flow towards 
the next spacer. 
- The cladding tube deformations gene~ated under the set bound~ry 
conditions of the exp~riment indicated a pattern of hardly disturbed 
cooling channel geometries in rod bundles and did not show a negative 
imp~ct on the cooling capability. 
7. Next Step 
- Further sing·le rod experiments to be applied to equation,.s of s~ate 
for plastic deformation of.zircaloy in r-geometry. 
- Studies of the influence ·of anisotropy effects and of bowing of 
zircaloy qladd~ng tubes in the_a-phase. 
~ Further bundle experiments with later onset of flooding and higher 
rod power,'respectively. 
I 
8. Relations with other Projects 
KFK: PNS 4231, 4235, 4236, 4237, 4239 
KNU: RS 107 ,_ RS 36 
USNRC: MRBT program 
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Pnrameteruntersuchungen uber die Beein!lus-
sung der Hiillrohre durch Nachbarstabe beim 
Klihl~ittelverlustst8rfall 
Investigations on the Influence of 
· Neighbouring Fuel Rods during LOCA 
Arbcitsb~ginnllnttiated 
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KRAFTWERK UlfiON AG 
Reaktortechnik • 
RB 32, Erlangen 
Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 




The influence of neighbouring fuel rods on the ballooning 
and burst behaviour of a single·fuel rod during LOCA and.the· 
mechanical and thermal interaction are to be investigated. 
2. Particular Objectiv~ 
The experimental tests shall give information, whether the 
results, obtained for.a single fuel. rod (parameter: 
, d;i.fferential pressure, temperature, holding time) are changed 
by neighbouring fuel. rods. Especially it will_ be investigated,. 
\'that happens \<lhen the neighbouring rods are touched: change 
of diameter increase, time tintil burst and influence of 
burst on neighbouring rods. 
- \ 
Research Program , . 
The influence of .thermal, ~d. mechanical interaction between· 
neighbouring ~ods will be investigated with convection 
cooling (air) and forced cool,ing for the follO\-Ting cases: 
a) tests with homogenous temnerature distribution: 
0! sp·ecial interest. are the b·allooning of, one specimen 
in. a non~disturbed $Urrounding ~~d the ballooning of a 
specimen towards another deformed specimen in an non-
disturbed surrounding. 
I 
b) tests with i~om<;>genous t.emperature -distribution: 
The specimens ar.e heated to higher or lower temperatures 
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' Planned are also t~sts with· two specimen \'lith equal and 
different temperatures. 
·~e tests will. be run in air-atmosphere. The fuel rods ar~ 
I pressurized with helium. 
4. Experimental Facilities · ·· 
;. 
I. 
The test apparatus consists of the following equipments: 
,l 




internal heaters. Tne two cent~al rods are pressurized 
internally by heliUm' 
Energy supply for heating of the bundle. 
Pressure supply. 
Measuring and recording· equipment for temperature and 
/ 
p~essure control. 
Progress to Date 
' In total about 2o tests were run without fo·rced cooling 
/'with following test procedures: 
- One pressurized rod with higher or lower maximtinl 
temperature compared to the neighbouring rods 
Two pressurized rods with equal or different intern~l 




Prelimi~ary results are summarized in the follo~ing statements: 
Tests. with one pressurized· speci+nen (65 bar) 
Specimen burst in the area of maximum temperature (axial 
and azimuthal) 
,. ~. , ...... p .. ' 
! 
/ v }· 
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- The more homogeneous the temperature distribution 
in the bundle, the larger the burst strain. 
- Test ~ods, whose temperature are lower than the 
surrounding dummy rods, have the burst opening facing 
towards the hottest neighbouring dtml.lliy rod-. 
- Test rods, whose temperature are higher than the 
surro~nding dummy rods.will have burst opening in 
• an undeterminate direction. 
·, " 
( 
~ests with two pressurized specimen (50/65 bar). 
- Test rods with equal internal pressure burst 'at rather 
the same moment. 
- Test rods with different internal pressure burst with 
temporal interval according to different stresses. 
- Test rods with equal internal pressure but with a 
shifted axial ·temperature profile bu.rst again at about 
14J 
the same moment: but in different axial positions according 
to the temperature maximum. 
- Nei.ther test rods with equal internal pressure nor 
with different internal pressure showed -any interaction 
I 
on the burst behaviour. 
Preliminary c6nclusions from the test resUilts are: 
- The obtained burst strains of multi roi tests 
correspond to that of single rod tests. 
- Thermal interaction is observed if neighbouring rods 
1 , are on a higher temperature. level. 










Preparation of multi rod tests with forced cooling by 
air. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 107 
9. References 
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Derichtszcitr,r/Pcriod · Klassifikation/Ciassitication Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1 • 1 • r - 31 • 12. 77 J .3 RS. 309 
Vorhab\!n/Project Title Land/Coun~ry 
Innendruckversuche an Einzelstabproben zur ~ 
experimentellen Absicherung des Brennstab- Fi:irdernde Institution/Sponsor 
Bl:lE_T 
· verhal tens in der N otklihlanalyse 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
I KRAFT\-lERK UNION AG 
S'ingle Rod Internal Pressure Tests to Reaktortechnik , Experimentally Verify Fuel Rod Performance 
" for 1mergency Cooling Analysis RB 32, Erlangen 
Arbe,tsbeginn/IMiated Arbeitsende/Completed Lelter cJes Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 • 11. 77 31. 3- 80 H.-J. Ro:neiser , 
Stand der Arbeilen/Status' Berichtsdatum/Last , .Updalin,g Bewilligte Mittei/Funds · 
Continuing 31. 12. 77 1'563.005,-- DM 
General Aim 
Further experimental parameter investigations of clad 
swelling ·under approximated LOCA conditions in single rod 
geometry. 
2. Particular Objectives 
( 
2.1 Investigation of the specific~ and overall~ influence of 
2.2 
·( 
test parameters obtaine~ on swelling shape'and distribution 
- cladding· tube geometry (wall thickness variation)· 
axial and azimuthal temperature variations 
- cladding tube properties (mechanical properties, 
structure and microstructure)/ 
- superimposed influencing factors 
Further investigations. of' .. the refill phase are plan.lled 
on the effects of: 
I 
- low h·eat-up rates 
-·extended hold times 
- steam atmosphere 
- pre-oxidation 
The test results obtained are th verify over an exten.ded 
,paramete~ range the' present empirical correlations of the 
expansion' and burst performance analysis, and to improve, 
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3. Research Program 
Consistent with the key points, the program will be carried 
out in·the following test groups •. That this program does 
not overlap with the scope of tests planned under PNS 
(project nuclear sar'ety) was confirm~d with GfK. 
3.1 Investigations of the reasons causing scattering ·of the 
expansion data 
- influence of cladding 
influence of thermal eccentricity 
- influence o:f cladding properties 
3.2 Investigations on the."2 pe~" (refilling) over an.ex-
tended parameter scope 
- with various heat-up ·rates during· transient- burst tests 
- with various hold times ·during creep/burst tests 
' . 
-'with various, preceeding thermal conditioning of the 
cladding corresponding to the blo\-rdown phase of a LOCA 
by means of transient- and creep/burst tests. 
·3·3 Investigations of steam influence 
Construction, assembly and trial of a test .equipment in 
order to perform internal pressure tests (tra11sient-. and 
creep/burst tests) \'lith directly heate.d cladding samples 
in stea~ atnosphere. 
Performance of transient and creep/burst. tests .to evaluate 
. -
relationships during swelling and bursting of clad· tubes 
in stea_.rn. 
-Evaluation of·the influence of cladding tube pre-oxidation 
on the swelling~ and burst performance of cladding .tubes. 
Determination of correlations ex~sting between burst 
temperature, burst strain, internal pressure, heat-up 
rate and hold time by· means. of. transient- and creep/burst 
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3.4. Investigations of c.ombin.ed I:n:fluences 
4. 
Transient- and creep/burst tests are planned to be ,per• 
formed on indirectly .heated ~amples ·in st~am with sup-er-
imposed indiv{dual effects, such as steam atmosphere, 
, I 
cladding tube. e;eometry~ thermal eccentric·ity and cladding 
tube properties in order to verify the combined influence of 
these individua~ e~fects on the swelling and bu~st·per­
formance of cl add in~ tubes •. 
Analytical \vork 
The models · for the strain and burst performance of the 
directly heated single ·rod \'lill be checked by means of the · 
test results and will be adjusted to th~ pertinent test 
conditions in order to achieve a more realistic description 
of tne strain and burst p.erformance. 
EXperimental Faci1itiE'J!. 
Tests in air will be p.erformed in the same test equipment as 
.was used for RS 107, thqugh modified to meet the specific 
' test. requirements. The device consists. of burst equipmen~, 
heating tran9forme·r, p;rogrammable temperature control: 
electri'cal requirements:. 500 A/60 V 
pressure range: 100 - 150 bar 
length of test specimen~: 50 cm 
Tests in steam will be performed in a test device consisting 
of stea= generator heating,. transformer, programm~ble 
temperature control and burst equipment. 
ste~ generation: · 
steam temp. 
steam pressure.: . 
sample length: 
5 kgs/h max •. 
600 °0 max. 
1 ~ 
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6. 
Progress to Date 
Construction and fabrication of a burst equipment to perform 
single rod internal pressure tests on Zry-4 cladding tubes 
with direct heating in steam atmosphere. 
Trial and calibration of a teiD?erature control.unit.ip order 
~0 reproduce give~ ·temperat~re curves with directly heated, 
··single rod internal pressure tes·ts automatically • 
... 
Sample fabrication for direct heated creep/burst test to be 
performed: in air in order to evaluate influence· of geomet:ry 
(wall thickness variation:). 
Performance of creep/bu~st tests' on Zry-4 claqding tubes in 
air with s~eps in the heat-up temperature curve. 
Results 
Max. strain is approx.· 30 %. The axiai strain profile approxi-
mates· the aXial temperature profile of the s~ple set at the 
beginning of hold time ( tH · = 0), i.e.' the strain profile 
shows an· almost cosine-shaped curve on the overall ·sample 
length. 
The axial temperature profile changes during hold time are 
as follows: 
\'lith constant temp. in the vicinity of ·max. strain (axial 
position of temp. control. by means ·of ;the central -thermo-
couple, approx. 14 ~ above the middle of the sample) a 
temperature increase was observed above and below the 
swelling, -. 
with constant ~emperature remQte from max.~ strain (90 mm 
bel0\'1 the thermocouple in the ~iddle) temperature de-
creases at position of max. circumferential strain. 
~emperature incre.ases, however, bel.:n·1 the control thermo-
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7. Next Steps 
8. 
Assembly and trial of the burs·t equipment in order to per-
form internal pressure tests on directly heated single rods. 
Preparation of tests planned to determine influence of 
thermal eccentricity. 
Preparation of pre-oxidized samples in 80 vol% Argon 
and:20 vol% o2 at 420 °C. 
Relation \vith Other Projects 
9. References 





llt.:richtszcitraum/Pcriod Klassilikation/Ciassification Kennzeic~en/Project Number 
JJ1 01 -_3_1 12 191] 1 . 3 PNS 4?.15 _1 
Vorhaben/Proioct TitiA Lano/Countrv 
Untersuchungen zum rnechanischen Verhalten von Zircaloy- p:qG 
Htillrohrn~terial bei Storfalltransienten Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
-
, B~mT 
Investigations of the Hechanical Behavior of Zircaloy Auftragnehmer/Contractor 




Arbeitsbeginnllnitiated Arbeitsende/Compfeted Leiter des. Vorhabens/Project Leader 01.07.1972 1979/80 · Dr. M. Bocek 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittef/Funds 
" 
conti~uing December 1977 
• 
1 • General Aim 
Investigation of the plastic behaviour of Zircaloy-4 (Zry-4) 
during different reactor incidents, especially LOCA-typical 
temperature- and stress-transients and in a LOCA-typical 
environment. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Determination of a mechanical equation of state, containing 
all the parameters whlch influence the plastic strain. 
3. Research Program 




3. 1. 3 
3.2 
3. 2. 1 
3.2.2 





Influence of texture on plastic.properties. 
Influence of grain structure and phase composition on pla-
stic properties. 
Influence of Zr0 2-coating on plastic properties. 
Burst te3ts with Zry-4 cladding. 
Isothernal tests. 
Trans-ient tests. 
Combined experiments (integral 'tests) • 
Examination on irradiated material. 
Experimental Facilities 
Tensile testing is being performed in an INSTRON closed-loop 
machine. 
For burst tests in vacuum tubesi are pressurized in a 






Ad '3. 1 
cladd1ng \V'lth interna.l heat·ers ·will be used. 
Progress to Date 
a)- Stress-strain testing in vacuum have been finished. 
- Isothermal creep· tests have been performed in vacuum 
at temperatures between 600 and 1100°C. The uniaxial 
stress range o .(o) was 5.0 to 78 MPa what corresponds· 
. un1 · 
to an internal pressure P. from 0.8 to 12.7 MPa for 
- ~ 
11 BIBLIS A"-type,cladding. 
b)- Comparison· of the temperature dependence of the stress~ 
exponent n (fr~m the rate equation ~ = A (T) on) deter-
mined under different experimental conditions. 
- Comparison of the temperature depender.ce of Q (from the 
rate equation A(T) =·A e-Q/kT)determin~d under different 
. 0 
experimental conditions. 
c)- Creep curve calculation on the basis of E ~ on. 
- Analysis of the tensile creep curves •. 






- Examination of the crack morphology of Zr0 2-layers. 
An analysis of.burst·test results had been made. 
I -
Results 
a)- In essential the stress-strain testing has been finished. 
In the report /1/ the results are compared for experi-
ments conducted in air and vacuum repectively. The com-
parison is mainly based on the temperature and strain 
I 
rate dependence of the yield stress, the stress exponent 
and the total elongation resp.~ 
- The stress-rupture beha:viour of isothermal tensile creep 
tests is compared with results from stress rupture tests 
performed on Zry-4 tubing; Using the relation between 
the hoop stress ohoop and unaxial stress 'ouni 
2 
13 
the agreement for tests at 800°C is v~ry good. The stress 







and i) by recrystallisation (for T = 600 and 7Ct::Pc resp.) 
ii) by the environment (Zr0 2 - layer) 
from the slope of the stress rupture curves it seeir).s 
that the temperature dependence of the stress exponent 
n is less pronounced as that ,.,hich follows from change 
in strain rate experiments. 
b)- The n-values were determined in b1o \vays. 
i) From stress-~train curves: 9lotting log a0 , 2 vers. 
log £0 Ca0 , 2 is the 0,2 % proof stress and £0 is the 
engineering strain rate) these are called ne;0-~alues. 
ii) From creep tests (constant load): plotting log a 
vers. log ~ . (a is the true stress for e: correspon-· 
m1n . 
ding to the minimum creep rate e:min). These are cal-
led ne~:t~'tvalues. The dependence nE:min (T) are compa-
red for deformation in vacuum (pressure p < 10 nbar} 
I 
and air (or less good vacuum p > 10 nbar) resp. 
For tests performed in vacuum (p < 10 nbar) the nemin· 
values between 600 and 800°C are less dependent on tem-
perature than the ne -values (6,5-5,5). T.n the two phase 
0 
region both the values decrease (2,5). More over the 
n£ -values decrease in the u-phase region too. However 
0 
in the B-phase region n€ -values remain constant (3,0). 
For tests in air atmosph~re ne (T) is rather complex 
0 .. 
due to an apparent stress dependence (which was not ob-
• I , -
served in vacuum tests) . Up to nmv there are only few 
results from tests in less good vacuum .(p > 10 nbar) 
which indicate that n€ i (T) has a maximum at 700°c. 
m n 
- The Q-values were determined in tv1o ways. 
i) From plots: log e0 vers. 1/T for a0 , 2 = const. (so called Oa0 2-value). 
' . . ii) From plots: log tmin vers. 1/T for a = const. 
{so called Qa-value) .• 
For tests performed in vacuum (p < 10 nbar) ·bet\.feen 600 
and 800°C both the values are independent upon tempera-
ture (3.5 x 102 kJ/mol). In the t\o~O pha:se.region irres-
pective upon test atmosphere the Q-values become tempe~ 
rature dependent in a complex manner. In the a-phas& 
region the Q-values from. tests in air are 0.8 x Q-value 
-- ------ ~ . 
. . 
3/o 0 
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measured in vacuum. Between 1000 and 1100°C the Q-values 
·· .,. vacuum are independent upon temperature ( 1. 5 x 102 
k J/mol). The examinations mentioned above se~ve as a 
data bank for model calculations of cladding deformation. 
c)- Principally the constitutiv equation 
eo= A (T) an J $· 
- ' ~ 
( 1 )"' 
{where ~ 0 is the engineering strain rate and cr is the 
true stress resp.) can be easily integrated assuming 
·that the structure parameters~. (e.g. grain diameter, 
- ~ 
phase compositi-on etc.) remain unchanged during creep. 
For creep at constant load the strees cr increases with 
strain. Assuming constancy of volume creep it follows 
from eq ( 1) 
1 + ·.£' 
. o, p 
1 
n-1 
1 for t < tR (2) 
E:o,p is the "primary" creep and tR is the time· to rup-
ture. For e << ·1 eq ( 1) can take the form o,p 
A (T) . >a:'(-6) n £ (o) for t < t ( 3) e::o = = 
.... 1 R [1 [1 ~R J 1 -!_] 1-1/n 1-1/n tP. 
for practical calculations an appropriate maximum value 
for e0 can be chosen froM the experiment and together 
with tR the limiting (maximum} time t < t is obtai-
.. _ · . max r 
ned from eq (3). This timet· should limit the reli-
max 
able range of comparison between experiment and calcula-
tio~ (e.g. instability of tensile deformation). 
-For the development-of a constitutive equation for pla-
stic flow we need information about the work hardening 
as well as the recovery b-ehaviour of zircaloy. Therefore 
. . ' 
tensile creep exoeriments at constant load were conduced· 
in. vacuum be~wee~ 600 and 1'11oo0 c'. -prom the analysis of 




i) In general the curves (in a plot log E vers. ~) con-
sist from two regions. The first creep stage is imme-
diatelly follo\'red by the accelerated creep stage. 
3-stage creep curves (with a linear intermediate re~ 
gion) were observed only exeptionally. Three diffe-
rent types of initial creep appeared. Normal-transi-
ent creep (decreasing~), anomalo~s transient creep 
(increasing E:) and occa.sionally (as an intermediate 
type) ~ stage with ~ = con~t. 
ii) The tendency for anomalous creep increases with in-
creasing temperature and load. Thus anomalous creep 
'\•ras predominatly observed in the a./B- and .B-phase 
region resp. (no network hardening during the whole 
course of deformation) . 
iii) Applying the stability criterion for a tensile test: 
'if dln€ /dE. ::S 1 then deformation is stable to the creep 
curves obtained, it follmvs, that the deforma.tion is 
stable (no necking-occurs) only under conditions of 
normal transient creep. 
" Ad 3.1.3- In the a-phase region Zr02-layers increase the ductility 
of tensile specimens. Principally the same behaviour is 
observed in burst tests on Zry cladding. Preliminar metal-
lographic investigation about cavitation on tensile speci-
mens have shown that cavitation is supressed even by the 
presence of very thin ("' 1lJm) Zr0 2 layer. According to 
that, the failure is delayed. This phenomenon is explained 
on the basis of the hydrostatic stress· component associa-
ted with the Zr02 coating. This com9onent compensates the 
axial stress component (ap~lied stress} which, is responsi-
ble for the cavitation. 
- A method was developed for the investigation ·Of the crack 
morphology a tensile test on Zr02 /Zry-~4 specimens •. ~1easu­
rements of crack density and crack width on preoxidized 
samples as a function of temperature, strain and strain-
rate are on the way. At '4oo0c blistering of the zro 2-1ayer 
occurs after low plastic strain (1-2 %)'. Whereas at 8oo0 c 
the layer adheres to the metal up to the failure of the 




Ad 3. 2 · On the basis of plots: "maximum circumferential strain .vers. 
burst temperatu~e", the influence of heating modus, heating 
rate, atmosphere, inventory, constraints and preoxidation is 
visualized. The extend of "ballooning" is strongly dependent 
on testing procedure· (heating modus: sma1ler circumferential 
strains for cladding internally heated as compared to ohmi- · 
cally heated cladding}. There is a distinct influenc~ of th~ 
heating rate (in the a-phase region larger ballons for the 
lower heating rate) and the "oute~" and "inner" atmosphere 
. . 
resp. · (ZrO~-layer, il'.lfluence of fission products) • Generally 
the smallest ballons·are observed on tubing which failed in 
the (a +·.a)-phase region. In this. range the strains observed 
seems to be less dependent on testing procedure. 
7. Next Steps 
Ad 3. 1 - To close !'so-tensile creep test in vacuum (p < 10 nbar) . 
· .;.; ·To start with temperature transient tensile creep test 
in vacuum. 
'Ad 3.1.3 Examinations of the single-fibre composite will continue • 
• 
Ad 3.2 ISO-burst tests on shott Zry cladding specimens (with con-
tinues strain measurement} will continue~ 
( 
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Oe•ichtszeitraum/Pcriod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.-~1 .12. 77 1.3 P~S 4235.2 
Vorhaben/Ptoject Title Land/Country 
FRG 
--
Untcrsuchungen zur Hochtemperatur-Hasserdampf-Oxida- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
tion an Zircaloy-HUllrohrmaterial BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Steam Oxidation Kernforschungszentrurn Karlsr Investigation of the High Temperature (KfK) of Zircaloy. Cladding 'rubes Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit( 
IMF I 
Arbcltsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Projoct Leader 
1973 1979/Bq Dr. s. L ei£ t..i..knw 
~nd der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
Continuing December 1977 
1. General Aim 
' Cladding Material Behaviour under Accident Conditions 
2. Particular Objectives 
Investigation of the High Temperature Steam.Oxidation of Zircaloy Cladding Tubes. 
3. Research Program 
Study of Zircaloy 4/Steam Oxidaticm Kinetics and of Oxidation Related Change ~n 
Nechanical Properties. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Experimental set-ups for isothermal and temperature-transient oxidation reac-
tions. Facilities for isothermal and temperature-transient stress-rupture 
testing. 
5. Progress to Date 
Final isothermal and ~emperature-transient testing. Further post-test evaluation 
and documentation. Isothermal/isobaric creep-rupture testing of capsules in ar-
gon and steam (unoxidized and preoxidized condition). Temperature-transient/iso-
ba~ic testing in steam according to LOCA-transients. 
6. Results 
Post-test evaluation of Zircaloy 4 specimens, oxidized in steam at temperature 
between 700 and l000°C, shm..-ed that not only oxygen take-up but also the diffe-
rent layer thicknessu9an approximately be ~alculated on the basis of parabolic 
rate laws which were established recently for the range of high temperature 
(1000-1300°C). 
To determine the oxygen distribution across the oxidized wall of Zircaloy 4 
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performed in parallel by hardness measurements, microprobe analysis,· and theore-
-
tical calculations based on physical properties and the Zr-0 phase diagram. The 
comparison of the results gained,in this way showed that the theoretical as~ump­
tions of oxygen distribution are in good agreement with the experimental fin-
dings. 
Accidental oxidation of nearly equally preoxidized (400-800°C) tube specimens 
showed to be more dependent on max1mum temperature of the following LOCA expo-
, 0 
sure than on temperat~re of preoxidation (oxide structure). At 1200 C there-
was no protection by preformed scales, at 1000° and .1100°C however, a consider-
-able reduction of accidental oxygen consumption, hydrogen release, and heat 
generation was observed. 
The isothermal/isobaric creep-rupture tests of one-sided closed Zircaloy 4 cap-
sule under superimposed steam oxidation were continued at lQ00-1300°C. Thus, 
the mech~nical properties in argon and steam could be cowpared no•.t over the to-
tal range of 800-1300°C. The experiments pr~ved again the strengthening and 
.ductility reducing effect of steam oxidation on Zircaloy 4. These effects could 
be recognized the earlier the higher the test te~perature was chosen. For all 
experiments a nearly equal internal pressure threshold value of 7-8 was found 
below which no capsule ruptured, which indicates that -'with increasing tempe-
rature - the decreasing strength o-f the material was overcompensated by the 
strengthening effect of ste~am oxidation. Far higher pressu~es had to be applied 
to rupture strongly oxidized capsules,. The band of maximum circumferential 
elongations in steam differed clearly at· all temperatures from that in argon. 
This effect was found to be strongly in~reased when preoxidized (2 hrs, 800°C) 
capsules tvere tested at 900- !300°C, 
The scanning electron microscopic and ~etallographic examination of single 
specimen creep tests (900°C) showed that crack formation occured at 3-4 % 
elongation. The crack density increased wit!l pressure, the,crack \.tidth in-
creased with time-to-rupture. Thus, higher ~nternal pressure produced numerous 
cracks of medium width, ,lower internal pres~ure a smaller number, but broader 
cracks. By metallography and following plani,metric analysis of creep-deformed 
and ruptured capsule surfaces, the extent.of the creep-assisted surplus iri 
oxidation was determined. The extent of oxipation in the a/8-transformation 








First temperature-transient/isobaric creep-rupture experiments were performed in 
steam under inductive heating. At the beginning, a good agreement was found when 
isothermal/isobaric experiments were performed and compared to the results of 
our creep-rupture tests in the resistance heated furnace system. The following 
experiments were performed by specimen exposure to LOCA similar time-at-tempera-
ture conditions (95Q-750-800/1300°C). Burst-pressures and max. circumferential; 
elongations were established for t~e whole range of temperatures. All specimens, 
being· pressurized higher than 15-19 at 1ruptured already after having reached 
the blowdown peak (950°C). · 
. 7. Next steps 
Creep-rupture testing at temperatures < 900°C. Construction of facility for 
testing of fuel rod simulators (FABIOLA) •. Post-test evaluation of fuel rods and 
bundles. 
8. Relations to other programs 
All other of KFK/PNS, IG-lU, NRC. 
9. References 
S. Leistikow, R. Kraft 
"Creep-Rupture Testing of Zi'rcaloy 4 Tubing under Superimposed High Temperature 
Steam Oxidation at 900°C" 
6th Europ. Congr. Metallic Corrosion, London 19-23.09.77, p. 577-8~ 
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Untcrsuchungen ·zum Brennstabverhalten in der P~G 
2. Aufheizphase eines KUhlmittelverluststor- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
folles ~· In-pile-Versuche mit . Einzelstlben B~1F'I' 
im DK-Loop des FR2 Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Investigations and Fuel Rod Behavior in the 2nd Kernforschunfszentrum Karlsruhe (K K) 
Heat up Phase of a LOCA. Projekt Nukleare Sicher-
In-pile Experiments with Single Rods in the heit (PNS) 
DK Loop ·of the FR2 Reactor R:sT-IT 
Arllcllsbuginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Loader 
July 1972 1980 B.Rapple/E.Karb 
Stand ocr Arbeilen/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing December 1977 
1. General Aim 
* The in-pile experiments performed in the DK loo~. of the FR2 reac-
tor aim at investigating the influence of the "nuca.ear parameters" 
on the mechanism of fuel rod failure. The nuclear parameters 
include: thermal, mechanical and chemical behavior of the fuel and 
cladding, above all.after irradiatio~, the presen,ce and, if appli-
cable, additional release of fission products during the transient, 
true nuclear heat generation. 
' The tests are performed with short l~ngth singl~ rods; they concen-
trate on the second heatup phase of a loss-of-coolant ·accident 
(LOCA). 
2. Particular Objectives 
The investigations are performed under two individual tasks: 
- PNS 4237.1: Tests with nuclear rods, variation of internal 
pressure and burnup: .Nuclear tepts 
- PNS 4237.2: Comparative tests with electrically heated fuel rod 
simulators (BSS), variation of internal pressure: 
Reference tests. 
3. Research Program 
PNS 4237.1: It is planned to carry out 42 nuclear tests with fresh· 
and preirradiated specimens. Steps of burnup: 0/ 2,500/ 5,000/ 
* DK = Qampf-Kontamination = Steam-Contamination 
c 
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10,000/ 20,000/ 35,000 MWd/t0 . Range of internal pressures~ 45 to 
100 bar. 
PNS 4237.1: 25 non-nuclear BSS tests are planned. Range of internal 
pressures similar to 3.1 
Both types of tests are performed in the DK loop of the FR2 reactor. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
4. 1 




The DK loop is operated with superheated steam of 60 bar, at 
300 - 350 °c in the test section, and with a mass flow of 
120 kg/h. B~ ~eans of a quickly closing valve upstream of the 
test section the coolant flow can be interrupted abruptly thus 
initiating the heatup phase. When the maximum temperature is' 
reached, the specimen power is reduced by reactor scram or 
in~erruption of the power supply respectively. 
A special waste-gas system is available for the fission pro-
ducts escaping from the burst nuclear rod; it ?econtamina-
tes the waste·gases from volatile halogens·and retards noble 
gases; solid and liquid isotopes are retained by filters. 
4.1.2 Pretrradiation and test rod assembling 
The test· rods are preirradiated in the FR2 up to the desired 
target burnup. For each burnup step six rods are assembled to 
form a preirradiation rig similar in its structure to that of 
an FR2 fuel element. For safety monitoring and determination 
of the degree of burnup each riq has been provided with'the· 
' . 
following instruments: OneTC each at the o2o inlet,. and o2o 
. ' 
outlet, a vanadium detector for neutron flux density measurement, 
a turbine type flow rate transducer, and a TC for.o 2o tempera~ 
ture monitoring. 
The measurement signals are process~d in a separate measurement 
console. In this console the respective power ~s determined. 
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the detector signals and summed- up to give the fluency. The 
burnup is obtained from ,this and the power history. 
Specimen withdrawal from the preirradiation rig, rod carrier 
assembly and specimen.instrumenting are carried out in the 
FR2 shielded cell. This requires spec~al equi~ment, such as 
coupling and welding devices, 2 cutting devices, leak testin9 
equipment, handling and trans9ort devices. 
4.1.3 Post-Irradiation Examination PIE 
4 •. 2 
Upon completion of the test the specimen is subject to exami-
nation in the neutron radiography faci-lity (NERA) of the FR2. 
The radiographs serve as a preliminary information about the 
position and shape of balloonings at the fuel rod etc. 
In the FR2 shielded cell the fuel rod is separated from the 
specimen carrier and transported to the Hot Cells for post-
irradiation examinati-on. Here, instruments are available for 
specimen photography, 
- dimension measurement, 
- y-scannin~, 
- x-ray testin9', 
- metallo~raphic examination, 
. . 
- sample fabrication for the radiochemical hurnu:n determination . 
Comouter Proarams 
For precalculation of the tests the following programs are avai-
lable at IKE Stuttqart (see cooperation, point 8) : 
- RELAP 3 (Thermohydraulic pro~ram) 
- WALHYD 2D (heat conduction pro~ram ta.kin~ into account the 
radiation) • 
The results of this task are to be used aJ.so to ·~ th ssvsT verL.y .. e .. 
program system (see PNS 4231). 
c 
c 
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5, Progress to Date 
5.1 The experimental program was continued according to schedule: 
5.2 
- Six tests with unirradiated specimens com~leted t~e experiment 
series B. 
- A modified fuel rod simulator (BSS 07) was exposed to a number 
of transients. Objectives: Testing of BSS design and loop hard-
ware modifications, additional investi9ations on accuracy of 
temperature measurement, c~mparison runs with steam bypass. 
I • 
I 
- With 5 tests of the F series (20~000 MWd/t0 ) transient testing 
of preirradiated rods was started. 
The remotely operated devices for hot cell assembling of pre-
irradiated test rods, including the facility for TC welding, 
were completed, tested and successfully used with five F rods. 
5.3 Preirradiation of two rigs with six rods each was continued 
towards a target burnup of 35,000 MWd/~0 • Preirradiation of the 
rods of the F series was terminated after they reached the 
desired burnup of 20,000 MWd/t0 . 
5.4 Comparison calculations were continued at IKE Stuttgart using ,. 
data obtained in the BSS OS test series. 
5. 5 ·Post~irradiation examination of rods continued. Nondestructive 
examination and sectioning for metallographic investigation was 
completed with 8 rods out of the total of 14 rods transferred 
to the Hot Cells. 
9· Results 
6.1 Burst temperatures and burst pressures of 'all B tests lie well. 
within the scattering band of the failure data obtained in out-
of-pile tests performed by other workers. For the specimens al-
ready examined in the Hot Cells a Similar statement can be made 





6.2 Burst-data of the F testswith preirradiated rods fit exactly to 
those obtained ~ith fresh fuel (B tests) . Heutrop radioaraphy 
shows that the fuel pellets, already heavily cracked durin~ 
previous steady-state irradiation, disinte~rated durina 
transient tests into small particles at those rod sections 
where major clad lifting or balloonin~ occured. 
6.3 The claddina temperature correction o~ 75 K as determined earlier 
for· a linear rod power rate of 50 lv/cm (elec·trical) was con-
firmed by the tests with BSS 07. The scattering band amounted to 
only ! 15 K with these tests as comnared to the ! 35 K used up 
to now. The circumferential temperature variation at the unde-
formed simulator was found to be less than 10 K. 
6.4 The minimum required mass flow rate via the steam by~ass had been 
determined by oxidation kinetics evaluation to 0,02 kg/h. This -
rather low rate could not be realized technically, the effective 
·rate amounted to 0, 3 - 0, 5 kg/h. As this flow .had a pronounced 
influence on the cladding heatup rate during·the transient, 
operation of the bypass was discontinued. 
6.5 A modification of the gap heat transfer model in the WALFYD-4D 
\ 
code resulted in an improved agreement between calculated and 
measured clad temperature histories for BSS. The new model uses 
a lower peat transfer coefficient~in the annular gaps during 
steady-state and during the f~rst seconds of the transient phase 
followed by a step increase of this quantity simulating the gap 
width reduction by differential thermal expansion during the 
heatup phase. 
6.6 An internal report was distributed on the methods and results of 
dimensional characterization of the cladding tubes used for 
fabrication of the nuclear rods (9.3). 
The data of test # A 1.1 and the 'results of the non destructive 
post-test examinations were compiled in a preliminary test 
result report (9.4). 
··- ,, 
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7 .. Pl~ns for the near future (1978) 
7. 1 Assembling and testing of preirradiated samples w'ill be conti-
nued with ·five G.1 rods in the first quarter, two G.2 and three 
G.3 rods later in the year, all *ith a target burnup of 35,000 
MWd/tU. 
7.2 A BSS test series will be performed to test a modified TC 
attachment and to further develop the BSS design. 
7.3 Hot Cell post-test examination and evaluation of the results will 
be continued with increased efforts. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
The thermodynamic precalculations and verifications of events 
taking place in the in-pile test section are performed together 
with IKE Stuttgart. 
The task makes part of the PNS 4230 program and thus it is closely 
linked to the PNS 4235, 4236, 4238 and 4239 tasks tackled by IMF, 
IRE and IRB. 
The metallurgical evaluation of the test rods is. performed jointly 
w:lth IMF. 




9.1 Karb, E.; Sepold, L.: In-pile-Experimente zur Untersuchung des 
Brennstabversagens, KF~ 2102 (1974) s. 94 - 112 
9.2 E.Karb, G.Harbauer, W.Legner, L.Se~old, K.Wagner: "Th~oretische 
und experimentelle Untersuchungen zur Gasstromung in LWR-Brenn-
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Reports: 
9.3 Sepold, L., PrliBrnann, M.: Verrnessung von frischen DWR-Brenn-
stabhlillen. (1977) (unpublished) 
9.4 Karb, E., Harbauer, G., PruBrnann, M.: Teilbericht liber Nuklear-
l 
versuch A 1.1. (1977) (un·published) 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports· 
9. 1, 9. 2 Unrestricted distribution 















Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Valutazione del comportamento del combustibile 1.3 di LWR in condizioni di LOCA e PCM 
t 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Investigation LWR fuel behaviour under LOCA Sponsor Italian Government 
and PCM conditions 
Organisation C.C.R. Ispra 
I Date initiated June 1975 Project Leader · I C.C.R. Ispra - Essor Division - Date completed 1981 CNEN Italy -Thermal Reactor 
Last u12dating April 1977 Department 
1. General aim 
In pile investigation of fuel behaviour (pins and bun~les) in operating conditions 
representative of malfunctioning in Water Reactors. by an experimental loop named 
SARA to be built in the ESSOR reactor. 
2. Particular obj~ctives 
2. 1 •. Assessment of the loop per·,o:-ormances 
2.2. · Producti.on of experin1ental data on in_tpile fuel beha~iour 
2.3. Verification of the computer codes for accident analysis 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
•-
• 
Besides the operation in steady conditions for both the boiling and the pressurized 
mode, the SARA loop can attain a wide variety of abnormal conditions by suitable · 
transient control actions on loop system pressure and flow distribution. The 
' . 
thermohydraul ic performance of the loop to a good precision is insured by car-ry-· 
' ' ' ing out tests in an identical electrically heated test section •. 
The loop is designed to insure op~ration in a wide param~t~r range for eac~ 
. •. . . 
accident type and can accomodate bundle size up to 16 pins with reentrant test 
section (650 kW) and 36 PWR pins ifi the one~ through t~st section (1.5 MW); the 
active height is in both cases 1.5 m, which seems to b~ ~nough for the analysis 
of the ref1ood case of a LOCA. In the SARA loop fuel failure propagation can be 
. . . . . 
investigated, an item \'lhich is expected to be of great importance at the· time 
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Title 1 (Original language) 
Valutazione dal comportamento del combustibile 
di LWR in condizioni di LOCA e PCM .. 
4. Project status 
Classification 
1.3 
4.1. Conceptual design completed; detailed design running 
4.2. Definition of the test matrix under-way 
4.3. Acquisition of existing codes (in particular FRAP-T and RELAP completed) 
and updating under way; development or specific submodels carried on; 
parametric and sensitivity a·nalysis being completed to su.pport item 4.2. 
'I 
·s. Next steps 
. ' 
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Iirvestigation and visuaiization of trànsient boiling coyrditions.'
T,o studÿ tlle transient iioi1ing conciitions in the ;oressure raiige '
;; ijj Ér,ru "for several'qu.enching bodl,' sltapes, ialet subcooli-trg-iâna;.ilôii-a"à-initiar té*pdràirries 
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5. Ilââ:t steps . :
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6. nn~ation with other projects 
T'.1e ?rogram:no;: has been planned so as to be complementary t:o 
otl•·~r worl~ in the quenchin~ .field. 
7 .. :Refe~ence docu.;·nr:nts 
LAU:::R H. 
Hr.t,.?rsuchv.ng des tvarmeiJbergangs und der \'liederbenutzung beir.1 
/d:-.k\!!1len heisser Metallkorper. 
EUR. 5702.d 
B. Degree of availability 
Freely available 
9. Budr,et 
The expected total investment from the CEC is 65.000 ua 
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FRG .. Experimentelle Untersuchung der Abschmelz-
phase von uo~~Zircaloy-Brennelementen bei ver- Fordernde lnstilution/Spons.or BNFT sagender Not·uhlung 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Experimental Investigations of the Meltdown Gesellschaft fUr Kern-
~has7 ~f U02-Zircaloy Fuel Rods under forschung 
Cond1t1ons of Failure of Emergency Core Projekt Nukleare Siche Cooling heit, RBT/IT 
r-
Arbettsbeginn/lnttiated Arbeitsende/Compleled Leiler des Vorhabens/Project Lead et 
1973 1978 Dr. s. Haaen 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1977 
. -
1 • General aim 
Investigations of the course of the melting process including 
the resolidification ·of the melt .on -the colder parts of single 
rods, single rods with spacers, bundles and bundles with 
ballooned·cans. The influence on the melting process from 
different parameters like surrounding atmosphere and tempe-
2. 
3. + 4. 
5. 
. . 
rature gradients will be investigated. 
Particular objectives 
Meltdown Behaviour of bundles in non-oxidizing and·oxidizing 
_atxr.osphere. 
Re~earchprogramm and experimental-facilities 
The resear~h prograrnm and· the experimental facilities are 
given in earlier reports-
Progress to date 
In the reporting pe~iod we have done experiments on bundles 
in non oxidizing (He) and oxidizing atmosphere {He/20 % o2 ; 
steam). The bundles consisted of an central arrangement 
of 3 x 3· fuel rod simulators surrounded by a. double circle 
of 36 reflector rods or a fibre ceramic reflector of zro2 • 
I ' ' ' 
We have done experiments with lack of steam. The experiments 
with steam in excess were performed with different heating 
rates (0,25 - 4 °C/sec) •. Some experiments were carried out 
with spacers.· The central rod of the bundle was used as a 
heated rod o~ was set up of solid pellets. 
0 
1.1.- 31.12.1977 -2- PNS 4321 ·(4241). 
6. Essential results 
The bundle experiments shou~d give us information on the 
movement. and the refreezing of the molten material. The ' 
experiments show'· that the melt tends to refreeze betttreen 
the rods, rather then to drop down. This tendency is more 
pronounced, the more the rods are oxidized. 
. ' In He, when large amounds of melt are produced, the.molten, 
material tends to solidify on the bottom electrode as a 
lump. The vertical range of this l~up·is larger then·the 
horizontal dimensions. The melt refreezing between the 
outer rods of the bundle formes "walls". In steam, the lump 
is formed much higher in bundle at the lower end of the 
hottermiddle region- in axial direction- with out dropping 
down remarcable amounts of melt to the bottom electrode. 
If we try to translate these results to the behaviour in 
the core, it is imaginable that there may be the formation 
of a solidified bottom layer above the risidual water of 
a core flooded in the beginning. 
The bundle experiments in oxidizing atmosphere with lack 
of oxygen ~how that there exists a strong axial dependency 
of the oxidation. During streami·ng up along the rod the 
oxygen is consumed. The oxidation begins on the lower end 
and limits itself to a region which corresponds to the total 
. 
amount of oxygen available. 
So in a bundle experiment only the 'lo\'ler half of the central 
rod was oxidized so much that melting of the can was avoided 
when the melting temperature of Zircaloy was axceeded. For 
this experiment only half of the necessary oxygen was avail~ 
able. 
Additional supply of oxygen on one side of the central rod 
enlarged the oxidized region only on'this side. From this 
we see that we can have the formation of quite different 
ox~de layers close together, when only the oxygen content 
of atmosphere passin9 by is varying analogously. 
0 0 
In the experiments on central rods wi~h solid pellets and 
fibre ceramic isolation we have reached temp~ratures over 
2000 °c for the central rod. These experiments confirm that 
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7. 
the melti~g attack of the Zircaloy on the uo2 is the same 
for solid pellets as for the ring pellets in the heated 
fuel r.od simulator. 
Concerning the stability of the rods witll solid pellets . 
the experiments gave the follo\'ting results. For all heating 
rates (0, 25' to 4 °C/sec) as \'Tell in the shorter bundles 
(30 cm) as in the longer bundles (SO cm) the pellet collum. 
stayed intact during heat up. For the shorter bundles \>le 
had the undestroyed pellet collum also during the cool 
down, in contrary to the longer solid pellet rods, which 
broke down at the end of this period. 
In the bundle with a spacer at the central rod the break off 
of the rod toke place in the region of the spacer. 
Although we have the protection of the can from the 
attack of the spacer material by the oxidation process, 
this shows, that the region of the spacer is the weakest 
part of the rod. 
Plans for the near futare 
In the next reporting period the bundle experiments are 
continued. In par~icular we want to see the influence 
of the conditions in the emergency core cooling region 
on the beginning of core melting. We have planeq experiments 
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Kennzeichen/Project Number 
RS 2 5 01.01·.-31.12.1977 
Vorhuban/Project Title LMd/Country 
Nachrechnung von Stabexperimenten und Absiche- FRG 
~--~~------------------rung von MELSIM Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
,·FT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Calculation of Fuel Pin Meltdown Experiments 




Leitar des .Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Prof.Dr.H.un er/Dr.Schmidt 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status 
continuing 
Berichtsdatum/Last Updating 
December 31, 1977 
Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
346.900,-- DM 
1. General Aim 
2. 
Within the frame of the research project RS 73 of the BMFT the· 
program system MELSIM has been developed in order to describe 
the meltdown of a light water reactor core. In parallel, expe~ 
riments on 'the meltdown behavior of fuel pins are performed 
within the "Projekt ·Nukleare Sicherheit" (PNS) at the "Kern-
forschungszentrum Karlsruhe" (GfKJ. 
The present research project is aimed at the calculational 
verification of the results obtained at the GfK.. An experimen-
tally verified model of the meltdown process is to be develo-
ved later in orde~ to describe the integ~al course of th~ 
core meltdown. This is of importance for the slumping modul 
of MELSIM. 
Particular Objectives 
The computer model is aimed at the solution of the following 
problems 
-Fuel pin heatup in oxidizing (H2o, air), reducing (H2) and 
inert atmosphere 
Oxidization of the clad (zirconium) dependent on a di~fering 
oxigen supply, H2-generation 
- Influence of the interaction between uo2 and molten zircaloy 
on the fuel pin behavior 
- Pin failure depending on the radiation history 
Meltdown process in bundles of fuel pins_ 
- Influence of the tungsten heater on the results of the 
single pin experiment 
_________ .,... _______________ ... ___ ~------111:.:=~-;":·::'::.· ..... :::~e.••~l'>l; 
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3. 
3. 1 





Formation of channel blockage 
- Geometric interactions during the slumping process 
Research Program 
Calculation of the Pin_-Heatup Until Clad and Fuel Interact 
The pin-heatup has to be simulated according to the different 
experimental condi'f;.ions in different atmospheres. Temperature 
distribution, Zr-H2o-reaction including heat production, for---
mation of a zirconium oxide layer and the formation of H2 has 
to be taken into account. 
Simulation of the Pin-Behavior up to Clad-Melting-Temperatures 
The interaction between Zr and uo2 has to be described by a 
model. 
Simulation of the Pin-Failure and the :t-Ieltdown Process 
Pressure differences between the interior of the pin· and the 
coolant have to be calculated and.the behavior of the molten 
material has to be d~scribed. 
Supporting Calcula~ions with Respect to Rod-Bundle-Experiments 
Bundle experiments are carr~ed out to support the development 
of MeLSIM. Therefore these experiments have to be calculated 
and the r·esul ts of theory and experiments have to be analyzed. 
They have to be investigated with respect-to consequences for 
the development of r.lELSIM •.s slumping :modul and the model-ling 
. ' . 
of-the meltdown of. the reference reactor. 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
No experiments are carried out within this project, the neces-
sary ex~erimental information· is supplied by GfK (PNS 4240). 
Computer cod~s developed at IKE, modelling fuel pin behavior 
(e.g. STT, ZET-1D, ZET-2D, WUEZ) a~. well as the modular pro-
gram system MELSIM are employed to the extend necessary. The 
experimental and theoretic-al knowledge is used to develop an 
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5. Progress to Date 
to 3. 1 The model for the calculation of the pin-heatup has been finished. 
to 3.2 The interaction between Zr and uo2 was m~deled in a special 
melting model. M~lting of zr, Zr-uo2-mixtures or uo2 may be 
described. 
to 3.3 The pin-f~ilure has been simulated in a ~pecial modul which 
· uses statistical failure criteria. The experiments proofed 
that·a detailed description of the hehavior of the molten 
material is not necessary for single pin experiments . 
to 3.4 Calculations were performed for the first bundle experiments. 
Questions to further experiments were formulated. 
6. Results 
to 3.1 The single pin model is finished. A good agreement between 
-3.3 calculations and various measured parameters like power, tem-
p~rature_, oxidation, rod dimensions, and the composition of 
the molten material has been achieved. 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.1 A report on the single pin model is in preparation. 
-3.3 
. . 
to 3.4 ~detailed program for the modeling of rod bundles will be 
" worked out. Design calculations for further experiments are 
in preparation. The meltdown of pins in a Y::ltmdle .will be rrodeled. 
8. Relations with Other Projects 
The experimental data for the performed and i~tended investi-
gations are provided ~y GfK (Research Project PNS 4240)~ There 
is a strong dependence on the experimental program~ In return 1 the ex-
perimental program of Gfl< will be supported by the theoretical investi-
gations. 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
I 
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BcnchtsZ'JI!raum/Period Klassifikation!Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.Q1.-31.12.1977 2. 1 RS 211 
Vorhaben/Projeet Tltho 
';"d/Country . 
Analyse der Zwischenphase Kernversagen-Schmelzsee RG 
und Integration von MELSIM in BILANZ zur Berechnung Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
der Energiebilanzen nach hypothetischem ROB- Br·IFT 
Versagen Auflragnehmer/Contractor 
Universit~t Stuttgart 
Investigation of the Phase Between Failure of the Core 
and the Assembling of the Molten Material in the Pres- ' 
sure Vessel; Integration of the Program MEI.SIM into Institut fUr Kernener-
BII.AJ.~Z in Order to Calculate the Energy, Balances ~etiku.Energiesysteme 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeltsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Loader 
July 1 , 1976 March 31 , 1978 Prof. or., Unger I DP Korber 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
.continuing .December 31 , 1977 177.500,-- DM 
1. General Aim 
The physical behavior of a reactor core under hypothetical core 
meltdown conditions is to be investigated starting after ~he 
failure of the lower pin-supporting structure of the.core and· 
ending if the core is molten and assembled on the lower plenum 
of the pressure vessel. The vaporization process of the water 
contained in the lower plenum will be calculated as well as the 
heatup of the dry reactor vessel assuming different configura-
tions of the core debris which fall into the plenum. A computer 
program (LUCKE} will be developed. In order to obtain improved 
information on the heat balances involved in core meltdown, 
this program will be integrated into the energy balance pro-
gram BILANZ I (P~vR) and BILANZ II {BtvR) of KlVU together with 
the computer code MELSIM-1. 
2. Particular Objectives 
This project is closely connected to the research project 
RS 183 (energy 1balances after hypothetical pressure vessel 
failure) o·f KWU. Within this framework, KV'1U and IKE will couple 
the program systems listed above. 
The particular objectives are as follows 
-Investigation of the core meltdown accident by.means of 
MELSIM-1 until the core falls into the lower plenum of the 
pressure vessel. Integration of MELSIN-1 in BILANZ I and II. 
- Investigation of the behavior of the remaining core after 
partial failure of the lower core supporting structure. 
----------------------------------------------------------------~----------~--~~.~ 
01 .01.-31,,12.1977 
- 2 - RS 211 
3 •· 
3.1-
Modelling of the sequences of events in the reactor pres-
sure vessel until the molten core is assembled in the lower 
plenum of the pressure vessel. 
Completion of the computer program LtlCKE which simulates 
these events. 
Coupling of LtlCKE into ~he progr&~ system BILANZ - MELSIM-1 
and investigation of the entire accident sequence. 
Research Program 
) 3. 2 
Search and processing of the PWR and BWR data required for 
computer calculations which,are carried out with MELSIM-1 





- Coupling of MELSIM-1 and BILANZ 
- Heatup and slumping of the remaining core after a first 
partical failure of the pin-supporting ·structure. 
Development of a simple model to describe the sequence of 
events from the failure of the core supporting structure unti.l 
the formation of core melt at the bottom of the pressure ves-
sel 
Analysis of the accident sequence 
- Development of. the computer code LUCKE 
Performance of the calculations 
Integration of LUCKE into BILANZ 
Simulation of the accident in applicating the complete model 
to a standard PWR- ord BlVR-type and evaluation of the results. 
.4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Within the research project, the computer program LUCKE is 
developed. It will be integrated together with MELSIM into the 
code BILANZ of KlVU. 
5. Progress to Date 
to 3.1 Relevant PWR and BWR data have been collected and computer 
calculations have been performed. 
to 3.2 MELSIM-1 has been integrated into BILANZ. A coupled computer 
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to 3.3 The investigation and analysis of the accident sequence has 
been continued. The moduls for the program system LUCKE have 
' been developed and the system has been tested under various 
problem configurations. 
to 3.4 The integration of LUCKE into BILANZ is underway. 
and 3.5 
6. Results 
The first phase of a core melt accident is able to be'simula-
ted for PWR and BWR using MELSIM-1. It can be seen, that the 
time from the beginning of the accident to the first core des-· 
0 truction is 2 to 3 times longer in Bl•lR compared with PWR. 
0 
Other time constants are in the same magnitude. In case of 
an initially dry core (water level in the vessel at the lower 
core edge) only 1~% of the clad metal are oxidized to zr.o2 • 
A computer run using the coupled MELSI}l-1 and BILANZ has been 
carried out successfully • 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.3 ~esting of the program system LtlCKE will be continued and 
terminated. Then the second phase of the accident will be cal-
culated. 
8. 
A final report will be prepared. 
Relation with Other Projects 
There is a strong de9endence to the project RS 73 (Development 
of the Computer Code MELSIM) and a·close coupling to the in-
vestigation.program RS 183 (Energy Balances after Hypothetical 
Failure of the Reactor Vessel}. Further 'On this project is 
connected to the RS 316 program (Develpment of a Core Melting· 
System on the Basis ·of RSYST). 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
·r 
.. _,- ··-----· 
'; 
Berichtswitraum/Perfod · Klasslfikation/Ciasslfication Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. 
-
31. 12. 1977 2.1 ' RS 200 /PNS 4245 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
:FRG 
. 
Technology and Properties of Corium Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 





Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated · Arbeitsende/Completed Le iter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 2. 1976 Dr. G. Ondracek/Dr. s. Nazare 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Fund~ 
-Oontinaing _December ·1977 RS 100.000,--
1. General aim: Production and properties of corium. 
2. Special aim: Development of a producing "recipe" _to get corium EX1 including its 
quality characterisation. 
, 
Experimental programme: - Induction melting of core components to obtain corium EXl 
using inert atmosphere. 
- homogenisation of the four-phase material by crashing 
and h~t pressing. 
- chemical as well as microstructural analysis of the 
corium EX1 samples. 
~- Experimental eguiPments: Induction melting apparatus; chemical and microstructural 
analysis equipments. 
~· Work performed: l.S.kg corium EXl has been produced and characterized. The procedure 
works reproducable and is described in a final report. 
6. Results : The production. 11 recipe 11 has been developed and checked by praducing a 
stored amount .of corium EXl; homogeneous samples are available to 
perform propert~ measuremen~s and compatibility tests with concrete. 
]. Planned futural work: The technological development workis-full filled; property 
measur~ments are on the way. 
0,8. Related proj~cts: PNS 4244 
· 9. Referenoes:·KfK 2435 (1977) 432 
Nuclear Technology 32 (1977) 239 
XfK_ 2~75 (1976) 440 
Final Report BMFT-RS 200 
10. Degree of Availability: · 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe 
,·:··::t! :\·::, •.• ·: 
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vo,lluben/f'lrojeet Title Land/Country 
Theoretische und experimentelle Untersuchung des Ver- FRG 
ha.ltens eines geschmolzenen Kerns im Reaktorbehal ter Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BMFT und auf dem Betonfundament 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Institut fUr Verfahrens-
, Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of' the technik der T.u.·Hannover 
Thermohydraulic Behaviour of a Molten Core in the Re-
actor Vessel and on the Concrete of the Basement 5866instr. 36 1 annover 
Arbeitsbeginnllnitiated Arbeitsende/Complete.d Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
May 1975 December 1978 Prof.Dr.-Ing. F. Mayinger 





December 1977 OM 1.371.600,-
- -
General aim 
The aim'of this research project is to investigate the thermal inter-
action of the molten core with various components of the reactor. Com-
puter codes are established~ which describe the attack of the melt to 
several reactor components. In order to test the reliability of the co-
des and to get necessary empirical informations for the copes, a number 
of experiments with modeling fluids are performed. 
Particular objectives 
The investigation of the spread out of the molten core material on the 
. . . 
concrete of the reactor containment and the penetration of the concrete 
by the molten material is of particular· interest. In order to get thi~ 
information, the heat transfer between the melt and the concrete has to 
be determined by considering the behaviour of the molten concrete and· 
the vapour and gas escaping from the concrete. Using this heat transfer 
relations, the penetration of the melt into the concrete and the forma-
tion of a cavern can be predicted. 
Another object of the research project is the calculation of the tran-
sient interaction between molten core material and the wall of the reac-
tor press.ure vessel, i.e. the instationary thermal penetration of the 
vessel wall by the hot melt. 
Furtheron the heat transfer and the crust formation at ·the top of a • 
layer of melt cooled by boiling water from above is of particular in-
terest. This case is important to determine the consequences of a subse-
quent flow-in of water on the top of a pool of molten core material. 
Research program 
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Investigation of the heat transfer from an internal heated fluid to 
a gas 1 iberating wall by the help of modeli'ng experiments. 
Numerical calculation of the thermohydraulic behaviour near growing· 
and rising gas bubbles in an internal heated fluid. 
Numerical computation of the formation of a cavern into concrete by 
molten core material. In the calci,Jlations the heat conduction and the 
- ' ' gas liberation in the concrete must be taken into account. The heat 
transfer coefficients determined in 3. Land 3.2 shall be used. 
Extension· of an existjng thermohydraulic code by· a modul calculating 
the thermal penetration of the reactor pressure wall simultaneous 
with the transient thermohydraulic behaviour in the melt. 
Experimental inves~igation of the crust formation at the top of an 
internal heated pool of liquid, cooled from above by a boiling fluid. 
The solidification temperature of the heated· liquid is lower than the 
Leidenfrost-temperature in the boiling fluid. Additionally, the heat 
transfer from the lower fluid to the upper one will be determined 
quantitatively. 
Experimental facilities and computer codes 
' 
~ 
The experimental investigation of the heat transfer between a gas 
liberating wall and an internal heated fluid was performed -by the 
help of the holographic interferometry. Additionally, the velocity in 
the fluid round the growing and rising ·gas bubbles was measured with 
a Laser-Doppler-Anemometer. The principal· design of the test chamber 
used in the experiments is shown in figure. 1. 
A rectangular cavity contains as test fluid water. At the lower boun-
dary a number of tubes penetrates the bottom to inject air' into the 
wate.r. The' side walls of.the test cavity serve as electrodes to allow 
the electrical current passing through the water and ~uch generating 
volumetrical heat sources. The bottom cooling channel can easily be 
removed to examine· another arrangement of air injection tubes. 
To calculate the thermohydraulic behaviour round the gas bubbles form-
ed at the interaction front between melt and concrete the computer 
code BETON \'/as established. The·basis of this code is the nume'rical 
so.lution of the conservation laws for mass, momentum on energy by 
finite differences-. It can hand.le two. seperated phases including the 
effect of their surface tension. 
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termined by the code BETSI. This code computes the local melting rate 
of the concrete using an empirical correlation for the heat transfer be-
tween melt and concrete. The variation of the mean temperature of the 
melt is calculated by an energy balanc~ for·the melt. Additionally the 
code determines the shape of the cavern molten into the concrete. 
The code THEKAR is extended to enable it to calculate the penetration 
of the pressure wall simultaneous to the computation of the thermohy-
draulic behaviour in the molten material. 
At each time step an energy balance considering the local heat flux 
from the melt to the pressu.re vessel wall and the heat stored and con-
ducted in the wall yields melting velocity of t~e wall. The aim of this 
extended code THEKAR is to determine the time necessary'for the penetra-
tion of the vessel wall and the thermohydraulic behaviour in the melt 
at the moment of the vessel failure, considering the .fact, that in this· 
moment the melt is still in an instationary state. 
Progress,to date 
A large number· of experiments are performed with various gas flow ra-
, 
tios and several inclination angles of the-gas liberating interface . 
These experiments were all done with the same arrangement of air injec-
tion tubes and with the model fluid water. 
The code BETON was C!Jmp 1 eted and a number of ea 1 cul a ti ons \'le re done 
with various fluid c-ombinations and several initial and boundary condi-
tions. 
The computer code BETS! is established and almost completely tested, 
and parameter calculations-are performed. 
The extension of the code THEKAR K is completed and tested and this 
extended code was used to calculate some typical examples. 
This part of the research project was started in the last quarter of 
the past year. Up to now the construction of the test facility and the· 
theoretical preparation of the experiments are partly done. 
Results 
The mean Nu-numbers, describtng the heat transfer between an internal 
heated fluid and a gas liberating wall, are plotted in fig •. 2 as a func-
tion ·of the Re-number. This figure shows the values measured at a hori-
' zontal wall. Measurements for inclined areas are already performed, 
but not yet evaluated comp'letely. The measured Nu-numbers can be corre-
.. 








lated by the equation. 
( 1 ) 
In equation (1) the term describing the effect of the Pr-number and'the 
bubble density factor Fg was not measured, but a result of theoretical 
considerations. 
A typical example of the isotherms predicted by the code BETON is shown 
in figure 3 under· the condition of just growing gas bubbles. Furtherori 
the figure shows the local h~at flux to the bottom. Beb1een the gas bubb-
les the heat flux density is high, but beneath the bubbles where the rela-
tively cold gas covers the wall the local heat flux is nearly zero. 
Another example of results· computed with SETON is shown in fig. 4. In this 
example, the he.avier and internal heated fluici lies at the bottom of the 
considerated ·area covered by a ·layer .of 1 ighter fluid without internal 
heat sources. It can be observed that in each layer seperate convection 
.patterns occure. . 
-An example of the calculation done with the code BETSI Js shown in fig. 5 
In this picture the shape of the cavern molten into the concrete by.the 
liquid hot core material is plotted for several time step._ In these cal-
culations equation P> was used to determine the heat flux between melt 
and concrete. 
The calculations done with the extended version of. the code THEKAR gave 
the result that the pressure vessel is already penetrated before the 
thermohydraulic conditions in the melt are stationary. The mean consequen-
ce of·this result is, ·that the maximum temperature in the melt may be con-
siderably lower than calculated for statfonary conditions. 
The typical distribution of the local hea_t .flux, known from the stationary 
calculation, can be seen under transient condition at a very early moment, 
·too. 
Next steps . 
The -experimenta 1 investigation of the heat transfer between an interna 1 
heated fluid and a gas liberating wall shall be continued with several 
test fluids and different arrangements of the air injection tubes. 
With the code SETON some calculations are planned to get more information~ 
about the heat transfer between two stratified fluid layers. 
i . 
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To 3.5 · During the next months the test facility for the experimental investi-
gation of the crust formation shall be completed, and the performance 
of the experiments will start. 
.;;.8.;_. ___ _..;..;.Re~l~a_:;.t,.;..;·o~n with other projects 
RS 183 
Energy balance after a hypothetical reactor pressure vessel failure 
under consideration of the concrete destruction. 
KWU Erlangen 01.09.75- 31.05.77 
() ~9-·--------~R_e_fe~r_e_nc_e __ d_oc_u_m_e_nt __ s
Quarterly reports in the series: GRS Forschungsberichte (German) 
Report period: Jan. 1977 - Mar. 1977 GRS F - 41 
Apr: 1977 - Jun. 1977 GRS F· - 43 
Jul. _1977 - Sep. 1977 ~RS F - 44 
. Oct. 1977 - Dec. 1977 GRS F - 45 
.Annular report 1976. (German) 
10. Degree of availibility 




Fig. 1: Test chamber for the 
investigations of bubbles 
Fig. 3: Calculated isotherms and 
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Fig. 2: Mean Nu-number at a gas-liberating wall 
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Fig. 4: Calculated isotherms in t~o layers 




Fig. 5: Penetration of the melting front into 
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-
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Vorhaben/Project Title I · Land/Country 
~/lessung der Hochtemperatu.rviskositat von ausgew8hlte::1 FRG 
Suosta.n4en, die im Zusanmenhang rnit einem mcglichen Y.e::T. Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
schmelzunfall wichtig sind m· IFT 
Measurement of the High-Temperature Viscosity of Selec- Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
ted Substances Which are· Important in Connection \tlith a. Battelle-Institut E. V. 
fossible Core-Melting Accident Franl<.:furt am Nain 
. 
Netals and Composites 
1"'1.: •• .:-.:--
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeltsende/Completed Letter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
June 1, 1976 Nov.30,1977 R.Skoutajan 






At the present state of progress achieved in the research 
project Core Meltdown, the viscosity of the melts that 
may form during a hypothetical core meltdown accident is 
one of the ·factors determining the course of such an ac-
cident. The investigations were focu·sed on the oxidic 
mixtures of core melt and concrete melt that may form 
during the time-determining fourth accident phase termed 
"concrete penetration"·· The viscosity of molten. concrete 
can be estimated on a theoretical basis from the compo-
sition of the meit, however, the additional components 
originating at't~e reactor inv~ntory change the viscosity 
in a still unknown way. An experiiJlental determination. 
is, therefore, indispensable. A high-tempera.ture rotary 
viscometer will be used. : 
Particular Objectives 
Determination of the compatibility of selected crucible 
materials with oxidic corium-concret~ mixtures; prepar-
atory work necessary'for the experimental determination 
of the viscosity o£ oxidic corium-concrete mixtures. 
Research Pro~ram 
Identiflrcation of a material for those compo'nents of the 
viscometer which during a measurement will come into 
contact with the oxide melt. 
Preparation of design specifications for constructing the 
measuring systems and for assembling the viscometer. 
0 
. i 
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4. 
Preparation of a lforking program for performing the mea-
surements. 
Experimental Facilities 
An experimental setup containing parts of the high-temper-
ature viscometer constructed under Project RS 71 l(as used 
for the compatibility measurements. 
5· Progtess to Date 
Ad .3.1. Tungsten, tantalum, boron nitride and thorium oxide were 
taken into consideration. The t1~o last mentioned materials 
could be excluded from experi~ental work according to re-
sults obtained at Euratom-Ispra /1/'and GfK /2/. Compat-
ibility m~asurements were performed by melting a sample in 
a: crucible with planeparallel ·ground bottom and by deter-
mining the thickness decrease of the bottom at a polisped· 
cross-section. ·In addition, the solidified melt was ana-
lyzed che,mically and metallographically. Samples were 
prepared by sintering pressed pellets of the intimately 
mixed oxides (solid state reaction). 
Ad J!. 2 •. Preparatory wo.rk necessary for the use of' measuring systems 
made of the four selected crucible materials was performed 
·l' 
(Phase I). According to schedule and in accordance with the 
I 
experimental results of the compatibility tests, the w·ork 
was focused on tungsten (Phase II). Design specifications 
in the form of dimensional l'i'orkshop drawings for the con-
struction of' the measuring system's f'rom tungsten and speci-
fications for the assembly of the measuring systems and the 
other subuni ts were lforked out. The high-temperature 
rotary viscometer was modified for the use of tungsten 
measuring systems and made ready for operation. 
Ad J.J. ·A detailed working program and a flowchart w~re·prepared 
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6. Results 
















































The conducted 'xperimEmts substantia t~. the folloldng gen-
erally signific~nt conclusions: 
- Mixtures of oxidic corium and concrete prepared by re-
.. 
acting water-free oxidJ~S in the solid state exhibit a 
smooth melting behavior in an inert gas atmosphere. 
Within the range o:f corium-concrete mixtures investigated, 
specimens o:f the above-described type are completely 
melted at 1640°C. The experiments 'performed so :far do 
not allow any statement to be made on the lower temper-
ature limit of th~ melting range. 
- The molten mixtures are homogeneous, b~have like glass, 
and solidify as a glass. 
- The compatibility measurements led to the selection of 
tungsten as a crucible material for ox~dic corium-
Jun.1, - Nov • .)O, 1977 
- 4 - ' RS 214 
concrete mixtures. The stability limit of' tungsten is 
determined approximately by the ratio 60 w-% corium 
(A+ll)J : 40 w-% concrete and a melting time of' 5.5 min-
utes at 1640°C. For higher concrete contents and/or 
milder melting conditions, it can be anticipated that 
viscosity or other types of measurement can be conduct~d 
without disturbance. 
The three requirements for sta~ting viscosity measurements 
have been fulfilled: (i) a suitable crucible material has 
been identified, ( :i.l.) specifications for the construction 
of' the measuring systems have been "\i'Orked out and (iii) a 
de.tailed .working program has been prepared. , The particular 
objectives of Project RS 214 have thus been reached. 
7. ·Next Steps 
Viscosity measurements will be conducted:within Project 
RS 214a. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
/1/ Palinski, R.: Kompatibilitatsstudie. Euratom-lspra. 
Presented at the 24th session of' the expert commi-ttee 
on core melting. 
February 1, 1977 
/2/ Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit, Koln: Quarterly Report 
' 
V 76/3 on Project BMFT-RS 200. Gesellschaft f'Ur Kern-
forschung. 
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Emergency Core Cooling Analysis within the FRG 
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Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 • Nov. 77 21. Dec. 2__8 Dr G _Haurv -
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Continuing December 1977 750.859,48 OM 
1 . General Aim. 
() The objectives of the Core Meltdown Project within the Reactor 
Safety Research Program of the Federal Ministry of Research and 
Technology so far encompassed the experimental and theoretic~l in-
vestiga'tion of core mel tdown by means of a hypothetical accident 
(under the boundary conditions of the postulated complete failure 
of all emergency cooling systems in the event of a double-ended 
rupture of the reactor coolant line of a pressurized water reactor 
with given remaining water levels in the reactor vessel). 
0 
The results of research within the scope of the Core Meltdown Pro-
ject show that the meltdoWn of a fuel rod need only be expected 
when a cladding temperature of ea. 1 850°C is exceeded. However, 
the design of t~e emergency core cooling systems according to a 
RSK guideline shall ensure that the maximum cladding temperature 
after a loss-of-coolant ~ccidant will not rise beyond 1 200°C under 
any circumstances. 
Thus an interesting region whose safety-enginee~ing margins have 
not been investigated sufficiently to date lies between the region 
of safe emergency cooling of the reactor core in the event.of an 
accident as defined by the RSK guidelines and the core.meltdown 
which will occur in case· of a hypothetical total and simultaneous 
failure of the multiple redundant emer~ency core cooling systems. 
The region may be described such that it will only be reached in 
case of a given leakage spectrum in the primary system of the pre~­
- surized water reactor if an additional system failure is post~lated 
______________ ...... __ ..,_ _____ _.;_ _ ..:._,__,. ___ ......:....,,_....;:-_ __,_-.,. ··- -
· 1.Nov.77 • 31~Dec. 77 
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\·Ti thin the last available design redundancies. • 
The starting conditions for hypothetical core meltdown accidents are 
to be assessed by means of emergency cooling analyses of a primary 
system characterized by these system failures and be realistic ini-
. 
tial conditions. 
· 2. Particular Objectives 
The system behavior for two rupture magnitudes (2F rupture and rup-
ture of approx. NW 100) is to be analized if, starting with the re-
maining redundancies stated in the licensing procedure, the various 
emergency cooling systems (core flooding tanks, high pressure and 
) low pressure injection systems) are systematically further reduced 
or activated with a time lack. 
This analysis is to be performed for the BBR pressurized water reac-
tor (1 300 MWe) whose main feature.is a two-loop system·(2 hot legs, 
2 steam generators, 4 cold legs with one· pump to each). 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Preparation of "best estimateu input-data and code adaptation~ __ 





Analysis df a rupture NW 100, ·reduced n~ber of emergency coo-
ling systems 
Analysis of a 2 F.rupture, delayed injection from emergency 
cooling systems 
Analysis of a NYT 100 ruptUre, delayed injection from emergency 
cooling systems. 
4. Computer Codes 
The eodes below are· being-used for. the analyses: 
CRAFT for the thermohydraulic behavior of the reactor cooling 
system during the blowdown phase 
REFLOOD for the thermohydraulic·behavior of the reactor cooling 
system during the refill and reflood phase 
~ 
I I . l . 
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THETA 1 B 
CONTEMPT 
for calculating the transient temperature distribution in 
a hot channel fuel rod in the course of an accident 
for calculating pressure and temperature in the contain-
ment atmosphere. 
5. Progress_ to_ Date 
Ad 3.1 - Preparation of nbest estimate" parameters for the analy-
ses. 
- Preparation of a core power distribution by application 
of the peaking factor 2.0 (licensing runs 2.65). 
- Preparation of the temper~ture, pr~ssure and flow distri-
bution in tpe primary system for load factor 100% (li-
censing runs 105%). 
- Incorporation of realistic pump characteristics into the 
CRAFT code. 
Ad 3.2 Repetitiori.of the blowdown analysis of the licensing run 
(2 F guillotine rupture in the cold leg, 2 core flooding 
tanks~ 1 high pressure system, 1 low pressure system, on 
the basis of realistic response time lags of active sys-
tems) with "best estimate" parameters. 
6. Results 
()Ad 3.1 The axial peaking factor is 1.29. 
The radial peaking factor is 1.55. 
- The radially averaged fuel temperature in the hottest 
axial zone of the average load fuel rod in steady state 
under "best estimate" 'conditions is 215°C lower than _ 
the corresponding temperature under conservative licen-
sing cond~t.ions. 
' . 
Towards the end of blowdown both the maximum cladding -
temperature and the average fuel temp~rature of the ave~ 
rage load fuel rod in the "best estimate" case are 
appr?x• 145°C lower than for the licensing case. 
- A lowering of the discharge coefficient (c0-Moody) from 
the conservative figure in the licensing case (1.0) to 
... , 
-·-·----~------:----~------,-------_,....;... ____ r:.;, 
46~ ~ . 
I . ___ _,_ __ 
t- \-
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... 
the more realistic values o.a or 0.6, respectively, re-
, suits in· an extension of 'blowdown time fro.m 23.0 to 24.7 
or 28.4 secs., ~espectively, arid to a lowering of the ma-
ximum cladding temperature of the average load fuel rod of 
12° or 45° c~ respectively. 
7. Next Steps 
Continuation and completion of the work ace. to para. 3.2; start 
of work ace. to 3.3. 
8. ·Relatioti Mith Other Projeats 
• • • ~ • "I I ' ' • • ' 
) The paramount objectives of the project are identical with thos,e of 
parallel projects of GRS-K (RS 311) and KWU (RS 306). Starting con-
ditions, leak sizes and scope of work have been coordinated'accor-
dingly. The intermediate results of the work part of which is car-
ried out in parallel will be compared by the Core Meltdown Committee 
of Experts even before conclusion of the projects; further·work 
will be coordinated. 
\ 
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- Best Estimate Calculations for the Extended torsicherheit {GRS) mb 
Research Pro~ram. of the Projec;:t Core Meltd<?'"n 
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1 • 
The aim of the project is to analyse in better detail the occurences 
of possible failure combinationsof emergency core.coo~ing systems in 
the range of defined system failures in the licensing procedure and 
defined initial conditions for core meltdown events.· 
Particular e~phasis will be given to: 
- Determination of the failure combinations of partial ECC-systems 
under which·the core remains coolable in spite of large damages 
- Conditions where pa.rti.a.l core meltdown will occur 
() ~2~·----------~P~a~r-t~·i~c~u~·ili_a~r~O-b~j._e_c_t_~_·v_e~s 
Analysis of the blowdown for two defined break sizes and two typical 
I'WR-plants for different failure combinations. of ECC-syst·ems 
- Analysis of t~ refilling and flooding phase 
- Analysis of the temperature time history of fuel-rods up to 2200° c 
- Analyses of the expected cladding deformationsand cooling channel 
blocka~es a$ feedback of the temperature time history 
. 3 • Rese·ar·ch Program 












~ 3. 9 
4. 
Definition of the ·computer runs· 
~ ' 
Blowdown analyses f~r large breaks (KWU-type) 
Analy~i9 of the refilling and flooding phase for large 
breaks. (KWU-type) 
Core heatup calculations for large breaks (KWU-type) 
Comparing analyses for large breaks of the BBR-reactor 
type 
Analysis of thermohydraulics for small breaks (KWU-type) 
Comparing analysis for small breaks of the BBR-reactor type 
Interpretation of the calculation and final report 
Exoerimental Facilit·i·es,· Comouter Codes 
The work to be performed is. completely theoretical and numerical 
in nature. So experimental facilities are not relevant. 
For blowdown ana.lyse·s of large and small breaks the computer code 
RELAP-4-GRS will b~ used. This code is a modification of the code 
J . RELAP 4, sponsored.l by the USNRC. 
For the analysis of the refilling and flooding phase for large and 
small breaks the computer. code REFLOS will be used. This code has 
been deyeloped on the basis of FLOOD 4 and extended o~the calcula-
tion of the refilling phase and the hot. leg injection. For calcula-
tions regarding the core heatup the computer code TEMPA will be used. 
The code TESPA, developed from TEMPA, is available for the calcula-· 
tion of plastic cladding swelling. 
5. Progres·s ·to 'Date 
To 3.1: For a standard nuclear power plant of the_ KWU technical data 
have been compiled for the above mentioned computer codes. 
t 
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6 . Results 
7. Next Steps 
Conduction of blowdown calculatio,ns by means of RELAP-4-GRS for large 
breaks for a KWU standard plant. 
8. Relat·ion· ·to Other ?roje·cts 
RS 182, LOFT-Program 
RS 36B, Refilling Experiments 
Loop 
with Simulation of the Circulation 
' ·' 
RS 310, ECC-Analysis within the Frame of the Project Core Meltdown 
·All new knowledges obtained so far from these projects will be taken 
into consideration in the calculation by means of RELAP-4-GRS and 
REFLOS. 
9. 
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~ •1 I \ 1. 
Status _:Progressing ~ast updating: March1975 
1)· General aim 
Measurement ·of physical ~rope~ties of molten 
.reactor core materials to: provi.de data tor core 
meltdown analysis. 
·· ~) PartiCular objectives 
Measurement oP the viscosity· and surface tension 
of core inelts 
3) Experimental facili ti.es and ,Erogramme 
Measurement-of viscosities 





Materials: uo2 and mixtures of uo2 , Zircaloy and steel ("Corium", homogeneous phases only, tQ ~e 
identi£ied by research pro,jeot RS 74a). 
Measurement of surface tension 
. 
Method : Maximum bubble pressure 
Materials: s~ie as above 
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. 1. Pro~ress to date: Tl:le assembly oi.the apparatus Eor 
the viscosi.ty measurements was completed. The .first 
preliminary t~sts'have shown that a numb~~ oE modi-
.f'ica tions o£ . the·· apparatus were necessary :bi orde~ 
• .. • ' . :, .. -... 
to improve the precision~£ the m~asurements, the . 
·maximum temperature·anq.the saf,ety o£ the installation • 
The £oll0\ving improvements have been accomplished : 




f. • •• • 
• 
The peri~d o£ oscil.lat~on has .been increased. up to· 
ab~ut 10 'sec in ol:'d~ to decre~se the danger o£ appearance 
. : o£ turbuience in the core melt. The best · solution 
· proved t~·be an increase in the length o£ the ~orsion wire 
. and the corresponding displacement o£ the point of attacr 
ment. Because o£ this modification, th_e charging o£. the 
apparatus also became simpler~~ 
- A cooling system has ·been in,.stalled .. in order to liml. t· 
the heating o£ the'torsion wire and:the resulting varia- ·. 
tions o£ th~ period o£ oscill~tion· and o£ 1;he damp.ing. 
- An absorption £ilte~ has been installed in the gas ou~­
let to avoid the dispersion'o£ Co~ium. 
- The laser oeam shielding has been improved~· 
' ·~ A new high temperature furnace has ·been installed. 
t ' • ' 
- The counting chains have been moderniz~d. 
The construction o£ th~ apparatus £or the measurement .o£ 
the surface tension was completed. The £irst preliminary 
tests with .liquid silver have- given s~tis£actory·results 
and modifications have ess~ntially been compl~ted. 
2. Essential results ·: The modified measuring ·stand £or the 
viscosity was tested. After completing calibration measure-· 
. . 
·ments for· the determination of the constan·ts· o£. the appara-
tus, viscosity measurements were made with the £ol,lo\l(ing 
compo~ents .ot the .. core melt :I ~o2 ,. Zircaloy and Steel :· N~.'14450. ·~: . .. .... •·· . . ... ... . . ·. 
-· 
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Mater-ial . Crucible Material :«iscosi'ty: at Neltin9'. R: 
·. ·· · TaC . · abo~fl1 ---... UO~x , 
... 
Steel ~o. 14450 · . - .~1203 .. ' . .. . "'\ 3.8 ... 
. ~aC,and' Al2o3 . · · : . >". ·. 0.6 · 
\ . . 
:: Th~ ~easured value_ o£ ·the viscosity ~~ uo~ lie~ c~~si'derably .. 
·.above the value of 7- cP.· obtained by Tsai and Olanda. C1J . · 
Zircaloy · 
. . ' I • 
~ · :. and corresponds more 'closely to the value o£ .36-46 c:P, mea-Q: ..... J :-- ·:··· . · · sur~d by_ Bates. et al..", f:2J ~nd to ·the valu~ o£ 25 ~P . : · . 
:; :-.·.'· .· - .' ·: ·· assumed il'l the safety ~tudies o£ Argom,.e /:3). :. - · ·. 
... . .. ·:The measured value or. the steel is o~ the order .oe· magni-
.. ·• tu,de o£ iron (5 cP at the melting point) C4J. 
' . 
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•. : 
The measured value of~Zi~caioy o£ about 0.6 cP, Qbtained 
' ' 
with an Al2o3 crucible, ~s unexpect~dly small. Measurement 
with a TaC crucible however gave a similar result: 
These data are to be considered as preliminary because 
. ' ' 
·each result has been derived from a single measurement only.· 
The reproducibility o.P·the results 'Will. be checked later. 
' . . 
. .. .. . . ... ' 
C1J H. c. Tsai and o.'R. Olander.: •tThe viscosity ·of molten 
uranium dioxide", J. Nucl. ~ater. 44 (1972) 83 - 86._ 
. . . ' __.., . 
~2_7 J.L. Bates~ c.E. McNeiliy and·j•J. Rasmussen, Material · 
. Science Research 5 (,970), 11. · . · .. 
L3J Ar!fonne National"Laboratoryl Reactor Development 
Program Progress-Report, AN~-7872, s. 8.1 (October 
1971). ' 
... 
·. · C 4J K. Schafer : "Eigenscha.Eten der Haterie in ihren 
· · Aggiegatzu~~nden", s. Teil, Bandteil ·a, Transport- . 
phanomene I (Viskositat und Di££usion)-, Sp-r:inger 
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5) Next ste~s : lvfeasu~ement of. viscosity of core melts 
and their cc;>mponents.· -Continuation o£. preliminary 
'testing o£ the' surface tension measurement apparatu~. '' 
Measurement .o£ surface t~sion o! core melts and their 
components • 
. ·.. .. 6~ ReJ.atl.on with other projects :"There is ·a close re-
. . lation .with .the fol+owing ·BMFT cont~ac;:ts (RS) : 
.. 
. 
RS 71·: "Research and development stU:dies on ~he 
measurement ot molten reactor core materials~ . 
·• · compatibi.lity studias betwe~n these ·materials · -~) 
and crucible.materia~s", BATTELLE-Institut e.v:-





-.' 4 '0 
'· 
. ' . 
. . tion :of the metallurgical' interaction between· 
melt and reac.tor pre~sure 'vessel wall", 
KRAFT\~RK UNION AG. 
.. "' 
·7) Reference documents': 
' . . 
Quarterly reports in the series IRS-FORSCHUNGSBERICHTE 















Jan. 1973 ~ March1973 IRS - F - 15 
Apr •. 1973:- june. 1973 IRS ~ F ~ 16 
July 1973 - Sept.1973 IRS - ·p - 17 
Oct. 1973 - Dec. 1973 IR& - ~ - 19 
' , I Jan• 1974.- March1974 IRS- F'- 20 
Apr.'· i 974 - June 1974 .IRS - F ·- 21 .· 
July 1974 - Sept.1974 IRS -. F- 22 
'· 
JRC Safet¥ Progra~e Prog~ess Report 1974. 
8) Degree of availability: Freely available·· 
. . . . . ~ . 
. 9). Budqet ·: · The.:expected total investmeny including• the 
cost of the facility -an~ the running_ costs are: 
B~lFT : about ·14Ch000 UA 
CEC : " ,53.000 UA · 
•. 
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200. ()(X)'-- w. 
- 1 • GENERAL AIM 
Theoretical and experimeh tal investigation of the ~recess of therma-l -
. ' 
interaction o£ molten-reactor core materials and coolant as well as 
the estimation o£ the consequences of vapour _explosions are the aims 
o£ this research progra~e. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
In particular it is ,intended to study the thermal interaction bet-
ween mol ten uo 2, mol ten structural materials and water. The subjects· 
of special interest are: 
~ the theoretical investigation of the fuel/coolant interaction, 
-· bas·ic oriented experimental studies o£ the Pactors influencing the 
process;o£ interaction, 
experiments simulating reactor-like conditions rith respect' to the • 
·volumetric ratio of molten n~terial and coolant. 
3. PROGRAM 
Theoretical and experimental work is underway to _sntdy the thermal 
interaction process of: 
.- stainless steel and. water, 
- uo2-granulates and water, 
uo2 ·a~d water. 
3.1. Theoretical studies 
I 
Theoretical studies are Underway to develop ·interaction models and 
c~lculation codes £or the estimatio~ of the conversion rate o£ 
thermal energy into mechanical work and pressure load o£ tlie reactor 
I .. ,- . : ''-' . '' , ~. 
--'. 
. 
. .. . 
.... ' . ~ ..... .. ... 
-a-. RS 76A 
vessel. 
3.2. Experimental studies 
· .1.:.g.:.1:.-~!!2s!s_!~£~-~~£~t:!m~!!!~ 
Th~se e-xperimen~s are performed in order to· provide data in a mono-
dimen'sional test device to check and to adjust physical· interaction 
models and calculation codes. The quantities measured di'rectly 
during the experiments a.s ·a function of time are: 
~ pressure excursion, 
velocity of the displacement o£ the liquid in the channel, 
vapour production. 
' \ Parameters which can be adjusted for the' various tests are: 
~ - coolant temperature, 
-mass of molten material (up to 150 g), 
system pressure (up to 25 bar). 
~~g~g~-~~E~~i~~~!~-i~-!~~_!~!!~-!~~!_£~£i!i!Y 
·The goal of these experiments is the.study of the thermal inter-
- . 
action of, "large" quantities (up to 4 kg)- of molten materi'al arid 
coolant in a confineme~t simulating the reactor vessel. The q~anti­
ties.measured directly during the experiments are: 
- the pressure excursions and strains as a .function of time, 
the temperature history in the tank during the interaction, 
'. 
visualization of the interaction history, using a high-speed 
camera. 
4. EXPERI~~NTAL FACILITIES 
Beca~se of the difficulty of· modelling the fuel/coolant ·interaction, 
two test facilities have been built: 
a) a mono-dimensional shock tube test rig for the study o£ the ther-
modynamic factors and_ 
b) a tank facility for the simulation of reactor-like conditions 
at least as ~ar as the volumetric ratio of fuel and.coolant is 
concerned. 
5. PROGRESS TO DATE ' 
5.1. Theoreitcal studies 
The development -of the I<AMIWA-Code ('channel geometry) £or melt/water 
.. -·I: ) . 
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interact~ons using temperature·and pressure dependent physical pro-
perties is nearly terminated. The testing of the code is initiated • 
. 
5. 2.. Channel · expe:t:'iments 
' 
- Waterhammer tests measuring the impact momentum as a function o£ 
the driving pressure (pressure difference between blanket pressure 
in the expansion vessel and interaction crucible) 
' . 
Interaction test with molten steel at driving pressures o£ 1 bar, 
5 bar and 25 bar. 
5.3. Tank experiment 
Interaction experiments with molten stainless steel and water at 
melt to coolant volume ratios £rom 1:30 to 1:8 have been terminated. 
- Interaction experime~ts with u~ 2-granulates and wa~er have been 
terminated 
I 
- Interaction experiments w~th molten uo2 and-water at small melt to 
coolant volume rat.io ( < 1: 1900) have been performed 
Experiments with melt to coolant volume ratios from 1:5 to 1:2 are 
· -in preparation. 
6. RESULTS 
6.1. ·Theoretical. work 
. A thermodynamic consistent equation for the calculation of the spe- . r 
cific enthalpy and an equation for the heat con~ctivity covering 
the temperature and pressure range -between arnbi.ent conditionsto 
2500°c and ·10000 bar respectively have been developed. The-se equat-
ions have been checked with the data available £rom the 'Jiater skele-
ton table. The equations accord with the skeleton data within the 
experimental tolerances. These equations have been built into the 
ICAMI..:.Code. Numerical testing is initiated. 
6.2. Channel experiments 
Before the real tests with molten material· waterhammer t·ests were 
executed. The waterhammer pressure pattern·was then· compared with.· 1 
the interaction pattern and the fragmentation. In. the following, 
three chara.cteristic test. results are dis~ssed •. The tests were per-
formed at the same conditions but the pressure in the blanket vessel 
1·, 
. . -
. ' . , - 'I , 
1 • 01 ·1977-31'.12 .1977 ·- 4 ...: ' ' RS 76A 
· which determines th-e.' impact momentum. The pressure was changed .from 
1 bar to 5 bar and 25 bar respectively. The common 1 test conditions 
.were: (a) coolant temperature: 300°K, (b) ~elt temperature: 1730°IC, 
(c) pressure inside the crucible: 1Pa, (d) weight of melt: 110 gr -t-
120 _gr. _,-later hammer test ~onditions: (a) crucible temperature:300°K, 
1730° respectively, (b) falling heigth of the liquid ~olumn: 12 cm.-
Heasured quantities: F = reaction force of the interactio~ chamber, 
· P2 =.pressure measured 15 cm abov~ the interaction 'zone, P3 = pressu~ 
re measured 130 cm above. the interaction zohe, ~ p = dynamic pressu-
re due to the' motion of the. coolant measured downs.tream the test 
section, v1 .to v6 =.void sensors. 
[) Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the mei3-sured wa terham."ner and t;he interaction 
pattern ··at 1 bar blanket pressure. The interaction (Fig. 2) does n~t 
show any violent pressure generation. The impact momentum seems to -
. \ 
be att~nuated by evaporation before the liquid column reachs the 
melt. This is supported by the ,fact that nearly no fr_agmentation oc- · 
cured. The vapour p~oduced during the interaction condenses when 
,travelling downstre_am the test section only reaching the vQid sensor 
' ' ' 
Nr. 2.·None of the experiments performed under these initial. condit-
ions showed high pressure peaks or remarkable fragmentation. 
I 
Quite different is_ the interaction pattern when only changing the-
blanket pr~ssure to· 5 bar·. Fig. 3 sh~ws the interaction' recordins-· 
The waterhammer test shows a similar pattern as in the previous 
t'est .se;ries. For the interaction however two ph~ses can be observed 
0 (~) the impact ,lThich leads i:o pen_etration of coolant into the melt 
and (b) the violent evaporation stage which can be identi£ied as va-
. pour explosion. The pressure peak measured downstre.am the inter-
action cha~ber (P2) at ~he second phase was 80 ~ar with a relatively 
long pressure tail until tes~ s~ction voiding. During the impact 
the cool~t penetrated up to 2 cm into the melt and provoked-high 
I 
-fragmentation. The,vapour explosion expelled liquid melt-droplets 
up to 25 cm into the test' s'ection which me1 t thermocouples and des-
troyed void sensors. Increasing the system pressure to 25 bar the 
I 
interaction becomes more v~olent. The interaction (Fig. 4) occurs 
- - ' 
again in various phases •. Retstraticn c£' P2 shows a pressur.e excursion 
up to 750 bar over a ~ime o£ about 15 msec followed by another pres-. 
sure burst of about 2msec duration-. A pressure· ·tail of up to 250bar 
7"-
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\ 
of·about 30 msec duration follows the pressure bursts. The pressure 
peak before the 1j5· msec pressure. excursion coul.d be the recording 
· o£ the· impact momentum. The osci-llations preceding the impact signal· 
are caused by mechanical difficulties when opening the vcqve bet-
ween the test section and the· interaction chamber. During '-the impact . 
. the qoolant penetrated up to 4cm into the· melt. The vapour explosion 




fragmented. The interpretation of these _experiments lead~ to the 
following preliminary conclusion: 
- Free surface contact seems not to lead to vapour explosion.: The 
surface boiling provokes rapid surface freezing which _prevents 
esalation.of fragmentation 
-Coolant impact on liquid melts,. even.at moderate impact momentum, 
provokes fragmentation, penetration and quasi.entrapment which re-
sults into violent vapour explosion • 
. ' ' 
6.3. Tank experiments 
- Stainless steel/J120 experiments 
U:p to now about·so inte;raction experiments with moiten stainless 
steel and H2o were performed in the tank facility. No vapour ex-
-plosion has been observed •. The main experimental parameters were: 
melt:. · 1 • 5 to 3 kg 
melt/coolant v~lume\ratio .('1:1000 to 1:8 
I 
melt.coolant contac~ mode: free .contact mode 
into H 2o) 
(pouring of mel~ 
melt temperature: 
H2o temperature: 
H20 gas content: 
system pressure: 
1800°I to 2100°K 
300°K to 600°K . 
normal and degassed 
1 bar 
The maximum observed overpressure in th~ reaction vessel did. never 
exceed 2 bar, wh.ich diminished to the system pressure in about 
10 sec after the first contact. An example of· a pressure signal 
I , • 
I is given ~ Fig. s. The solidified melts showed \normally a very 
poor fragmentation. Motion.of the melt fragments in the reaction 
vessels and tne boiling pattern have been.visualized by high speed 
cinematography (up to 4000 frames/sec). 
'', 
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- vo2-granulates/H20 experiments· I 
·.Seven interaction experiments with uo2-granulates and water have 
'been performed under different experimental conditions.·The.par-
ticle size distributions of the g:rarulates (from some ;u to ~bout 
·1000 ;u) were ne~rly the same for all experiments. _The temperatu-
res of the granulates were 1500°K, 1800°K and 2100°1<, the H2o..:tem-
peratures 300°K and 360°K. Th~ ·coolant volume was about '200 1 £or 
all experiments. The hot mat~rial was partially poUred-in the 
coolant or brought directly into contact with the coolant by 
' ' 
dest~ying the bottom o£ the-crucible. 
A max:Hnum pressure o£ 1 .6 1Jar with a ramp rate o£ N 3 bar/sec was 
measured. An example o£ a pressure signal· is shown in Fig. 6. 
U02-H20 experiments ~11 experim~ntal tria~S to bring fn:Olten U02 at ;,._, 3200°1< directly 
into contact' with water £ailed due to technical problems Q£ ... 
d'estroying the TUngsten crucible. 
Finally 1, 5 kg o£ molten uo2 was ·poured in ,.., 200 1 wa-t;·er o£ about 
· 300°K. Also in this experiment no violent interaction was observe~ 
Due _to the evaporation of the H2o an overpressure o£ abou~ 1 bar 
~as measured in the reaction vessel. 
7. FUTURE STUDIES 
7.1. Theoretical'work 
Impr"ovem<imt of KAMI-WA 
7.2. ·channel experiments 
- uo2-granulates/water' tests, 
- molten uo2-water· tests. 
7.3. Tank experiment 
Intepaction experiments, molten uo2 and·water at melt/coolant 
volume ratios between 1:5 and 1 :·2 •. This experimental programme has 
to be terminated on Apr.il 30th, 1978. 
The interpretation of the experimental results is intended to be 
performed at the IKE '(TU--Stuttgart). · 
'8. RELATIONS.WITH OTHER PROJECTS . \ 
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Pc -, 500 KPa .Tc = 293 K Timescale: 31,25 ms/cm 
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'· FCI-Channel Experiment H2,0/~ teel · 
Pc = 2, 5 MPa Tc = 293 K 
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Leiter des vorhabensn:»rojecr i.eai:ler 
,,~M~aL-~1.L,~19~7~~6~---------+~J~u7n~e~·~3~0~~1~7~~------~~~~~~~~--~~~ Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berlc:htsdatum/Last Updating Bewilllgte Mittei/Funcj$. 
co:qtinuing December 31 , 19 7 7 1 9 6. ooo 1 -- DM 
~~/ ·~· ''· .,..;.,1...;.. __ G._e;.;..;n_e.;;.;;.r_a_l_A_i_m 
• I Within the frame of the research project' investigating core melt-~ :\~~ '' '- ' ' :" 
~· down probl,ems of light water reactors experimental and theoreti-
.~ . ' 












:1. \ T, "• < 




cal calculations on hypothetical vap~r explosions. in light water 
reactors ,aie performed.' Both activities initia.ted are intended t~ 
lead to a broadening of the knowledge on conditions, course and 
' ' 
extend of vapor·explosions possibly occuring during a hypotheti-




- Estimation of ~he upper limits of the energy release and the 
. ' 
· pressure buildup during a reaction between molten materials and 
wa~er in reactor. geometry· under reactor-relevant conditions 
. I 
with respect to specific courses of the accident after· the be-
·ginning of the mel tdown 
~ Clarification bf the conditions and the course of the frag~en- I 
tation processes whtch ~ight· lead to vapor explosions 
-Development of calculational models·in order to describe the 
. fragmentation based on relevant physical mechanisms 
Development.of a ca~culational model· in order to describ~' vapor 
explosions in pool-type geometry 
Theoretical calculations of the exper,iments perfo:qned in pool- . 
type geometry at the EURATOM-.research-center I~pra 
- Experimental research on highly transient boiling, particularly· 
with respect to- ~he fragme.ntation of melts . 
Experimental research on the trigger conditions for a coherent. 
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.. , 3. Research Progra~ 
_ .3 .• 1 Perfo~manoe of an Investiszation Us1ni .Enszineerini Methods 
~stim~tes on upper limits for energy release and vapor pressure 
buildup during hypothetically postulated vapor explosions in 
reactor geometry. 
\ ' 




Theoretical in~estig~tion of fragmentation models for variqus 
materials and reactor conditions. Selection of mechanisms which 
may occur duri~g core meltdown and development of calculational 
models in order to describe course and extend of the reaction 
I • (e.g. bubble collapse model, shock wave model). 
Development of a Model for Pool-Type-Geometry and :calculation 
' ' 
of Experimental Results 
) 
-
coupling of the _fragmentation models within a computer code des-
cribing the course of a vapor explosion. Collection of data ob-
tained from the experiments' performed in pool-type-geo~etry, cal-
culation of partial results from experiments, e.g. surface in-·, 
. crease of the melt, fragmentation time, pressure· distribut'ion. 
Experimental Research on Highly Transient Boiling, Particularly 
with Respect to Fragmentation· " 
Experiments to the highly·. transient boiling with large tempera-
ture differences will be. performed ~n order to get data to the 
heat transfer and a picture. of the phenomena under·these condi...,. 
t'ions. Included are me~surenents of the direct contact during 
and after the stable filnl bailing. 
Experimental research of trigger conditions for a coherent frag-
mentation by means of entrap~ent . 
Trigger condit-ions for a coherent fragnentation will be verified 
by means of. entrapment of water in different melts.· Temperatures, 
layer thickness and materi.al of the me'l t will be varied as well 
as tne temperature·and'the mass·of the water entrapped. 
·-~ . _.:. 
' ~ . ' 
I'. t 1' ,, l .,; 
I ' 
, I 
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4. 
5. 
Experimental Facilities, Compute~ Codes 
To estimate the strongly·transient pressure distribution, and the 
quasi-static pressure-buildup in reactor geometry a computer 
program has been qeveloped. Another program,estimating fragmen-
tation of the melt based·on the vapor bubble collapse has been 
·worked out and improved. 
Progress to Date • 
Development of a vapor bubble collapse model. Description.of 
fragmen~ation by shock waves. Test status of the·computer code 
descri_bing in~eractio~s in the Ispra-tank-.facility. Initiation 
\..) . of measurements of boiling data. Development of heat tral)sfer · · 
correlations on subcooled film boiling around ,spheres. 
6. .Results 
The vapor bubble collapse model estimates ~he surface area in-
. crease of the melt as· a function of ·time. The model predicts 
the fragmentation time and fragmentation degree of low-melting 
materials within the right or.der -of' magnitude as well as the 
dependency of the fragmentation _on the subcooling. A heat trans-
fer correlation on subcooled film boiling around spheres is 
developed. 
' !> ,.;.7...;. • .,.....,...__;,N....;e;...x_t;......S_t_e._.P.._S'"'" 
Development of a fra~rmentation model based on shock waves and 
of a code for interaGtions in tank geometry. Experiments to 
.transient boiling at free surfaces and:to the entrapment as a 




Relation with Other Projects 
For-pool-type-experiments performed at CCR-ISPRA (research pro-
ject BMFT RS 76A)' theo·ret.ical calculations are done. 
·Reference.s 
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' BMFT and CEC . 
org:anization • • 
JRC .ISPRA 
·Establishment 
' Initiated :. 1973 .Comoleted : December 1976 
Status : progressing ,.,ast updating: : l-1arch1975 
Project leader:· 
H. lCottowski 
1) General ·aim 
Assessment o£ possible pressures aJ:?,d mechani"cal ·e11ergy releases 
' . ' 









r'~" , "\ • 
,. . ... <ii~~:~dt' 
2) ,Pa:z::ticula:r, objective&\ · ·.:·~\ ~·-~:'.-. 
.,. \ · .. ~ ·· .. Collection. a£ experimental data on the thermal interaction o£ · ~ 
molten £u~l (U02~· or reactor structural materials (staintess· 
steel, Zircaloy, Inconll, etc.) with water. The· experi~ental : 
results will be compared with theoretical model predictions 
to g~ili a better understanding o£ the interaction phenomena. 
~xperimental facilities an~_programme 
. . \ ' / 
Two' facilities are approaching completion: 
·. 
· 3.1. T'ne Tank Facility 
... ·· 
The core-melt material; (up t0·4 kg) is prepared in a ........ 
' ' 
·.crucible in a £urriace {operating pressure up to 25 atm; 
3000°C) and drop,?ed through a '£all.:.guide i~to a reaction 
tank o£ 300 l containing 200· l H2o vith a temperature up 
to 230°0 (pressure 25 at~ Inst~umentation is provided 
Por th~ measurement o£ the pressure ~nd temperature 
. . ~ 
1,'
j 





excursions accompanying interaction· • 
~ ' I 
' .. 
• 
' . ~ 
,·I· .. 
. ~ .~ 
' ' 
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.·7ne debris is analysed a£ter each.experirnent. 
About 40 experiments will be necessary to cover. the 
range o£ the v~r~ous'pararneters involved • 
3.2. ~e ~nannel Facility 
... 
. This facility allows the measurement o£ the pressure 
excw:'sion, the displacement of the li·quid in the channel 
·and the vapour-production as a function o£the coolant tern-
' . 
_ perature, the mass o£. molten material '(up to 150 gr) and 
th~ bianket pressure:. {up to 25 bar). The ·following materials 
I , . , 
are _fore.seen to be investigated : ·stainless steel, Zirealov. 
Inconel- and uo2. 
... 
'" 4) Projeqt .status 
...... 
..) 
1. ?ro~ess to date : 
The IJ:'ank Faci li tx :. 
-- Fabrication and assembling o£ the supporting_ structure an9 
the whole circuitry including furnace, interaction tank, 
' . 
· ·pumps, vessels, valves and vacuum system is. completed. 
•' 
- Testing o£ the. interlock system ~ompleted. 
, • . . - I ., . . . 
·- Instrumentation £or measuring and. recordi11g pressures and 
temperatures during ·the in terac;t,ion in the tank has been 
commissioned • 
~ Adaptation o£ a high speed camera in o~der to visualize the 




·i . .~ ' 
' I; J 
' •, ·: 





' . ~ ~ 
.... Prelimil'la~y experimental studies of a £il ter system to 
collect and·\split the debri·s produced during the thermal 
inte~action -are.underway. 
I ) ' 1 ' {.r 
- The mechani~al device £or catching and turni~g the crucible 
to drop· .tha melt in the centre o£ the ~eaction tank has been 
£abri~ut~d and tested. 
- A high frequency induction .furnace for degassing the c;ore_ · ! 





-· -.. ~ t 
,, 
-r
fne Cnannef facifity : 'l
* The mounting of the test-Tig was started.at the end o§
,, 1974
. -'The instrtr,"nentâtion sor presüur", i'È*p*rutrr.rrra vora
. ...:.' 
...1 .,?{ l.rii . meas[rements has'been pr"epafëfl.
"f i' 'l 't' "... 
.i . ,.:., ..,.; ..... f r:r" . il '.
, ,. ,- 3he cr'ucible and heating dystem .for prepa:ring mcitten
: UOa are being tested in the.r1_:,,ght.:g§:tha;subcëésnitn:
e)ryerience on uorhla inf.91ac!ior1s, :..; i ::. i ,,.. i..:
: ' . ,1 " . 
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9) _Budget: The expected total·cost o£ the.experirnent, in-
cluding the investment and the running costs.are : 
B~iFT : abo~t 123. 000 UA .. , 




:··. 10} Personnel : 10· men/year 
11) Additional .inFormation·: - .· .. 
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Dbscri-oti.on : 
1 • General aim 
Aim o£ the theorethical and experimental progra~~e is.the· 
investigation o£ the thermal interaction·process o£ molten 
reactor core materials .. and coolant, as well as estimation o£ 
-the consequences of vapour explosions in a core. • 
2. Particular obiectives 
I 
I 
Collection of experimental data on -thermal inte!'act;ton of mol te.n ' 
fuel (U02), or reactor structural materials with water in a tank 
.facility. Reactor-like conditions are sirnulated_with respect .to 
geometry and quantity ·a£ molten m.aterials. _ ' .. 
The experimental r.esults ~ill be compared with theoretical model 







3.1 E!S!~!!l . . i 
· The cor~..:.mel t material (u~. to .4 kg) contained in a crucible is -_j' 
heated~n a furnace (up to 30000C) and dropped through a1fall-
guide into a reaction tank (diameter: 60 cm, height: 160 cm,. , 1 
. o_peration pressure 40 ba:r:) with variable. amounts of water :· 1 
(temperature up to 23ooc). Smaller vessels (simulating PWR or mv2 J 
pressure vessels) can be in:~.:talled in the reaction tank to ge:t . 
£uel/coolant volume ratios, -representative for core mel t-cl.own j 
accidents. Instrumentation is provided £or: , 
. . 
measurement o£ pr~ssure and t~mperature excurs~ons, ~ccompanyin~1 
the interaction ' 
- measUrement o£ strains. in the veS.sel walls aiid support st:;>lcture "I 




3• ··Experimental £acili ties· and progral!'~rn.~ 
l 

















. ' . 
,• 
."; . j 
,- .. ' 
3·. 2 
I. 
determination o£ the sp~c~fic sur£ace area o£ the debris 
by means absorption technique. 
Experimant~l Progra~~e 
-~~--~---------~~---
~ t ' - .-~- "'.;. 
' i ' ~ . il.~lf' 
J .. .\ fi l 
·.The ·experimental p;t'o,rrilmme, agreed with the German BMFT in the' · 
frame o.E a collaboration contract,·c:onsists o.e two parts: 
\ :) 
A ~ Experimental studies o£ the factors influencing the 
· in.teraction. process at coolant/fuel volume ratios q£ 
about 500. The molten material is poured in the reactions 
tank containing ~ 200 1. o£ H20~ 
" ~J ' (. 
' , I I 
B Exp·~riments in water reactor simulated. geometries at coolant/. 
fuel volume ratios .from 2 to 5. For this purpose smaller . . ~·,. 
round bottome1 vessels will be 'supported inside the reaction ? 
·.tank. In addition ·to this, .experiments with U02-grar..u~ates. . -'··:· 
. o£ particle diameters in the order o£ 1 oo microns and k."lown -. ·~.· 
surface areas will be 'performed. ·· · '· ~ 
The experimenta~ programme is listed in the .following tables: 
Experimental Parameters for programme A 
melt material 
. I stainless steel uo2 DIN-1.4550 . 
' 
·' . 
mass of melt 3 kg ,. 4 kg 
temperature o£ melt . 1500 °C :2900 oc 
contents o2 m.aJ.·t ·' unknown \.\"'~nov.r.. gas 
,. 
H2o ternperat'ure 20 oc 20. oc 
system pressure l bar l bar 
'" 
H20 temperature . 20 oc 20 oc 
system pressure - 25 bar 25 bar 
' 
H20 temperature I- ·eo oc l 80 oc 
system prassure l bar l bar 
H2o temperature 
' 
220 oc 220 oc 
syst~m presstt?='e '~5 ·-bar 
f 
25 bar 
.. I I saturated gas· contents c£ H20 I saturated at 
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stainless steel uo2 - ' melt material DIN 1.4550 granulates uo2 
. 
mass o.E melt I 3 kg 3 kg 4'kg . ·. 




gas co.ntents o£ melt unknow-n. 
--
unk."lo':.ln J 
H20 temp~rature '20 °C 20 oc 20 °c 
system pressure 1 bar •, l bar l bar 
I 
H20 temperature 80 oc 80 oc 80 oc. 
sys1;em pressure .1 bar 1 bar 1 'bar I ' .. 
gas contents o£ H20 saturated at saturated at sat-~.".:-ate 
H20 -t;ernp. H2o temp. 
. H2o te~p 




.. I volume 2;5' 2•5 2;5 ·ratio . •• :-
' I " l 
I. 
4., Progres~. to date 
4.1 Experiments 
------------The .experiments with stainl.ess steel o£ prog~arnme A (see 
table) have been terminated. 
4.2 Essential results 
------------------Conclusion o£ these series o£ measurements is, that only verJ 
wea1< thermal· interactions have been o.bserved. i:n the described 
experimental conditions. 
Pressui:'e excursions never exceeded 0, 5 ba·rs and the steel 
£ragmen.tation was very'poor. 
5. Next steps 
Interaction te.sts with· molten U02 and· H20 £or 'prograu-r.m.e A.· 
Preparation o£ experiment for programme B. 
' .. 




























7. R~ .l?eronc. ~···documents 
1·975 'JR.C Safety Progress Report 
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6. Relations with other projects 
Probabilistic accidental transi~nts analysis. 
1. Re£'ere11.ce docu.rne~1ts 
£"1J Validation o£ probabilistic tr~1sient analysis by 
comparison with theoretical data of the Obrigheim 
P~lR vlorldng paper, Oct. 1 976. 












































'l'i Llc l COUN'l'H'i 
UN'ITED KINGD0!1 
FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTimlS (l) SPONSOR trAAEA 
OHGANIZATION 
WH."DSCAIE (RDL) 
Title 2 Pro.jcct Leader 
DR H LA\•lTON 
lnitiatcd 1970 UomplcLcd : Scientioto: 
'\ L:1G t updn t ing 
!-· ··-·· - ·--- ---· .. ··---··.. --·-··. ·•· ·- ... 
Description: 
1. General Aim 
To predict and thus contain the mechanical'effects following core melt-down. 
2. Particular Qbjectives 
;. 
·To observe the various phenomena. when hot and cold liquids are brow;ht into 
·contact, with particular reference to a hot liquid which subsequently £reezes. 
Exnerjmental Facilities and Pro~ra~me 
A low temperature rig (limited to about 1000°C) is now operational and initial 
results have bef:n obtained using cold water and Bi203. Peak pressures in the 
.range 1000-2500 psi have been recorded, with lower pressures in other nulses. 
A, single test usine tin just above ·the melting point has been carried out witn 
no evidence of any interaction, although this was to be expected from the 
results of other workers. ~further test would be carried out to·investigate 
this unexpected finding. ·· 
' . -
The rir, will be use·d to investigate· a wide ranGe of materials as q~ick;L.y as 
poscible rather than to investiga~e one system in depth. Materials to be used 
include boron dioxide, magnesium and silver, and possibly mercury - molten glass. 
Batelle has seen evidsnce of chemical reaction in the Al/ll20 system apparently 
causing re~ction, and this mechanism should be borne in mind. 
Project Status 
The results of this series of test will be reviewed about the and of 197~. 
5. Reference Documents 
Internal documents 
Darby, Pottinger, Rees & Turner. Paper 7 to Crest Meeting' on Fuel-Coolant 
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DR T DULLFORCE 
~-------------------------------~---~~~--------·--------~ lnitinLcd 1972 <.:omplctccr : Scicntioto: 







To predict and thus contain the mechanical'effeots following core melt down. 
Particular Objectives 
To identify and quantify the various phenomena when particular hot and 
cold liquids are brought into contact. 
Exnerimental Fncilities and Programme 
The work uses Bram quantities. Heat transfer regimes and dispersion 
mechanisms are studies. · High-speed cine films (;oo frames per sec) have 
been made and studied. Initially the system molten tin/distilled water 
has been studied; other materials are planned. 
Reference Documents 























Berichtszeitr71m/Perio~. 1. 1. 7- 1. 12 .. 77 Klassifi~ation/Ciassification 2. . - Kennzeich5~/Project Number RS 1 4 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Kernschmelzen - Untersuchung der \o/echsel- FRG 
wirkung zwischen Kernschmelze und Reaktor- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor B?·IFT bet on 
I Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KR.A.FT1,/ERK UNION AG 
·core Meltdown - Investigation of the Reaktortechnik 
Interaction bet~een Coremelt and Concrete 
R.B 33, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 . ::>., 75 '51 • 12 ?? Dr. Peehs 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittelffunds 
Completed 31 .. 12. 77 1'691.787,-- DM 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectiv~s 
To provide a risk analysis for L\o/R-accidents of very l0\'1 
probability, ·the research project "Kernschrnelzen" of the BMFT 
was started in the FRG in 1971. The objective of the related 
R and D-work is to study the cons~quences of a hypothetical 
core melting accident. This may occur if we hypothesize that 
the emergency core cooling system fails completely a!ter a 
loss-of-coolant accident. Performing t~is ~~alysis, one can 
define the chronological order in the sequence·of a core 
melting accident 
1) the heating up of the core until the core structure may 
fail; which starts at a certain water level in the core and 
ends with the failure of the grid plate, 
2) the second phase is characterized by the evaporation of the 
water left in the lower plenum and it lasts after the dryout 
of the pressure vessel until a molten core debris is formed, 
3) the third phase is concerned with the heating up of the 
pressure vessel a.fter the melt was formed ·and 
4) finally, after the pressure vessel.failure, the molten 
Corium will interact with the concrete structure beneath 
the pressure vessel. 
Very early it was·recognized that the concrete structure is an 
1.' 1. 77 ~- ,1. 12. 77 
- 2 - RS 154 
excellent barrier against propagating molten Corium. There~ 
fore, a d4etailed R and ·n-program 1.·ias. initiated to study 
experimentally _the ·high temperature behaviour of concret·e 
. ' . 
and the interaction of molten Corium with the'concrete. 
The objectives of these activities a~e to provide detailed 
information to·compute the propagatio!l of the core melt 
in the foundation of a LWR and to es~ablish energy and 
mass balances for th'e fourth phase of the hypothetical 
core-melt-accident. 
3. · Research Program 
The research program is broken into the following subtasks: 
Compilation of literature on temperature behaviour 
of concrete 
- Investigation of concrete up to its liquefaction 
- Determination of degassing characteristics of concrete 
Thermal shock behaviour of concrete 
Corium concrete interac-tion 
Theoretical evaluation o:f the experimental results. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Within relevant R + D-work the same experimental facilities 
are used as with the investigation of metallurgical and 
.chemical reaction between Corium and RPV-mater~al~ To 
investigate the thermal shock behavio,~ of concrete a 
plasma torch within an electrical in;>ut up to 40 kW is 
available. 
5· Progress to Date 
The investigation of the thermal shock behaviour. of a 
limestone aggregate concrete was investigated. Also the 
'gas penetration of concrete as func_tion of the temperature 
was investi'gated. The complete set of data from the 
investigations of the di:fferent pro:;>erties of heated concrete 
was evaluated and compared to theoretical estimations. 
.. 
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B.a,sal tic concrete looses its water bound in the cem~nt phase 
at 100 - 120 °C, 550 °C and 800 °0 as shown by DTA- and 
. . 
DGT-analysis. Parallel to this .water losses the cement phase . 
between th~ aggr~gates shrin..'!{s as microscopic invest.igations -
clearly indicate. The dehydrated ce~ent starts to sinter at 
800 °C·thus reinforci~g-~he concrete structure. In~estiga­
ting t~e elongation behaviour of the cement phase, cement . 
plus sand and the complete concret.e shows, that the· th~rmal 
elongation is mainly determined by .the aggregates. The' 
d~nsity of concrete decreases meanlyby the waterlossesand 
the :ex~{! -phase chan~e of Si02• The melting point of basal- . 
tic concrete is about 1300 °C. The'total specific melting 
enthalpy i-s 5225 J/cm3 thus resulting in an erosion rate 
of 22 mm/min at' a heat flux of 200 W/cm2• The hea~ capacity'· 
of basaltic concrete increases from 0.96 J/gr • grad at 
room temperature to 1.88 J/g~ ~ grad at 1100· 0 0. The. c 
of 1.54 J/gr ·• grad fits well together with those ~alues 
ca1ctilated from the total melting e~thalpy. The thermal 
diffusivity. varies between 5.8 • 10-3 cm2/s at 20 °c 1 
3,2 • 10-3 cm2/s ~t 500 °C and 4,5 • 1o-3·cm2/s at 1100 °0. 
The thermal condtict'ivity measurements ·resulted at 50 °C 
in 15.9 : :10-3 J/cm s grad,, having a ·minimum. at 300 °C of 
11·,3 • 10-; J/cm s grad. It increases again to 1.96 J/cm s· 
.grad at 1100 °0. The basal tic concrete sh0ws an excellen.t 
thermal shock resistance. 
Next Steps 
T~e final report will be written • 
Relation with Other Proje'cts 
RS 183. 
References 
2. T~chnischer Faehbericht (Okt. 1977) 
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Experimental exa111ination of· the chemical intera·ctions in a complex system 
. , , 
containing FOri\Pil._+ fission products + concrete (chemical reactions an~ 
va~orization behaviou~). 
Research ~rogram 
Melting experiments upon homogeneous powder. samples (cor'ium + fission prod-
ucts+ concrete' differing! in composi~ion and in degree of oxidation~ 
, Vaporization tests upo~ molten samples containing corium + fission products 
+ concrete 
Experimental facilities 
Laboratory high-temperature furnaces (tungsten resistan~ £., induction f., 
electric arc f.), m,etallography, ceramography, X-ray difi;raction, micro~robe 
analysis, chemical analysis. 
5. Progfess to date 
Reg.3. J Several series of tests have been performed variing the composition of coriu~, 
(A,E,A+R,E+R), the degr~e of oxidation of co-rium, the_ c~mcentration of fission 
product ele1,11ents, the composition of concrete (silic~te type and limestone 
/ 
aggregate), and the· ratio'of the components corium a~d.concrete. 
Reg. 3.2 Vaporization of corium melts of the lowest degree of oxidation has been· 
examined and preliminary tests for the qualitative examination of ~he,va­
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: Re.g.J·. 1 -Corium+ fission products: In the corium me~t the .E_arti_tion.and the re~c:-
tion behaviour of the fission product elements is deduced in the first 
instance from the differing ·'stability of t~eir oxides. Beyond that the 
reactions among the components themselves at in~reasing d~gree of oxida-
:tion hav~ an effect on the partition. of the fission p~od~ct elements to the 
oxide and the metallic melt. · 
-Corium+ concret.a:: The oxide part of the·corium melt is readily mixed 
up with molten concrete.-Its solidificat.ion temperature is continuously 
decreased with increasing am~u~ts of dissolved concrete. If the aggregate · 
'is of the silicate type,. solidification of the oxide melt leads to a 
vitreous material even at·cooling rates 'as low as 1 K/min. When lifllestone·-
. I 
aggr~gate isused, several crystalline phases (uo2 ,ca2~o4 , ca2zro4 and 
a ca~cr-oxide) are observed in the solidified oxide melt.' 
-Corium+ fission products +_con~rete: The partition of the fission prod-
. 
uct eleJD,ents to the oxide and the metallic melt i& the same as. in' the 
system without concrete'. The concentration of the fissio'n product elements 
. '. 
,in the vitreous sili~ate type material i~ homogeneous. In the solidified 
oxide melt of the limestone ~ggregate type Ce and Nd were found in the 
. . 
uranium containing phases, whereas Sr was found together with Zr • 
. Reg.3.2 The loss by vaporization of molten corium Eat 2950 --3000:K is lower 
than formerly accepted. It. amounts to ~ 2 wt.-% .after 5 minutes, and 
"'4 wt.% after 10 minutes. Its increas~ with rising temperature is--approxi-
mately linear- The loss is caused essentially by vaporization of steel 
• 
-components. 
7. Next ateps 
)eg.3.1 Examination of samples from.large scal:e experiments and experimental tests 
to check the possibility of substituting uo2 by inactive oxi~es',in these 
experiments. 
~eg •. 3.2 Further experiments in order to determine the $pecies vaporizing from-the 
melt. 
8. Relation with other projects 
TbiS project is connected with the other research projects of the German 
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. General Aim 
The scope of this study is to clarify i·:hether or not the 
containment integrity is endangered because ·or the release 
of steam passing through the melt duri~g heat-up of the 
concrete, and what influence. this has 0::). the conditions 
prevailing in the containment atmosp~ere after a eore ~elt. 
Particular Objectives 
Current test results on core melting snm·1 that the core 
melt is not expected to remai::l in the rtPV. After the REV 
failure- the core .me.l t comes into dire~t contact with the 
concrete of the containment foundatio::l, the l-Tat_er present in 
the co~crete will evaporate due to t~e~al heat-up. Most 
of the steam will be released by the nelt into the cont~in­
ment atmosphere·.· Through various mec~a.n.isms, hydrogen 
build-up· may occur which - if suf!icie~tly conc~ntrated 
. in the containment atmosphere -· by possible co~bustion or 
explosion presents a'hazard to conta.i::l.:lent integrity~ 
The aim of the present research t?.sk -;~erefor·e comprise-s 
analyses 1 of the· pressure a.."ld tenpe::-at·.1re build-up in the 
' . ' ' -
containment, considering hydrogen co~~ustion as a.~ additional 
-hea~ sou;rce a). for a conservative ma.::-:i:::rum case and b) based 
on release rates consistent \'fith curre!lt experience;. 
' . 
This is a GfK/PNS and KW'U joint vent'.lre. 
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Definition of the initial PWR con~itions,,compilation_of 
·pertinent assumptions , 
Maximum estimate of hydrogen release in a'PWR 
Estimate.of the influence of the expected!H~H20~J;'elease 
on the integrity of th~ P~ -.containment 
Es.timate of the ef,fects ~o be expected .from H2-relea_se o~ 
the BWR containment integrity 
Discuss~on of results 
Experimental Facilities, Methods 
The analysis will mainly be based on the experience 
gained in the area of process -analysis during hypothetical 
, .\ , , 
core melt accid~nt., The computer program BILANZ,· 
developed for 1R+D task RS -72 a, b, can be·used to 
calculate, besides 6tb.er parameters,:the time history 
- I 
of pressure, te~pex-at'ure and the mass di-stribution in the 
containment atmosphere which· are of high importance in 
connection with hyd~ogen build•up. 
Progress to Date 
I 
A theoretical ·model was formulated, which calculated the 
·time dependent oxidation of the ~etallic components of 
' ' 
the molten core, the heat production and hydrogen formation. 
This model was integrated into_ the KAVEJ,t.l.f I-code. 
A theoretical model, ~hich calculated the reaction 
processes in the containment atmosphere, was programmed 
and integrated into the containment code 0000. 
Results 
The metallic components of the ~olten core, including the 
molten iron from the'rebar in ~he concrete, w~ll, be fully 
oxid~zed after about 1 day. In this time period a lot of 
·hydrogen will be set · free. Theoretically without H2- . 
combustion in-the containment atmosphere tll.e tolerable 
pressure in the containment will be doubled after 2 1/2 
_r t 
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days. The ignition point of the·steam~air-hydrogen 
·mixture is ·already re.ached after about 4 hours f'rom the 
beginning of' t:Q.e accident. The resu.lts indicate that :tor 
standard'PWR there will be no ~v~rpressure failure o:t the 
containment caused by combustion of the hydrogen because 
no.sufficient oxygen is·available. 
!' 
Next Steps 
The work has been completed~ the final report will be 
written. 
Relation with· Other Pro~ects 
RS '154, RS 1~3 
Ref'erences 
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·1 • GenerR.l Aim 
2. 
Under the sc'ope of theoretical 1.~or~ ;e;-for:J.ed in connection 
"~tJith R + D project Core 11elting, K·~:rr ;dll prepare.- a!!long 
other pertinent projects - a study 0:1 "energy balances after 
· hypothetical RPV failure 11 • In addi tio::: to the develop:nent 
of an overall model in co-operatio:c. '-:;:. t:'l the TU-Ha.l"lnover and 
the performance of experimental wor~~ a detailed analysis of 
the-penetration of the concrete base ~J direct·contact with 
' . . 
core melt after RPV failure ·.·rill be 8. arried out. 
Particular Objectives 
Current results have revealed. t~a.t, :'ollmd:::1g reactor vessei 
failure, the bottom part of the detac~ed concrete shi~ld 
in th.e reactor cavity, Nhicb. separates the ~el t from the 
sump, will be penetrated after ap:;>rox. 4- to 5 hours. This is 
/ 
the earliest possible instance' for co~sideration of the 
effects of the su1np viater flooding t!ie core ::~.el t. This study 
' 1.vill be a joint ventu::::-e of t:'!e '7u-!:~::over and K\VU, \v'hereby 
·TU-Han..'lOver vrill consider t'he molte:;_ condition, i.e. the 
thermohydraulics, and }~,;u ·the solid ?hs..se as \-Tell as the. 
integration of the model.s in the BIL . .;::z cod~·, and performa:P,ce· 
of the compute·r. operations. 













The fol1ot-ving ·key questio~s are t: be c:.arified: · 
\-Till the detached lcmer concrete s:::..elC. because of its 
weight slip down, thus.inpeding ~as$iVe penetration of 
the ,mter? Attenti~n should be :;>a:.-::. to t~e-. fact that 
the outside of the concrete shiel: ]asses through concrete 
ribs.-
Would the rapid quenching of the ,....,::>, + 
·- -..:."' fron above result 
in the formation of a stable solid cr.1st? 
Ho1-1 mv.ch o'f the overall ge::1erated. decay heat a~d how · 
much stored heat is used in the evaporation of sumpt 
water; how much for melting of the .fou.!idation.? 
How high a pressure is- reached in t~e-containment? 
'·Would a depressurization occur u:;>o:: penetration of the 
I 
concrete foundation by the melt? :: so, ~ .. ;~en? 
Test Facilities 
_No test ~quipme~t is r~quired for ~~is program. 
The mQclels needed for the test a:-e already integrated_into 
the gener,al core melt BILk~Z code. 
' 
Progress to Date 
First of all- a balance: of forces a::d a ge.o.::~.etrical mod31 
.- vtere :prepared so t'hat the slippage of ·t~e internal· concrete 
shield can be predicted. !..Jith res:;>ec;~ to geometry, it 
should be noted that the co;:rrput-e:::- :;rogra:1 KAVERI.'i I, which 
was prepared- under RS ·18'3, will ":)e used for the investi- · 
gations. 
6. Results 

















!o be eia'rcraied i;o the extentDêtails of the modeL are 'i
that infLuences such as cl:.anges :r iç-;el of the surface
of the noLten pool, and. ti:e heai;-';l cf the concrete sirield
due to thermal radiation fron the pcoL su:face, will be
eval-uated. After cobpl-etiÔ'r of abc-iê 'r.,-ouk, the pro-
granrring and integration of the ac:els inro KÂVERN'I
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1.1 Clear quantification of the physical and chronological development 
of a core mel~ accident· in the fourth phase. 
1.2 Clarification under which circumstances a representative melt can 
. be ret-ained in the reactor . concrete or in the dry concrete bed·, 
in sand, etc. 
1.3 Clarification at which time and under which circumstances serious 
i~pacts on the environment have to be anticipated from the core 
meltd6wn accident. 
1. 4 Verifica-tion of relevant computer codes 
reactor dimensions • 
and extrapolation to 
~2._ 
2.1 
. Particular Objectives 
Investigations into the 
influenced by 
concrete {melting bed) destruction 
- the thermohydraulics of the melt, 
· \ ·-·the thermal power induced, 
- the release of vapor and gas, 
- the oxidation . of the me~llic melt, the formation of ceramic 
melts, the sol:ubility-,of core melts and melting bed . 
components, 
the material condition of the melting bed, 
- the crust and stratum formation, 
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~2.:2_Verific,ation of computer -codes, .models and theories by 
combination of significant parameters. 
2.·3 Study of the long-term behavior of large simulated core melts. 
2. 4 If appropriate, investigation i,nto the fission product release 
' 
influenced by 
~ the combination of ther.mohydraulics (inclusive of 9as bubbles) 
and the chemical reactions taking place 'within the melt, 
the amount of melt, 
-the ratio of ·surface to volume of.the melt. 
2.5 If appropr_iate, investigations into the release, transport an.d 
behavior of aerosols. 
3.' Research Program 
3.1 Summary of the state of knowledge of the physical and s::hronolog-
ical development of a core meltdown acci·~ent in the fourth phase. 
3.2 Development ·of a melting facility for experiment~ to be carried· 
out with simul-ated core meltsof 100 to 1000 kg.· 
3. 2.1 -Preliminary tests 
) 3. 2.1 .. 1 Study of the phenomenology of the cor·e melt-conc.rete reaction. 
; 
··3.2.1.2 V(arification of the·accuracy of model assumptions. 
3-. 2.1. 3 Development of the melting technology.· 
3 ~ 2 ~ .1 • 4 Development of the measuring te_chnology. 
·3. 2., 2 Design· and concept of the melting facility. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
4.1 SASCHA melting facility:' ·induction type furnace for corium melts, 
previous capacity 0. 5 kg at the maximum, ext'ension to 5 kg. 
4. 2 Cupolar furnace (external): grey cast iron, 5000 kg at the· 
maximum~ 
4.3 Thermite melting facility 1: 15 kg at the maximum. 
4.4 Thermite melting faci,lity 2: 600_kg at the maximum.· 
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4.5 Thermite ignition in concrete: ·unlimited mass~ 
4.6 Induction type melting facility for steel/oxide melts (300 kg at 
the maximum): in the planning process·. 




Evaluation of tests with corium melts (0.5 kg at the maximum) in 
concrete crucibles. 
Evaluation of the experiments with grey cast iron me·lts (160 kg 
at the maximum) in concrete crucibles. 
- Preparation, conduct and evaluation of experiments with thermite 
melts (300 kg at the maximum) in concrete crucibles. 
ad 3.2.2: 
- Calculation of costs incurred by the melting facility. 
- Evaluation of the space requirements. 
Calculation of the pressure waves oc~ing during a hydrogen 
and water vapor explosion, respectively, in the safet¥ contain-
ment. 
Calculation of the propagation of the melting front in concrete 
crucibles. 
- Calculation of the electricity supply required. 
- Design of the electric power supply. 
- Conceptional design of the melting facility • 
6. Results 
ad 3.2.1: 
1 - Separation of the metallic melt from the oxide melt. The 
metallic melt lies beneath the oxide melt. Hydrogen explo,sive-
flames. In flat melts toroidal circulation cell in the center 
downwards. The oxide melt generates viscous bubbles. 
Maximum melting front velocity measured in the concrete: 40 mm/min 
in the axial direction, 23.1 mm/min in the radial direction, 
61.8 mm/min in the steel reinforcement. A great dependence of 
the melting front velocity en the molten pool temperature was found 
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- The melting front is followed by a dehydrated concrete stratum 
of 25 to 70 mm thickness which, in its turn, is foJ,lowed by a 
partly dehydrated stratum of 30 to 132 mm thickness. 
By use.of a fiber glass reinforcement and a two-shell design 
concept of concrete crucibles a reliable crucible configuration 
was developed. 
- Proven measurement and monitoring technique: thermocouples 
' 
embedded in concrete, two-calor pyrometer, totalimmersion 
thermometer, contact microphone, gas sampling, vapor detector,· 
remotely operated cinematograph camera. 
ad 3.2.2: 
-·For a corium E-melt of 1000 kg in concrete with a cylindrical 
mold of the. molten·pool a net power of about 3 MW has to be 
generated in the molten pool·to retain the melt at the boiling 
temperatures of the metallic components. At 1 MW power the 
molten pool reaches a t~mperature of pbout 2000°C. 
I 
- The electric instrumentation for an induction type facility was 
dimensioned for a 1 and alternatively 3 MW net power. The. supply 
of such powers seems to be feasible technically also at 
extremely unfavorable cross-sectional ratios (inductor/rnolten 
pool). 
A technical concept was designed. The melt is to be_prepared in 
a crucible above the test crucible proper. The molten liquid 
corium is admitted into the test crucible by tapping the bottom. 
7. Next Steps 
- Preparing the final report on the preliminary proje.ct. 
- Planning of step I of realizing large experimen~s with induction 
heated uranium free melts up to 300 kg. 
8. Relation with.Other Projects 
. ~. References 
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In continuation of the theoretical investigations of the 
energy balances vli thin the :pressure vessel and within the 
containment, the .progression of the melt in the co~crete 
structures will be studied. 
Particular Objectives 
A computer code will be developed to describe the destruction 
of the concrete. Additionally, the energy balances ~~d the 
pressure increase within the containment will be·studied, 
considering the energy and mass transport to the containment 
atmosphere. 
Research Program 
Problem related theoretical investigations: 
- Study of the existing knowledge of the available 
destruction models 
Definition ~~d formulation of the heat transport model. 
3.2 Energy balances for the RPV surrounding: 
- Definition of t'he region in \vhich contact with the molten 
core can occur after hypothetical core melting 
Setting up the energy balanceo 
. I 
Consideration of the conditions which have to be fulfilled 
in order to keep the molten core as long·as possible with-
in the containment. 
nn 
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Energy balance for the containment after a hypothetical RPV 
destruction: 
- Calculation of the energy and mass transport to the 
containment wall 
- Energy bal~~ce and calculation of the pressure increase 
in the contaiP~ent. 
Sensitivity study regarding the parameters, which influ~nce 
the accident course.· 
Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facility necessary. 
5. Progress to Date 
) 
6. 
The pressure in the containment i•ias ca'lculated 
regarding the mass- and energy transport during core 
heat-up, residual water evaporation after core structure 
decay, heat-.up of the RPV ·and penetration throut;h the 
concrete wall. 
The program KAVERN I has been improved; the development 
of an integral code was started which.calcuiates the 
' hypothetical core meltdoi~ in all phases. 
Results 
The mel tdovm calculations have sho'\'ln that the penetration 
through the concrete wall is the most important part 
of the meltdown process. The result was that the concrete 
botto1:1 plate of 5. 75 m i-rill be penetrated after about 
4.5 days. 
'The c~ntainment pressure is lm:.,rer than 5 - 6 bar when only 
the gaseous products are considered, which are emitted 
·from the heat-up of the concrete. Higher pressures arise, 
''~hen the mol ten core- contacts the bottom water. After · 
1 . .5 days 5-6 bar will be reached. 
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7. Next Stens 
The code development will be continued. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 154, RS 166. 
9. References 
1. Technischer Fachbericht RS 133 (Hai 1977) 
2. Technischer Fachbericht RS 133 (Aug. 1977) 
10. Degree of Availability 
The reports are company confide~tial. 
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It is assumed that during the 4th phase of the hypothetical 
core melt accident 11 Core Nelt-Concrete Interaction 11 the 
core melt that has broken through the wall of the reactor 
pressure vessel penetrates into the concrete of the foun-
dation. The resultant heat effects essentially determine the 
further progress of the accident and therefore have to be 
I 
analyzed experimentally and theoretically. The objec·tive of 
project RS 29.3 is the theoretical analysis. 
2. Parti~ular Objectives 
.). 
,3.1 
The hea:t e.f.fects are to be determined as 11 Integral ~lel ting 
Enthalpy 11 by breaking down the total reaction into single 
reaction steps and theoretically analyzing the contribution 
of each step. 
Research Program 
Breaking down the total reaction 11 core melt-concrete inter-
action 11 into single reaction steps 
.J. 2 Theoretical determination of the ~ H of each reaction step 
.J.J Investigation of the oxidation-reduction behavior in the 
core melt-concrete system / 
! . 
/ 
Nov.l - Dec. )1,1977 - 2- RS 293 
4. ~xperimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
I ' 
5- Progress to Date 
Ad J.1 The initial, final and boundary cond1tions of the analysis 
(reaction steps 1 to 8 according to Battell.e 1 s proposal)were 
defined. 
Ad ;.2 Taking into account the initial, final and boundary condi-
tions, the si_ngle reaction steps 1 to 8 'were estimated lfith. 
regard to their expected contribution to the integral mel-
(') ting enthalpy. 
0 
Ad J.J Those reaction steps were selected whose oxidation - reduc-
tion behavior is expected to have the essential influence on 
the total reaction. 
6. Results 
\ 
Ad ).1 Core: A+ R 
- Concrete: Bn 25o 
Water content.: a) 5 mass % 
b) according to a concrete age of about 
·2o years 
- Initial stat~: 6onc~ete 20°C, , core melt 1400°C . 
- Final state: quasi-stationary equilibrium 
Times of analysis: 
a) residual amounts of zirconium present 
b) nickel in the metallic molten phase and melting 
reinforcing iron as source of additional metal 
c) all-oxide me~t 
Ad J.2 The reaction steps 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, i. e. dehydration 
'and water desorption, ,.,ater vaporization, reaction between 
core melt and water vapor, decomposition into single oxides, 
and melting of the single oxides, are expected to. give the 
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- Calci t.e-containing aggregates will be left out of consi-
deration in this context (see reaction step J) • 
4~' 
The A H value being contributed by the dissolution of the 
molten oxides in the oxidic phase of the core melt (reac-
tion step 7) will be estimated with regard tttits signifi~ 
cance by comparing it with the contributions of the other 
reaction. steps • 
.. The heat of vaporization resulting from the vaporization. 
of specific oxides from the core melt (reaction step 8) 
will ·not be added to the irttegral melting enthalpy. 
' Ad J.J The analysis will be restricted t~ the interaction react~ons 
(oxidation of the different metals by water vapor); if 
I 
necessary, the Richardson diagram will be'revised. 
7• Next Steps 
Literature study and analysis of relev.ant publications. 
In addition to the original proposal of Battelle, the 
following items will be co~side~ed: · 
Average. water conten~ of concrete at an age of 2~ ~ears 
- State of. the art of the cement chemistry, with consideration 
of recent research at German universities 
- Literature study on the measurement of. water-vapor partial:_ 
pr~ssur~ over concrete 
8. Relation with other Projects 
The investigations are being coordinated ldth project RS .154. 
9. References 
-
1o. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
... 
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Berichtszcitraum/Period · Klassilikatlon/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1 • 1 .' ?7 - 31 • 12'. 77 2.3 RS 295 · 
·vorhaben/Prpject Title Land/Country ' 
Wechselwirkung der Kernschmelze mit er\'lei- FRG 
tertem Fundamentbereich Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Bl'1FT 
Auftrag nehrher /Contractor 
., KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
-Interaction of Core Melt with Extended Reaktortechnik 
Foundation Region 
RB 3, Erlangen 
Arbelt~beginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Lei!der 
1. 12. 77 30. <3. ?q Dr_. _Peehs 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status ·aerichtsdatum/Last Updating 1Bewllligte MitteiTFunds 
/ 
Continuing 31. 12. 77 675.000,-- DM 
General Aim . 
To provide ·a risk analysis for LWR-accidents. of v.ery low proba-
• • bility, the research project "Kernschinelzen" of the BI1FT was 
started in the FRG in 1971. The objective .of the re!lated R 
, ' I 
and D-work is to study the consequences of a hypothetical 
.core melting accident. This may occur if we hypothesize that 
the emergency core cooling system fails completely aft~r a 
l'oss-of-coolant accident. Performing this analysis, one can 
define the chronological order in the sequence of a core 
~elting accident: 
1) the }?.eating up of. the core until the· core· structure may 
fail; which starts at a certain \>later level -in the core 
and ends with the failure of the grid plate, 
I 
2) the second phase is characterized by the evaporation of 
the water left. in the lower plenum and it lasts after 
the dryout of the pressure:vessel until a molten core 
debris 'is formed, ' f 
3) the third phase is concerned with the heating up of the 
pressure vessel after the melt was formed and 
4) in the fourth phase af~er the pressure vessel failure, the 
molten Corium will interact with the concrete structure 
beneath the pressure vessel, 
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'of the reactor the molten Corium plus ~ne .molten Concrete 
starts to interact with the materials just beneath .the 
concrete structure. 
Particular Objectives 
Subsequent to penetration of the bottom cbncrete layer · 
the hot core melt will directly contact the geological 
· strata found underneath the concrete reactor foundation. 
However, it is not realistic to assUme that, when the melt 
• • ' t 
reaches these strata, and instantaneous release of the c·ore. 
·melt fission product inventory occurs. It should rather be 
assumed that the exten~ed foundati<;>.n similar t~ the .con-
crete, will be heated up by .the core melt,· cau.sing a senies 
of melting processes, which. again leads to a crust formation . 
between.the melt and the geological str~ta. · 
This crust should now prevent in some extent the propagation 
--on fission product into the geol·ogical strata .b.eneath the . 
concre~e foundation and into.the ground water. 1 
It is the objective of the R+D-work t6 give an experimental 
/ . 
base for theoretical modelling of the 5th phase of a hypothetical 
core melt accident •.. 
R-e.search Program 
·,. 
Pefinition of the status of molten corium after-penetration of 
the reactor foundation • 
. ~;-2 Compilation of the st.atus of the extended fou:..ndation region 
interacting-with the molten corium. 
• 3.3 Literature s'tudy on the performance of typical natural 
aggregate material and geological strata. 
3.4 Determination of~experimental boundary conditions. 
: · ~·5 ' Testing of the availabl·e experimental techniques to cover 
the experimental requirements. 
,. 
I, 
1. 1. 77 
4. 
-. 
.J •• ·:. ... -~ 
- '- RS 29~ 
. ' 
Test of the pure aggregate material 
Investigation of core melt/mineral aggregate inte.ract'ion 
Test evaluation in order to prepare a core melt/extended 
foundation interaction model 
Data verification by means of RS 18? computer program 
in order to provide an ~stimate of the extended 
foundation penetration. 
Experimental Facilities 
Experimental work will be performed with the equipment 
already installed for_ RS 74 a and RS 154, i.e. melt 
quantities of 1 to 2 kgs will mainly be used. The ~ax. 
melt quantity, however, will be increased up to 5 kgs, if 
possible. 
5. Progress to'Date 
\ 
As was the case with all previous relevant core melt tests,-
the melts (approx. 5 kgs) viill be heated up by aii electric 
I 
arc device. 
Construction of the melting device·was completed and its 
assembly initiated. 
, 6. Results 
Next Steus 
' . 
After completion of preliminary tests tor checking the 
melting device, a d~tailed test .program. will be prepa~.ed • 
. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 154, RS 183 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 






























'l'i !.le 1 
CONTROL OF HOLTEN CO!lli D=:BRIS (1) 
'ri tle 2 





CUIF..iiM LABORJ>. TORY 
Project Leader 
· Scien'tioto: 
StatuG : LaGt up(la t ing 
..... __.. .. -· ··--· ---····· 
........... ____ _ 
··-----·· .......... _.\ ..... . 
Descrintion: 
1. General Aim 
To have the ability' to reta1n ~dthin the· containment molten core debris 
following a core melt-down. 
2. · Particular -Objectives 
To provide a suitable theoretical model and calculation of the .. free con-
vective movements of a self heated liquid. 
3 ~ Prosrarnme 
s. 
A prog.ra~me has bee~ written to calculate the free convection of a unifor~y 
heated liquid in a channel of rectangular cross-section, the liquid being 
cooled at the top and bottom surfaces. This program resembles the work. ·of 
Jahn and Reineke, and the methods of calculati~n which they describe are 
used. Three quantities ate calculated at all points of a mesh covering the 
cross-section, the vorticity, the stream function and the temperature. 
Equations for the time rate of change of the vorticity and the temperature 
are used to time step the calculation, and solving Poissons equation eives 
the strenm function when the vor~icity is YJlown. The calculation starts with 
the temperature distribution due to conduction alone and a random vorticit,y. 
The calculations made so far show that aiter a short interval of time con-
v,ective i:JOtion starts and €)rows exponentially. 
Nexr Steus 
I 



















































'l'itlc l COU.N'!'RY 
UNIT:;J KIHGDGH 'I 
CONI'ROL OF l101TiN CORE DEBRIS (2) SPONSOR UKABA 
OHGANIZATION 
'ritle 2 Projoct Leader 
ll G BELLA!1Y 
; ~------------------------------~~~~--~-------~------.~ lnitiatcd 1972 · Completed : Scicntiota: 
Status : Lnnt up,lating 
-· ···--··. -· ... __  
---····· .... --·--· ··----· ........ ·-· -. 
Descrintion: 
1. \ Gcne!'nl Aim 
I 
To have the ability to retain within the oontainment·molten core debris 
followinG a core telt-down. 
2. Particular Objectives 
·-To provide experimental observations on the f'roe convection of ~·self' heating 
liquid particularly to e~ble prediction of heat f'luxes at the upper arid lower 
liquid surfaces. , 
;. · Exnerimentnl Facilities 
'1'1-ro e:>.."JlCrimcntal riss, using weak acids and ohmic hca ting have be•m operated. 
The first ric;, \otith a'· cooled U!>:per surface, has domonstl·ated that tur"oulcnt 
"convection substantially enhances· the conductive heat transfer b~· as !:iUCh as 
a·fnctor 9f 40. The second rig employs both upper and lover cooled surfaces. 
A third lnrcer rir, constructed ·to enable Rayleigh numbers an or:J)riate to· 
molten U02 to be attained met with difficulties due to attack on the heaters 
by the acid but high Rayleigh numbers were a~hieved with the seco~c rig by. 
usinr, hieher ~po.,.rer densities. A rig usin,1 lovr me.l tin0 point lead alloy 
eutectics heated by an array of' inunersion heaters has been constructed. , 
4• Pro,ject Status 
A two-dimensional code is or;rployed for flow in a channel of rectanE;ular 1 
cross-section and a code deal in{; 'lti th turbnlent aspects io under developtnent. 
The cxperimentD1 and theoretical work should provide an understandins'of: the 
basic heat .tra-nsfer mschanisra::; involved. , . 
I 
The basic heat transfer experiments have b.een completed a·nd have given a. much 
,better 'understandina of ithe ·way in which melted out fuel caue;ht in horiz.ontal 
trays would lose heat to the surrounding coolant. A paper en the work will 
.·be presented at an international conference on Turbulent Bouyant ~onvection to 
be held in Yuaoslavia in Aueust 1976: _ 










































' OHGAN IZA TlOll 
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'l'itle 2 Project Loader 
,I 
lnitiat.cd GomplcLccl : Scientiotu: 
StatuG : 
































In the real accident si tun tion th<?-rs would be other unccrt"'-nties, for 
axam:_,le, about the boundary conditions - the mol te.n layer rr2.y be enclosed 
ip a solid crust, but this c:::-ust m..1y be \veak and breo.k up. Tnere roy also 
ba a ~ancer to SU'!'l'port structures-· from thermal radiation. So .far it has 
been as~umed that boiling is avoided. A further posnibility which may~eed­
considerinG could b~ a suspension of small fuel particles, maintained in 
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3. EXTEJ~NAL INFLUENCES 
122 ... 1 -01/4170-10 '5 
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et caract!risation dJs 
I I 
E'a.:rs 1';.~:-e Identi fi ea ti on 




(a.r.;la.is) ' I Cr-ani.s::... e::t~ .... u.~ =-··-Tit:~ e:. -, -- _,__ 
Identification and description of extreme CEA/DSN/SESRS 
natural -events. 
Res:;er:'-S(lb~e 
I _Q_S}•US~j rONTENAY 
C.e 1/01/77 Et at a.c-t;uel En cours Sci e:::1:t :.!'ic-.:.es . -
·I' I 
Da't.~ ~=evu~ l/01/82 Der""-ie:e tJ.i.se 12/77 
. ' ... . d. r a.c:l:e•r'=!:te:l-: a. JOur 
. 
-
1·- OBJECTIF GENERAL . 
I.dent1ficat1on des phenomenes natur.els extremes· s'usceptibles d'affecter 1.a surete 
des ir.s~11ations nuc1eaires, det~nnination de 1eurs carac~eristiques·.et de..]eur 
probabi1~te d'occurence. 
·. 2 .. CBJECiiFS PARTICULIERS 
;. 2.1 . 
6tablissement de .dossiers d'information concernant les principaux cours d'eau 
(bassir.s d'alimentation, ouvrages d'amenagement des eaux). et les principales 
reg1ons cOtieres (fonds marins, reliefs, .•.• ). · 
f . 
. t .... aolisscment de richiers concernant 1es evenements extremes historiques dans 1es 
· doma i nes d·e : . 
1' hydrologie continen"tale (inondations, etiages ••• ) 
·• 1'liydro1cgie ma·rine(raz-de-maree, or.des de tempete, mare~s~ exceptionnelles ··~) 
• meteoro1ogie (tempetes, tornades, precipitations ... ) . 
. geologie (glissement de terrain, effondrements, liquefaction des-sois ••• ) 
• Traitement statistique des donnees obtenues. 
2.3 
-Mise en evidence des relations causales existant entre 1es differents phenomenes 
nature1s (ou artificiels), (raz-de-maree d'origine sismiqu~, inondations dues aux 
preci;>itations, seiches, mascar~ts, rupt:.~ras de barraaes d'ortgine ·s1smique ou by~rologique •.. ).. .. 
2.4 . 
. - nerinitionsdes evenements naturels extremes a prendre comme reference pour la 
surete (caracteristiques associees a une probabilite ou phenomene "enveloppe"). 









4- ETAi DE L'ETUDE : 
4.1 - Avancement a ce jour 
-Le recueil d'informat1ons ~oncernant l'hydrologie continentale est en voie 
· d' achevement. 
- Le recueil d'inforrnations conceroant 1 rhydrologie marine et la meteorologie 
. est CO!i.mence ·• 
4-2- Resu1tats essentiels 
Oepuis Septembre 1977, les informations recueillies en ~ydrologie continenta1e 
sont utilisees pour les analyses de surete. 
A court et mo en terme 1978 
- Recuei des in ormat1ons genera1esen hydrologie continentale et marine. 
- Commencement des fichiers concernant les evenements extremes historiques 
dans 1es domaines hydrologiques, meteorologiques 'et geologiques. . 
- Caracterisation des phenomenes complexes (raz-de-maree, seiche ... ). 
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A long terme 1979 - 1980) 
-' enn1t1on es ev·enements de reference en hydrologie marine et en meteoro1ogie. ·, 
- Definition des evenements d~ reference en geologie. . 
6 - RELATION AVEC O'AUTRES ETUDES 
---
121-1-02 ·carte sismoteetoritque de ia Fra.nce: 
121-1-QS Collecte..... de mesures sur· 1 es mouvements en zone 
epicentrale et d'informations sur les degats correspondants. 
. , 
' I ~ 
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222-2 -01 i 3 ' 
t:".:•~o Identification et caracterisation des agressions ·· P'i.J'5 ·-··-
externes 1iees aux activites humaines. Determinatiqn de 1 eur FRANCE 
d'oc:currence 







(a::gJ.a.is} O~a:;.s:e ex~c'..!.-.:eu.r 
' 
' Identification an4 description of man induced ·- - CEA/OSN/SESRS 




Da-:e C.e Eta.t ac-:uel Sc::i=tif'iques 
d.'--~~e l/01/1975 En cours 
-· ' 
' 
Date iir6"rue 31/12/82 Oe:-:1ie:e :tise f2/77 d.' ac!:.e'r:::~:t ... . a. Jour 
' 
l ... OSJECTIF GENERAL 
!dent1ncation des_ sources d'agression pcrtentielle issues des activites humaines 
et susce~tibles d'affecter la sOrete des installations nucleaires. 
Determination des caracteristiques et des probabi1ites des phenomenes extremes 
susceptibles d'etre engendres par ces sources. · 
J . 
2 - OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
2.1' 
Etablissamen1: de dossiers d'information sur 1es industries, !es reseaux de 
transports de"fluides, 1es stockages et les ·vo-ies de communications concernes 
. Apar des produ.its dangereux (inflammables, explosifs, toxiques, corrosifs ••• )., ~2.2. . . J ' 
\' 
Etablissament de fichiers concernant des accidents caracteristiques de ces 
'diffc!rentes activites. Analyse des causes et d·es effets relatifs aces accidents. 
2.3, ' . -· 
Oetermination·des caracteristiques et des probabilites des. evenements potentiels . 
mena~ant la surete des installations nucleaires (onde de choc, projection de 
missile, chal eur·, fumee et l)oussieres, degagernent de gaz. infl ammab 1 e ou expl osi f:, 
inondation ou perte q'eau, .subsidence ••. ). · · 
- Activites humaines etudi~es 
- Industries chimiques div.erses-, petrochimie, ..•. 
- Stockage d! prcduits dangereux (corrosifs, -to~iques, explosifs, inf.lammables ••• ) 
- iransports de fluides dangereux par canalisation (notamment gazoducs, oleoducs, 
·oxyducs ... ) . 
~ Industries·minieres, carrieres ... 
- Amenagement des cours d'eau (notawment retenue des eaux) · 
- Acti vi tes rni 1 ita i res.( stockage' de munitions et poudri eres, champs de ti r ••. ) 





4 - EiAi DE L'ETUGE 
4.1 - Avancement' a ce jour . 
-La c~nstltution ae aoss1ers d'informat1on sur les stocxages p6tro1iers et 
~~~ r~seaux de cazoduaet d'Ol~oducs est en voie d'ach~vemerit .. 
_-Des donne-es partielles ccncernant 1es chutas d'avions militaires (armee de 
l'air) sont en exp1o~ta~ion. · -· 1 • ~· . · • • • -~-
-Des donnees.essent1el1es sur le .trar1c de 1 av1a~1on. ccr.merc1ale ont e~e 
ac~uises a l 1 issue·de·contacts avec les O~Janisrnes r!gissan~ la.navigaticn .. 
aerienne .. (U.rLA-., -o :R .A. c'., A. P., I. T .A.) et 1 eur exp i oi-ta tfon ·est· ccmmencee. 
-[a ~on~tituti~n-d 1 ~n fichier concernant les grands sinistres (explosions et 
iocendies) survenus a des installations industrielies et_a des moyens cle 
~ransports est en: ccurs. 
4.2 -· R§sultats essentiel~ . 
·.- L:;s cos si ers a I i nforma'tions sur 1 es ·sto.ckages, 1 es re.-seau.x de· transports 
et ie t:--afic aerien son: deja utilises pour controler, preciser ou completer 
les indications contenues dans 1es rapports de sOrete. 
-- Des a:udes specifiques de di~persion de nuages toxi~ues o~ explosifs ant· 
eta re;:.1ises. 
5 - PROCHAINES ET.l.PES 
-.- A court ter.ne ( 19i8) 
. Acneve!ilent des collectes d'infonnation an_cours (produits petro1iars, na'ligation 
aeri en ne) • -... 
.Constitution de dossiers d'information ccncernant :-
- 1es transports dangereux par voies fluvi?;le, maritime, routi'er;· et ferrs: 
.:-1.es industries et les stockages de produfts dangereux autres que petrol iers 
- 1•aviation generals et militaire (aeronavaie et armee de terre). 
::x;:;,ioitaticn du fichier 11 grands sinistres" pour 1 1 etablissement de scenarios 
d'accider.t~ et la .determination cle distances de securite. 
-A lo:1a ter:i:e (1979) 
- . -
• Oecer:nination ces oarar.~etres caracteristiaues et des orobabi1'it'es des evenements 
extremes' dus a 11 en;li ronneme!lt' i ndustri er et aux • voi es I de communi cat1 ono 
. Mise au point de methodologies simples et standardisees uti1isant ces el,ements 
et suscepti bl es de servi r de basa a une fu:ure rsgi amenta ti ;;n. 
6 - REL~TION A'/EC D I ~.UT~ES ETUOES 
• 122_2_02 : Agress~cns a'or~gine externe sur 1es !nst~11ation~ nucleaires expl os1ons chim1 ques non confin~es · dues a un en•11 ronnemant 




·Fonnatior. et dispersion de nappes de saz derivantes, 
explosives ou toxiques suite a une fuite massive sur u'R 
transport ou un stcckage-de prcduits chimiques; 
Etude des ciractlristiques dl~ograph~ques des sites sous 
'1 1 ang1e.de la sarete, etab1jssement de criteres de 
classament et de selection. 
7 - COCW·lENTS 0~ REFE~ENCE . disponibles : , 
~•£cuaes recentes concernant 1es principa1es agressions d•oriQine e?<terr.e 
et recc~T.andations de sarete acapte~s a la situation eurcpeenne", 
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Uurichts;c1lrnum/Pcriod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1. 1. - 31.12.1977 3. 1 RS - 170 
Voillilbnn/Project T1tlc Land/Country 
Seismische Kriterien zur Standortauswahl kerntech- FRG 
nischer Anlagen in der BAD Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
BGR 
Seismic Risk Maps for Nuclear Power Plants in the 
Federal Republic of Germany SZGRF 
Arbcl!sbcginn/lnitiatcd Arbei\Sende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1.1976 31.12.1977 Dr. Harjes 
St<•nd dcr Arbe1tcn/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
completed 10.1.1978 98. 000 , -'- OM 
1. General Aim 
The project undertakes a seismic regional ization of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many. For this pvrpose, the observed earthquakes (historical descriptions as well 
as instrumental recordings) will be mapped with different parameters. These_maps 
facilitate the selection of sites for nuclear power plants with ~espect to seismic 
risk • 
. 2. Particular Objectives 
A complete and uniform data base is an essential condition for estimating the 
occurrence rate of dangerous earthquakes. This data base is an earthquake cata-
logue with all available relevant information in computer-readable format. 
Earthquakes are prominent indicators of tectonic earth movements in space anq 
time. Therefore, recurrence rates and maximum events have to be investigated 
individually for each seismic region. A combination of all these regional activi-
ties together with a statisticai model of earthquake occurrence gives a realistic 
estimate of seismic risk at a specified site • 
• 
3. Research Program 
3.1. Completion of the earthquake catalogue. 
3.2. Determination of average focal depths and representative absorption 
coefficients for each seismic region. 
3.3. Computation of macroseismic maps and, intensity distributions. 
3.4. Assignment of intensity to horizontal -acceleration. 
2..:.. 
___ ........ r 
1.1. -- 31.12.1977 
- 2 - AS - 170 
3.5. Computation of magnitude (intensity)-frequency relations. 
4. Expcrimentc:~l Facilities, Computer Codes 
Several. computer programs have been developed to evaluate the earthquake cata-
logue and to present the results: 
4.1. Maps of earthquake epicentres for the F. R. G. with geographical details. 
4. 2. Contour maps of 
a) maximum intensities 
b) number of earthquake intensities lk 
c) maximum horizontal accelerations 
4.3. Magnitude (intensity)-frequency curves for geologically different regions 
4.4. Data base management system (sort, merge, search routines) 
5. Progress to Date 
The collection of ea~thquake data is finished and a catalogue was distributed to 
c:~ll German Seismological observatories for critical review. This catalogue con .. 
tains c:~bout 800 events during the time-period 1000-1974 in a computer-readable 
format. Maps of earthquake epicentres for different time-periods have been 
plotted with geographical details. 
To facilitate detailed investigations, each earthquake is attached to a seismic 
region. So it is very simple to estimate average focal depths as character'lstic 
values for each seismic region if there are no exact measurements., 
6~ Results 
To illustrate the effect of earthquake activity, theoretical intensity distributions 
of all seismic events were computed and summed within grid points of 5 km 
distance. Then contouis of _maximum intensity were plotted. Adequate relations 
between intensity and horizontal acceleration were established to map this very 
important parameter for engineering purposes. These maps facilitate to estimate 
' I , 
the seismic risk for a specified site and they show the regional and timely varia-
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The spatial distribution allows to define seismic provinces whereas recurrence rates 
. can be derived from the time sequence. This was done by evaluating intensity-
frequency curves for different seismic provinces. 
Combined with maximum magnitudes this concludes the seismic risk analysis as 
it stands now. 
/ 
---------------------------~---------------~ .. ,l...:.,·-...Qt~.,.~~ 
142-1 -01/4113-01 3. 1 
~""""~-.,..~ ?a"js 
·- '-•- FRAJ.'iCE 
Analyse parasismique d'une centrale nucleaire. 
Batiment reacteur PWR 900. Methode de calcul. Crganisme directeur 
CEA/DgCS 
. 
Titre (a.oo:glais) Crganis::~.e executeu:-
CEA/DEMI 
· Seismic analysis of a nuclear power plant. 
Pw"R 900 reactor building. Respo:lsa.ble 
DEMT- Sac lay 
Da:ce C.e Et at a.ctuel Scie!ltifiqu.es I 
:e::.a:rage 1/1/75 termine~ 
.. (DEHT) 
Date ; Derniere mise pre·."\:.e 
d'achev::ent 31/12/77 .. . a. JOur 1/12/77 
I - Cbjac:if general 
, ...... 
Le but de cette etude est la mise au point d'un programme de calcul permet-
tant d'evaluer la reponse d'une tranche de centrale PWR 900 a une excitation sis-
mique donnee, caracteristique du site de la centrale. Le programme devra etre 
transposable d'un site a un autre, meme dans le cas de legeres modifications de 
realisation. 
2 - Objectifs particuliers : 
I) Modelisation des structures. 
2) Analyse modale des constituants. 
3) Methodologie de prise en compte des couplages. 
4) Evaluation des spectres de planchers. 
. .. / 
-------------------:-----------"-":"---------:---;~. ,..... ~·· .. 
4s' 
3 - Installations experimentales et programme 
4 7 Etat de l'etude : 
ETUDE D'u~ CENTRALE' PWR 900. L'etude de comportement et de la tenue au seisme· 
d'une enceinte de confinement du type contrat pro-
gramme a ete effectuee. 
2) ~§!!!!E!E!.~!!!.Ei!~ : 
--. 
Cette etude s'est attachee en particulier a prec4ser l'€volution, en fonc-
tion de la raideur du sol de fondation, des modes et frequences de vibration de 
l'ensemble sol-structure et de leur amortissement (Rapport en preparation). 
6 Relations avec d'autres etudes 
1 - Documents de reference 





-o' 3. 1 
-/4113-01 152-1 -02 
Titre Pe.ys 
FR.& 'ICE 
Analyse parasismique d'une centrale nucleaire J 
interaction sol-fondation. Orge.nisme directeur 
CEA/DgCS 
Titre (aoglais) Organistle exec~teur 
CEA/DEM!-Saclay 
Seismic analysis of a nuclear po~er plant soil-
-. structure interaction. ResOJonsable 
DEM:r - Sac lay . 
.;ate de Et at actuel Scientif'iques 
denarrage 1975 en cours . 
. 
-
Date "' Der:1iere mise -orevue 
d' acb~~rcent ... . .. 1978 a JOur 12/77 . 
. 
- Objectif general : 
Recherche d'une methode pour etablir la relation ent~e le signal sismique en champ 
libre et les mouvements d'un radier rigide sous la forme d'une fonction force-de-
placement. 
2 - Objectifs particuliers : 
1) Relation force-deplacement pour·un seul radier. 
2) Application au cas de ~adiers multiples. 
3 - Installations experimentales et programme 
... / 
___________________ ...._ _____________________ __, ________ _;_ ____ ----, 
4- Etat de l'etude 
, .... ;. 
Dans l'hypothese d'une centrale posee sur un sol semi-infini homogene elas-
tique, on peut calculer analytiquement, en fonction de la·frequence, le deplace-
ment d'un point quelconque de la surface sous l'effet d'une force exercee en un 
autre point. ~ 
Base sur ce principe, un programme est en cours de mise -au point pour deter.:U.ner · ·' 
l'impedance de sol (c'est-a~dire la relation complexe force-deplacement en fonc-
tion de la frequence) correspondant aux divers mouvements d'un radier rigide. ' 
Examen de l'irtteraction sol-structure dans le cas d'un batiment reacteur CP 1. 
5 _ Prochaines etapes : 
Application du meme programme au calcul de l'interaction : 
- entre deux radiers v'oisins de forme quelconque. 
entre plusieurs radiers voisins de forme quelconque. 
6 - Relations avec d'autres etudes 
7.- Documents de reference 
!'~-









Tenue de structures - types sous excitation sismique. 
Essais sur table vibrante. Organis::u.e directeur 
CEA /DgCS 
.. -:. 
Ti-tre (a=glais) Orga.c.ist:te ; . execu:ceu:r 
CEA/DEMT - Sac lay 
Behaviour of typical· structures under seismic excita-
tion. Res;ponsa'ble 
' Shake table tests. 
- (DEMT-Saclalr ~·. ' •' 
I 
Jate de '}' Et at actuel Scientii'iques 
c!e"i"<'.,..:::age 1/75 en cours 
-
Date ; Der:1iere mise preV'l!e 
d' ache•re:nent 12/78 a. jour 12/77 
. 
- Objo::c_;:if general·: 
L'objet principal de 1cette etude est d'approfondir la connaissance des limites 
de resistance et du processus de ruine en regime dynamique des elements de structures 
utilisees dans la construction des centrales nucleaires. Subsidiairement, les essais 
~ur des elements representatifs de constructio~ traditionn9lle devront pernettre de 
, 1· • fender une meilleure correlation entre les intensites macrosismiques et les parametres 
~ mecaniques utilises en ingenierie. , 
'2- Objectifs particuliers . • 
1) Essais de structures tradi tionnelles. 
2) Essais O.'elements en be ton arme ordinaire Flex ion . poteau.-<:. . 
3) Essais d' elements en be ton ,arme ordinaire - Cisaillement . voiles. • 
4) Essais d~elements en be ton arme composites (en L, etc.) 
5) ·Essais d' elements de beton precontraint. 




3 - Installa~ions experimentales et programme 
-Table vibrante VESUVE (DEM!).' 
4- Ecat de l'etude : 
1 - Campagne d'essais executee sur murs non contreventes~ charges. 
a) Briques ec mortier classes " anciens " 
b) Briques et mortier classes " modernes " 
/2- Campagne d'essais sur poteaux de beton. 
2) g~~~!E!S~-~~insi~~ 
1 - Murs. 
Connaissance des frequences propres et de leur variation au cours de la 
degradation du mur. Amortissements en essais de lacher et variation des amor-
tissements. 
2 - Poteaux en beton arme. 
Comportement dynamique des potea~~ en flexion. Connaissance de la longueur 
effective (encastrements) et comparaison avec l'approche par sections equiva-
lentes du beton fissure. 
5 - ?.rochaines etapes : 
' ._.,· 
Voiles en beton arme travaillant dans leur plan principal. 
Comportement dynamique en cisailleme'nt. 
Calculs preliminaires : estimation des efforts .necessaires pour des effets signifi-
catifs. Etude de l'effet du rapport hauteur-longueur. 
Essais scatiques. 
Essais dynamiques. 
7 - Documents de reference rapports internes non disponibles • 
______ _:_ ________________ __...... ____________ ---
' ~21-1 -01/4113-01 











I M. LIVOL&'{T 
Synthetic seismic signal studie~. 












a jour 1/12/77 
Scienti!'iques 
F. JEANPIERRE - DDIT 
Constructions de signaux temporels synthetiques vraisemblables, avec.des spectres 
reguliers. 
···- Objectifs particuliers : 
\_.. ' a 
I) Analyse detaillee d'enregistrements sismiques disponibles. 
2) Mise au point de spectres reguliers. 
3) Calculs de validation• 
3 - Installations e:<perimentales et programme ._., .· 
... / 
•4- Etat de l'itude : 
Une analyse detaillee des accelerogrammes de se~smes reels a ete faite ; le 
but de cette.etude est de degager les paramet:res caracteristiques de ces accele-
rogrammes (duree, evolution du contenu spectral au cours du temps, etc.) de fa-
~on a construire des seismes synthetiques vraisemblables. 
2) E~.§.::!ll~..SE--~.§.~~_£iels ·: 
I 
L'etud~ est terminee actuellement pour le seisme de S~~ FRANCISCO. 
Un seisme synthetique de caracteristiques semblables mais avec des spectres 
reguliars a ete·mis au point. Une serie de spectres ... types a ete illise au point 
a partir de seismes americains. 
r5- Prochaines etaoes : 
Validation sur enregistrements de caracteristiques europeennes. 
6 - Relations avec d'autres etudes 
\ 
7 - Documents de reference 
- Rapport en preparation. 
----------~------------_.... ............... ~ .......... ...._..-______ _ 
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1'21-1 -02/4172-10 '• 3.1 
Titre Pays 
FRANCE 
Carte sismotectonique de la France. 
Orga..J.i S::J.e directe'...U" 
SCSIN-CEA/DSN-EDF-
. BRGM • 
Titre (G!lglais) Organis:n.e exec-..::.teu.r 
BR~1- CEA/LDG. 
The seismotectonic map of France. 
-• -
Res:ponsable 
Comite preside par 
M. GOGUEL - BRG'M 
,L 'late de Et at actuel Scienti.fiques 
' 
· d e.:.:.a=::-ag e - .. MM. VOGT (BRGM) 01/76 i. en cours 
MASSINON (LDG) 
BAR.BREAU (DSN) 
Date !)re•rue Der:1iere mise FAURE (DSN)_ 
... . d r ache•te::!lent 12/78 a Jour 11/77 
- Gbjectif general 
• 
Elaboration d'un document exhaustif rassemblant les donnees geologiques, geophysi-
ques et sismiques afin de disposer d'une synthese des connaissances sismotectoni-
ques concernant la France. Ce document est essentiel a l'ivaluation des risquas s4s-
·miques des sites nucleaires et a la definition des seismes de reference. 
2 - Objectifs particuliers 
Permettre la meilleure evaluation possible de la sismicite des sites par : 
l) Collation des donnees qe giologie structurale, de sismicite historique et de sis-
micite instrumentale. 
\ 
2) Synthese pour definir'les provinces sismotectoniques et les accidents sismogenes. 
3) Accumulation des elements d'evaluation des. seismes de reference (localisation des 
epicentres, intensites, profondeur ••• ). 
. .. / 
\ 
., 
3 Installations experimentales et programme 
~our la sismicite instrumentale 
-7eseau de detection sismique du Laboratoire de Detection Geophysique. 
~ reseau de l'Associacion Fran~aise de Sismologie Experimentale. 
donnees des stations DSN (Cadarache). 
4·- Etat de l'etude : 
Collation des donnees realisee a environ 80% dans taus les domaines. 
- Synthese .amorcee au niveau 'de chaque region. 
- Possibilite d'utilisation des divers fichiers de donnees. 
2) g§~~!£~-~!~~~Ei!l! : 
-Publication d'une esquisse sismotectonique regionale (Provence). 
- Pr~iere utili~ation des donnees rassemblees pour les analyses de site. 
5 - P~ochaines etapes : 
C· 
Fin de la collation des donnees. 
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3. 1 
121-1 - 05/4172-10 
Titre pg,ys 
Collecte de mesures sur les mouvements en zone FR&'TCE 
epicent~ale et d'informations sur les degats correspcn-
dants. Organis:c.e C.irecteur 
CEA/ DS~ .· - - -
Titre (angla.is) OrganiS:lle e:c~c'.lteur 
Collection of recorded data concerning motion in d1e CEA./DSN 




Date de Eta.t a.ctuel : -- en cours Scientifi'c;,ues 
dema....-ra.ge . 01/01/1976 -. 
- .. 
-' ·-
Date pre~"'Ue Der:liere mise -
d' a.che,re:.ent : 31/12/1981 ... . . 11/1977 a. JOur . 
l- Objectif general: 
Connaissance des caracteristiques des mouvements sismiques en .zones proches et 
de leurs effets en vue de la protection des installations nucleaires contre. les 
seismes. 
·z- Ob jectifs particuliers: 
1. Rassemblement des donnees instrumentales mondiales concernant les 'l!louvements 
forts (etablissement d'une. sismotheque- fin 1978). 
2. Enregistrement de seismes en zone ,roche a l'aide des dispositifs DSN. 
-
3. Analyse de ces donnees en fonction des caracteristiques des seismes (magnitud• 
mecanisme au foyer) et des particularites des sites d'enregistr~ment (1980).Etude 
de la repartition spectrale, du niveau d'intensite sismique en corre- . 
lation avec les caracteristiques du seisme (magnitude, distance focale et attenua-
tion), de la relation entre l'intensite macrosismique et les parametres physiques, 
(acceleration, vi tesse, deplacement)_. 
3-- -Installations experiment:ales ·et programme: 
Stations sismologiques legeres destinees a l'enregistrement des saismes et de 
leurs_repliques dans la zone epicentrale. 
-Installation d'appareillage dans des zones a forte sismicite. 
- Etude de repliques apres un tremblement de terre importa:nt. 
Realisation d'une experimentation sur un site a partir de sources sismiques 
artificielles de forte puissance afin d'etudier le comportement du sol et des mate-
riaux dans le domaine non lineaire. 
Çoa
4,--E:e: êe 1ié;'ide:
I . J.':ancegen :-à-cg 
-j-og= :] r". eeregisrretreeis <ies norbreuses :égliq,:es (?iusièurs ceacaiaes) êa:,s i.a
rég:cr. iu FLiOüL cnc éié e:çloilés. Les ;Ésui;ats oni i*t 1'objec d'ufle cor-'rsice.-r ' riâ a 1'CCIE (3.âr=icc su:'lg cfircepcica Ccisi.saie.ue êes i:scallatisr:s nuc!éai,ras,
RClg, :ctcbre 1977)
Les slaticfls d,e Sainr ?aul sur ltlta;re at ia 3apèras Ca Sigc:re i=s:.:,l-
lées a:r ccurs Ca I'aeaâe 1977, cû,8 eniegis;:É des peii.is séis':aes lccarsi.
:6a contacr a âtâ établi avec l'lieired, Sia:es Geological Surey ?crr
cbteai;, ies copias d'earegist;èceuts de rrourreEÉais io;cs que tttlSGS .i,éciaai(aalegis-
c;erellis e=éricair:,5, japcuaisr tr:ssês eËe.') .'l
- Des earegisirere:lcs des séisàes du IRICUL at Ce 3,0û1,l4.il-TE obie=,r:s par le
rSsea.J Tougosieva cn: érâ rcr::=is
- tce,s]-lrhèse ies :âsul:acs d,es erpéiÉês:atiofls afigclr:€es au îrieasri=
e:1 1973 ec 1975, d,éjà e:çloilés patcieLlEr,enc, teic-irobjec <i'r^c, ;app,ori ên c3ursie r€dac::,ca ( ler se=es i:e 1978)





a-L'é*de du l?I0üL a pe:=is:
- de quaacifiaç la 
"rariaei.ca du speetle eB foactioc de !a æagaicuêe eE d,ela iis:aace fccale (les specrres deviesnesi riches ea basses fréquecees queai la,
rag=:.r:ée ac 1a iisiascE augæaceac). Ltiallueece sur la fo:=e sjeccreie êe Ia ç1a-
=::::::lt,rriauxaarquÉeaics].acasd,uFR,][0U1qeederrs].ecesâesséistgesée
- des lois dracËéauet!'our*n Soaccice ôe la fréqueacerspêciiiques cis siie.
ces résui.ers ce,E ?î:is d'Era'ocrgT *? +,.r2.. si;cis iic.ue u=,,:. ;'r;;;-
n- fo;.r.0:,;:i:;ï;":i::' à'accâi5"".iii, ;* ';i;;;; ia eâpraceËenc) à r.a rasnic, ,.
la/
!- ?=ochaiaes é;e?es:
- ?oursûie,de 1'êcablisser,enc ée la;5i,secc':èqr:e à'pe!Êir ie ior:-esas Sirangères;




-b e_ V..J ârrec d,' au irsii é :uCes :
-'f idfluereE Ce
ccuÿeseâü sisiriqua,
- t§r râoporË âïElei.:ié=ieur à l,
7'- Dcc.::e-: Ce :éiê=e1ce: . disponible
Erud,e des râpiiques du séisce du 6 
=ai 1975 au3. .\ori,$§r.$Ji'ollr, ri, iË3,3!i'ü:(, à, rsHi*\§iÀEid.rhi 
- 
pcce
la r,aqu;e <i'; sol au'Iieu dJeeragisrîê=eB: sur ta du:rÉe d,ü
J,es gou','eaents varticau:< et horieo*iêu:(, ccujo,J;s
I
iæ'élioracicn ce la prêzisian-ces.spgcc:âs en ucnês prcches. cet;ê étuie es: '.éc::i:::€t1E ii'ée avec t'3cuei-ipré'ririo;-;;;-;pê:-.ies ie.- rafsreece,, à laqueir.e erie. ,apparEê ua cercaie ncrlle ie éoanêes utiies'piur i.e cê;ieicioo ie.e paranècres e::, iëiï,êsp rccn:s .
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Classificntion 1 Title 1 (0rir£i~1al langu2£.£) 






Title 2 (English) --t Country l'J.'AL Y 1 










1. General Aim 
Definition of reference earthquake for nuclear power plant sites. 
2. Particul.J.r Obicct~~ 
Collection of data necessary to: 
- characterize earthquakes in the different Italian regions;, 
- obtain ?. nc:w correlation between acceleration and earthquake inten.sity in 
order to utilize the large amount of hysterical data available in Italy. 
3. Experimental facilities and proffram 
The seis:-..-.:.c·network shall consist of 168 monitoring poin'ts distributed in the 
whole Italian territory with the exception of Sardinia. , 
Each monitoring point shall be equipped with an accelerQgraph capcblc of re-
cording a ma;.:imum acceleration of 1. 00 g and with a threshold oi 0. 01 g. 
'l'he accclcro graphs are generally located inside electrical substations and 
installed on concrete columns directly CLnchored to the foundations. 
4. Proicct status 
The seizmi c network has been completed. The first time it operated was 
on the occasion of the earllrtuake occtn-red in Friuli on May 1976. 
Furthermore a computer program· has been developed which enables to obtain 
the seismic spectra (accclcrati.:>n, velocity and displacement) and their 
envelopes. • 
The first results of data "processing have been published by ENEL-ClfEN 
Commi.ssion for the study of problems connected with the construction 
of nuclear power plants. 
5. ~.stq:~s 










' Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Rete di rilevamento sismico 
6. Relation to.other projects 
Joint Commission CNEN/ENEL to study the seismicity of Italian 
territory for future nuclear power plants. 
1. :~e!erence~.documents 
Reports on ·the 1976 Friuli earthquake are. available. 
- I 
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Title 1 (Original languafe) Classification 
Ricerche di sismotettonica 3.1 
Title 2 (English) Countr;y ITALY 




.January 1975 Project Leader 
Date comolcted In progress 
Last updating April 1977 G. Magri 
Description 
Seismotectonic researches for nuclear plants site ev~luation: 
1) Geomorfological and cronostratigraphical studies of marine 
and subaeri~l deposits of late Pleistocene to find out: 
active faults, 
altimetric changes bctwe~n land and sea • 
2) Correlations between earthquake~ (epicentrum, ipocentrum, 
etc.) and active tectonic dislocations. 
I I. 
Studies on ~riuli seismotectonic· features have been.performed. · 
Related projects 















Title 1 (Original languag~} Classification I strumentazione misure si-SviJ.uppo di e 3.I I smichc per la valu~azione dei siti 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
SJ2onsor ~ ! Seismic instruments development and CNEN I seismic measurements for site evaluation Organisation I 
I 
phase) Project Leader I Date initiated f.1z.y I974 (present I Date cvm12leted .. I In progress I 





Seismic instruments development and seismic measurements, in order 
to have a characterization of sites from the seismological point of 
. view. 
Particular objectives 
Development of a digital accelerometer; operation of accelero-
meters; setting up and operation of seismometric equipments; anal~ 
sis ·or the response of seismometric instrumentation. 
Experine~t~l facilities 
A li~e· n~twork of accelerometers. An electronic shop for mainte-
nance and calibration. 
A mobile seismic laboratory. 
Project status 
I) In the frame of a collaboration CNEN-ENEL a network of accelero 
meters has been set up all over Italy with the aim of recordinG the 
accelcr::tt.ions during strong earthquakes shocks. The "time-hi-Stories!' 
will .be employed in the characterization of the design earthquake. 
2) Scismorr.etric cquipments have been set up and are operated) i~ order to obtain a contribution to .characterization.~f Bites 
f'rom··the ~eismoloe;ical· point ·of vievr ·(determination .of the ear.th · 




j Title 1 (Original language} 
Sviluppo ~i strumentazionc c misure si-
smiche per J.a val6tazione dei niti 
Classification 
3.I 
3) A ~obile seinmic laboratory h~s been set up~ It is presently in 
operation in Friuli (Northern Italy), since the May 6th, I976 cata 
strophic earthquake.· 
~) A prototype digital accelerometer is'developed in cooperation with 
Pisa University. 
Next steos 
Introduction of timin~ coded signal into the accelerometer recor~s. 
Direct transfer of seismic data into a scientific computer. 
Relation to other n~ojects 
I) Other CNEN programs (3.I). 
,2) The research is performed in cooperation with.ENEL and Istituto 
Nazionale di Geofisica. In particular a Joint Commission CNEN-ENI:-:L 
has been established to study the seis~icity of Itali~n territory 
for fut~re nuclear power plants. 
Reference documents 
. 

















Jitlc 1 (Origh1al languag\2) . Cl::l.ssification 
Riccrca sulla liquefazione dei terreni 3.1 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
SEonsor Research on sands liquefaction l CNEN Organisn.tion 
Date initin.tcd :!Jay 1975 Project Leader 
Date completed In proeress 
Last updating April 1977 G. Magri, .S. Polinari 
Descriotion Experimental research on correlations bet~een seismic 
parameters and sands liquefaction. 
The proeram includes: determination of sands density; 
.:~... stu~y of correlations ·between seismic characteristics 
























Title 1 (Original language) Classific~tion 
Studio sulla possibilitit di previsione 
di terremoti con metodi idrogeochimici 3 .. 1 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Study on the possibility of predicting Sponsor l earthquakes by hydrogeochemical method Organisation CNEN 
I Date initiated J,anuary 1975 Project Leader 't 
Date comnleted I~ progress 
Last updCJting_ April 1977 M. DaJ l' Aglio· 
Description 
It has been demonstrated that various premonitory gee-
chemical phenomena occur before earthquakes. In particular the 
composition of the deeply circulating waters (e.g. thermal waters) 
can change some weeks o~ months before the destructive seismicmouve 
ment. l -
Some hydrotherm~l Italian system~ are regularly checked 
in order to study the variatjon of water composition in relation 
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TITLE 1 (original langua~e) Classification 
Prozct-'.;a.zione sismica di componenti·, 
. 3.1 si::;tcmi e strut,/rure nucleari 
TI':I'LE 2 .( enclish) Coun tr)': I.'fALY 
Seismic design for nuclear comp~"'lents, .. 
systems and 13tructuras .. 
rponsor: . 
Or~~anisa ti·on: AGIP·Nucle£ 
. re S.p.A. 
lJC'It.e initiated :r.ray 1975 Pro~ect Leader 
I 
' 
Date completed December 19.75 
,. P. Grille 
Last updating Jun~ 1976 
Description : 
Dczign mathodo of components,. systems and struc~,res for nucleal~ 
plants based on their tridimensional analysis wi·th time-h~stqry 
a..1d dosisn ::rpec·tra. 
. 
In particular .a detailed study of soil~structure i~teractions has 
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PROJECT TITLE % 
· SYSTJ~~S A~ill STflUCTURES 








AG:!P N11CLEAR.E S.p.A. 
Miir.AlJO - ·r~ALY 
PROJECT LEADER I DATE May 1975 .I 
t DAT_E __ c_o_Y_~_L_F_.T_E_D ______ o_c_t_ob_e_r __ 1_97_5 ____________ ~l __ r __ n~. Paolo GRILLO 
DescriJ?tion 
D-=::d.en methods of co:nponents 1 systcmG and atructuron for nuclear plants 
·.·. 
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r Title 1 (Original language} Classification 
l Studi di ingegneria del si to !3: 1}- 3.5 
' 
Title 2 (English} Country ITALY 
SJ2onsor CNEN 
Stlldies of site engineering Organisation CNEN 
Date in~tintcd November 1974 (present Project Leader 
phase) Date comnleted · in·progress 
I s. Polinari Last updating April 1977 
General aim 
Studies on parameters occurring in the evaluation of sites for 
nuclear plants . 
Particular objectives. Progra·m 
The program is organized into the following tasks: 
-.analysis of earthquakes.strong_motion records 
- dynamic response analysis of soil 
- analysis of soil-structure · interactions 
- experimental and theoretical determination of the vibration 
characteristics of nuclear plant structures 
-.development of codes for above analysis 
statistical analysis and stu'dies of exceptional meteorological 
events 
stochastic analysis of seismic data. 
Project status 
1) Development of.procedures for macroseismic and microseismic 
records processing. 
I 
2) Studies on seismicity of Friuli {Northern Italy) and other 
Italian regions (focal mechanism, earthquake spectra, seismic 
.moment, linear dimension of fault, dislocation and ~tress drop, 
etc.) . 
3) Development of :tecHniques for. shear waves measurements. 
Next stcns 
Besides development of above items: probabilistic treatwent 








: Title 1 (Or·iginnl languagEJ Classificatio!l 
Studi di in~egneria de.l sito 3.5 
Relation to other projects 
3.1 (CNEN, ENEL programs). 
Rd.ference documents 
Reports on· the 1976 Friuli earthquake and other publica~ions are 
available. 
Additional information 
The research is performed in cooperation with ENEL and· Istituto 
Nazionale di Geofisica; in particular a Joint Commission CNEN-
ENEL has been established to stu~y the seismicity or Italian 
territory for future nuclear power plants . 
. 
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RS 165 un RS 149 
Vorhauon/Projcct Trtle · • Land/Country 
er cnztragfahigkeit von Stahlbetonplatten be1 hohen FRG 
D01Llst.ungsgcschwindigkeiten (~·~· F~ugzeugabsturz) und: F<irdernde Institution/Sponsor 
Untcrsuchung dcr \viderstandsfarugke1t von Betonstruk- Br-fl 
tun~n gC'gon Flugzeugabsturz Auftragnehmer/Contracto·r 
ultinate nearing Capacity of Reinforced Concrete Plates Hochtief AG, Frankfurt 
under Time-Dep::mdent Loads (e.g. Aircraft Crash) and: Abt. KT I und Bundesamt Investigation of the Resistance of Concrete Structures f. Wehrt. u. Besch. 
to Crashing Aircrafts Fachbereich KG IV 7 
Arbeit~bcginn/lnrtrated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Yorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 7. 1975 U."1d 1 .10. 1974 31.12. 1979 Riech (Koordination) 
Stand der Arbe,tcn/Status 8erichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
RS 165: 1639 'ID'1 
-
continuing Decerrber 19 77 RS 149: 254o TJ.)f1 
1 • General aim 
One'of the subjects covering "External Events" gives special emphasis 
to the investigation of the behaviour of the outer containment of nu-
clear power plants under aircraft crash loading. ·It is demanded that 
no failure of safety components will occur and no radioactive substan-
ces may escape. This requirement will be met by an appropriate dimen-
$ionin~ of the outer containment of the structures surrounding the nuclear 
components so·that a crashing aircraft cannot penetrate the outer 
walls ..... · 
The high load peak values within short periods require the knov,rledge 
of the kinetic ultimate bearing loads for a safe and economic design 
of the plates and shells being used, i.e. the best utilization of all 
safety reserves. 
2. Particular objectives 
Investigation of impact load/time characteristics during the impact 
of deformable missiles 
Investigation of the kinetic bearing behaviour of reinforced concrete 
plates 
3. Research Program 
The preceding and accompanying theoretical investigations performed 
in the scope of research program RS 165 aim at recording the following 
-Jun.J to Dec.31,1977 - 2 - RS 165 and RS 149 
i tC1US: 
the impact of deformable missiles 
the physically nonlinear material behaviour of reinforced concrete 
structures under time-dependent loading 
the inf~uence of finite deformations 
the stress stat& in the neighbourhood of the loading area. 
The project RS 149 comprises: 
provision, installation and testing of the missile accelerator: con-
struction of a target abutment 
production of approximately 24 model missiles and the same n~~ber of 
reinforced concrete test plates 
procurement,and installation of the measuring instruments. 
The scale ·of·the experiments was chosen as l~rge ~s po~sible; 
Small scale structures adjusted to laboratory conditions would cause 
difficulties on the following fields: 
selection of the granular size of the aggregates 
measures securing the composite of steel and concrete 
registration of the kinetic stress distribution (shock'waves) 
within the structure (the velocity of the shock waves is ~ndepend-1 
ent of the geometric scale) 
__. - installation of stirrups in the reinforcement and evaluation of 
their effectiveness. 
The mentioned difficulties would require special activities and com-
promise settlements and would entail additional falsifying values or 
such effects which cannot be taken into account by a realistic theore-
tical treatment. The inter?retation of the results would become very 
difficult or even impossible, especially with regard to the separation 
of the essential influence factors. 
4~ Exp9rirn~ntal facilities 
I - ,4 - .. 
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s. P~oqress to date 
5.1 Pilot plant 
The remaining works in connection with the erection of the plant 
h~ving been co;npleted,- the, plant has been ready for testing purposes 
sine~ early March. 
5.2 Measuring serie~ I 
The tests performed during measuring series I aim at obtaining infor-
mation on the behaviour of deformable missiles when being subjected to 
tl an impact onto quasi-rigid reinforced concrete structures. Special (f 
· emphasis was attributed to a qualitative check of theoretical calcula-
tion models which were performed in order to record such impacts 
and to a numerical determination of the free parameters con-
'tained in these models by means of adapting the results of calcula-
tions to the measurements. 
The velocity of the impact and the distribution of the longitudinal 
rigidity of the missile are considered to be the essential variable 
factors of measuring series I. In addition, the determination of the 
impact load/time characteristics is expected to be the substantial re-
sult of measuring series I. 
•-- Within the scope of measuring series I, a total of four tests \V'as run 
~during the first six months of 1977. 
From tho very beginning, the low number of tests only allowe_d for a 
variation of the impact velocity as an input factor, whereas the varia-
tion of the distribution of the rigidity was deferred. 
Basic test data: 
Test I/1: 
Missile type 2/7 (total length = 6 m; ~eight = 1020 kg~ material St37; 
outside diameter = 600 mm, shell thickness 5 mm in the front and 
10 rnm in the rear area; in the interior of the middle third, a 
concentric tube ist mounted as an additional reinforcement, 
velocity of impact: 239,3 m/s 
52o 
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Test I/2: 
Missile type 11 (total length = 6 m; weight = 973 kg; material St37; 
outside diameter = 600 mm, shell thickness 7 mm in the front (2,5 m 
long) and 10 mm in the rear area (3,3 m long); no\ interior additional 
reinforcement, 
velocity of impact: 241,4 m/s. 
Test I/3: 
Missile type 11: velocity of impacts 197,2 m/s~ 
Test I/4: 
l-tissile type 11; velocity of impact: 268,2 m/2. 
The same target structure was used for each of the four tests as sub-
sequent to each shot, only minor surface destruction occurred at the 
imp~ct place of the missile, these places being repaired after each 
test. The complete remaining structure of the rigid target body_did 
not reveal any cracks or other defects. By means of this, in addi-
tion bo the savings of cost, an advantage in the testing procedure 
was achieved. 
Due to this measure, the testing equipment may oe considered as being 
almost equivalent for each of the fou~ tests, so that apart from the 
scheduled variation of the parameters "velocity of impact" and "dis-
t',r'ibution of rigidity" no falsifying effects due to alterations of 
the testing equipment are to be expected. 
5. 3 l1casurintr serj es II: 
.... 
During the·third quarter of 1977, three reinforced concrete plates 
were tested by a total of four tests. Thes'e tests aimed at achieving 
f ir::;t findings \vith regard to the influence of the bending and shear 
reinf~rcement on the load-bearing behaviour of a reinforced concrete 
plate .,.,hen being subjected to a short-term concentrated load. For 
e~ch of the four tests the process ·of loading lasted for\ approxima-
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For an effective span of 5',40 x 5,40 m, the dimensions of the three 
used test plates amounted to 6,50 x 6,00 x 0,70 m each. As a model, 
a missile of type 11 was used, the impact load/time characteristics 
of_ which may be determined from the tests of measuring series I. 
Basic test data: 
Test II/1: 
The bending reinforcement of the first test plate was determined on 
,the basis of the presently valid I.f.at-Instructions for the Design 
of components for Loading Case 11Aircraft Crash ... 
contrary to this, the shear reinforcement was reduced to approximate-
ly one third of the amount required by way of calculation. 
The concrete corresponded to strength class Bn 250, however, as re-
vealed by subsequent checks, it ranged in the lower limit of this 
class. 
The missile reached an impact velocity of 247,6 m/s (nominal value: 
240 m/s) • 
On the front side of the target plate, the penetration depth· of the 
4t missile amounted· to approximately 25 cm. On the back, beyond the 
outermost reinforcement layer, a large part of the concrete cover had 
spalled. The rear reinforcement had been pushed backwards for a maxi-
mum of 20 cm, however, without having been destroyed. The concrete 
towards the in~erior of the plate between the front and back rein-
forcement layers was cohered by the rear reinforcement·. The plate was 
not perforated by the impact. 
Test II/2: 
co~pared to the first test plate, the bending reinforcement of the 
reinforced concrete plate for the second test was reduced by about 
40 %. The shear reinforcement, however, was maintained. The velocity 
of the impact was reduced to such an extent that the stress imposed 
onto the bending reinforcement exactly corresponded to that of test 
II/1. 
)1.1.. 
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l•lith this, compared to the first test plate and r~lated .to the actual-
ly imposed load, the shear reinforcement had been enlarged by about 
30 %. 
The measured velocity of th~ impact amounted to v 0 = 172,2 rn/s. During . 
this tes.t, the stress imposed onto the plate was so that the 
missile could penetrate the concrete at the front of the plate by only 
1 to 2 cm, entailing only individually occurring radial crac1~s of very 
trivial width at the back.of the plate. 
·Test II/3: 
··-· During this test, the reinforced concrete plate having been preloaded 
but apparently hardly affected by the second test: was again fired at. 
The primary purpose of this test was to check whether the instant of 
the penetration could be determined by means of telemetric measure-
ments. 
The velocity of the impact was chosen so high th~t perforation of the 
·.plate could be positively expected. The velocity of the impact was 
measured to be 2l7,9 m/s. The evaluation of the measurement data has 
not yet been terminated. 
Test II/4: 
In order to restrict the influence of the shear reinforcement on the 
bearing behaviour, compared to the first slab the ·reinforcement of the 
third .test plate was modified as follows: 
the shear reinforcement was enlarged by about lOO % 
the bending reinforcement was reduced by about 40 %. 
Due to intensified checks during the mixing procedure, the scheduled 
concrete class was achiev9d. 
In order ·to gain comparative data, the loading. imposed onto the plate 
correspondcc::l to that of test II/1. Again, the missile (type 11.) 
rc~chcd an impact velocity of 247,6 m/s. 
~ontrary to test II/1, the missile penetrated tha front of the plate 
by approximately 4 ern only. The back of the plate revealed radial 
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cracks 1 sp,alling of the concrete 1 however, did not occur. 
6. Hesnlts 
6.1 Preface 
The evaluation of the performed tests has not yet been completec1 be...:-
caus~ of the fact that up to now only part of the measurement records 
could have been transmitted into the form required for evaluation 
purposes. 
In addition, at present it cannot yet be stated whether the accelera-
tion measurements taken at the missile by means of telemetry may be 
utilized. If these meas~rements prove to be unexact , some other 
measuring method must be applied and tested for recording the dis-
tance- resp. velocity/time characteristics of the rear end of the 
missile. Shots taken by a high-speed camera might be· suited for thi.s 
purpose, however, referring to the presently available shots, the ve-
locity of the sequence of shots should be increased and the end of 
the impact period should be made perceptible. 
6.2 Hcasuring series I 
Based on the partially effected evaluation of the tests, at present 
it may be stated 
- that the Riera-Model was qualitatively confirmed for the mathemati-
cal treatment of the il't\::;:>act procedure of deformable mis.s iles, the 
actual deformation procedure, however, being considerably more com-
plicated than described by the Riera-Model; 
... that for. the interesting spe_ed range,. the performed tests delivered 
sufficient information c'oncerning the; influence of the impact velo-
city on ·the.impacit load/time characteristics in connection with a 
constant distribution of the rigidity, the consideration of this 
asPect f~r theoretical calculation models thus appearing to be ade-
quately ·experimentally proven; 
that ·both 1:csts performed within the scope of measuring series I 
were not appropriate tq clearly- settle the. question to what extent a dis-
tribution of the rigidity graded over the length of the missile in-
Jr~n .1 to Dec .3 J, 1977 ' - 8 RS 165 and RS 149 
fluenccs th~ impact load/time characteristics and the question how 
the mathematical consideration of this influence shall be effected 
for· the calculation model. A doubtless confirmation of this theory 
is not yet possible. 
In order to fairly secure the entire set of problems involved with 
the theoretical consideration of the deformation behaviour by means 
of experiments, some additional tests exceeding the number of tests. 
stipulated in·RS 149/165 seem to be necessary. 
6.3 Measuring series II 
rl' ... , 




test plate (II/1), a local shear failure within the area of the load 
application.was identified to be the reason for the failure. Apparent-
ly the plate was only minorily subjected to bending stresses. At the 
moment it cannot yet be decided whether the more favourable result 
of test II/4 compared to that of test II/1 was originated by the en-
largement of the cross-sec_tional area of the stirrups or by the im-






Next steps ; 
Evaluation of measuring data: 
systematic numerical evaluation of the measuring data shall be 
about in the course of the first quarter'of 1978. 
Improve~ant of measuring methods for recording the behaviour 
of the missile 
7.2.1 The reason for the occurance of jammings during the telemetri-
cally.transrnitted measurements of the acceleration a~ the missile 
shall be analyzed and eliminated as far as possibl"e. In addition, 
attempts shall be made ·to eliminate the jarnmings from the measuring 
reco~ds. From the thus corrected data, the derived functions (velo-
. . 
city-, distance-time characteristics) shall again be determined for 
the rear end of the missile. These functions may be che:cked by means 
of other test records ·(remaining length of the missile, determination 
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7.2.2 The shooting technique of the high-speed camera shall be im-
proved. It is aimed at achieving an increased number of shots taken 
during the impact procedure and at recording the final impact stage. 
7.3 Test procedure 
Supplirnantary tests within the scope of measuring series II are pre-
parad. 
7.4 Revision of the research programme 
The research programme shall be revised under considerati"on of the 
results of the first tests of measuring series rr, including the 






































































Bt!rrcht:>ICIIrnum/Pcrrod ~:s~frkation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Projcct Number RS 226 1. 1. 77 - 30.4.77 
Vorlhlb.::n/Project Trtle Land/Country 
Ti'D~ 
GcschoJ3belastung von armiertem Beton, Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Rechenprogra~ und Berechnungen BMFT 
Auftragnc.hmer/Contractor 
Impuct Loading of Reinforced Concrete, Fa. Kerntechnik 
Computer Code and Calculation Entwicklung Dynamik 
6458 Rodenbach b. Hanau 
Arbcitsbcginn!lnitiatod Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Lcadc:H 
1.9.1976 30.4.77 Dipl.-Ing. B. Nmvotny 
~:,:nd der Arbeiton/Status Berichtsdatum/Las: Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
completed April 1977 .DM 80.000,--
1. General Aim 
2. 
The aim is a contribution to the theoret·ical· explanation of im'-
pact probiems at nuclear power·plants, as they·arise e.g. in the 
case of airplane crash~ 
Particular Objectives 
The purpose of this research project is to evaluate a mathe-
matical model for reinforced concrete loaded py hard missiles 
. ~ 
and to check it against experiments. Using the mathematical model 
experimental results should ~e.extrapolated later, especially 
to the effects of an airplane crash on a nuclear power plant. 
3. Research Proaramm 
3.1 Development of a dynamic anisotropic concrete model 
3.2 Comparison of calculations and impact tests 
4. Experimental Facilities; Computer Codes 
(3.1) The mathematical model is formulated as special subroutines 
for the computer code PISCES-2DL. /1/. This code is available 
by·everybody at Control Data Corporation. 
-· 
-,' 
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The material ,model includes the following phenomena and capa-
bilities: 
- anisotropic cracking and spalling of the concrete due to 
tensile stresses, 
destroying of the concrete due to shear stresses, 
- "yielding" of the destroyed concrete, 
crushing of the concrete (recordering of grains to more 
compacted form), where a permanent volume change takes place, 
- eiastic-plastic behaviour of the steel reinforcement, inde-
pendently in the three directions of the reinfor~ernent, 
- sliding of the steel in the concrete, 
- breaking of the steel reinforcements at the ultimate .ten-
sile strain, 
- two dimensional _(axial symmetric), fully dynamical. 
5. Progress to date 
(3.2) Four missile tests performed by the Ernst Mach Institute have 
been calculated and compared with measurements. 
6. Results 
Test No. 149 130 161 153 
missile size [min] 40 dia x 80, 40 dia x 40 40 dia x 40 40 dia x 40 
-
~ 
missile ~peed [m/s] 226 146 164 291 





concrete [mm] 60 1 '5 16,5-19*) 38 
measured crater I 
depth [mm] 59 26 31 I 44 
calculated crater 
depth [mm) 60-65 25-30 25-30 
-
I 
·*) parameter variation 
·-' 
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In the calculation /2/ the maximum displacement of the missile 
into the concrete can be easily delivered, the ·resulting cra-
ter depth can be estimated from the calculation using criteria 
like distribution of velocity and destruction of the concrete 
particles. In the tests /3/ only the depth and the shape of the 
crater has been measured but not the dynamic motion of the 
missile. The comparison shows a good agreement. The calculation 
and the comparison also show, that the crater depth tends to 
be bigger than the missile displacement due to dest/uctio~ and 
thr~sting aside of the concrete in front of the missile, when 
the speed is rather small. 
7. Next steps 
8. Relation with other~rojects 
9. References 
/1/ PISCES 2 DL, Manual A, B, C, D 
Physics International Company 
. 2700 Merced, San Leandro, Calif. 
/2/ GeschoBbelastung von armiertem Beton, Entwicklung eines 
anisotropen Naterialmodells fur armierten Beton und ver-
gleich von Berechnungen mit GeschoBversuchen. 
KED-Bericht, Juni 1977 
/3/ Helga Langheim,. 
Impactuntersuchungen an armierten Betonplatten, Teil 1, 
Bericht Nr. E 9/76, Ernst-Mach-Institut, Freiburg, 
Juni 1976, RS 102 - 7 
10. Degree of A~ailabil~ty of the Reparts 
. . 'j 
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STATUS : Proqress inq COMPLETED : 1979 
General' aim 
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Development and application of calculational tools for the evaluation of struc-
tural response of reactor buildings under dynamic loading·conditiqns. 
Particular objectives 
The calculations are directed to the evaluation of the effects of . 
(1) pressure/blast waves of gas explosion in the vicinity of the site 
(2) impact of striking aircraft on the reactor (containment) buildings 
(3) investigation of the load-carrying capacity of the buildings in the vicinity 
of the reactor , 
(4) investigation of the load-carrying capacity of flat plate panels of reinfor-
ced concrete, subjected to local dynamic loads 
Experimental facilities and program 
None.~. · 
Project· status · ~ 
A computational method has been developed and implemented in the MARC-computer 
code to describe the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete with a finite 
element technique. This method has been applied to a typical reactor building 
. to analyse the structural response due to (1) blast wave, (2) impact of large 
commercial aircraft. 
The new implemented Buyukozturk criterion including cracking in the Marc-code 
has been tested, in comparing with the results obtained with the DIANA-computer 
code .. 
Next steps 
To close the investigation of the load-carrying capacity of flat plate panels. 
Investigation of the load-carrying capacity of the building in the vicinity 
of the reactor. . 
To impJement the developed computational methods in the computer code of DIANA 
of TNO~IBBC, to get available the improved numerical description of the in-
elastic behaviour of concrete in DIANA. 
Relation to other projects 
None .. ·· 
• 
TNO-IBBC l CLASSIFICATION :3.2.3.3.7J 
Referente documents . 
1. "Mathe~atical description of the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete" 
by Ir. H. Geertsema, June 1976, TNO-IWECO, report nr. 11261/2. 
2. "Resp·ansieberekeningen aan een reactorgebouw voor belastingen t.g.v. een 
drukgolf en een neerstortend vliegtuig" ("Structural response analysis·of 
a reactor building subjected to a blast wave and aircraft impact 11 ) by Ir. 
H. Geertsema, September 1976, TNO-IWECO, report nr. 11261/3. 
3. "Onderzoek naar een mogelijke verbetering van het materiaalgedrag voor de 
berekeni~g van gewapende betonkonstrukties", by Ir. G.M.A. Kusters and Ir. 
A. K. d.e Groat, February 1978, TNO-IBBC, report nr. B-78-60/64. 7. 0128. 
I 
Degree of availability 
Thr~ugh: Ministry of Social Affairs 
TNO-IBBC 
Budget' 
Hfl. 378.000.- (1975, 1976, 1977} 
Approx. Hfl. 350.000.-' {1978 + 1979). 
· .. """" 
I \"""'_. 
' . 
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J • .) 
J.6 
General Aim 
Identification of possible effects and their description, 
and consequences of the exposure of components of criti-
cal systems and personnel of nuclear power statibns to 
dangerous materials; proposals for measures to reduce 
the risk. 
Pa~ticular Objectives 
Identification of possible points of attack by dangerous. 
materials. 
Description .of mechanis~ from exposure to dangerous 
materials, determination of critical exposures. 
Li~~ing and evaluation of potential dangerous materials 
and their sources. 
Selection and descr~ption of critical events. 
Quantitative evaluation of critical events. 
Catalogue of proposed measures to reduce the risk~ 
nescarch Program_ 
An~lysis of the reference plant Biblis B. 
Determination and description of the effects of potentially 
dangerous materials. 
Compilation of groups of dangerous materials. 
Transport behaviour of dangerous materials. 
Determination and description of external sources of 
dangerous mnterial~ 
Compilation of dangerous materials, their source~ and 
chains of events which lead to ~f€ects on sensitive 
e • V • 
~-
July 1.- D~c.Jl, 1977 - 2-
elements. 
). 7 Compilation of system failure~ in nuclear po,ver plants 






Identification of critical chains of events _ 
' 
Quantification of external sources of dangerous mat~rials • 
Quantuication of critical events • 
Compilation of critical dangerous materials, sources 
and their risk potential 
Catalogue of proposedprotective measures, estimates of the 
expected safety gaiS. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Pro~ress to Date 
ito ).1 Compilation and description of expo~ed components and con-
. 
trol systems, inspection of reference plant._ 
'to ).2 Work initiated: semiconductors, electrical components, 
synthetic materials • 




/ ..:.7...;;• ___ ...:..;N..;;e.:.;x:..;t;._:;S:;..t:;..e;;.P:;:;.:;;;.S 
Completion of the Project. 
a. Relation with Other Projects I 
9. References 
.. 
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Agressior..s d 'ot"igine axtene sur les ins ta 11 a ti ens F'Rh'iCZ 
ouc leai =e s : eX? lesions chimiqces non confinees dues a. en 
eovi=onne:::ent indus triel ou awe voies de c on::muc.i c.a ti en . Crg==.is:e C..5.r~cte'..!: 
CEA/DSN 
\";' d,.. 1 s,.."v'i ... -. .. . _,. 
Org-a::i~=~ ... I ~.;--a (---1::..:'.s) e:ce-:".!teu: I ... _ ...... _ ~- ......... 
External i.:::paccs C'C. nuclea:- plants: unconfined chemical CEA/C'ESTA 
explosions due to industrial environment or to c Oilii!rulli cation ENS M.<\. I 
routes. Res~c~sa~l; I 
, . - ( C:::.l./ DSN ./F A.R) j 
,, 
,, 
. · · ~ (Eel:) ~ 
Cats .:.:> :::ta"l:. gf"\.,..••~"i . en cours Sci.e:.-::.!'iqu~s i '-- __ 'W ___ . r-
. . ... 
01/01/1976 . -t.::,'PO"~ ....... --::.. '---c:.~-. 
Date .. rae ... ~;~ .... o :ti.se ~. :l ... c.,.-·~ 
-•- I-- _..__ ...... ____ 
C.' ac~e·re::.~.:.t : 31/12/1.978 a J O'l:.r !02.01.1978 
J -
1 • Ob j ec ti f ge~era 1 
I 
Protection C.es installations nuc.'leaires centre des agressions d 'origine e:tteme: 
cas ~articulier des eX?losions chimiques de masses gazeuses derivantes lib~rees par ~ 
accident dans un environne~nt industrial ou au niveau de voies de c~unication. 
2. Objectifs particuliers 
' 
"-' 
2.1- Re~~erche de lois d'echalle pour las caracteristiques de l'onde depression ae-
rienne engendrea par la detonation (au sens strict) d'un celange air-hydrocar-
bure. 
Conditions pour uae initiation en d~tonation. 
2.2- Recherche de lois d'echelle pour les caracteristiques des secoUsses talluriques 
induites par la detonat:ion en surface (au sens strict) d 'un melange a.ir-hydro-
carbure. 
2.3- Recherche de l'effet de divers parametres sur la cinetique d'une explosio>1: carsc 
teristiques du celaqge,geometrie, intensita et localisation de l'initiation, 
obstacles, eonfioement partial, •• 
Possibili tes pour \me deflagration d 'e•1oluer vers cne deflagraticn rapide ou 
une detonation. ., · 
2.4- Racher.che de modUes, ucilisables dans le~ calculs de ·surete, repr~sentant les 
caracteris tiques de l' onde de press ion aerianne dans les cas oil il n 'y a pas de· de conation. 
'' 




I.es essais son:: actuellameut realises en deux end:-oits differents: 
a) A l'Universite de Poitiers, dans le ~a.boratoire d'Energetique et: de De.tcnique 
de ~. le Professeur N. Xanscn. 
Les e.ffets ce divers parametres sur la cinetique de 1 'explosion (objectif 2-3) 
sent svs:e=acique~nt analyses a petite echell~, les melanges explosibles at~:: con-
fines ~ 1 'interieur de bulles de savon hemispheriques de 20 cm de dia:necre. 
b) Au Centre d 1Et:udes Scientifiques et Techniques d'Aqt.U.ta.ine (CZS'!A). 
Des essais ce detonation ce melanges air-hydrocarbures sout: effectues sur ces 
volm::es de n:2lange de plusieurs dizaines de .w-3. Des tirs de 1 OCO ~ sont anvisagea-
bles sur le terrain d'essais. 
Le but poursuivi est l'obtention de donnees experi~ntales pour 'les objectifs 
2-1, 2-2 _et (ult:erieure'tU:c.t) 2-4. 
Le prograi'"foe est defini et· reajuste. periodiq'liement par un eo-mite regroupcmt _des 
eX?er~ du CEA, d'Elec::ricite d~ France et de Gaz de France. Ce comit! s'est adjoint 
par con.trasle· support scien:ifictue des specialist:es de l'Uui,nrsita de Poitiers. 
!,r_£~~ ~_su.::,t_:_ 
a) A l'Universite de Poitiers. 
Objectif 2-3. Il s'agit d'essais exploratoires destines a reche~cher les 
paraoetres influant de ~aniere importante sur la cinetictue des deflagrations. Cas 
resultats devraient pece ttre .d' orientar un programme d 'essais a grance echelle. 
Independ~nt du travail experimental, 'les experts de 1 'tniversite de 
?:~:ie:s assu=ec.t, a partir des essais au czs~~, la modelisation n€cessaira a l'oo-
j.,.,....;:: 2-1; puis ulterieurettent cella cor-respondant a l'objectif 2-4. 
b) Au, CE:S't.\.. 
Ob tentio:~. de donnees exparimancales p,our les ob jectifs 2-1 et 2-2, ulterie.u-re-
~nc pour ~'objeccif 2-4. 
c) Au ~DSN. 
!ravaii de ~ode1isacicn pour l'objectif 2-2. 
:. 
/_4. Et:at de 1 'etude 
' ' 
-,r l._, 
4.1 - f..Y.~c=.~ns· ~ £_e j~u.!· 
a) Cbjectifs 2-1 et 2-2.' 
--. 
-
Las essais sont relatifs a des drs de ballons. sphe:-iques en late:t ou. etl.'. 
mylar de volua:es s'achelonnant de 1 a 54m3 de.melange gazeu.-,: QX";)losible •. 
L'oj~olJ.uQage se fait par .explosif au--c~ntre des ballons. 
· _ 18 essais oc.c- pord. sur des n:itanges air-acetylene ic.i.ties par un detona- · 
teur de 1 a 1,5 g (detonateur Briska ··np" ou fulminate de c.ercure) • 12 out con-
duit,, a une det:.onation autonorra dans le melange. gazeux.' , 
9 essais ont porte sur des ~langes air-ethylene, le detonateur etant 
re;force par 10_g de plastic; 4 ont conduit a une detonation autonetlle de gez. 
. 5 essais cnt: ete realises sur des ttela.-,ces air-propane done 2 ont con-
duit_ a u:c.~ deton.ation autonot::e (rec.fort: de 500 g de plastic): . 
L'interpretation des essais de detonation air-acetylene.et air-eth:Ylene 
. est- ·tenninee quznt a 1' objectif 2-1. 
b) Objectif 2-3 
Les travaux en laboratoire n'ont pu commencer qu'en octobre 1976 
(venue de M. Huneau). Le montace experimental est termine et diverses ex-
periences d'orientation ont et~ realisees (allumage de faible energie par 
etincelle, melanges oxygene-propane de rayons variables, ~langes concen-
·criques de richesses _variees). 
c) Objecti£ 2-4 . 
Etude bib liographique seulement. 
4.2 - Resultats essentials. 
-----------
a) Objectif 2-1 
Une modelisation et une formula ant ete proposees en ce qui concerne le 
surpression de creta de l'onde lancee dans l'environnement. 
b) Objectif 2-2 
L'instrumentation des essais en accelerometres enterres ayant ete tar-
dive, les donnees experimentales sont encore insuffisantes pour tirer des 
conclusions. 
c) Objectif 2-3 
Uc.e dissyma t-rie de la propagation de la flamme en geO'II!itrie hemispher-i· 
que a ete observee pouvant provoquer des effets directionnels dans le 
. chcm:p de pression. 
La ciHerite 
rayon initial de 
. (rappelons qu' il 
5. Prochaines etaoes 
a) Objectif 2-1 
. ' 
moyenne de la flamme augmente tres rapidement avec le 
la charge jusqu'a atteindre 110 m/s pour un rayon de 10 
SI agi t d I Ul1. melange propane -oxygene) • 
Co~araison des resultats de la formula proposee avec d'autres modeles 
Mise au point de la n:esure en un point donne de la surpression en 
fonction du temps (seule la surpression de creta a ete obtenue jusqu'a 
present avec precision). Reprise de quelques ensais de detonation. 
Recherche d'uoe modelisation pour les durees de phase positive et les 
impulsions • 
Recherche des conditions d'initiation en detonation pour des melanges 
gazeux moins reactifs. 
b) Cbjectif 2-2 
Poursuite des mesures a l'occasion des essais de detonation. 
Tentative de modelisation. 
c) Objectif 2-3 
. Poursui te des essais en laboratoire. Definition et realisation d' essai 
de deflagration a grande echelle (spheres, hemispheres, boyaux). 
d) Objectif 2-4 
Depouillement des essais a, s~ande echelle prevus en c) et recherche de 
modeJ.isations representatives (en~ s 'aidant de la bibliographie). 
--------...--~----- ·-- -· --
6. Rclacior.s avec d'autras etuc:!es 
- For.:1atior. et dispersion de nappes c:!e gaz derivant:as explosibles ou t:oxiques 
suite d'~.:De fcite !laSsive sur 1.m tr2.D.sport ou 1.m scockage de produits chimique.s. 
- Identification et caracterisation des agressions exterues dues au.~ activit:es 
humai~es • De~er=ination de leur probabilite d'occurrence. 
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Formation et dispersion-de nappes de gaz 
derivantes explosives ou toxiques suite 
a une fuite. massive sur un transport ou 
un stockage de produits chimiques. 





of a mass 
facilities 
p r o d-u.,c c s • 
and dispersion of drifting 
or toxic clouds as a consequence 
laaka2e incident on transport or 
~or the storage of cheoicals 
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Dc::e ... Der:ie:-e ::Use -e--a·~· .a • •- I--
c!' ac::e"re:~!lt 3 1 12.8 2 ... jour 02.01 .iS . a 
I - Objectif General. 
I 
Gaz ou a~rasols toxiques 
du cha~? de concentrations 
sur le sol ou sur l'eau. 
deter:nination en fonction du tecps 
dans l'air, au niveau du sol. Depots 
Gaz ·expl<;sibles('hydrocarbu-res e·ssentiellement:): dete:--:ninat:ion 
en fonction du tem?S des regions OU l'hydrocarbure Se trouve 
mela.ng~ a l'air dans une fourchec:te donnee de_conceut:--:at:ions; 
calcul de la masse cor-respondant:e d'hydrocarbure. 
2 - Objectifs ~articulier3 
2.1. Deter~ination du terme source 
... r Cas" 'd 'une ·rupture de gazoduc. 
En particulier, effet de la vic:ess• initiale du jet gazeux 
-Cas d'une rupture de cuve de gaz liquifie. 
Effet des caracteristiques du stockage (sous pression. 
J:efri_gere) 
Calcul du debit d'evaporation en cas d'epandage et 
d'lv~poration simultanis sui le sol ou sur l'eau 
(su-rface li~itee ou non). 
,· 
-Cas d'une rupture de canalisation de transport sous 
de liquid-as (ammoniac ..••• )': formation d'aerosols. 
pressio~ 
2.2~:qispersion ~t~osphirique~ ..·-
. ,}{odelisation des phases initiates, oa le gaz ou l'aerosol 







Cas des gaz lourds, des gaz legers, des gaz de densite 
yari~ble (evolution en temperature),des aerosols li~uides 
avec vaporisation eventuelle des goutelettes, ·'des aerosols 
solides. 
Raccordement avec les modeles classiques de dispersion 
atmospheriqu~ de polluants minotaires. 
4- Etat de l'etude : lanc~ment 
5 Prochaines etaoes. 
Compilation bibliographique. 
6- Relation avec d'autres etudes. 
Agressions .d'origine externe sur les installations nucleaires 
explosions chi~iques n~n confinees dues a un environnement 
industriel ou aux voies de communication. 
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Th.e prograni .ir .rtüaying the- effecti of 
.tornadoes'on niai.n physical'
. 
nuqlear p1ànts bn t,he.basis'of d.r't." colle.cted in tl.e Uniieà-States. A
para11e1. resé'arch on the thooretica.l ;evâlhation of a-'!,ot:ti"aô. ch'aracde
ristics is' in progress. fhe direct and indüced'effr'cts'of t,ornadoes oi1
structures has been examinat,ed, with particular rejerence to the nuciear
..- 
ulants . The.. behaviour and the ef fect's of ,sor,re .torn: does in Iraly in L97 4 ,
,.* 
,-..r*r.( )e stu.riied inaking nl alt,empt for a prqli4inary' ar alysis of. the experi-
nrental. data. : The problem' qf .a 
. 
cLassi fication of thr tornado'' intens ity on
t" ' ,. ..',"-. ,' ,, 
t 
":
, !h" basis-of the provoked, darnages rr,iLI beiexarninat,r.d ..to. correlat,e, if








-~------------------------------~---------------------1 'J'ITLJ~ 1 (ori{~in"l l;Jnt;uil~e) Studio prcli- Classificilt.ion I 
miaarc sullc tromhc d'aria e sui problemi che ne 3. 5 
• 1 Jct1vano per gti impianti nuclcari. 
'T:;:TLE 2 (cnclish) Countr)•: :X:'1 A.LY 
Preliminary study on tornadoes and their Sponsor: CNEN 
effects on nuclear power plants. Orrionisation: University I 
of.Pisa. i ~--------------------~------------------~-1->r~o-J_c_c_t __ L-~-~q-u--e-r-------------., 
~------------------------------~------~-----~-t_A_R_I_~_I __ M_a_r_i_n_o __ ~ ____ j 
C · A study is in course on tornadoes, referring to their main physical cha-
:· .ctcristics on the basis of data ~of experiences on tornadoes in the United 
States. A parallel research on•the~theoretical evaluation of a tornado chu-
r act er i :a i <: s i s in pro g r c ss . .. . _ 
The dire~t and. induced effects of torn'adoes on structures ha'r'C. been cxami 
'natedt with particular reference to the nticlear plants~ 
,~..-.~ 
. One has stu~ied the behaviour and the effects of some tornadoes in Italy 
making an attempt for a first analysis of the experimental data. 
The problem of a classification of the tornadoes by area and intensity 
ori the basis of the provoqued damages has.been examinated. 
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Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Investigation of Operation Transients after Reaktortechnik 
Failure of the Shutdown System (ATi·iS-Study) R 11 ' Erlangen 
Arbcatsb0g 1r: n /initiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
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Completed 31. 12. 1~77 739.000,-- DM 
1 • General Aim 
The aim of this project is to determipe the dynamic behaviour 
of PWR and m·lR plants during different anticipated transients 
with failure of the shut down system (ATWS = Anticipated 
!ransients ~ithout 2cram). The investigations shall show, 
whether limiting values of the fuel elements, the core and 
the loop components are exceeded. 
2. ~rticular Objectives 
If necessary, the design conditions for a second scram system 
can be specified.on the basis of the results of this investi-
gati<?.n• For this purpose. some _pre::--investls..at~.ons shall :be >···.--;: ... ,,. ·.:·,..._;·.' carried out:· .. ~.·.-:~--:'>I-•. -~··~ : '' ··~ ...... ,_,-.,,.; .. '\: ' -···· ·J'.,•(; ..... W'- • ' ··' 
''0. ' '' 
3. Research Program 
The consequences on the transient behaviour of a failure of 
the shut down system will be investigated, corresponding to 
the RSR guide lines. The analysis. ,.,ill be .conducted for the 
power plant Grafenrheinfeld and.i~ valid for all 1300 W~­
reactors of the pre_sent generation. The analysis started from 
normal operation of the reactor; it is assumed that·only the 
shut down system failed and all the other systems are 
operating well. 
:> 





The behaviour of a typical BWR power plant will be investi-
gated for the ·KKB and KKI power plants, corresponding to the 
RSK guide lines (8 transient cases after failure of the shut 
down system). ·As protective actions the controlled slow down 
of the pumps to minimal (rate: 10 %/s) speed,' and the 
collective electromechanical insertion of the control rods 
(insertion time: 120 seconds) are considered. 
Test Facilities 
No test facilities pecessary. 
J 
Progress to Date 
I 
PWR 
Development of a 1-dimensional reacto'r-dyna~ic code was 
initiated. This program, called KINBOX, is based on the 
multi-dimensional code IQSBOX. Although the latter can 
also _be used as an 1-d.imensional code , it requires·-·-· compared 
to three-dimensional calculations - relatively high 
computational costs. Since in connection with various 
ATWS accidents spatial effects in axial direction are most 
severe, it was thought advisable to ·prepare a special 
1-D code. For this purpos~ the neutronic IQSBOX module was 
completely revised and all necessary instructions only 
applying to higher dimensional calculations were eliminated. 
5.2 BWR 
A fault tree was established for failures which may lead 
to ATWS. 
The ·statistics of an·unscheduled·scram were prepared and 
evaluated for both US and German·nuclear power plants •. 
In addition, a parameter study ~as performed on main heat 
. 
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' ' The neutronic mudule of the 1-dimensiona~ KINBOX code 
worked about twice as fast a~ the IQSBOX on simila.r 1-D 
problems. 
BWR 
According to operational experiences gain~d from the 
German·plants Grundremmingen-A, Lingen and WUrgassen, 
the :failure probability leading to ATWS, is lower by 
approx. one orde.r of magnitude than is usually assumed 
by safety analysis. 
Next Steps. 
The final report will be w~~tten. 
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'Development of computer eodes necessary to study 
-
"abnormal transient conditions on P'Wlt. Response.b1e Abno.rmal transients .tudies 
-1 
.. ::.. .• : DSN/F.AR ' 
" ·-
. ....., .... . ,, ; 
•'. 
de Etat ac:tuel Scientifiques 
d&.e.rra.ge 




-Date prevue . · Derzd,are m:i.ae ~ ~·-I 
d'achevemcmt 3t/i2/77 l JO\C' 1/78. . 




Developper.~~ code de calcul permettant de ~ontroler l'itude des transitoires 
· aecidentels de classe ·z, 3 et 4 (~ore A.P.D.i.)*fiaurant clans lea r~pports de 
sureta des central~\ PWB.. 
* - APDll: accident de perte de rifrlsirant ; 
~ . 
,t ,, 
Etude des. transicbires de fonctionneaent de$ ~entrales l ea~ pressurisie. 
· · Coiu:role d~s. transitoiree accidentals conduisant I des eurpreesions pri.maires (examen des 'Sj.tuaeiona). •. ' . ... n 
Etude de l'influence des rigulatiou sur le .. ~omportement·trauitoire.de la 
·centra le •. · ·, · · - · · · 
llech~rc:he des poi~ts cl'licats cle~ repr,sentations 1118t~--tiqu•• des phinomenee phynques. · · . . . . · 




'"' ·~ ... 
,.. ) 
:: 








1 ~ ' • j 
. ' 





1 > ~~!!s~~n~.-!.s~..i2!-!! : 
- Des modeles ponctuels dicrivent le comportement des differents elements 
constitutifs du circuit primaire y compr.is certains systemes de rigulation .-· 
et de protection. , ' 1 • 
Un modele de -~en~rateur de v~~eur axial permettant de calculer ent:e autre 
l'evolution du n~veau d1 eau dans le generateur de vapeur et un modele de 
pressuriseur fonctionnant indifferemment en simple phase (vapeur ou liquide) 
. e't en double phase. sont indgres i la; ve-rsion actuelle. 
Calcul de la repa;tition des debits dans les lignes vapeur lors ~'une rupture .. 
de 'tuyauterie vapeur. ' 
- C~lcul des debits de decbarge en phase liquide en vapeur aux soupapes du 
pressuriseur par les metbodes de MOODY, FAUSNE et du modile bomogine equili-
' bre. · 
·- Couplage d.' un modile de generateur de vapeur .axial decrivant la riducti.on de 
l'echange primaire $eCondaire loTS du denoyage des epingles. 
Le module utilise lors de l'et~de des A.T.w~s. decrit en particulier lady-, 
namique de l'assicbement du geuerateur•de vapeur en s'appuyaut sur un jeu d~ 
correlations d'echange variables tout· au long .. du tr~n~itoire. 
2) Resultats ~ssentiels 
~--.. --
. I 
- Etude de transitoires-·accidentels de .classe 2 et 3 concernant la cpntrale 
de fessenheim • 
. Le calcul des accidents suivants . : 1: 
- Retrait incontrole des grappes de riglage en puissance. 
·- Perte totale de la cbarge.electrique •. 
- Au~entation excessive de la 'charge~· 
• 
- ?erte to tale de debit primaireJ revile · · un bon accord avec les calculs. 
presentes par le constructeur dans te·rapport provisoire de suretiS. 
- Etude de ttansitoires de dimensiognement du· ,ircUit primaire. 
Dans_ ·ce domaine 1' ~tude de la surpres&ton consecutive l una ·parte de la 
charge ilectrique a ete effectuee sur ta centra1e de Fessenheim. 
- ~tudes des A.T.W.S. : 
; ', 
- Etude de la perte de l' eau ali.Dien:taire avec de(.lenc:helll8at·.de la turbine .. 
Cett4 etude a montre que, dans la mesure oil t'' on adopte des hypotbises 
~ommunes en ce qui con~erne le modile de degradation de l'echange de cba-
·leur aux generateurs de vapeur1 letf·. risultats ,aont .: comparable! l 







' I' L 
'\' 
' • ' f I i t ' d!lf 1 • h d '1, b 0 6'5 5 
- Etude de la perte de 1 eau al mentatre sans ~c enc ement e a tur tne~ 1 · 
Ce jeu d 'hypotbbes conduit i 'un pie de pr.ession prima ire beaucoup plus · 
eleve que le cas prGcGdent. 
-Etude 'de l'ouverture intempestive d'une soupape du.pressuriseur. 
Le code permet e~tre autre d'Gtudier 'le dGbut de l'accident pendant .lequel 
le D.N.B. passe par un minimum. 
5- Prochaines etape·s : 
-
./: n "' ,., n ., •! 
- Etude d'un modele de correlation du niveau d'eau dans les genirateurs de vapeur • 
. 
-Elaboration d'un modele coeur tenant-compte d'un mGlange ~parfait de l'eau des 
· differentes brancbes.et d'une rlpartition;diaaYa&ltrique des temperatures dans 
le coeur. 




6- Relation avec .d' autrei etudes : · 
Etude des transitoires anormaux. 
Etude des A.T.w.s. 
r ' 
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- Cr,rtü ltÂtiti1,: ôuutlcs dtacciclcnts cn r.3;imc syrrrütrique.,Le qoclc conr:)orreî* rî'priscntntiorr simpl,i,f iêr:-ele'1o chsudière nrtcl6airc ct tlc La rlriie
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4.1 PronrosB to date 
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Code& claborcs. 
,., n ,.., ..., 
, · 4.2 - Es~~~tial Results 
' .. 
V - ·NEXT ST'F.rS 
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1-SU:mge dana la cuve d • un P\rll d•• 'coulcments provenant des . 
divers.::s boucles, . · . 
. .
V.ll ltt;FI~ll~~CJo: DOCU!·IENTS 
(~ 
VIII·~ UEGREF. OF AVAll~nJLITY 
/ 
,\.. . 
. , . 
. 
... 
t,a c:ommunitation des codes ou hur utilisation pour des 
'tudca appliquees d~ivent faire.l'obje~ de contrata·caa par caa. 
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Title 1 (Or~ginal language) Classification 
Dynamic ·stuqies. for safety_ anla.:1y8is rn~ 8 
.. 
Title 2 (English) . - Country . ITALY 
SE2nsor l .. ' , I .. Organisation CNEN 
' 
,, M 
· · Date initiated 
.I962 Project .Leader 
Date com};!leted in progress-
Last uedating- April 
I •. - General aim 
I977 M. Di t\artolomeo_ 
- Concern the development of analog and 
hybrid.models for dynamic analysis of 
- · n11Clear power plants (both water and 
· 'LMFSR reactors) ' 
. ' ' . . 




--p~ants and their components in abnorrn~l.-
' ·conditions. To analyze all the p.ossible'· 
accidents and the related safety problems • 
3· - Experimental facilities .. 2 analog computers EAI-PACE-23ItR· 
!_hybrid computer EAI-8945 
I hybrid computer EAI'-PACER-700 
4. - Project status·-
- These studies are made accordin~ to the_. 
CNEN need • . ' · 
I 
. 5··- Reference documents:•·!) P. Gibrdano- A. Mathis ~G. Melucci~ 
Dynamics and_control studies for a steam~ 




RT/ING(65)I3 - Sept. I965 . 
-.E.· Turrini - 2) A. _Mathis - B. Musso 
Accident analysis for a 
tor. ~nergiq Nucleare • 
. Luglj,o I968 • 
fast source rea·o · 
Vol. IS ... n. 1- · 
. • 3) P~ Giordano - A. Mathis - B. Rimini · 
·Analog·fuethods for studying' the ~pa~e-: 
'time dynamics or nuclear reactors. · 
· ·: Proceedings. of 5th Congress of the Int: 
· Ass • . tor ·An. Comp. • Losanna I967. 
. . -
" I ,' • 
'I 
' ~ . 
I : ~ ' ' 
.. 












1 Title 1 (Original language) Classificatlc,n 
-.;;;.;;;p.;;;;.;;o,;;,;;;;;........., ..... _ 
Dynamic stud~es for safety analysi~ 4 ~ 8' 
' ' 
' .. 











li) A. Mathis 
The-~se of hybri~ computers in the 
Italian CNEN nuclear program.Conferen 
~e on ~The Effective Use of Compu~ers 
in the Nuclear Industry"·• 
Knoxville, Tenn. (USA)~ April 2!-2·3, I969 
- 5) P. Giordano - A. Matllis - o. Modonesi 
.Use of analog and hyr1rid computers in the 
des'ign of CIRENE type nuclear power plant. 
Enlarged Hald·~n Programme Group t.teet_ · ·g 
on Computer c·orttro~ 
Loeri. (Norway) - May 29th - June 2nd, 
I972 . 
.. I 
·-Besides the·e~uipments mentioned there 
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r Title 1 (OriginRt languau].) .. 
' 
Statistical analysis of randome 
·r~ 2 (English) 
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ANDYCAP: Tre dimensional dynamisk model'ar 





Ris9S Natio·nal·· Lahoratory · 
Title 2 
ANDYCAP: 3-D-dynamical model of a BWR-core. 
Initiated: 1969 
Status: i~ ~se,being 
'improved 






P. Skjerk Christennnn · 
Scientists: 
P. Skjerk Christensen 
The purpose of •the model is .to describe and follow 
transients in a BWR core due. to pertubations of process variables in 
' timescale_l~lOO seconds. 
2. Particular objectives 
The· project is, particularly aimed at normal and abnormal con-
ditions in the reactor. The· model is. based on a three dimensional 
nodal description of the core as the neutronic part whereaa·the hy-
t 
draulics model consists of a number of parallel one dimensional 
"' •• ll 
channels coupled at the lower and upp~r plenum. ·A recirculation loop 
c6ntaifting a pump is included. In pt~~tical calculations the n~mber 
ot nQ~es ~as to be limited to ~ome 20~ and the number of. hydraulic 
channeis to 30,due to the computer time wqich on a CDC-6600 is~ factor 
-
of lOO. times the reactor; tim~strongly depending.o~ the character of 
I ' !he ~ransien t. Th.e transients caq be initiated by c_ont~ol rod move-
ment, steam load disturbance,: feed wat.er di.,turbance, and main· circula-
tion .. pump . d~oturbance. 
;. Experimental facilities 
: f' 
A version of the·code is in use 







I i· ~'f 
,'>\: 
.• 
c;. Next steps 
/ Work is in progress directed to speed up the cdde·. 
6. Relation with other projects 
?· Reference documents 
To be issued f ,, 
" n 
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· Title: Country: 
I 
Title: NORHAV·- Three-Dimensional Transient Calculation 





!organization~ Ris~ National Lab-oratory 
~--------~--------------_.------------------~/--------~scientists~ 
I Initiated date: 1977 Completed date: . 
n Status: , in J>rogress. 
'' -
1. General aim 
Anne Margre.the 
Larsen 
Development of a three~dtmen~iqnal computer program for the1 
calculation of tra~sients in the PWR core. 
I 
n ~ 
- 2. 'Par£icular objectives 
I 
' ~ ' 
The computer program should be able to describe PWR transi-
n n r.. ,., r"l 
ertt~ where the- spatial power dist~.tput.i!on is important_, covering 
the, range from operational transi~nts to design basis accidents 
(Rod ejection, ATWS). The neutr6nics part is a .. three-dimensional· 
nodal theory program, and the hydraulic model .is a transient 
subChannel program which was orlcj1na~ly intended tor.blowdown 
calculations. The program is planned to deal only with the reactor. 
core; so. the boundary conditions at the core inlet and outlet 
wi.ll have to be. specifb!d. · · 
J .•. ··Experimental facilities 
4. Project status 
: 'The programming is in progress. The steady state part is 
runnlncg· fin the debugging phase)·~· 
. 
'I 
s. '"Next· steps 
~ ~ , # 'l i' 
Progr~inq of the dynamic'!•. DOcumentation., 







6 :_ Relation with other projects . 
. The nodal theory routines ar~ the same as in the ANDYCAP 
program (ANDYCAP: 3-D dynamical model of a BWR-core, classifi-
cation 4.1). 
I 
The hydraulic model is the TINA program (NORHAV-P(B)WR 
blow-down computer program, classification 1.1). 
7. Reference documents 
, I 
tJ. Degree- ot availabi!i.t)( 
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I 
Classification 4'.1 I 
. 
' 
'l' it 1 f! 1 \ .. CODNTR:t Denmark 
. 
Kontrolstavs udskydning i en koqendevands-. SPONSOR Ris~ National ~ r .... eabCiratorv 
reaktor \ ORGP.NIZATION Ris~ 
National Laboratory 
Title 2 P[oject leader: 
Rod ejection transients in BWR , P. Skjerk Christens en 
Initiated: 1974' Comelct~d: 1976 Sc.ientists: 
M _, 
" 
.. , . B. Thorlaksen 
St3tUs: in progress Las,t U>J2d:atin~: 
currently 
' 
' ~ ~ . 
I 
1. General aim 
' 
·The aim is to construct a·mO'de'l which describes the reactor 
' 
transient following the ejection of one of the control rods in 
a. BWR. The model is an extension of the P..NOYCAP code which de-
scribes the'dynarnics of a 3-D nodai model of a BWR-core and pres-
sure vessel. The movement of the control rod.is calculated as-
suming:,cr.\,t~ical flow in the guide .. tube, and the velocity limi.ter 
on th~.rod has been taken into ac9~unt. ,· 
2. Particular objectives 
1. 1oe Rower distribut~on is ca_lq_ulated in three dimensions, 
but thf7 local peaking factor has to be found by adeq~ate 
box calculations. 
('1 :"1 ... td ~~ 
2. The fuel model includes the ~ssibility of a steam explosion 
i~H~iated by molt~n fuel. ~·; 
3. The ,coriseq~ences of the trans~ent pertinent· to the ·c.ore and 
p~ssure vessel are caleulate~. · 
. , ·1'. 
· 3 •. Experimental facilities · - ~ 
r· ,. 






4. Project Status 
I 
1. 'Progress to date: A·model for the movement of a·control 
rod after a failure of th~ housing has been made. ·Several 
transients have been analysed 
' 2. Essential results. 
5. Next steps 
.6. Relation with other projects 
7. Reference documents 
... a. Thorlaksen, Analysis of Control Rod Ejection,Accidents 
in Large Boiling Water Reactors (Ris~ Report 344). 
8. Degree of availability 





























Classification 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 
Title 1 COUNTRY Denmark 
' 
I dynamik model Ris~ National / PWR-stations SPONSOR Lal:-ora tory 
- ORGJ'.NI ZJI._TION Ris~ 
National Laboratory 
Title 2 Project leader: 
. 
PWR: A PWR power plant dynamics modeir 
Initiated: 1972 Completed:l974 Scien·tists: 
I 
I 
~ n - . 
, . ., 
P. la Cour Christensen Status: Last uEdatins: P. ·skjerk Christensen in use, being improved Currently 
' 
1. General aim 
·The goal of the project is to describe and· follow transient~ 
in a power plant comprising a PWR. The transients may be in-
itiated by any process variable in- or outs~de the·plant. 
2 •. particular objectives 
.. The plant model must be able .to calculate the transients in 
I ' . 
real ti~e which however limits the number of space meshes. 
Furthermore, the.model must )?e able to perform intera~tive 
calculations which means that the, user is able to study immedi-
ateiy the results of.his perturbations on the model. At last, 
the model must be able to serve as a tool.used by investigation I o 
of control systems. 
''the mOdel includes a one-dimensional core model and a single 
coo ring l~op comprising a circutcition pump, a steam generator 
. . 
of the u-tube type, a pressurizer~ and a boron injection system. 
The neutronic model is based on:dlffusion theory with a· single 
' promp~t and three delayed neutron groups. The steady state is 
found: by. purely digital calculat,ions while the transients. are . 
calq~lated mainly by analogu~·elements whi~e some neutronic 
solucions ·still are calculated by digital techniques~ 
r . 
3. ~EJcperimental facilities . . r. 











!, ' • 
·- · .... 
4~ Project -status 
1. Progress to date: The models for the steady state 
and the transients are finished and the two parts have 
been coupled tpgether. Simple transie.nts have been 
run. 
A more detailed version with two primary loop~~ a , 
turbine arid a feedwater system has been programmed 
for-simulation by means of a digital simulatinn sys-
tero. 
2. Essential_ results: 
5. Next .steps 
. _... ... ..... . 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. Reference documents 
Riso report no. 318. 




















BWR-stations dynamik model 
Title 2 Development of a 
a BWR-Nuclear Power Plant. 
Initiated: 1973 
,., ~ . . -
. 
' I status: 
in use 












4.1, 4.2, 4.3 
' COUNTRY Denmark 
Rl.S~ Nat1.ona-r 




P. Skjerk Christe·nsen 
Scientists: 
.E • Nonb9}1 
The purpose of the project is to develop a dynamic model of 
a nuclear power plant based on a BWR reactor which simulates various 
transients occurring during normal operating conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
,. . 
The model includes a boiling. water reactor, high- and low 
pressure turbines, moisture separatpr, reheater, condenser, feed-
water heaters and.!eedwater pump.,; 
1
It is·one-dimensional except 
,.1 •• 
for the nuclear part of the reactOJ;',' which is based on point .kinetics. 
' ' ~ I equat~ons~· -A great deal of attent;ton has been devoted to the model 
of the turbine and the feedwater heaters. 
' " 
3. Exper1mental facilities • 
4. Projec·t status 
1. Progress to date: The model· is finished. Several~transients 
• r 
have been run. The kinetic model has been. improved by in-
troducing a one-dimensional p~rt • 
. l ~ ' i 
" 
:• 2. Essential results. 
i• ~ 
. 
"\ . I r . 
s. Next stee~ 
. , , . 
r. . 












- 2 - / 
6. ·Relation with other project 
7. Reference documents 
Ris~ Report No. 335, Ris~ Report No. 336-. 





























inter:artion and necltUni'cdl irropertie§ -of .irradiated c'ladding
determined by pobrer excursion, '
2.
Investigation nrodes of rupture'and 
.naterial properfies by neutroh-radiography,;dinrensionaT anal.vsis, etc. of irradiatèd cladding subJected to increasrng
:power ramps up.to potier burst. Investigate,the influence of gap.(.I5C,'230,
310 cold gap).
rxperita?ntat rgci.t ittei, anO Uppta$g
' Irria(iation (llalden reactor) and post-irradiat.ionKiiller :
;
examinations at IFA . ., ,!
I
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Title 1 (Original language) : ;Ricerca 
1
sui · Classification ., 
'traneitori di' potenza del reattore RTS-1 
senza circolazione forzata. 4.1 I I . 
-' Title 2 (English) : ResearCh·on the power Couqtr;y • ITALY • 
transients of-RTS-1 reacto:zo without· for Sponsor . C;A.M.E.N. • 
-
ced water· co.oling. Organisation : ., 
. ' C.A~M.E.N .... 
! Project Leader : Date iniUated • 1974 • 
: 
D'AMONE. · (CAMEN) Date eom:2lefed : · ·In progress " F. 
. , ' 
f 





I ,, .,, ' 
• Description : 
I::!i ~ha~ 'Qeeniinvestiga tea:. power ·transients· of .RTS-1 reactor wi-
thout forc~i water cooli~g. Calclilat~ons have ~een carried out by 
'the NOOMEUR code. The selfoompensa~ed reaot~vity, withou~ any ao· 
ti<>n~ of external safety sisteru_s ~ wi th~ut· a:ny . damage to· the in- I ., 
' lo 1 ' , , 
stallationr ha.s been found'low related to the operation requ:ire 
' . . 
,; 1 
m entia" and to the associated risks~, 
.-; '' 
" " ,.; 
· Reference documents : 
- NOOMEUR. Report. ·q R~/.PR<>T{7!1 )Jj. 
' ' ' ~ ' 
.. -
'. ' 
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CLASSIFICATION: 4 • 1 •. 4. 2 • 4. 3 · ~~ 
:j 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS I~ 
Ontwikkeling van· een hybried eomputermodel voor de 
simulatie van storingen en ongevallen in·een druk-
. waterreactor. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Af~airs 
ORGANIZATION : 
TH-Delft 
Development of a hybr'id-computel:model for the simulat- PROJECTLEADER,: 







INITIATED, ·:October 1974 LAST UPDATING :May 1978 -, " 
Bruens 
STATUS • J ' COMPLETED :End 1978 an progress 
General aim 
n ~ n n 
.. 
Dev~Qpmen~.of a calculational tool wai4h can compute-the plant response to 
various transients and accident conditions (excl. LOCA) for a PWR. Provide the 
Poss'ibility to evaluate the effectiveness of control and protection systems under 
thes~ ·~onditions. ~ t1 
Particular Objectives 
Development bf a hybrid•computermodel ·ol a PWR. The nuclear core and the steam 
generator will be ~he basic modules. These and the other parts of the primary. and 
secundary syst• will be mod~lled such ~hat they can b.e easily adapted to any,. typE 
of P'WR. 1 • 
·Experimental facilities and prograllBD:a:M-:, 
I 
Proj,_ct Status ' 
The f'ollowi.ng simulation programs are fi~ished: I_ 
- hy~rj.d r,.,e4ctor core model describing, the neutron-kinetics and .the thermal 
b-eb,ayiour ' · '' 
- n~tural circulation steam generator computer modules describing the thermal/ 
hydraulic behaviour. '' r.. 
-coupling -of reactor core model with'sfeam generator modei. 
- digital model of the pressurizer. . ' " 
,, 
• Next 'steps · · 
- digital model:s of the· turbine, reheat .. t ancl 
- digital model of the preheater. r 
~- coupling of the different ~omputer pta$rams. 
I 
Relations with other projects: • 
Degre'e --of av:ailability 
thro~gh-Ministry of Social Affair•• 
I) ... 
Budgllt:. -
Personnel: I 40 manmonths 
:,' I 
' 
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Ontwikkeling van een hybried computermodel voor 'de 
simulatic van storingen en ongevallen in een druk-
watcrreactor. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Development of a hybrid-computermodel for 
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UtHiCilt:.toltr.lum/Penod Klassiflkatlon/Ciassiflcalion Kennzelchen/Project Number 
1 • 1 . 77 - ?1 • 12_._ 2..7 4 ? RS 178 
VorhJbc>n/ProJOCI Title Land/Country jU-Transientenprogramm - Modifizierung FRG 
cines 3D-Transientenprogramms fUr den SWR Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
. BN_FT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
3D-Transient Program - Modification of a Reaktortechnik 
3D-'rransient Program for B\'IR 
R 121, Frankfurt 
• Arbeitsueginn/lniliated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 • . 9. 75 31. 8. 77 Dr. Lockau 
Stand. der ArbeitenfStatus Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed 31. 12. 1977 475.000,-- DM 
. 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
For the accident analysis of a .B"\IlR a point kinetic or one · 
dimensional model was'used. Therefore rather conservative 
factors had to be regarded, when local effects were investi-
gated. With a 3 dimensional calculation these conservative 
factors can be corrected, without loosing safety margin. 
Therefore a 3 dimensional program will be developed, which 
gives·- more realistic details fdr ·the calculation of unsymmetric 
incidents in the core. 
Research Program 
The ~entral activity concentrates on the development of a 
thermohydraulic boiling-channel module for the 3 d-imensional 
transient model. As a first step ·the physical model and the 
efficiency of the numerical method shall be reviewed. This 
concerns primarily the void coefficient of reactivity, which 
influences the power and power 'd~nsity distribution strongly 
by ~egati ve feedback'J The 3 dimensional model must be able 
to treat $0 - 100 boiling channels in parallel. 
Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facilities necessary • 
. , 
1~ 1. 77- 31. 12. 77 2 - RS 178 
5. Progress to Date 
The following experimental calculations were performed by 
IQSBWR: 
a) pump failure NPP-Test 137 (new core) 
' . 
b) p~eheater trip NPP test 134 
In addit.ion, the program was considerably improved as· far 
·as data processing is concern~d. 
6. Re.sul ts 
6.1 ~~-~~2~_12Z-~~~h-t9~~~ 
The 1- and 3-dimensional verification calculat~ons on the 
failure of both recirculation water pumps (NPP Test 137) 
by IQSBWR showed good agreement between the two calculations 
and the measurement of the int~gral reactor power history 
over the pure flow rate change region (time range<10 sec). 
The subsequent subcooling change (-increase), however, does 
no.t quite result in the expec~~d pO\.zer increase given by the 
two IQSBWR-models. As was expe~ted, the 3-dimensional model, 
however, .provides a better basis for consideration of sub-
cooling change than the 1-dimen~ional. The relatively long 
box' height, 30.5 cm of the· 3-dimensional and 18.3_-cm of .the 
1-dimensional model will possibly lead to.a somewhat 
unsatisfactory treatment of the subcooling transients. 
The radial powe~ distributi~n shows•good agreement:between 
the steady-state reactor simulator RS 3D and IQSBWR. 
6.2 !~~-~~~~-12~_£l_±~§~~ 
The verification of the preheat.er trip showed 
goOd agreement with the measutement results. It could be · 
shown tnat even with a coarse'mesh grid arrangement of 
Z =" · 30 .; ·cm per node, the model is sufficiently exact for 
the thermohydraulics. The verification also showed, that 
only the use of the H2o reflector as radial boundary con-
dit'fon renders satisfact,o:ey results. The simulation with 
0 
1. 1. 77- 31. 12. 77 
- 3- RS 178 
constant Albedo-coefficients leads to incorrect results. 
6.3 !~EE~~£~£~~~-~!-~h~_Q£!2~~~E-~~~5E~~~ 
By improving the iteration control, the I/0 time can be 
halved, 
It could be shown by a systematic parameter study that the 
parameter NS~UX ~ number of flux iterations/power 
iteration) strongly influences· the convergence. The optimum 
seems to lie between NSMAX = 3-5. 
The program was· considerably improved with respect to 
problem size and convergence behaviour. The present 
revision 1 can full-dynamically process 1/8 core KKK with 
110 thermohydraulic chann~ls and will converge in 
approx: 70 iterations down to 10-5. 
The implementation of IQSBWR on the CD 7600 used by the 
weather-service also allows .. for the treatment of 
considerably larger problems than it was the case up 
to now. Thus problems up ~o, quarter-core size (approx. 
20Qchannels) can be calcul~ted. 
Next Steps 
The final report will be written. 
8. Relation with Other Projects · 
9· References 
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Radiation Doses in Nuclear Power Plants 
Initiated: February 1974 Completed: 
Status: Progressi-ng Last updatina: 
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1. Gen.eral Aim. To study the radiation doses received by power plant 
personnel and the factors influencing the si~e of these doses. 
2. Particular· objectives. Development of a mathematical model for the 
r-. ,. ; 
transport of radioactive material in the coolant circuit of a BWR-
plant, and calculation of the radi~tion fields outside the components 
of the· coolant circuit. .. , 
3. Experimental facilities None 
4. Project status 
4.1. Progress to date. Three computer codes have been developed, 
FICO~I, INAPI, and SHIELD, all in FORTRAN. 
1 FICOPI calculates the inventories of radioactive fission and 
corrosion ~Sroducts in the components of the coolant circuit as a 
funct:ion of power history. 
~ INAPI calculates the inventories of radioactive nuclides created 
by adtivation of the coolant itself. 
'. SHIELD is a simple shielding: code based on point~ kernel tech-
nique. 




s: Next steps. Further testing of the inventory calculations 
still has to be done in order to verify the models. A more 
sophisticated shielding code is being considered. 
1 
6. Relation with other projects. 'No formal relations to other 
projects are established, but interfaces exist with studies 
performed at Ris~ on.the subjects: Systems ~elineation and 
pow~r pl'ci"nt operation. 
7. Reference documents Kurt Lauridse~, Development of a Model 
, for the Assessme~t of Radiation Fields Around Nuclear Power 
/ 
Plant Components, Ri$~ Report No. 353 (1977), 106 pp. 
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Land/Country Vorh.Jbcn/Projcct Title • 
. . 
FRG U~1tersuchung der Jod-Exhala~J.on aus U02 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor u~tcr stationaren und transJ.enten Be-
dinsungen Bl\Hi'T 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Investigation of .the Iodine Release from Reaktortechnik 
UO?. ~n~er Steady-state and Transient 
RB 33, Erlangen Conch tJ.ons 
Arbeitsende/Completed Lelter des Vorhabens/Project Leader Arbe1tsbcginn/lnitiated 
31. 8. 80 DI:'..... P~Ph~ 1. 12.' 77 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status . Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 31. 12. 77 I 639.580,-- DM 
- 1. 0 
General Aim i' 
In LWR's, the amount of fission-Gesium generated during 
burn up is approx. 10 times higher than that of fission 
Iodine. Since Cs and Iodine. form .a more stable Iodide 
0 
2. 
than the comparable Zirconi~-Iodides, it is n~cessary to 
evaluate the related chemical equilibria bas_e,d on the actual 
Cs/I•~elease to evaluate the effect of Iodine on the loss of 
ductility~ of Zr-cladd~ng. r ~ , , 
Afte~ J~xperimental data on the Iodine and Cesium· release 
from fuel are obtained, it will be possible to determine 
the effect of. Iodine-caused loss· of ductility ori the fuel rod 
performanc~ during transient and· especially LOCA conditions. 
By using ~he computed Cs/I-inven.tory of the fuel, the measured 
releas.e characteristics .the results from SSCC of Zry·. · 
Particular Objectives 
The f~~sion Gesium and Iodine in~egrated in the uo
2 
lattice 
can op.ly zoigrate to a free surface (outer and inner pellet 
sur.fa~e·~nd/or fracture) by diffusion. 
It is. the objective of ~his prog~~ to investigate on the 
I/Cs release characteristics underr. the following conditions: 
' ~ I ,., , 
I/Cs .. ;rel~~se under steady-stat~ ~onditions :(isochronous-
isothermal heat-up) ' ·: . 
: ..., ' ,.., I '"'I 
' ,, 




- .. -· 
) 
..... 
1. 1. 77 - 31. 1'2. 77 - 2 - RS 285 
(transient heat-up). 
· In conjunction with 
- tests performed at PNS/GfK on MCA burst performance, 
- tests perf.ormed at KWU on unirradiated cladding tubes·, 
- fl~S/GfK results obtained from cladding tubes doped 
with varying amounts of·Iodine, and also 
- in-pile tests to be performed under PNS 4237 scope, 
the aboye test results will describe the cladding tube 
behaviour from fuel rods in different burn up stays 
~der LOCA conditions. 
Research Program 
~he Research Program is broken into the following items: 
3.1 Thermodynamic analysis of the Systems U-0-I-Cs-Zr to 
estimate the degree of stability of possible I- and Cs 
compounds under LOCA conditions using basic data from 
the literature. 
P~oviding measurement techniques in order to determine 
the Iodine migration, under the aspect of handling hot 
f'uel. 
3.3 Dete~ination of I- and I/Cs penetration rates of U02 with ,..., ' ' ' 
different pore structure· of temperatures .of 650 ..:.. 1100 °K. 
3.4 Selection and characterization of spent uo2-archive 
pellets·for the investigation·of the Cs/I-release •. 
; ..... "I 
3·· 5. J?~termination of the Iodine .migration from uo2 samples 
with burnup as test parameter. 
'· ,. I 1 ll 
Cparacterization of U02 fractures for various U?2 qualities 
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3. 7 D.etermination of !-migration fr<?m U02 fractures with 




Under the scope of the above program, a test equipment is 
planned tQ be installed for determination of the I/Cs 
I 
migrati~n in irradiated uo2. 
Progress to Date 
Construction work on the above test equipment was started. 
Results 
Next Steps 
Construction work will be continued. Thermodynamic 
analysis of the U-0-I-Cs-Zr Systems will be initiated. 
Relation· with Other Projects 
.. . 
Re.f;erences .,.,· l''. 
---
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149-1 -02 5-1 
t 
Titre Pays 
Etude theorique de la contamination du circuit prima.ire FRiu'lCE 
des reacteurs a eau pressurisee. 
Organisme directeu.r · 
CEA/DSN ,.. 
Titre (a.nglais) Organisme executeur 
Theoretic~~ st~di of 
circuit. 




- ~ " I ~ ., 
. . DS_N/ SESR'S 
de l/01/1975· Et at actuelg Scientit'ictues ( _.:.em.a.rrage n c:o~r! 
--
n '"' ~ " 
Date ~revuE) 111211980 d'a.cheve:~ent ~e::niare mise Jllll/1977 a JOur . 
-
1 - OBJECT!!' G~I'ERAL~. " 
Modetise~ les phenomines conduisant a la contamination~du circuit primaire. 
Elaborer les copes de calcul correspondants. en vue de pouvoir effec:tuer des calculs previsionnels. · · 
2 - oajECTIFS .PARTICULIERS 
'/F 
a) Amelioration de la conna.issance des coefficients de relichement des produits 
de fission hor~ des •ssemblages de combustible {oxyde et jeu.oxyde-gaine)• 
Pjiametrisation de ces coefficients en fonction de la temperature, du taux de ~ustion. Etude de: l' effet des regimes transirto.lres. , 
a) Realisation de calculs de raference ~ur la contamination du circuit 
primaire des rea~teu~s de puissance.. (900 MWe, 1 · 300 Mtole). 
c) Amelioration des calc:uls de production ·de tritium dans le fluide 
c:aloporteur. 
d) i"tude de l' effet de l' irradiation neutronique sur la migration du 
triticm. r 
t· .... , 
'I 
,, I 
,, ,. ,, ,; 
.I A 
f " . " 
' r• ,0 
' 
. 
:I 11 _, ~ 
' 
r 
... / ... 
) 
3 - INSTAL~IONS EXPERL~NTALES ET PROGRAMMES 
Cette etude utilise les resultats des experiences dans la boucle . 
BOUFFON. (CEN/G) ; les codes de calcul mis au point seront qualifies l partir 
des programmes de mesure de suivi de la contamination dans les reacteurs en 
fontionnement, notamment FESSENHEIM. 
4 - ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1 • ~!!!!£!~!!~_!_£!_i~! 
Mise au point d1 un modele semi~emp1r1que permettant l'interpretation· 
des experiences BOUFFON. Un modele de diffusion des produits de fission avec 
piegeage est en cours d'etude et de test en vue d'affiner la representat'ion 
des phenomenes de migration • 
. 2. Princ!E.!~~L!!!~~ 
• Determination d~s coefficients de· sortie des produits, de fission 
hors du combustible dans l'experience Cyrano~ 
... r. t 1 .4 r' . 
~-- • ·Variation de~paramitres gou~ernant le relacbement en fonction 
de la temperature • 




• Etude bibliographique des rendements de fission ternaire .du 
• .Interpretation du bilan des rejets de tritium 1 TIHANGE - Evaluation 
du taux de fuit~ par diffusion i travers tes gaines. 
5 - PROCR.UNES .-ETAPES 
r • Interpretation des exper1ences BOUFFON (regime stationnair.e et 
cyclage de.puissance), en vue de-qualifier le modele de diffusion des produits 
de fission avec!' piegeage • 
• Introduction du modeie dans· ie code de calcul PROFIP 3 qui traite 
la contamination du circuit primaire. Test. sur les resultats du suivi FFSS&'mEL'i • 
• Etude critique des sections efficaces. de production de tritium sur 
le bore·ef ~alcul fin du taux de production dans le fluide caloporteur. 
6- RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES . 
(1, 1. 
·~ 1 i . 
Experience de fon~tionnement PW ,_:: · synthese des 
campagnes de mesures concernant les transferts de 
radioactivite. fiche 149-1-03 
r r ·r~ 
Syuthese des prog~~es d'etude sur la contamination 
des circuits primaires de PWR.fiche 149-1-0t 
Ruptures de gaine et dissemination des produits de 
fission dans les ~~teurs a. eau~- Programma· BOUFFON •. 411 ·2-c 
7 - DOC~ts DE-REFERENCE .. rapp~rts internes 
, .. ,.., 
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.. . 
Titre Pays 
Experience de fonctionneraent PWR . Synthase des FRANCE . 
campagnes de mesures concernant les transferts 
Organisme directeur de radioactiv.ite. 
CEA/ DSN I 
'l'itre {ariglais) • Orge.nisme e.x~cuteur 
Opeiatingexperiertce in PWR CEA-DSN/SESRS 
Responsable 
- -· 
.. DSN /SESRS /F'AR 
-
Date de Et at actuel en cours Scientitiques 




Date pr~vue Derniere mise 
d'achevecent 1982 & jour novembre 1977 
1 - Objeetif general 
Le but essential de cette etude est une meilleure connaissance de 
l'o~igin~, la nature, !'importance et la repartition de l'activite 
dans les circuits primaires des reacteurs et dans les enceintes ~ui 
lea en.tourent. La determination des mecanismes de production et de 
transferts des isotopes radioactifs dans les differents milieux se 
fait par mesure in ~itu. Les resultats doivent eux-memes etre utilises 
.. p~u;r qualifier· des codes de calcu.~ representati1's des phenomenes. 
2 "" OBJEC'IIFS PAR'!ICULIERS 
D.etermil)ation des sources radioactive& en t'onctionnement normal ou en 
cas .d'lncident qui sont a l'origine s 
- ,. d_e l~; ~ontamination de~ locaux .et enceinte& 
- des rejets gazeux ver.s l'environnement 
- des effluents liquides destines a etre traites 
• dear~jets liquides apris tra~t~ment 
•r de l-a production de dechets soUdes. 
T~ute;ces informations constit~ent un support indispensable a l'analyse 
d~. surete. L' interpretation des .. resultats devrait permettre en particu-
lier d•evaluer : · 
- 1e debit de fuite primaire dans le bitiment reacteur 
-"le d•bit de t'uite primaire•secondaire 





J- Installations experimentales et.programme 
Ne ant 
~ - ~tat de l'etude 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
~-------------------Les mesures ef!ectuees a la CNA ont permis de mettre au point les 
t~chni~ues experimentales. 
Une premiere campagne de mesures a ete e!tectuee sur Fessenheim I 
par les equipes experimentales du DSN/SESTR et du DH~/SEN. 
Sur Tihanga le DHE/SEN suit !'evolution de l'activite de l'eau 'primaire 
(produi~s de fission et produits ~e corrosion). 
\ 
2) Resultats essentials 
~~------------------
- Les resultats des premieres mesures ~ur Fessenheim I, qui doiverit 
retre publies prochainement apres accord de l 1 exploitant, ont mis 
:en eY.idence : 
• le faible ·niveau d'activite de i·•eau primaire. L'activite des 
produits de fission dans l'eau primaire a permis d'evaluer la 
contamination initiale des gaines • 
• · la :'presence de triti-um ~ dans 1' enceinte reacteur et dans 1' air 
~rejete a la cheminie. 
- .Les mesures sur Tihang~ ont mis:en evidence des ruptu~es de gaine l 
,l' acti vi te primaire reste stable en fonctionnement a puissance 
constante. Au cours de la baisse de charge et du retroidissement 
,du- reacteur, on observe deux. pi~s de remontie. d' activite pour 
l'iode 1)1. 
' '1 
S - Procqaines eta pes , , ., 
Interpretation des resultats obtenus a Fessenheim. 
Lancement d' e,xperiences analogues. a: Bugey 2• 
~~Relations avec d'autres et~~es 
L'etude de fonctionnement PWR et lea etl.tdes .. menees sur boucles sont 
complementaires pour comprendre lea mecanismes qui regissent le 
r, 
,. 
.transport des produits 0e fission et des produits de corrosion •. La ' 
presente etude est done directement liee aux etudes faites sur boucles 
(experiences BOUFFON pour lea Pf,,. boucles HPZ, BIHAN, CIRKNE pour lea 
p~o.duits de corrosion). , ... .. 
1 - Documents de reference : rapports internee non disponibles • 
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' 
T:i:':re Pe.ys 
DEPOT-JET : etude du depot des produits de fission FRANCE 
issus d'une rupture de gaine sur les structures du 
circuit primaire d'un reacteu~ a eau ordinaire. Organisme directeur 
CEA/DgCS et EdF./SEPTEN 
Titre (a.nglais) I 'organisme executeu:" 
CEA/Dl-lECNfDMG 
DEPOT-JET . research on deposition of fission (GRENOBLE) • 
products issued from a cladding defect on the · 
primary_circuit st.roctures in a pressurized Responsacle 
wate.r reactor. 
. 
n n n " eo ~ 
. 
DMG - Grenoble 
Date d.e Et at actuel S<:ientitiques 
... demure,ge 1}!/77 n en cours c• .~ . --.. . . 
/;~- --· 
Date prevue, ~ Deruiere mise 
d'a.cheve!D.e:.t· 31/12/81 l jour 19/12/77 





- Objectif 'eneral : 
Etudier le tau~ de depot des produits de fission issus d'une rupture de gaine 
sur les structures du circuit primaire, la nature de ces depots et leurs com-
·binaisonseventuel~es avee les produits de corrosion du circuit primaire. 
\ ;·~c­l ' '' ol 
. \ 
. i 
. -l-· ... 
' 
: r 
' ,, j 
'2- Objectifsngarti~uliers : 
I -Mise au-point d'une boucle representatlv. des conditions tbermobydrauliques 
·rencontrees dans un reacteur • 
' 
2- Simulatlon.~des principales zones de_dipat (structures) observees dans un 
reacteur. i 
3- Etude de l'influence des additifs presents dans l'eau du circuit primaire 
(bore:. e:t l~tbine notamment) sur la forma~ion des dlpSts. 
• r 0 
4 - Etude~ cl:e l~.i~fluence de la presence d~. PfOduits de corrosion et des composes. 
forme, .avec ~es derniers. : . . • 
-1 
,, 










. 3 - Installations experimentales et programme : 
.c~s essais sont realises dans un dispositif BOUFFON-JET pourvu d'un thermosiphon 
.et accelere par un jet de vapeur,installe dans le reacteur SILO£ a _Grenoble. 
4- Etat de l'etude : 
1 ) ~~!!£!!!!!!:.L!..£!_i2~! 
La mise au point du dispositif est en coul='S•: 
2) Resultats essentiels 
---------------
Sans objet dans cette phase preliminaire du programme. 
0 
S - Prochaines ·etapes 
Le premier essai est prevu au de~ime semestre de 1978. 
·6- Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
,..Cette etude .doit etre utilisee pour 1' analyse. de surete des reacteurs a eau 
ordinaire sous pression (eva~uation des consequences des ruptures de gaine 
sur la contamination permanente du circuit primaire). Elle est, d'autre part, 
en relation 1avec les programmes EDITH, ctrON, CRUCIFON et FLASH. 
C· 
7 - Documents de reference : 
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I 1~9-1 - 07 s . 1 
Titre Pays : F~CE 
CON!~~~AI!ON DES CIRCUITS Plll~IRES -
SU!V! DE FESSE~IM Org~~is:e directeur 
CEA/D.S.N~ 
(a.r.glais) .. • ,; + Titre Organ~sce execu~eur 
I , 
i?RI!-!ARY CIRCUIT CONT~'UNATION • ACTIVITY AI.'ID DRE/SEN - CEN/Cad. • 





I - --. 
' En cou.rs Scientif'ic;.ues . Da.te C.e Eta.t ac:tuel: . 
I 
n n ~ M (, ........ .,.2.S • • 1917n I;.--· -. cf. Note Technique .._ .. 
SEN/LFR/77-39 --- ~--- - - . 
-
Derni~re c.ise --, --Da.-: e p:Ot!".f'J.e I 
d' ac~ive:ent : 6°~ cycle. de .. . a Jour 1/78 
FESSENHEIM 
1 - OEJEcriF ~\"ERAL -
• }1eilleure comprenension des comportements--des produi ts de corrosion 
et de fission devant aboutir a : 
- 'd" une' part i\ tme :·~duction de 1 t e'Xposi tion du, personnel Str.:' les 
rEucteurs (s~. ies r6ncteurs actuels en Elabo~~t des consignes d'e~loitLtion · 
• (it sur les rE~c~eurMs !uturs - ra10dification et~ ~'lioration -:). 
. ' 
- d'autre part d'ajuster les cal~s prEvisionnels et tendre. vers pll~ · 
r 1 1 
de r6alisme ea ce qui concern~ les s~urces de rejet en situation normale. ou acci-
. cientelle • 
2 - OBJECTIFS.~AR.TICULIERS 
1 )' - CampagnP-s C.e t!:esurcs su1· la. centra le 
2)' ·:. QUalification et am~lioration ,'~es codes de C:alcul PACI'OLE pour 'les 
r , P .t: , PROFIP pour les P. F. r· ~: 
fl -t r, 
I, "' 
Suivi des produits de corrosion et de fission dans l'eau du reacteur. · 
Au rr~ins trois campagnes de mesures sont prevues par cycle de combus-
tible (plus eventuellement des campagnes exceptionnelles en cas· de ruptures de' gaines 
Ces mesures portent sur la determination d'activite de l'eau et des filtres et des 
teneur.s en ~lements. 
; 
• Interpretation des r~sultats en.provenance de la centtale (mesure de 
-r9utine) et des carnpagnes·d~crites ci-dessus. 
' ' 
:• Hesures de 1' activit6 deposGe s~r le·s tuyauteries pri;naires, les 
"""'\ 
tubes G.V. et a:utres portions du circuit (BAi'i, etc). 
w 
4 - ETAT DE L'ETUDE -
1 ) -. 1Jne .,ca.':Ipagnc realisee (en d~ut · de cycle) du Z ·au 11 • 9. 77 • 
Les r~sultats de cette campagne sont donnes dans la ~ote Technique 
SEN/1t='R/i7 -39 de ~over..bre· 1977. 
2) - Cette Campagne ~ permis de montrer qu'actuellement l'activite 
des P ~F. .n' est due qu' a la contam..-mtion --des gaiqes (pas de ruptul"e de gaine) • 
' . ' 
., 
.-\ 
...J - P.ROCHAIN"E ETAPE -
'"' .. , 
En F~vrier 1978 des pr6!.eve.rnents sont pre\1JS sut la ligne de charge 
pour deteliTlin~r 1' influence des s :telli tes et -du RCV. 
r ~ • "l 
Deux aut~e~ campagnes.de rnesures sont prevues, ami-cycle et en fin 
de cycle (ou a une autre'date si l'evolution·de l'activite P.F. indique l'appa-
ritio'n de r\lPtures de gai."'les). · 









- < . ' 
... 
':' 














6 - RELATIONS AVEC D' AUI'RES ETUDES -
Voir fiches 149-1-02, 03, 05; 06 • 








ED!~d : evaluation du taux de relachement des produits de 
fission a partir d'une rupture de gaine dans u~ reacteur a 
eau o:dinaire en fonction de la puissance lineaire. 
Titre (s.:.gla.is) 
I EDint : assessment' of the fission products release ~ate from 
a 'cLadding defe~t in a pressurized water reactor in · terms .of 





O~;~~s~e di:ec~e~ I CEA/DgCS et EDF 
CEA/DMECN/DHG Grenoble 
DMG - Grenoble 
(":Date de 
I~' c.ca..""":"a.ge l!! /76 
Eta.t e.c:t-::.el Sc:ientifi<;.ues 
en cours ~ ~ 
De:te ;:evu.e 
d.' a.c!:eve:ae:11r . 31/12/78 
1 - Objectif general : 
Derniare cise 
1 Jo~ 12/77 
Etablir une relation entre le taux de de~agement des produits de fission hors d'un 
crayon .presentant une rupture de gaine de section donnee et situee au droit d'un 
bouchon, et la puissance lineaire de ce-cray2~ en fonctionnement normal, en debut de 
vie et ea: ·regime• stable (20 000 1 40 000 W.m ). 
- Objectifi oarticuliers 
1 - Pour un etat donne de. la charge de combustible d'un reacteur, evaluer la desre 
. de contamination du circuit primaire a attendre en fonction de la puissance. · 
· 2 - Etud;e}· 1~ 4eg'rad.at~on d 'un crayon p~l.entant une rup.tu-ce de gaine en milieu.~ 
aqueu.."<. 
3 - ~todiliser les phenoaenes observes • 
. 3 - Installa"ti."""ns· experi:nentales et prog:-amr.:.e ': If I' 
. '\ 
r ,· 
Ces essais sonf realises dans le dispositif BOUFFO~ insta'lle dans le reacteur S!~OE 
a Grenob'le. tl ~s'agit d'un bouilleur a thetmosiphon en circuit fer.ne comportant un 








Ecac de 1' et:ud'e : · 
I - ~~~~S!!~~-S!-i~ ' 
1) La phase experimentale du progracme, 
J SI et EDird I et leur examen apres 
comprenant l'irradiation des experiences 
irradiation. est ter.ninee. 
2) La synthese et la modelisation des resultats obtenus sont en cours. 
2 - ~~sultats .ass~ntiels : 
--------------------Les principales conclusions tirees de ces es~ais sont les suivantes : 
I) Le degagement des produits d~ fission hors du crayon est d'autant pluS ~par­
taut que la puissance est elevee. 
2) Le taux de degagement des halogenes est environ dL~ fois moins eleve que 
celui des gaz rares. 
3) A basse puissance'lineaire (20 000 W.m-1), le camportement'des halogenes et 
des gaz de fission se distingue de celui observe a puissance lineaire·plus 
elevee. Les modes de transport hors du crayon sont probablement diffe~ents. 
a J - Prochaines etaoes 
Terminer la synthese et la modelisatiou de cas resultats. 
Q aelation avec d'au:res etudes : 
Ca.:u etude do it etre ut.ilis~e pour 1' analyse de sureti des reacteurs a eau sous 
pression_ (contamination du c1 rcui"tarimai;e)·· Elle est, d' autre part, en relation 
a•rec les· prog-ro;.mmes CYiON, CR.UCil!'Ol',JET et. it.\SH. 
7- Docueentsrde reference.: 
-Rapport& internee non disponibles 
}. 
























CYFON : ~valuation du taux de relichement des produits de FRANCE 
fission a partir d'une rupture de gaine dans un r~acteur 
a eau ordinaire sous l'influenee des cyciages de puissanc~. Organisme directeur 
-
CEA/Dg.CS et EDF 
Tit:-e ( 2.ngle.is) Orge.nisme e.--c~cuteur 
CYFON : · asnssment' of the fission products release rate fl='om CEA/DMECN/DMG/Grenoble 
a cladding defect in a pressurized water reactor under. 
,pow~r cycling operation. Responsable 
~ n ~ " ~ ~ 
DMG - Grenoble 
'De.te de 
-
Et at actuel Scientitiques d... .. 1/l/76 E~. ~ours I em&r!"e.g .. ~~ M M , 
-
.. 
Date pre,.-ue · 
' 
Derniere mise 
d 'a.chevae:t· , 31/12/79 a Jour . 7/12/77 -• 
-. - . 
' ,.., ..... ,.., -
- Objeccif'general 
t ~ I l 
Determiner le taux de degagement des prodUits de fission hors d'un crayon presentant 
une rupture de gaine de section donnee et situee au droit d'un bouchon dans de~ 
conditions de cyclage represeutatives-du suivi du reseau (cyclages de type 15/7). . . . 
r .., ...., ..., 
cJ- Objectifs- part.iculiers 
1) Pour ~etat donne de la·ch'arge de COGibuetible d'un reacteur, evaluer le degre · 
de eontamination du circuit primaire a privoir dans l'hypothese d'un fonctionnement 
en suivi de res eau. '' " 
·' I 
2) Etudie.r .. la degradation d'un crayon preae.ntant une rupture de ··gaine dans les mimes 
conditions. 
" 
3) Modeliser les phenomenes observes. 
H ,.. 
3 - Installat'ionsi experimentales et programme (_. 
t, r 
Ces essais sont realises dans le dispositif·BOUFFON installe dans le reacteur SILOE 
a Grenoble. Il s'agit d'un bouilleur a thermosiphon . en circuit ferme comportant un 
systeme de prelevement pour effectuer, hors pile, les mesures de contamination • 





,, ,, ,, 
' 
" 
r ~ - -~ 
./ • • 
' 
" " r. •'I ,, " ., ,, 
' 
4- Etat de l'etude 
0 
1) L' irradiation des deux experiences 'iuitiale:neut prevues (CYFON 1 et CYE'ON 2) 
est tertllinee, aiusi. que leurs e--camens aprh inadiation et le depouilleeient ' 
de ces demiers. 
2) L•. synthese et la modelisation des resultats obtenus sent eu cours. 
2 - Resultats essentiels : 
------....,----
1) Les cyclages periodiques du type 15/7 provoquent des bouffees de, produits de 
f~ssion lors des variations de puissance. Ces bouffees se produfyent a la 
baisse de puissance pour des cyclages entre 20 000 et 40 OQ? wm et a la 
montee pour des cyclages plus .profonds (12 000 a 40.000 wm ). 
2) Les ''bouifees princi?ales contiennent des ·gaz rares et des halogenes. las 
bdutfees secoud~ires surtout des gaz r.ares: 
3) Les·:activitb des produits de fission ainsi degages representent: une part-.i:zl 
portaute de la-contamination du circuit primaire •. 
' ; 
•' 




1) Reprise, eu 19ZS, d' uue experience aualogue.-.1 CYFON 2~ CYFON 3, pour precis er l' ef· 
fee propre de 'La variation de puissance • 
.., ' 
2) Irradfation~d'un crayon long (type CAP) pour preciser l'e£fet de la geomitrie. 
3) Synthese et modelisation des resultats'obtenus. 
[ c 
6 - Relation avec d '.autres etudes : 
0 
Cette etuCle dol.t etre· utilisee pour l'analyse de surete C:as reacteurs i eau ordiuaire 
sous i)ression (conta:niuation du circuit pnmaire) pour le --cas oil un fonc:!:ioun.ament ' 
sui vi du dseau serait envisage. Elle .est• d 'autre part. en relation· avec les pro- , 
grammes EDITH, Cttt:ctFON., JET et Ft..ASH •. 




. r ~ 

























taux de relichement des produits CRUCIFON . evaluation du . 
de fission hors d'ucerupture de gaine declenchee en· 
fonctionnement normal dans un reacteur a eau sous pressiot 
Titre (anglais} 
M M 
as'"'seMssment of the fission products release rate CRUCIFON . . 
from a cladding defect triggered under normal operation ill 
a pressurized water reactor .• 
'. 
~ " " 
~ ~ n 
' 
. 
Ztat· actue~ t~a.te de 
" -de:nura;e - ,. l/l /7t' en cours 
',I 
"' 
Date prevue ,. I Der::1i~re mise 














CEA/DgCS et EdF 
Organisiile executeur 
CEA/DMECN /DMG 










Determiner·le taux de degagemen~ des produi:t~ de .fission hor.s de crayons preJ.r-
radies a differents taux de combustion representatifs du debut de'vie (2000 ~~J/T) 
et la fin de vie (au-dell de 20000 .MWJ/T)' aub.iasant une rupture de gaine en fonc-
tionnement ·~ormal. · 























1 -Determiner l'influence du taux de combustion. 
2 - Determiner I'1nfluend! du niveau de puissnance tineair~· ;n 
(25000 .. et 40000 W.m-1 ) • · · palier avant l'essai 







" ~· .. / 
I ~ ' ' 
3 - I~s~allacions exoeri~entales et prog~L~e 
Ces essais sont realises dans le dispositif BOUFFON installe dans le riacteur 
SILOE a Grenoble. Il s'agit d'un bouilleur a ther.nosiphon en circuit fermi 
comportant un systeme de prelevement pour effectuer, hors pile, les mesures 
de contamination. 
4- Etat de l'etude : 
0 
l ) ~Y!!!£!!!!1.!:-!-E!_i our 
Deux essais ont deja ete realises CRUCIFON 1 et CRUCIFON 2. 
2) Resultaes essentiels · 
------------
Quoique aucuue synthase n' a.i.t encore ete f'aite, daus 1' a.ttente de.s irradia-
tions suivantes, ou•constate une decroissauce du taux d'~issiou des isotopes 
a vie c;ourte (inferieui:e a -3um) -apres 1' apparition de la rupture. Ceci 
suggere uu rebouehage partiel de cette derniere par foisonnement de l'oxyde 
sous-j ace ne:. 
' 
S- ?rochaines~~taoes.: 
Deux autre~ .essa~~ sent prevus eu 1978 : CRUCIFON 3 et CRUCIFON 4. 
Ulterieur~ent, les deux essais l fort taux de combustion et utilisaut des 
crayons longs (type CAP) serout realises. ' · 
C)~ Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
I· r 
Cette _et~de aoit itre utilisee pour l'analysa de surete des reacteurs a eau 
ordinaire sous pre'ssion. (evaluation de la contamination du circuit primaire par 
·les produits de fission, en fonction du taux de rupture de gaine). Elle est, 
d'autre part, en relation avec les programmes EDITH, CYFON, DEPOT-JET et FLASH. 
i f~ 
7 - Doc~ents d·e· reference 
r• , 










143-1 -12/4112-01 I 5.1 
Titre Pays 
Investiaation et developpement des methodes . FRANCE 
d'identification et de localisation des defauts 
Orga.nilime directeur de gaine pour_les reacteurs a eau. 
-
CEA /DgCS 
Titre (a.aglais) Crga.nisme e.xecut.eu: 
CEA/SES-SAI 
.. 
Investigation a~d development of identification Sac lay 
and localisat.ion ~ethod of clad failure for PWR. Responsa'ble 
: . ... 
~ ~ I""~ ~, SAI --Saclay ~ ~ 
.., ~ 
:Pate de Et at actuel : Sc:~entifiques 
.... emu:-zce Ol/l/7.6M en cours" ~ 
Date pre\-ue ~ n ller:dere mise . i 





- Objectif general : 
Recherche cifune,~ethode qui permette de di~ttnsuer· uue augmentation d'~ctivite due 
i !'evolution d'une rupture'ancienne de cal~e duel l'apparition d'une nouvelle 
rupture. 
.., ' • n 
2 - Ob~ectifs ~irticuliers 
, I 
~our avoi~ un mO,en d'evaluer !'evolution probable 'd'une rupture il·est·necessaire 
d'effectuer una analyse quantitative de la distribution d~s ,produits de fission 
U.is en fobction au type' _de rupture (ruptuie "mouillee, fissure, microfuite). ' 
La methode de localisa~ion prevue, consist•. ' correler les signaux delivres par 







,,, 1' ... / 
---·-. ··~---
-.-.,,--. 
4 - Etat de l'etude : 
0 
- Programme de calcul de la concentration des emetteurs a neutrons differes en 
tenant compte des coefficients de melange de l'eau dans les boucles. Une·· 
serie de· calculs a ete faite avec les resultats partiels fournis par EDF, et a 
et{ compietee -pour obtenir directemenf le nombre de neutrons emis par centimetre 
cube de caloporteur dans le bloc de detection. -Ceci permettra d'exploiter ·di-
rectement les essais sur la maquette experimentale installee sur le reacteur 
Buge~ IV 
-La realisation des blocs detecteurs de B~~ey IV-est termin€e mais' leur mise en 
place a ete retardee pour 1' integrer au calendri.er p_revu pour le reste de 
1' installation. 
- Un appare'il capable de suivre en continu"seize voies gamma a partir d'une diode 
au germanium lithium a ·et' mis au point (note technique a paraitre). pour su.ivre 
les activites de produits de fission afin d'ameliorer le systeme· actuel qui 
mesure·te rayonnement global. 
5 - Prochaines etapes : 
- Installation d'un appareillage experimental sur le reacteur PWR de Bugey Iv et 
suivi des resultats afin de verifier la validite'des modeles mathematiques mis 
au point pour la detecti~u puis la localisation de la rupture de gaine. 
- Mise au point' sur la boucle Isabelle du ~~uveau systeme equipe permettant de 
suivre l6 raies Gamma 
' 
,. 













5.I l 149-1~ 06/4165-10 159...;1- 04 . lE 10.4 
Titre . Pe.ys • 




Titre (anglais) . Organisme executeur 
'I"RANSiERRING OF CONTAMINATION IN OPEBATING REACTOR._ CEA/DSN/SESTR/CADARACHE 
- - .. 










' Scientifiques bate de Et at a.ctuel 
('~lie:tarrege 01/0.9/73 EN COURS 
I 
"' Date prevue Derniere mise n 
d 'a.cheve::ent ~· 1981 a jour 30/11/77 
1 - OBJEC'!IF GENERAL -
Obtenir des informations sur le trausfert de~la contamination par les pro-
duits de fission i travers les barriires successives existantes entre le combustible 
et l'environnement imme~iat d'u~ reacteur de puiss-nce en fonctionnement normal • 
2 -.OBJECTIFS ~ARTI~ULIERS 
1- Etude'du transtert de la contamination aupres· des centrales nucleaires i eau 
legere ~ lESSENHEIM.t, BUGEY 2,e~de la centrale a neutrons rapides:PHENIX. 
2- Mise au point de techniques de prelevement et d'analyses permettant : 
-la mesure des prod~its de fissions solides et gazeux presents dans l'eau 
ou la vapeur des circuits primaires des centrales a eau legere • 
,..., ..-. ,..., - • ro , ... 
~ la mesure des gaz rares de fission et d'activation : du tritium, des dif-
.ferentes formes d'iode presents dans l'air de l'enceinte des react~urs ~ -ou daii.s 1' argon de couverture du co~ur dans le cas de Phenix 
I \ r ' 1 ' r 
' 3- INSTALLA!IONS:E~ERL~NTALES ET PROGRAMMES:-
, ; ' 
Les installations experimentales comprennent 
f' • ,.. ~ 
- Des di$positifs de prelevement et d'analyse permettant d'effectuer des mesures de 
produits, de., fissions presents dans le citicuit prima~re··, le circuit secondaire, la 
piscine de desactivation, les circuits 4!epuration· .. et· l'air des enceintes • 
- Des montages experimentaux en laboratoire· permettant la mise au point des tech-niques~ de mesure qui doivent etre utilisees en particulie~ pour l'analyse de 
faiblea conce~trations d'Eliments radi~~tifs • 
1 -




4 - ETAT DE L'ETUDE ~ 
Avancement a ce jour 
t •. Filiere·a eau legire-
Centrale de 
'-
C:HOOZ Mesures du taux de fuite du circuit primaire vers l 'enceinte du re·acteur. -
Mesure de l'efficacite des circuits d'epuration : 
Evaluation des taux de fuite de la barriere pri-
maire vers l~enceinte du reacteur pour les gaz de 
fission·· , le tritium et les iodes • 
Determination•de l'efficacite des demineraliseurs et 
de l'evaporateur de la station de traitement des ef-
fluents 
Centr4l~ de FESSENHEIM 1 : I ·' 
·Elaboration d'un programme de mesures • 
Campagnes systematiques effectuees depuis le demar--
rage (mai 1977) • · 
Mesure du .. taux de contamination du circuit primaire due 
a la pollutionoinitiale des gaines des elements combus-· 
tibles • · 
.. 2. Filiere rapide (Phenix) ... 
• 0 
- Bilan du transfert de la cont~~ation dans l'environnement et bilan 
des effluents liqu~des • 
- Bilan.des effluents depuis le de~rrage· jusqu'au 30 Juin 1976. 
- Bilan de l'activite en trit~um dans les circ~its.primaires. secondaires 
et l'air des batiments • 
('' 
S • • PROCHA:U'fES ETAPES - i ; 
- Mesures systematiques a Pheuix~ et a Fessenhaim 1 et a Bugey 2 • · 
··- .. - .... 
':'" ~nterpretationdes resultats a la qualification des c-odes de calcul' en 
particulier le code ALICE • 
6 - RELATION ~VEC D 'AUTRES ETUDES 
Migration de 1~ contamination dans les piles a eau 
ordinaire en situation accidentelle 1 fiche 1 48-1-03 I. 
Contamination c;~:c:cuit primaire reac:teurs rap ides ) 1 s 9-1 -o I : 
Code de calcul Al.ICE J fiche:l48-2-0l 
Exp,rience de fonctionnement PWR , fiche 149-1-03 





















Ut:ilisatioc. de la c.eutronogr.aphie pour l'inspect::ion en 
service des reacteur.s nucleaires et le coa.trSle non 





Use of neutro radiography for iti-servic:e·inspection 
of nuclear reactor and for non destructive testins 
.. of core c:omponencs. \ 
.. i 
n\ ~ f . ~ n :. "~ 
")ate C.e !tat· a.ctuel 
·~- ..... r:!.ge OliGl/73 r itucie en ·c:ours .. •( __ ..._ jv . 
.. 
Oa.:e .. Der-..iere ::ise ~re·r..te 
C.'a.ch;ve::~::t 31/12f7S ' . ·JS/12/77 a. JOU: 
' 
. . 
.......... _.,. _____ .. ,_-
. . ~ .. ' 
" ..., ' ..:, , 
I 
., 
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~ 5. l . 3 
Pays 



















· iJ,•r . ..:ht .;,•rtmum/Pcrioc.J Ktasslfikation/Ctassification Kcnnzeiehen/Projoct ·Numb~) 
1.1. - 31.12.1977 5.2 .PNS 4 315 (4243 
-
v,llh.!L•cn/PrOjCCI Title · land/Country 
FRn '•-
Experiments' on Determination and Limitation of Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Fission and Activation Product Release During i'RMP'l' 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor Core Neltdown Kernforschungszentrum 
. ; 
Vcrsuch<!! zur Erfassung und Freisetzung von Karlsruhe, Projekt 
Spalt- und Aktivierungsprodukten beim Kern- Nukleare Sicherheit, IR CH 
schmelzen 
Arbertsbeg•nnllnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1'973 1978 Dr. H. Albrecht 
Stand det Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte . Mittei/Funds 
continuing Dec. 1977 
I ' 
1. Gene~al·Aim 
Determin~tion of the release fraction of·the radioactive core inventory' ' 
for various coremelting conditions. 
() 
-2. Particular Objectives 
Quantitative inyestigation of the release of fission and activation 
products during core heat-up and from a liquid. ~melt, i!cluding also 
c~:mcrete; characterizatio~ of the physical and chemical behavior of 
the released products; development of techniques for reducing the 
release. 
3. Research·Program 
I 3.1 Experime~ts with 30 g of inactive Corium to investigate the melt 
0 
behavio;:.,during induction heating ip:"a .Tho2 crucible and to· measure 
the rele~se-fractions of the main components of the melt (Fe, Cr, 
Mn, Ni, Zr, U) as a function of temperature, atmosphere, and pres-
sure. 
3.2 Exper~ments'with 30 g of Corium contain~ng activated steel and 
Zircaloy for preparation of tests with active Fissium (see 3. 3-) 
and to measure release fractions o£1 those elements which can not 
be anal~zed precisely in the t~sts with inactive Corium (e.g~ Sn, 
Zr). 
3 •. 3 Release1·experirnents with masses of 30 g - 3 kg Corium containing 
slightl~ act.ive Fissium With simula):~d burn-up :i,J1 the range of 
10.000 : so.ooo MWd/t; same parameters as under .3 .• 1. 
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer .Codes 
~- Helting furnace SASCHA 
- transport and collection system for the released products 
-· facility for production of slightly active Fissium (FIFA) 
computer code GAMMA9 for evaluation'of y-spectra with respect 
to activation analysis. 
5. Progress to Date 
5. 1 After completing the experiments according to 3. 1 , prep'arations 
5.2 
,· . 
wer~ made for conducting on-line measurements of released radio-
active fission and activation products. For this purpose, a 
~e(Li}-detector was installed at the rear side of the primary 
filter. Gamma ray spectra are then collected for time intervals 
of 50-100 sec during the release experiments and the activity of 
each si>e'ctrum is related to a corresponding temperature, interval 
of the melt. In addition, the radioactivity of the melt, of the 
deposits on ·the walls of the transport system and on the filters 
is analyzed after each experiment. 
First tests according to 3.2 and 3.3 were conducted. 
In some additional experiments with inactive corium, the size 
distt:ibution and elemental composi'tion of the aerosol particles 
was investigated. A fraction of the effluent stream was d·irected 
, I· • 
to a spiral duct centrifuge which deposits the particles on a 
remov~ble ba~d as a function of particle mass. The shape and · 
elemental composition of these particles were analyzed by elec-
tron.scanning microscopy and .x-ray microanalysis • 
. . , 
6. Results . , n 
6.1 The rele?se ~ractions of the elements Cs, Se, Te, Cd, Mo, and Sb 
as a f~~ct~o~ of temperature is showp in Fig. 4315-1. Theses 
curves were gain~d from 2.melting tests with 16 g steel, 3 g 
Zircaloy and "10 g fissium in air (1.5 bar). More than 70% of the 
----1 .., ·~ lA ~ • 
released activity was found on the .. membrane filters in a distance 
~ 1 -- ~ !'"> ,-• • 
of about 1 m from the melting cruc~ble. In previous experiments, 
the el~ments Fe, er, eo, Zr, and u'~ere found to deposit predom-
inatel~ on the gl~ss vessel directii above the .crucible. That · 
J.. I • ' ~ •" 
means that in the course of a core melt accident only a small 
' ,\ 
. _____ ,___ ·---
.... -·- ·----- ----- --~ 
) 
)· 
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fraction of the released low volatile species will be transported 
' 
over longer distances from the melt - an aspect which is espe-
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Fig. 431,5-l: Fractional release of th~ fissium components as a 
function of temperatuAe 
6.2 The size distribution of the aerosols·was found to be trimodal 
with maxima of 0.17 }..lm, 0.30 llm and '0.73 }..lm. The structure of the 
particles of the first and third maximum was compactr and their 
shape was nearly sph~rical. The particles qf the middle maximum, 
however, had a complicated structure. They were generated by a 
coagulation process following the p~imary condensation. 
The x-ray microanalysis gave the :qualitative result that·, in 
spite· of the different geometric forms, the particles of all 
three maxima contained all main elements of the corium melt: Fe, 
I 
er, Mn; Ni, and u.· 
7. Next steps 
The mos~ imp~rtant work to be done. in the near future will be 
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8. 
9. 
fissi~n products and variation of the parameters atmosphere, 
heating velocity, maximum temperature 
- experiments with larger melt masses including also concrete. 
Relation with other Projects 
PNS 4316 (4243): Development and Opration of Facilities for In-
vestigation of Fission Product Release during 
References LWR Core t-Ieltdown Accident 
Report KFK-2435 (1977) P• 90 (in English) 
p. 400 (in German) 
Report KFK-2500 ( 1977) p. (in English) 
P• (in German) 
H. Albrecht, v. MatschoB, H. Wild, M.F. Osborne: 
Experimental Determination of Fission and Activation Product 
Release During Core Meltdown, ANS Thermal Reactor Safety 
Meeting, Sun Valley, Idaho, 31.7.-4.8.77 
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~ " 
1. General Aim 
Investi~ation· into the release and"transport of radioactive materi-
als under different core meltdown conditions. () 
2. Particular Objectives 
Development of technical means for performing tests allowing to 
record and limit the release of fission and activation products_ 
during core meltdowns. 
...... .-~ -... " 
3. Research- PJ;ogram " ·· 
3.1 Development of a melting facility for generating simulated core 
melts (tORIUM) • 
3.2 Development of a facility for generating nuclear fuel material 
with a simulated burnup (FISSIUM). 
3.3 Development of a measuring technique for monitoring the molten 
G p~ol temperatures. 
3.4 Develollment of melting crucible configurations allowing to retain 
corium melts. 
3.5 Operation of the experimental facilities. ' ' 
4. Experimental Facilities 
4.1 Melting_ facility for low activity specimens (SASCHA) • It is heated by. 
direct coupling of the melt in the .induction field of the 'inductor. 
Working' frequency 50kHz, terminal Pc;>wer· 250 kW, molten mass 5.0 kg. 
The facility is presently converted. 
4.2 Vacuum melting furnace, resistance heated, max. 3ooo0 c, 1 1 volume. 
4.3 Induct:Lon facility 500 kHz, 12 kW." 
4.4 Faciliby"for the fabrication of nuclear fuel with simulated burnup 
(FIFA).,- Nominal throughput per month: 700 g of fissium pellets. 
' '' 
,-
Jan. 1 , 77 - Dec. 31 , 77 
5. Progress to Date 
ad 3.1 
- 265 --
- 2 - PNS 4316 (4243) 
- Planning, fabrication and mounting of components used in the 
modification of the SASCHA f~cility. 
- Measurements on the optimization of the oscillator circuit. 
- Installation of supply lines for the cooling water, current and 
compressed air. 
- Licensing procedure under the Atomic Energy Act. 
ad 3.2 
- Completion and commissioning of the FIFA facility. 
Sinter test for process optimization. 
- Licensing procedure under the Atomic Energy Act. 
ad 3. 3, 
- Use of a light beam oscillograph for high speed recording of 
temperatures and balancing signals from the optical pyrometer. 
ad 3. 5 .. · 
- Operation of the SASCHA facility • ., 
Inactive trial operation and active operation of the FIFA , 
facility. 
6. Results-
ad 3. 1 ,, · 
- The installation of the components of the facility has been 
completed. Preparations have been made for final acceptance of 
the facility. 
The a·uthor:i;:zation under the Atomic Energy Act for active 
. 
opera,tion of the facility and for the storage of radioactive 
melts has been received. 
ad 3. 2 :· ' ~ 
- In a :.glovebox the device was completed for preparing (grinding, 
weighingJ of fission product elements to be irradiated in FR2. 
- The ~irst active fissiurn pellets 'w.ere fabricated. This means 
h . I t at the development and trial operation of the FIFA facility 
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ad 3.3 
- To measure the surface temperatures of the ·corium melts a method 
was applied which can be used in an oxidizing and inert atmos-
phere up to temper~tures of 3000°C. The influence exerted by 
errors in various test parameters was investigated. By use of 
the light beam oscillograph the true signal can be determined 
also in case of extreme fluctuations in brightness. The work has 
been completed. 
ad 3;4 ·· · 
The development of the melting crucible configuration has been 





consist of two shells with a filler in between. 
ad 3.5 
- 35 tests were performed in the SASCHA facility. without any 
faulty operations. 
- Following an inactive trial operation the first two charges of 
fuel pellets with the active fissd.on products added were fabri-
cated at the FIFA facility. , 
Next SteES 
ad 3.1 
·· Acceptance, trial operation of .the SASCHA facility. 
" 
ad. 3.2 
- Operation of the FIFA facility. 
.. 
I' I 
Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 4315 {4243): Experiments on Determination and Limitation of 
Fission and.Activation•Product Release ·during Core Meltdown 
9. References 








Denoyage des elements combustibles irradies a~ c?urs 
- de leur stockage dans les centrales PWR : DetermJ.na.-
tion. du" sc~n'ario ""accidentel representati£·:· . 
Titre (anglais) 
Dry out. of itradiated fuel elements in~~torage pool 






1 - Objectif general t 
Etat a.ctuel 
en cours" " 













' ~ .... ,. 
Determination d'un scenario d'accident type entratnant le denoyage des 
elements combustibles irradi"es stock.es dans. la piscine de desactivation afin de 
fournir les hypotheses realistes les plus PFObables.pour l'etude de l'evolution 
thermique des elements avant et apres denoyage. Les resultats de cette etude se-
~ont utilises polur l'evaluation des consequences radiologiques de l'accid~nt type 
sur les personnes physiques de la centrale et de l'environnement. 
2·- Objectifs particuliers 
.2-1) Determination des divers scenarios d' acci.d~nts entratnant le denoyage avec ou 
sans rupture des elements combustibles. Analyse probabiliste de ces differents 
scenarios. 
2-2) Choix d''un ou plusieurs types d'accidents -realistes. 




2-3) Etude en fonction du temps 
- de la puissance residuelle des elements combustibles. 
de la composition ponderale en elements radioactifs et de leur radioactivite 
associee. 
2-4) Etude des conditions de refroidissement naturel en fonction 
- du type de ruine de la piscine (disposition relative des differentes 
breches). 1 
- de la disposition et du nombre des elements combustibles presents dans la 
piscine. 
" ., 




4- Etat de l'etude 
··- ~ -
Non demarree. Les points 2-3 et 2-4 seront abordes en priorite. 
(• I ,... l• 
c 





143-1 -01 S-2 
I 
~itre Pays 
FUSH : e,.aluation du taux d'emission des produits de fission FRk'iCE 
. au cours d'un accident de depressurisation dans un reacteur a 
eelu sous-pression. Organisme di!'ecteur 
I CEA/DgCS et EDF/ SEPTEN 
Titre (aJ:glais) Organisme executeu: 
FLASH : assessment of the fission products release rate during CEA/DMECN /DUG Grenob,le 
a loss of coolant accident in a pressurized water reactor. 
Responsable 
--
~ ~ ~ 
' ~ " 
m1G/Grenoble ' 
. Date d.e Et at a.ctuel Scientific;,ues 




Da.te tlrevue Derniere mise I, I 
' d'a.ch~ve!:lent 31/12/81 a jour 16/12/77 
1 - Objectif g~neral ! 
Determiner. ie taux de relachement des p_rodui.ts de fission hors d' un crayon subissant 
une rupture de gaine tors d'un accident de depressurisacion et pour une temperature 
de gaine comprise entre 1000 et 1200 °C-. 
~!- Objectifs.particuliers 
- Etudier ~le re1achement par lavage ou effet thermique de·s produits de fission 
condensables initialement pieges par dipSt dans le jeu. 
2 - Etudier le relachement eventuel des produits de fission gazeux. 
3 - Etudiet" ,~ si· possible', le taux d' immobill~ation des prod'uits de fission sous 
forme de composes. 
3 Installations experimentales et programme : .. 
.., ,. ,. ~ 
Ces essais·· sont"' realises dans un dispositif' BOUFFON axial instal le dans le reacteur 
SILOE a Gr~fiobl!. 






-··- ----·····- ··---~ 
4 - Etat de l'etude 
- Avancement a ce jour : 
--------------
L'e·tude neutronique et thermique du dispositif est terminee. Le dispositif sera 
operationnel en 1978. 
5 - P~ochaines etanes : 
La premiere irradiation est prevue au deuxieme aemestre de 1978. 
6- Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Cette.etude doit etre utilisee pour l'analyse de surete des rea~teurs a eau ordinaire 
so~s pre~sion (evaluation du terme source de contamination lors d'un accident de 
depressu~isation). Elle est, d'autre part. en relation avec les programmes EDIIH, 1 
CYFON, CRUCIFON et DEPOT - JET. 
("' -
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TITLE: 
Berekening van hoeveelheden.radioactivi-
teit vrijkomend bij een ernstig reactor-
ongeval. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Ca~culation of the quantities of 
radioactivity released as a result of a 
serious reactor accident 
INITIATED : LAST UPDATING : 1978 
STATUS COMPLETED : 1977 
n n 
.General aim 
CLASSIFICATION: 5. 2 








In analysing,the risk of a nuclear powe~plant for the 
surrounding population one has, among other things, to consider 
the quantity and the nuclide spectrum of the radioactivity 
released to the environment as a resule of a reactor accident 
with a non 'zero probability. . r 
Particular-objectives 
Calculations are performed with the programme CORRAL developed 
by Battelle NW USA. Minor changes were introduced. 
The basic objective has been to contribute in the risk analysis 
referring to an enlarging nuclear power programme in tqis country. 
•• '' c ' • t • Exper1mental fac1l1t1es 
Not applicable. 
Project' status 
Necessary calculations have been performed. An improvement in 
applied input data to the programme CORRAL could be usefull. 
Next steps ~ 
Not applicable. 
Relation to other projects 
., 
. . ' 
Equivalent calculations are performed in ~he USA as a contribution 
to the Rasmussen-study (WASH-1400). . 
Reference 











AS THIS PROJECT IS TERMINATED, NO FORMAT WILL BE 
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Br'lFm 
Auf!ragnehmer/Contractor 
l<RAFT\-/ERK UNION AG 
Activo.tcd Corrosion Products in LvlR Loops Reaktortechnik 
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1. General Aim 
Development of realistic contamination models for LWR 
primary coolant circuits '\'lith the aim to reduce the activity 
level of the circuits and loops, i.e. to reduce irradiation 
exposure of the control and maintenance personn.el in nuclear 
power plants. 











Improve~ent and completion of our knowledge of the sources, 
formation mechanisms as well a~ ,:the transportation and depo-
... , c• ''..., 
sition behaviour of those radionuclides which are primarily 
responsible for contamination of circuits and systems of LWRs, 
i.e. £or the .local dose rates in the plant as well as for 
the ~ctivity inventory of radi~active wastes. 
·Research Program 
C ·., .t... d 1 t. omp~~Q~~o~ an eva~ua ~on of operating dat.a for P\ffis and 
B\-/Rs_._ 




order to identify radionuclide sources. 
actual Go-contents in the construction 
. , 
' Improvenent of analytical methods. 
Specific ~\·IR tests. 
Variation·of operation parameters. 
Exch~~ge behaviour of deposit- .and protective layers. 
Specific BWR tests. , ~ 
Co~pilation of loop surfaces of various. materials and their 




t:>lo ,- --·~ . -





Contamination influence of high7Co-Containing materials in 
a neutron field. 
List of PvlR and B\·JR contamination models. 
Exneri~ental Facilities 
~he necessarJ test facilities for'radio-chemistry, the 
arlalysis _and measurement techniques,. and the coolant. 
chemistry and hot cell tech~iques are available. All 
measurements necessary will be performed in KWU laboratories. 
Provision of various analysis samples (system- and fuel 
assembly deposits), the collection of several data points 
are closely tied in with reactor refuelling shutdowns. 
5. Progress to Date 
6. 
The Co-60 activity concentration in the coolant of different 
P\ffi • s ,..,as exatnined in order to find a correlation between 
the Go-content. of the steam generat_or tubes and the 
primary water. 
Some methods were tested to analyze the Go-content· in the 
deposits and primary '"at er. 
The specific Fe-55 and co .... 60-ac·tivity of primary water 
probes of the Biblis A powe.r station was measured.· In 
the P~m-nuclear pO\•rer stations ~, GXN and Biblis A and 
t 
the BWR pol>rer station KKB deposit probes were removed, 
which were in contact with primary water or steam. 
Results . -~ 
The Co-60 activity analysis shO\'Ied that there exists no 
dire~t correlation between the Cc-content of the steam 
·generator tubes and the Co-60-content of the primary 
coolant. 
The contamination mechanism proved to be very complex. 
I' 
Unexpectedly no direct connectien was ·round between the 
Co~58 and Co-60 activity conc~ntration of the primary 












layers of the loops and systems. t 
/ 
The act.ivation analysis was the most qualified method 
to determine the Go-content in the ng-region. The 
Fe-55 content was measured by a modified fluid-szintilla-
tion method. Another method v-1as the a..11.alysis of the K-Yray 
line of Fe-55 by a Si (Li)-detector. 
\-lhen the po\..,er in the Biblis A station decreased fro!ll 
100 ~~ to 0 %, connected witb: a temperature drop from 
295 °0 to 200 °0 the Fe-55 activity increased slovrly but 
the age of radioactivity "~:la.s not influenced markedly .. 
The age increased ho,..rever, when pressure and temperature 
d.ecreased simultaneously. In the ional dissolved corrosion-
products the Fe-55 activity age was nearly constant. 
The K.KB probes sho\'Jed that the Fe-55 activity age \v-as less 
than one day. This means that the contami:1ation of the 
surfaces· in the B~ffi-loop is caused mainly by nonactive 
iron. 
Next Stens 
The specific Ni-63 activities ·will be analyzed. The 
che~ical and radiochemical measurements of deposit.probes 
will be continued. 
Relation with Other Projects,~ 
Ref.ere::1ces 
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Do::;e Reduction Reaktortechnik 
R 312, Er l a.."'le; en 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project 
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. 
1 • General Ai!!l 
Improvement of currently used units and deve·lopment of 
advanced techniques to ha~dle gaseous and liquid radio-
active v1aste, their optimization and the application of 
both lab and operating plant experience to technically 
mature systems. 
2. Pa~ticular Objectives 




In·<>rderto reduce radiation exposure, the quantities of 
long-lived nucliides rlhich are released by leakage and upon 
reactor shutdo\·m vlill be reduced as much as possible by 
continuous extraction of radioactive gases· from the primary 
coolant. 
In addition, further improvement of the measurement and 
control of hydrogen and oxygen'in t~e off-gas system 
\·lill be pursued. 
2.2 \vate::--Sol uble Acti \ri ties __ .,.. ____________ . _________ _ 
By use of a Caesium-specific Ion exchange resin, an 
increased service life.and miriiiiization of Os-build-up 
in the primary coolant, thereby.leading to a reduction 
of pe:-sonnel expo;:;1.;.rr:, \-lill be achieved. In addition, 
waste water eYaporator distill.ates from NPP will be 
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Decontamination 
---------------
Decontamination methods will be further developed to the 
point of application in. a NPP, so as to reduce exposure· 
. of personnel during repair work. 
Gas Treatnent 
-------------
Laboratory test and evaluation ·of a noble gas separating 
test facility and development of an overall applicable 
system, examination of· ox1gen- and hydrogen measuring 
apparatus and selection of measurement procedure. 
Water~Soluble Active Wastes 
Examinations of deco~tamination of primary coolant and 
waste 1,-1ater evaporator distillates with filters and Ion-
exchangers; magnitude and ori~in of corrosion products 
in the primary coolant (primary circuit and emergency 
systems)., 
Decontamination of Units and Containers 
--------------~-------~~---------------. . 
Decontamination of large-scale tanks'in NPPs by means 
of special methods; preparation and treatment of 
decontamination solutions. 
4. Exneri~ental Facilities 
.Tests \'Jill be performed at model test stands available 
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All control-loops of the· test plant uere successfully 
tested; minor modifications to several dontrol loops were 
made. Carrier gas mixture interrupt tests yielded 
H2-concentrations of 85 - 95 5&. In paraliel initial 
tests were run.with Krypton at a concentration range of 
· 30 - 50 v·pm in H2-N 2 . carrier gas streams. 
· Further tests serve both for ·the evaluation of absorption 
capacities under various constant operating par~~eters as 
well as the selection of the most favourable regeneration 
method: Also, with the installation of additional control 
devices, further plant upgrading measure.s were made for the 
preservation of constant operating conditions (output, 
pressure). 
Several loading and regeneration tests '·1ere . 
simultaneously performed with Krypton, with Xenon or 
both Krypton and Xenori in ·the carrier gas. The carrier 
gas stream consisted-of either a nitrogen-hydrogen mixture 
or pure nitrogen gas. 
In addition, performance tests were run with the refrigera~· 
tion unit at va;ious working pressures. 
Water Soluble Active Waste 
-----------------~--------
Under the scope of the above program, water samples were 
taken from various depths of the spent fuel pit at 
different periods of time during 1977 Stade refuelling. The 
aim of this measure:nent series is to determine the corrosion 
product yield and/or discharge i~to the spent fuel pit 
during core unloading. 
Ion exchange resins were taken from a Neckarwestheim 
mixed bed filter which has been used for 1 year. 
1 • 1 • 77 - 31 • 12. 77 4 RS 204 
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The chemical one-step method, based on the ·use of inhibited 
citrate-/fluoride solution, was used for decontamination 
of Gundremmingen I safety valves. 
The met?ilographic examination of.the·gap surfaces, which 
\.zas to sho\'r the effect of the oxidation- and/or decontami-
nation solution under PWR.conditions, was completed. 
In order to confirm that the .chemical two.:...step decontami-
nation method on austenitic material neither generates 
selective corrosion nor enhances already present IC defects, 
·metallographic examinations were performed on decontamina-
ted, preqammaged feedwater sparger ring samples of different 
lengths which were taken from NPP Gundremmingen I. Thereby 
special at~ention was paid to the influence of cold work. 
~e chemical two-step method was tested on a BWR reactor 
c.ornponent from NPP Gundremmingen I by the decontaimination 
of the secondary side S.G. manhole cover. 
6. Results 
6.1 Gas Treatment 
--------------
During interrupt, :n2-concentrations of 85 - 95 % \·rere 
achieved by the test plant, starting with approx. 5 - 15% 
ih'the H2-n2 carrier gas stream. 
The loading- and regeneration tests showed that 2 different 
capacities must be a~sumed for the adsorber bed design: 
1. in-service capacity serving as a delay line 
2. in-s~rvice capacity servi~g as an adsorber, i.e. the 
absorbed substance in the carrier gas stream cannot or 
can only to a small extent be flushed from the adsorber. ,) . 
-----------~_..::..:...:.~ ________ __. ________ _ 
V 
• 
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6.2 
6.3 
The values determined in the tests have to be tested in 
terms of capacities suitably related to reactor operation. 
Thereby it was noted, hov1ever, that -because of 
measurement problems- the 
was .higher by a factor of 
to be expected in a NPP. 
M n 
initial inert gas concentration 
10 than the gas concentrations 
" n 
During commercial operation, final concentrations of 
95 - 98 % H2 could be :achieved du~ing H2 - n2 separation, 
starting v1ith concentrations of· 4 - 30 % H2 in N2 • 
In general, findings were obtained on the. static working 
C'apacity of the activated carbon, i.e. on the minimum 
amounts of Krypton and Xenon, which remain on the carbon 
even after several days flushing by an inert gas-free gas 
s:tream • .,By heating up the adsorber in a vacuum these inert 
gas amounts could be recovered. Based on these results an 
estimate could be prepared both on the carbon amount 
ne.cessary for nuclear power plant operation and the yield 
of reg~nerated material amounts. 
Wat.er Soluble Wastes 
~------------------~ 
The Neckarwestheim test series on Os-retention on Zirconium 
pnosphate did not render sufficient capacity for Cs 




During decontamination of the Gundremmingen I safety valves, 
the dose rate was reduced from 30 (mR/h) to 1 (mR/h) after 
a 3 hours decontamination treatment. 
Tne metallographic test performed on decontaminated feed 
water sparger ring samples shO\oled that new selective 
corrosion IC-attack of maX. 20 1um increased, nor was there 
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I1etallographic examination of the gap surfaces did not 
reveal any relevant difference between the samples in 
as-supplied condition and the treated ones. 
A decontamination factor (Fn) of ·10 was reached with the 
secondary side S.G. manhole top contamination after a 
twice-repeated decontamination treatment (oxidation of two 
hours each and decontamination of 6 hours) and .an initial 
dose rate of 850 mR/h. 
Next Stens 
\ 
The inactive inert gas test series are planned to be re-
p.eated using the motive gas method, i.e. the max. gas 
throughput. Subsequently the,, p1·ant will be prepared for 
active gas operation and thep'integrated into the radio-
chemistry control area. 
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Development of a Suction System for Reaktortechnik 
Installations and Fittings 
R 312, Frankfurt 
Arbcitsbeginn/lnillated Arbeitsende/Completed leiter des Vorhabens/Project leader 
1. 10. 76 31. 3. '7_8 H.. Gueiser 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Cor..tinuing 31. 12. 77 184.000,-- DI1 
1. General Aim 
2. 
Previously, there were no requirements for retention of 
noble gases comming up with the vent-gases of the liquid-
waste-tanks and the gland-leak-off-system. 
Due to the extremely low release rates now demanded by the 
licensing authorities, howeve~, noble gas retention 
sy~tems must be developed and.connected into activity 
paths previo~sly thought to be negligible as far as 
~c~ivity is concerned. 
Particular Objectives 
Investigations will be made on activity-release, -paths 
and -concentration as well as on the developme~t of 
,systems for activity collection and retention. 
,! ;' 
In particular, noble gas evolution and -release from 
iodine-containing ion-exchange resins, e.g. reactor water 
clean~up-filter, will be investigated for a certain 
period of time after resin discharge. 
;. Research Program 
;.1 · Experimental determination of the noble gas release form 
~o?-e~change resins in nuclear power plants during 
tra....-lsportation of suspended loaded resins to the waste 
~a,nks"and under the operating conditions present in these 
t:a.nks, (temperature, ·pressure,, movement, filling- and 
discha~ge rhythm, etc.). 
1. 1. 77- 31. 12. 77 - 2 RS 238 · 
3.2 Verification of the calculated noble gas concentration 
and sources by measurements performed in the components of' 
the water clean-up-syst,ems in nuclear power plants. 
?·3 Determination of iodine and noble gas paths {n the 
reactor\vater and -steam circuit and the auxilliary systems. 
., ., 
' 1 
3.4 Dete~mination of the fluid motions in the water decontami-
nation systems with respect to quantities and time sequence. 
3·5 Investigations on the gas ,flow in the water clean-up. 
systems. 
3.6 Investigations on possible gas-flow-retention within 
w~ter clean-up system containers. 
3.7 Experimental investigation o~ noble_gas adsorption observed 
on charcoal under the fqllowing conditions: 
a) loading with steam-saturated gas flows at higher tempera-
tures 
b) Operation ·of charcoal columns during alternating 
.. loads (counter flow) as w&ll as different steam satura-
. tion degrees of gas flow observed at R.T. and elevated 
temperature. 
c) loading with steam saturated gas flow at batch-wise 
" operation and higher temperatures. 
3.8 ~erimental measurements and· investigations of leakages 
observed in glands and leak-off systems as well as 
po~sible reduction of air in leakages and steam contents 
in a nuclear power plant in operation. 
Concept and optimization of systems with charcoal filter 
designed for: : ;, 
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b) treatment of motive air quantities £rom water clean-up 
system containers with higher activity 
c) exhausting from the H2 concentration limitation system 
d) degasification of the primary circuit after plant 
shut down 
e) coolant filter cleaning by means of purging air. 
4. Test Facilities 
6. 
7-
Tests will be performed by the 11Bergbauforschung/Essen GmbH". 
Progress td Date 
Concepts have bee·n developed o;n ~he plant leak-off 
systems, consisting of a gland leak-off system, tank 
leak-off system and penetration-leak-off system, as well 
- as control and operating conaepts. 
In the "Bergbauforschung/Essen" Labs pressure losses on 
charcoal adso·rber with varying gas-flow rates were 
obserVed on water-saturated carbon. 
. . . 
Furthermore, loading- and back£lush cycles were performed 
on the optimization of back flush quantities and backflush 
times •. 
Results 
Tests o~ loading and backflush of activated_ carbon which 
were performed b_y the "Bergbau,forschung/Essen", have almost _ 
been completed. The data currently prepared on systems 
analysis concepts of the plant ventilation are satisfactory. 
Th.e_ technical design of the o,harcoal column is such 





The measurement data obt~ined during th~ tests are presently 
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Th·e results obtaihe9. are planned to be utilized for further 
development of the plant concept. 
Also, further measurements are planned'to be performed 
in nuclear power plant WUrgassen on the determination of 
activity paths. 
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0 
General Aim 







and 3. Z 
recirculating air filter systems. 
Particular Objectives 
Removal of !is s ion product iod~ne and' ae ros.ols. 
· Re'St!arch Program 
.Testing of iodine sorption material$ £or op~ration under steam atmosphere 
·at ·elevated pressure and at high temperature. 
Testing of single technical components e. g. moistu~e separators, heaters, 
. . . 
prefilters under simulated accident conditions.· 
Irradiation tests. 
, .. i 
Experimental Facilities 
Lilb·scale rig and. technical test rig for testing of original fi~ter components 




------------- --.. -,r- ~. .-·~ 
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5. Progress to date 
to 3. 2. A new droplet separator .was constructed and built because the first one 
had a too high pressure drop. 
A new Aerosol generator was built and first experiences are positiv. 
The parametric studies for the construction of postaccident recirulating 
filters were newly calculated regarding the data of release, that were laid 
down by the German reactor safety commission in 1976 for accidental 
fission product release;radiation load and pressure drop. 
6. Results 
' 




reasonable performance in the particle sice range above 1 lJm. The 
efficiency is normaly greater than 99, 0 % by using 4 flats of 2.2. lJ m 
fibres. 
7. Next' steps 
I 
1 to 3. 2. The measurements on droplet separators will be continued. The measure-
8. 
9. 
ments on Aerosol filters under MCA conditions will begin 78. 
R:~l<;ttion with Other Projects 
~~ult~ of PNS 4114, part 2., may ,c~ntribute to the program described 
here. 
·References 
KFK 2.500, S. 101 - 105 
10. Degree of Availibility of the Reports 
I 
I ,, 
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1.· General Aim 
Improvement of iodine sorption fil ter.s. 
2. Particular ObJectives 








Gas chromatographic analysis of the influent and effluent of iodine sorption 
~ ~ ~ - . ~ ~ 
filters in nuclear. power plants (nukes) .• Determination of the dependency of 
the removal efficiency.for radioiodi~e on the nature and loading of poisoning 
components. 
Development of an improved iodine sorption filter including in~place 
I I 
regeneration of the iodine .sorption material. 
Experimental Facilities 
to 3.1. Gas chromatographic equipment. Test rigs in nukes for iodine sorption materials,. 
Test apparatus for measurements of the removal efficiencies of sorption 
materi~ls u11d~r simulated conditions of. filter operation. 
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5. Progress to Date 
to 3.1. Novable test rigs for checking the MI~S filter syste.m were built and 
connected to the exhaust air of the PWR Biblis B. (M~IS-filter =multiple 
way sorption filter~ This is a filter construction for·increased time 
of useful operation regarding the poisoning of the impregnated. activated 
charcoal). 
The resea.rch program contains. the qualitative and quantitative determination 
of the distributfon of the poisoning materials in the charcoal layers of 
the filter' and of the removal efficien·cy for radioiodine as a function of 
the operating time. 
For the measurement of the concentration of filter poisons in the exhaust 
air a mobile continuously measuring GC was ea li brated. 
A test unit for the determination of! the loading of the individual zones 
of the MWS filter was designed and will be built. The method for sampling 
different zones of the sorption material was developed. 





After two months of operation of the ··activated and impregnated charcoa 1 in 
b10 layers each of 25 cm bed depth, in the exhaust air of the shut off room 
of the PWR Biblis B, a solvent content·up to 6.3 w/ was obs~rved on the 
. . 0 
first charcoal layer, which included,'high boiling components such as 
dod~c~n. Th~ second charcoal layer was loaded with solvents up to 4.7 w/
0
, 
no Qi,?h boiling components were dete~ted in this layer. 
After. desorption of the relatively low,boiling solvents by heating the 
-second charcoal lay.er, the radioiodine removal efficiency of this layer 
r' ~I 
was nearly restored. 
,.. :'I/ 
·to 3. 2. The 1 : 1 sized prototype M\~S-fi 1 ter ·sho\'led the decontamination factors 
exp~cted from the removal efficiency of the activated impregnated charcoal. 
No p~obl~$ occurred considering the exchange of the charcoal fill under· 
dry a.nd wet conditions. 
7. Next Steps r 
' . 
·to 3.1. Con~i~uing ~f the laboratory experim~nts for the periodic desorption of 
. ' 
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~oisoning materials. Continuous measurement of the organic components in 
the exhaust air of a PWR nuke. Further investigations to optimise the 
operation of the MWS-filter. · 
to 3.2. Testing of the original MWS-filters for nukes. 
8. Relation to other Projects 
Results of PNS 4415 may contribute to the·program described here. 
9·. References 
PNS-Semi Annual Report {KFK 2500), p. 116 ·- 118. 
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Improvement of the assessment of the environmental impact of radio iodine I . .. • 
released with the exhaust air of nuclear install at ions; improvement of the 
ventilation conception of nuclear installations. 
Particular Objectives 
., f· 
Determination of the radioiodine species elemental iodine {1 2)', particulate 
iodine, an~,organic iodine (CH3I). . 
(Assumed ratio of the thyroid doses cau·sed by the release of equa 1 amounts 
of these species in the BRD lOO_: 10: ·1.) 
Research Program 
Laboratory tests: Development of selective sorption materials for radi'o·· . 
iodtne species samplers. I • 
In litu tes.ts: Operation of radioiodin~ species samplers in :the'· exhaust 
, ... ',.. ' " 
air and stack discharge. · · 
' t p 
Exp~rimentel Facilities 
•, 
., '1 . :'1 • 
Apparatuse for the generation of radioiodine species and the testing of 
sorption Materials ~ithin a wide range ··of conditions. 
' ' 
Rigs,~or th~ operation of radioiodine species samplers in the exhaust air 
an4 stack discharge. 
•. 
-- ,'-•t,'\,. :/-;rrr··-~ ~,~ 
.. ·."'':'{;'bO. c. ~· 
1:(. 31. 1?. 19'77 - 2 - RS 221 / PNS 4214. 
5. Progress to Date 




Ascertainment of the removal efficiencies of several iodine 
. . . 131 131 131 · d 'd) d c H 1311 sorpt10n materuls for 12, CH3 I, H IO (hypo1o ous ac1 , an 6 5 
·(iodine benzene). 
Measurements were performed with radioiodine species samplers in the stack 
discharge of a BWR, which had, been shut down because of an accident. Moreover, 
radioiodine species samplers were employed in the hood exhaust air and stack 
discharge of PWRs (PWR 2 and PWR 3). 
Results 
Removal efficiency of.the 12 sorption material DSM 11 for 
13112 and CH3
131 I 
> 99,9 % and < 0,5 % re'spectively in the 're.levant range of parameters 
" . 131 (10-70°C, 20-80% R.H.) at a residence time of 0,1 s; for H 10 < 1 %at 
at 40°C, 50% r.H., and the same residence time. Of the sorption materials 
tested, IPH {from NES, USA) proved to be the most suitable for selectively 
removing H131 IO under the test conditions. Removal efficiency of DSM 11, 
AC 6120, and LMS 13X-Ag for c6H5
131 I very low, of activated charcoal 
impregnated with KI or TEDA very high. 
to 3. 2. The ~ercentage of particulate 1311 was ·~lways very small (mostly < 1 %) • 
The .average proportion of elemental 1311 was 30 % in the .stack d.ischarge of 
both. BWR and PWR 2 (measurement time 8 and 37 weeks respectively) and 60 % 
in the stack discharge.of PWR 3 (measul!'ement time 11 weeks). The hood· exhaust 
air·of1 PWR 3 contained 80 % elemental 1311 on the average and furnished 50 % 
of the elemental 1311 of the stack discharge (measurement time 9 weeks). 
1 ' r· 
Next Steps 
to 3.1. Determination of the removal efficienci'es of DSM 11 and IPH for H131 ro in 
the "relev'arft range of parameters. Dev'elopment of a radioiodine species sampler 
appl icabfe to the exhaust air of reprocessing p1 ants. 
to 3.2. The.measurements with radioiodine specles samplers will be· continued in the 






{in! the st~ck discharge) will be reac~h~d in each of·the PWRs. ~ 
. i 
8. Rel ~t-ion -.wi;th other Projects I. 
Ageing and ~oisoning of Iodine Sorption Materials. 




1.·r.- 31.12.19Tf - 3- RS 221 I PNS 4214 
9. References 
Reaktortagung Mannheim, 29.3. - 1.4.1977, p. 81~ • 816; · 
KFK 2405, p. 127 - 139; 
/ KFK 2500, p. 119 - 140. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Reaktortagung: ZAED, 7514 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen; 
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~itre PWR. Transfert de 
Pqs 
Accidents de reacteurs - France 
la radioactivite a l'interieur de la 
centrale et re jets, hors c~nfinement. 
Orga.n.im~ directeur 
CEA/ DSN .. .. 
I 
,-:-..... (=-;lais) I O.rganis-:!e e:cecuteur 
-··--
Accidents of PWR.' S 
-
Transfer of radioac:~ CEA/DSN/SESRS 
tivity in ··che plant and release out the 
containment. ' 
Responsable 
~ ~ ~ n '" 
... 
DSN/SESRS/FAR 
.)ate. doe ,_.., Ztat a.c:tuel Sc:ientifiqt:.~s 





!late "Ore~~ I '• ., Der:liere mise 
d.'ach~ve::e:.t a jour 02~01.78 / 31.12.79 
. 
.. 
~ Objectif general 
En fonction des cas ac.ci'dentels hypothetiques p<>·uvant survenir 
sur un reacteur a eau pressurisee, ces etudes sont essentiellement 
basees sur le t~ansfert del la contamina~ion i l'interieur de la 
centrale jusqu'au rejet d~s le milieu naturel. Elles devront 
teni~r~ comp 1:e des di spos i t~ons Cn ce rnes l la 'e'en trale. pe rwe t tan t 
de reduire, d'une part ·l'ampleur de l'accideo.t, et d'autre part C· s e s e f f e t s··. 
2 - Objectit'a particuliers & 
1 - Elaborati~n d'un catalogue a'accidents types 
2 - ~ise au point d'un fa~sceau~~e donnles ~lcessaires au calcul 
des transferts et des conseq~•nces radlologiques pour chaque 
·accident type 
I 
3 • .Etude des dispositifs de sauvegarde ac:tuels et de leur 
~ptitude a rlduire les consl~uences des accidents, propositions 
:pqur.des dispositifs nouveau~, analyse des solu~ions ~trang~res 
4 - Eeude des mlca~ismes de trangfert de la contamination a 
l~interieur des differents ·mflieux et de leur influence sur 
14 co~position, le nivea~.~t la cinltfque des rejets. 
~ ' ,., 
5 -·itude des modes de defaillance du confinement pour les 
,ccidents hors dimensionnem~nt : ruptures hors-sol et 
~raversee du radier par le corium 
(' .. 
'', 
. .. / 
- ·--r--- - -- ·----·--..... _ 
'3 Installations experimentales et programmes·: I 
- piegeage des iodes dans les betons 
-programme experimental BOUFFON pour la tenue du.combustible, 
en pa~ticulier essai !LASH .. · 
- programme experimental PHEBUS 
4- Etat de l'etude 
1) Avancement a ce jour :· 
.I 
Etude de quelques cas accidentels presentis dans le r~pport 
WASH 1400 : sequen.ces S l et s3· 
Application du code ALICE pour aes etudes de comprehensiqn 
des eas precedents.~ 
2) Resultats essentiels : • . . . Etude preliminaire des differents cas da difaillance enceinte 
par rupture du.radier. 
Etude des probl~mes de la~contaminatiou du sous-sol en cas 
de traversee du radier par le coeur. 
5 - Prochaines etapes : 
Etudes de differents cas accidentels (LOCA, petite breche, 
;.,"tra-nsitoire). 
Adaptation des ltudes RASMUSSEN i la situation en France, 
compte 'tenu de la difference de conception des systemes 
(en particulier des systedies de sauvegarde) et du confinement. 
6- Relations avec d'autres etudes 
' 
- Diveloppe~ent d'u~ code de calcul (ALICE) pour l'etude 
des consequences radiologi:ques des accidents nucleaires. 
·' 
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MIGRATION DE LA CONTAMINATION CANS LES PILES A . FRANCE 




Titre (a.nglais) Organisme executeur 
MIGRATION OF THE CONTAM-INATION IN P\.JR IN ACCIDENT CEA/DSN/SESTR/CAD. I 
CONDITION'. ,, , .. . 
Besponsable 
. 





S~ienti~iques a:. de l/9/73 Etat a.c:tuel etude en cours 




- - -. 
~ I Date prewe 31/12/81 Derniere :11ise ,, 15/11/77 cl'a.c:heve:ent & jour I r . 
. 
1 : OBJECTIF GENERAL -
Etude~des consequences des accidents.de·manutention de combustible dans les piles 
i.eau. 
0 
Etude des rejets de contamination en cas d'accident de depressurisation (partici-
pation au .p~·!Jralime PHEBUS). Transfert des ~o~es entre phase gazeuse ·et 1 iqui.de dan.s . 
es reacteurs PWP. • . I 
-·· 
-· 2 - OBJECTIFS P;\RTICULIERS 
ExperfencesnPiREE-MANUTENTION et REGAROE: du gaz soos pression est injecte au 
fond d'une cuve conten~nt 45 m3 d'eau. On mes·ure 1 'efficacite de la barriere consti-
tuee par 1 •.eau, et on suit 1 'evolution de la contamination dans l'atmosphere ventilee 
· · qui la surmonte. 
Paric'ipation''au programme PHESUS·: mestire de l'emission de radioactivite ·dans un ·. 
accident de perte de refrigerant. Mesures des produits de fission emis, mesure d'hydro-
gene.~Expe.r.ience'" NESS I E)~ · · ,, 
... . EtudeH des rorrr.es d''iode dans les phas~s: liquides et gazeuses des ci~cuits d'une 
. pile 4 eau sous ~r~ssion. 
I . 
~1 :--. n ' 












3 - INSTALLATIO~lS EXPERIHENTALES ET PROGRAMM,E -' 
.. 
, ' 
Dispositif PIREE : cuve de 45 m3• Injection sous eau et sous pression de Krypton. 
Xenon et Iode 131. Prelevement, par filtres MAYPACK, ·d·'eau et de gaz (Krypton et -Hydro-
4fene). Determination de la fo~e chimique_de l'Iode dans l'eau: influence sur le trans-
fert dans les-gaz. 
.. 
4 - ETAT DE L I EnlDE ·- . 
0 
0 
1 - Avancement 4 ce jour -
t 
l) EXPERIENCE PIREE MANUTENTION .. 
,. L. etu'de de ., a retention de l' iode et du .gaz dans I l'eau dans le cas d I une injection 
• r'"l ..... .~ ' • 
est terminee. 
2) PHEBUS 
En eo1.1rs d' achevement. 
3) NESSIE 
r-: - - - ....,.,. ' - . . - .• "'' ' -. - • - -M:is~ au point de la-.methode ~leetrochim.i.que de- eS.raeter~'l'n·dee fonres 
d 1iode- .-_ --.. . - - · 
., M 




1) Dans le cas d'une· injection·, 1 'efficacite de decontamination de .1•eau 'vis a vis -
d~ l'iode est de 500 ; vis l. vis des gaz, elle varie avec les conditions opera-·· 
toires (10 ·' 30 %) t on obs~rve un relichement ulterieur dont ,.a cinetique 'peut- : 
etr§ 'contralee. 
2) Phe6us realisation des appareils de prelevement P F et H2• (MAYPACK) •. 
fl, ;t 
3) L 'etuae theorique complete des conditions thermodynamiques de 1 'existence des di·· . 
verses formes d'iode est e~ voie d'achevement. 
5 .. PROCHA(NES 'ETAPES -
1- Inluence du 'piegeage de l'Iode dans l'espace gaine co~bustible sur l'emission. Mon~ 
, . 
ge des.·appareils. Construction de l'in~tallation (1978) • 
....., , 1 ,. r ,.., · 
= 
, I • 
2- Construction d'un banc d'essai et de controle des MAYPACK (1978). 
- Phe us • 
. 3- Mis au point de la methode electrochimique de caracterisation des formes d'iode · 
(197S) ;application a ·1•eau d'un circuit prim~ire du reacteur (1979). 
6- RELATION AVEC O'AUTRES ETUDES -
. 
transfert de la contamination dans les piles en service. 
controle des pieges a iode des centrales nucleaires. 
~ OOCUMEN S DE,. REFERENCE :. D;i;$ponibles ' .• 
r •• 
~ ccident d~ manutention- experience PIREE·MANUTENTION", E.OE MONTAIGNAC, 
L. ROUS EAU, J. PORCHERON- Communication a la reunion des·specialistes sur la securite 
. des el.e ents combus·tibles pour reacteurs .a eau, Saclay 22:-24/l0/1973 •. 
" xperience PIREE·MANUTENTION", J. PORCHERON- Communication VII/34-01, Congres d~ 
de la S P, Ve'rsai11es 1974. 






. . . . 
Title 1 (Original language) Tecniche p~r la Classification 
mis~ra della capacit~ di.ritenzione di 
si sterni di filtrazione per iodio e d$- 5.3 -
rivati i..ruloo__rJ!ani ~ i 
Title 2 {English) Countrl ITALY 
.. 
Techniques for Testing Charcoal Absorbe S2onsor rs ENEL 
for Iodine and its Derivatives. Organisation Polytechnic 
Institute or Milan . , 
Date initiated 1970 Project Leader 
. ; Dnte com12leted .. 





1. , General Aim 
Deve~opment or methods to test adsorption ·erricien~y of charco~l 
·· ~b~orbers for iodine and· its alkyl derivatives. 
2 •.. Part·~·cular· Obj'ec·t1 ves ~. · 
' 
The ~esearch has been concentrated on methyl iodida • 
3~ Experimental Facilities and Programme· 
r All .the tests are carried out at the Laboratories ·or the. 
Polytechnic Institute or Mi~an. 
4. Project Status 
=:..The tests have been extended to low ·methyl io(lide concen-
trations such as those expected in the annulus or a doubl~ 
' containment system "'in the c·ase or a LOCA • 
5 •·· Next· Steps / 
I ' 
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Title 1 (~rig:inal language) 
. 
Classification 
Trattamento.dei gas nobili radioattivi 5. 3 . . prodotti per fissione; . , 
.. 
/ 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Fission produced radioactive noble gases SJ2onsor CNR 
-
CNEN 
treatment. Organisation University of 
~ Pis a ~ " .. 
'" . .. ' 
Date initiated July, 1970 Project Leaqer 
I 
Date. comJ2leted End o£ 1977. CURZIO.Giorgio 
Last UJ2dating 1977 
~ 
h " . 
'[; 
~ 1) G~ncr~l D1m . 
, 
... 
Theoretical and experimental research on the ~eneral :problems involved 
in the production, release and teatment of ra~ioactive noble gases. 
2) Part icliJ a r obj ec ti ves 
a) Charcoal beds adsorption characteristics determination ·in ideal· \~ork.· 
conditions·. 
.b) Evaluation of the dependence of charactaristics on the 
grain size. . 
c) Evaluation· of th~ effects of the d~ca1 heat, moisture, 
tics, pre-ssure and tempera tu re transients. etc •. 
d) Comparative analysis of treatment devices. · 
bed'size and 
• l 
th . .i i o er lJT.pur~ ! 
j 
1 
e) Charcoal filter tests in laboiatory sc~le and full seal~. 
f) Granular charcoal characteristics determination.· ...... · · · 
I 
3) Ex2crimental. f.acili ties ~ ~ · 
r(~ . .. a). Charcoal bed te~ting facility ~ b) Nuclear detection devices 
c) Granular charcoal testing facilities (to be completed) 
4) P-ro j e ... ~- :-. ta tus [ '\ 
Items 2 ~. b. are completed; 
are a~ the starting point. 
S) Reference documents 
1. CURZIO G., GENTILI A~ 
2 c, d, e, are near to be completed; 2 f 
' ~ 
, I 
Ritenzione di gas nobili su lett~. 4i carbone attivo. 
Atti del XVI Congresso Nazionale ~d~ll'A.I.F.S.P.R., Firenze. 
Settembre 1970. Firenze 1971. 
. ' 
2. CURZIO G., GENTILI\A., MAINARDI G •• PEtLUNGRINT P. 
Ritenzione dei gas nobili radioattivi prodotti per fis~ione negli 


































! J• ,. 
. 
.. ..... .. 
.. 
TITL~ (original lanGunuo) . 
Trattamento dei gas nobili radioattivi 
prouotti per fissione. 
·, 
' . : 
. ' . :•. 
. ..... '. 
·; ::, ·•· ,·.I, I 
.' t; 'I I : ' 
•.. . · .. ··· 
••. . . •;!,.'.•' . 
Claaaitica tion . 
. l 
... 
.. s .3 
'· 
, . 
,. ·. 14. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI ~· Anali~i comparativa tra i sistemi di trat~amento dei 
.. 
. ··'' ,, .~-- . gas nob1li rndi~ 
· attivi prodott·i negli impianti nucleari. RP 280(77). 
15. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A.. . .. ... ;:;:/·:.::.- .... .... : .. 
0 \ . 
, ... 
Q 
Metodologia di collaudo di un sistema di ·traitamentri·p~r il 
ritardato di gas nobili r.adioattivi prodotti.negli impianti 
RP 284(77)' . . ·.··. '·· :.:.r ·.·:· :. · 
. . . . - .. . . . . .. ': ':~: .' / ,::.: : :: .. ;.:• .. :: •: 
" - ' . ' . ;: : ' :>: •,: }:\:.:; :; ~·::-:··::;::::-: : ~- ·:· . 
'1 ':I;': ~ : 0 :·.: t', '· 0 o .... • •• :·: ... • •• ',·.> ~:.·• 0} 
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of krypton and xenon from . • I Removnl .. 
. 5.3' 
_I of Uuolear Plants. . the off-~as 
SPONSORING COUNTRY . ORGANISATION . 
1 • • 
I'l'ALY " ~ • CN::?;I~ I '" I 
•. I ! 
. 
DATE INITIATED . 1975 ' PROJECT LEADER . i . . . 
J DATE COMPLETED ·: 1978 G.· DEON~ 
-
/ 
Description,: The pu~poso of the project is to·develop a process 
for the rc.J!lPVal of rudionctive lcripton nnd xenon from gas·eous 
effluents ornuclc~r reactors and reproccsoillg plants~ 
. ' , 
~' The selective-absorption. process in liquid solvents 
is one" of ~the promising me·thods .).m'1for .. :d·iacussion froo1 the point of 
.. 
view of the ·tcchnologicnl feasibility ... 
. . 
J·F.o.cro.cyclic polJethor3, a new . ca:tegor:,r of org:mic 
compounds ~hpo.ble to form inclu.oi'le"' compounds de'tcrmining "sandwich 
• 0 • ' 
'\ 
structures", seem to be very promising for thi~,purpose. The particult!.r 
r - '" 
aim o! ::the~ c.xporimento.l research pr.ogram is the Mchoioo of aromatic · 
macro cyclic cornpoWlds, solid or soluble in non-polar organic sol ven·ts, 
fl ~ ,.., () ,., • " 
and to verify the'noblc gases selective-absorption possibility. 
,·~ "' r ~ . . ': ;J . ,., ,., 
. 
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. •. 
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. .. . . 
TlTLB 1 {ori~inal languaub) . ~ ·· 
Abbattimento. di Iodio. (attrozzat~r~. 
FSIQO. 1 0) '· 
TITLB 2 .. ( cnclish) ., 
. 
... . .. 
Classification 
.. 
Country: I'fALY \ 
Removal. of Iodine fr·o·m .. Co~tfl.i~ent:;: ... Sponsor: ONR ·--CNEN'_. 1 
At~1osphere ·.by~ Sprays w'itlj·· P~IQO ·1.0 .. · .·. ::. · Orc~anisa ti·on: CA.Dl.EN - ·.· I 
Facility . · ~ . .- · · · · · ·::·· ~· · ·· University of Pisa 
~.-u-.. -L-e--in~i-tl-.o-t_c_d--~1~9~6~7~--------~·~~.-r------~l~'r~o~J~:o~c~t~L~c~a~u~e~r~----~----~ 
~· 1976 · .... ·· ': · ~·. ,. R. Mirandola (U11iv'ers:i:ty) j Dota"complctcd. . ... 
.. .,. :.# ·, ·. G. Sarno (O~i) · J 
Last updnting June 1976 ·· · · 
Descript'ion: 
C The progt'am has been set up with th~~~im of collecting experimen-
j' ()al i~form~tion for a correct evaluatio~.., of the efficiency of ·spray 
systems us~a in several nuclear plants fQr the removal of iodine· re-
leased' jn the co11tainmen·t after a LOCA.:· , 
Twelve runs on molecular iodine removal by sprays were carried 
out in the 95 m~· PSICO 10·~odel contai~ment vessel. Both servi.co wa-
.. 
sprn•.'ccl t.er ·and a water solution containing 1" sodium thiosulphate wer~ ·Chr.2_ 
ugh different nozzles with, in eo me cas·es, re circulation of th~ spra 
yed solution~and, fractions of the modelNoontainment vessel vo+ume not o 
sprayed. 
C:neferenge d~c~~ents: . .. ~I I .'' 
.Q. B.GUERRINI, M.l~ZZINI, R.MIRANDOLA, G.'PETRANGELI 
I I . 
PSICO 10:a fac~lity for testing in the field of containment techno-
. '· 
' . 
.logy for. Z?-uclear p.lants. · ::. ' .., 
'Ingegner~?- Nucleare - :Mar~o-Aprile 1.9Q.9. 
' 2. B.GUERRINI, S~,.LANZA·, M.MAZZINI, R.MIMNDOLA 
.. 
• • • 'I 
Scalbatraio Ceriter~ for research iri nu~llear sa.fety. 
. . 
Nucloar i'e.chn9logy - April. 1971. ·; ... t• • • 
.. 
. 
. . .. i" .. 
. 
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... 
' . . 
'· . . . .. 
. ,. 
' . 
' ' o 0 I 0 ~ I 0 0 I lo:, I I I ' 
I I ·' . . . 
. . . . · .. 
. . 
•' . 
\. ~ .... ' ,' ' 
1'I'fLI:: l ·( oric;inal lancuaao ).' ... ,. 
Abbattimonto di Iodio (attrezzatur~ ·. 
~ I • 0 • :. I , " I 
PSICO 10) .... ::. 
' I 
· 3. B.GUBHRINI, S.LAl~ZA, M.MAZZINI, R.MIRAND.OLA 
.. 
... 
• 11 ' ' I 
Classifica tio11 
. : .. 5.3 .. 
' . . ' 
. '· 
,Containment spray experiments with· the PSI CO 1 0 facility •. · 
Energia Nucleare - Luglio 1972· •. 
. 
·4~ S.BARSALI, R,BOVALINI, F.FI~SCHI, B.GUERRINI, S.LANZA, M.MAZZINI, 
' R • ?IJIRANDOLA 
Removal of iodine from containment atmosphere by sprays: Research 
' M " " 
. 
of the University of Pisa. 
•• J ••• •:ill •• "'r f 
. -~ .• 
-\ 
.. 
VII Congr~s In;liernationale de la Societe Francaise dc.9 Rndiopro-'Goc·liion -- .. 
VersailleS' \France) 28/31 - Mai 1974. n n 
! ; 
... 5. ' S .BARSALI, R.BOVALINI, F .FINESCiii, B:·GUERRINI, S ~LANZA,. M.MAZZINI,, 
R.MIRAN.DOLA ~, ...... 
.. 
Removal of iodine by sprays in the.PSICO ·10 model 'containment ves~. 
sel. 
I~uclear' Technology -.August ·1974. · . . ,, r ,. 
6. G .S.ARNO, S .MANFREDIIU 
. ... .. 
'. . . . 
... 
Relazione sul ciclo di esperienze ef:f'e·ttuate durante il·1974 sullo 
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Title 1 (Original language) · ·:. ··. Classificat.ion 
11 controllo dei sistemi fil tranti installati ne· 
gli impianti nucleari per '.la rimozione delle pa.r 
ticelle e dello iodio. · :.; ·. . . · 
.... . .. 




Comportamento di filtti per ~articelle ad .. altissima efficienza in coa 
diiioni ambientali non usuali. 
Is~ituto di Impianti Nucleari dell'Universit~ di Pisa. RL 22b(7~). r 
i . Is ti tu to ·di Impianti ·Nucleari dell' Uni versi t~ di Pis·a: Relazione al 
CNEN sul1'attivit~ svolta ncl campo della sicurezza nucleare: ' 
- nell'anno 1970. R~ 100(71) Tip. Edit. Pisana. Pisa, 1971 · 
nell'anno 1971. RL: 119(72)·Tip. Edit. Pisana.· Pisa, 1972 
ne11'anno 1972. RL 142(73) Tip. Edit~ Pisana, Pisa, 1973 
nell' anno 1973 •. ·RL. 172(74). Tip •. Edit •. Pisana~. Pisa, 1974 
nel periodo lug1io 74 -t giugno 75. RL 211(7~) Tip. Edit! Pisana .• 
Pi sa, 1975. . .. ,· ·~ ·· . ..:.·· .. . ··.'.: .. ~. ·· .. · .. · 
• t .• • •·. .. . .•• 
9. CUCCURU A., KUNZ P. ,· MAZZINI M •.. 
Experiments on High Efficiency Aerosol Filtration •. 
Paper presented at _the Seminar on High Efficiency Aerosol Filtration 
sponsored.by. CCE at Aix-en-Provence (F); 22-25 Novembre 1976.· 
. . . . . ·. '. . 
' . • ..·1 0 ~ MA Z Z IN I M • : .: · :.'.' . · · 
.{ In Si tu and ·in Labor'a t~r'y Test-ing. of HnPA Pi 1 ~·ers in Italy. ·.! lj 
, Paper presented at the Semina~ on.High Efficiency Aerosol Filtration -~ sponsored by CCB at.Aix~en-Pr~vence (F); 22·25 Novembre 1976. 
• •• • f • 
\ 11. CUCCURU A.. , MAZZINI M,, PROD I V~ .. · · · · · · · 
'i . Misure .di efficienza di un sistema ·costituito d~ du~ filtTi per par~ 
I ticellG in serie. ··.· . .,. . . . . ...... . 
1 Memoria presentata al Convegno dell'A.I.~.S.P.R., Pisa 28-29 Ottobr~· I t· -) · · 19 16. . · . . l .· .: ··. , .. ·. ·:. · • ~~ :'-: I , , .' •' • , • ":.:';' • • :.·::_:;.· • ·.l :.,,'/,I ' 
~· 8) Degree of a va i ~ability·· .. ·:,- ':.: .;.. ··· . : : : . . 
·! The pr~vio~s references· are free·, _the .next ones··may .b~· availa.ble with· the 
. . author1 za t1on of the CNEN, · : · . ·.. : ·. !.' :. .' ·.. . . · .... , . .' . 
. :: ,•• . ; ~ ,• •;;... : .. · ·:·. . . . ·:.. . . . ./'."··.:' .. ··. ·. ;.~:.. : ~·:;:<:; <> ·'.: ·.' . 
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Title 1 (Original language) 
11 controllo dei s is tcmi f il tranti installati n~ 
gli impianti nucleari per la rinX>zione delle pa! _ 
ticelle c dello iodio. . ' 
Title 2 (English) 
Testing of the Bilter Systems used in Nuclear 
Plants for particle and iodine rem:>val. 
Date initiated End of 1967 
Date comEleted End of 1978 






Sponsor CNEN and CNR 
Organisation University of 
Pisa- Cf\1-.lliN 
Project Leader 
S. LANZA (Univcrsi ty) 
M. t-11\ZZINI (Uniycrsity) 






















()1) General Aim 
To set up methods for testing the effic1ency of HEPA and iodine filters~ 
both in Lnboratory and in situ, with reference to standard or accident 
conditions. 
0 
~)' Par t i c u l a r oh j e c t i v e s 
c 
0 
·a) Setting l:IP and comparison of the methods, ··.used for testing HEPA fil-
ters in iaboratory and in situ. 
.... 
0 
b) TGsting of HEPA fil tcrs under heavy environmental conditions (high 
tempera turo and re la ti ve humi:di ty, overflO\oJ) ,' with different pa rti 
clc size distribution. 
c) Setting-up and comparison of the iodine and freon methods, used for 
testing charcoal filters in situ. 
d) Testing the efficiency of ma,erials used in nuclear plants for iodi 
ne re~oval in strictly controlled conditions of temperature, veloc! ~ 
ty and relative humidity of gas stream (standard and post-accident 
values). 
e) Comparison of several types of Ag impregnated molecular sieves, with 
reference to nitric vapour poisoning. 
, I 0 
: l . 0 f) Efficiency determination of two HEPA filters in cascade 






- a rig n111.l the 0 rclntc~.l instl·umcntation for testing HEPA filters by 
NaCl, DOP, uranine and condensation nuclei methods. . 
a rig and the related instrumentation for testing ~ommercial char~oal' 
filters by Freon and iodine methods. · 










' Title 1 (Original language) 
Il cont1ullo dei sistcmi filtranti installati n~ 
gli impinnti nuclcari per la r:i.mozione delle par 




... ~ ... · 
/.~· 
4) Project status 
The tests relat.ed to the ·points .2.a) and 2.e) are completed. , 
The first phase of the progiam related to the points 2.b), 2.c), 2.d) and 
2. f) is completed. New more practical devices for. in si tu testing of char. 
coal filters with methyl iodine and Fre9n 112 methods were made. 
S) Next steps 
To run a set of experiments to compare methyl io~ide and Freon 112 methods 
for testing commercial charcoal filters in laboratory and in situ •. 
6) Relation to other projects 
"Removal of iodine" and "Fission Produced radio~ctivc noble gases treat-
ment 11 • \ 
7) Reference documents 
•. 
1. L_ANZA S., MAZZINI t-1., MUZZI F., PERINETTI . 
11 controllo dei sistcmi filtranti installati negli impianti nuclcari. 
Atti del tonvcgno sulle attivit~ di ricerca ne1 campo de11a sicurezza 
degli Impianti Nucleari. CNEN-Roma, 1971. 
2. MAZZINI ~1. 
11 collaudo "in situ"·dei sistemi filtranti per partice~le instal1ati 
negli impianti nucleari. 
Normazione Nucleare (supplemcnto del Notiziario del CNEN); anno VI 
n. 2, 19 7'2. 
3. LANZA S., r>IAZZINI M. 
Influenza dell'avvelenamento con vapori nitrici sulla ritenzione di 
CII3I da parte di zcoliti argentate. • 
Istituto di Impianti Nuclcari dell'Universita di Pisa, RL 111(72) •. 
T~pografia Editricc Pisana. Pisa 1972. 
9 ' ' 
4. LANZA S., MAZZINI 1-t. 
Il controllo dei filtri per iodio, instal1ati negli imp~anti nucleari. 
Notiziario del CNEN anno 19 n. 6, 1973. 
S • LA NZ A S • , tv1A Z Z I NI M • et a 1 • 
Testing Methods for Iodine-Filters of Nuclear Plants. 
Paper presente~ at the Seminar on Iodine Filter Testing spon~ored 'by 
CCE at Karlsruhe (RTF), 4·6 december 1973. 
6 • MA Z Z IN I M • . .. 
Sull'influ~nza della granulo~etria e della natura dell'aerosol sulla 
cfficicnza di filtri FAEP. . 
G~ornalc d~ Fisica Sanitaria e Protezione contro le radiazioni. . 




Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
11 controllo dei sistemi fi1tranti insta1lati n~ 
~:1 i impianti nuc:lcari per 'la ri.Joozione delle par ·" 
ticcllc c dcllo iodio. 





Comportamento di filtri per particelle ad altissima efficienza in con 
dizioni ambienta1i non usua1i. 
Is~ituto di Impianti Nucleari dell'Universit~ di Pisa. RL 220(75) • 
. 8. Istituto di Impianti Nuc1eari de1l'Universit~ di Pisa: Re1azione al 
CNEN sul1'attivitA svo1ta nel campo della sicurezza nuo.1eare: 
• ncll 'anno 1970. RL· 100(71) Tip. Edit. Pisana. Pisa, 1971 · 
- ncll'anno 1971. RL 119(72)·Tip. Edit. Pisana·,·Pisa, 1972 
- ncll'anno 1972. RL 142(73) Tip. Edit. Pisana, P~sa, 1973 
C'ncll'anno 1973. RL 172(74).Tip. Bdit. Pisana~.Pisa, 1974 
-· ncl periodo 1uglio 74 •·giugno 75. RL 211(75) Tip. Edit. Pisan~ • 
• Pisa, 1975. 
9. CUCCURU A., KUNZ P., MAZZINI M. 
Experiments on High Efficiency Aerosol Filtration. 
Paper presented at the Seminar on High Efficiency Aerosol Filtration 
sponsored by CCE at Aix-en-Provence (P); 22-25 Novembre 1976.· 
· 10. MAZZ I NI M. 
In Situ and in Laboratory Testing of HBPA Fil~ers in I~aly. 
Paper presented at the Seminar on High Efficiency Aerosol Filtration 
sponsored by CCB at· Aix-on-Provenco (F); 22·25 Novembre 1976. 
11. CUCCURU A., MAZZINI M., PRODI V. 
Misure di efficienza di un sistema costituito da due filtri per par-
tice11e in sorie. · 
Memoria presentata al Convegno dell'A.I.F.S.P.R., Pisa 28-29 Ottobre 
176. 
Q~grcc of availability 
The prcv ious references: are free, the next ones ~a~ b~ av~ilable with· the 
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'I' i t l c 1 COUN'l'HY 
U!iiTL:::l ;~n;GJO;·i 
GAS YnASE THAb ING STUDIES (1) 
SPONGOR 
OH CAN It.i~'l'lUN 
RD1 \JI!:DSCALE 
Project Leader 
J J HII.LARY 
ln1t-iat.cd 1973 tJomplct.cd : Scicntioto: 
1. 
~ \ LnG t up•la t ing 
---··· ·····--------. ··-·-------- . ·•· ·- . . ...... 
Descrintion: 
General Aim 
Improvement a'nd standardisation of aerosol trapping with particular reference 
to normal emioGions from reactors. 
2. Particul~r Oojectives 
To provide desicn data relative to the possible problem of romovins Sulphur 35 
from normal emissions. 
Project Status 
Some difficulty with analytical techniques has been encountered, and until 
finally resolved, this has made quantitative interpretation of results somewhat 
· uncertain. Nevertheless, it appears that useful trapping efficiencies could 
be achieved with suitably impreGnateq charcoal using a coolant - oxygen (2a~ 
mixture). na ther poorer efficiencies appear to obtain with coolant which vras 
diluted with a large excess of air, a condition more closely representing the 
likely operational requirements • 
• 
.... ··--- ... - ... --,·--- ·-· ... 





















































































'I' i. L l c l 
GAS PHASE TRAPPING STUDIES (2) 
'f1llc 2 
lnitiatcd 1972 Gomplclcd : 
StatuG : LnGt updating 
Description: 








J J liiLLARY 
Scicntiotu: 
Improvement and standardisation of aerosol trapping, with particular 
reference to normal emissions for reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To define and thus control the qualities· of charcoal which affect ageing. 
}. Bxuerirnental Facilities and Programme 
Apparatus is being set up for controlled static aGeing tests of a large 
number of samples with typical atmospheric impurities. 
Project Status 
Apparatus is being commissioned. 
. , 




'I' i 1.1 c 1 
GAS. PHASE TRAP!·ING STUDIES· (3) 
Title 2 
1nit.iatcll 1972 Gomplcl.crl : 







J J HILLARY 
Scicntioto: 
---···· 
..... ~-· -... ····---· ... ·•· ·-· .... 
Description: 
l. General Aim 
Improvement and standardisation of aerosol trapping, with particular 
reference to normal emissions from reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To define and thus control the manufacturing vaDWbles, which affect the 
ability of charcoal to retain methyl iodide. 
}. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
A rig is in use in which methyl iodide at a defined concentration is passed 
through well charactcris.ed charcoal samples. 
4. Project Status 
About 500 samples or charcoal have·been characterised and tested. The 
results are now being analysed statistically for correlations. 
5· Reference·Documents 






'I' iL 1 c 1 GOUN'l'HY 
UNITED KINGDOl-1 











J J HILLARY 
Scientioto: 
. ,, . ,.. _ _._.-.. ··-·..,_,_........ .. ··-
Improvement nnd.standardisation of aerosol trapping with particular.referenoe 
to normal emissions from reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To define the etficiency with which Il}l may be removed from ventilating air 
at very low concentrations. 
}. Exnerimental Facilities and Programme 
A rig is under construction for the mixing process under controlled conditions. 
Project Status 
During normal operation of a power reactor, ra~oactive iodine 131 may be 
released to the surrounding atmosph~re; there may be interest in monitoring 
down to levels as low as 1Q-15ci/m3 (implying about lo-22 kg/m3). At plant 
outlets, the efficiency of trapping plant may be of interest down to lo-ll 
ci/m}. These are very much lower than the levels of lo-5kg/m3 used in trapping 
experiments. 






I ~T-i_t_l_e_:-----------------------------------------------------------~rc_o_u_n_t_r_y_: __________ __ 
Konsekvenser af frig0relser af fissions produkter DEN~~ 
til atmosfreren Sponsor: 
i Ris0 National Lab. 
' 
!Title: 





Initiated date: 1972 
Status: Progressing 
1. General aim 
C9111pleted date: 0. Walmod-Larsen 
S. Thykier-Nielsen 
P. Hedemann Jensen 
Calculation of consequences of releases of fission products to the atmosphere 
under various environmental conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of models for calculation of 
a. Doses to individuals: 
External gamma doses from airborne radioactive material. 
Internal doses·due to inhalation of radioactive material. 
External gamma doses from radioactive material deposited on the ground. 
Beta doses to the skin from airborne radioactive material and from 
radioactive material deposited on the ground. 
b. Concequences of doses based on given dose-consequence relations. 
c. Dose~ to individuals and population under specified meteorological 
conditions. 
d. Probability distribution of doses to individuals and population for a 
given probability distribution of meteorological parameters. 
e. Isodose curves: Shape, area and number of people receiving doses witin 
specific limits. 
f. Number of concequences (i.e. number of people having e.g. early illness, 
cancer) for a given release. 
·j 
Both normal and accidential releases are considered·. 
Furthermore the parameters in the models are studied: 
Duration of release, atmospheric stability, plume rise, ground roughness etc. 
3· Experimental facility and programme 
None. 
4. Project status 
A computer model, PLUKONl, • based on the gaussian plume model and fulfilling 
the objectives a.- f. mentioned in section 2, has been developed. PLUKONl 
can be used for calculation of doses and consequences in near-zone, i, e. the 
area witin 50 km from the release point. 
A limited comparison between PLUKONl and the models used in the other Nordic 
countries, Finland, Norway and Sweden has been made. On the basis of the cal-
culation results from the models, it was concluded that. there are no essential 
differences betw'een the Nordic dose models. The results of the comparison is 
published in reference 1. 
PLUKONl has been used for a calculation of doses from hypotetical accidents 
at a nuclear power plant [2]. 
5· Next steps 
Development of a model, PUFKON, for calculation of consequences of accidental 
'releases in situations where the meteorological conditions varies with time. 
I 
This model is based on a puff-model. The meteoro.logical part of PUFKON i.e. 
the conversion of meteorological data to dispension parameters for puffs is 
finished. 
6. References 
l. Comparison of Nordic Dose Models, S. Thykier-Nielsen, Ris0 -M-1972. 
Calculation of the Individual and Population Doses D · h T "t on anl~ errl ory 
Resulting from Hypothetical Core-melt Accidents at the BarsebM.ck Reactor, 
2. 
P. Hedemann Jensen, E. Lundtang Petersen, S. Thykier-Nielsen and 
F. Heikel Vinther, Ris0 Report No. 356. 
3· Modeller til beregning af eksterne gammadoser og inhalationsdoser fra 
frig0relser til atmosfreren af radioaktive stoffer, S. Thykier-Nielsen, 
Ris0-M-1725. 
(Description of the models for calculation of external gammadoses and 
inhalation doses). 
4a Sammenligning af matematiske modeller til beregning af eksterne gammadoser 
hidr0rende fra radioaktivitetsfrig0relser til ?tmosfreren, P. Hedemann Jensen, 
Ris0-M-1726. 
(Comparison of different models for calculation of external gammadoses 
from a plume). 
7• Degree of availability 
Available on an exchange basis. 




Borichtszoitraum/Period Klasslflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzeichen/Pro)ect Number 
1. 1. ?7- ~1. 12. 77 S.4 RS ?:S9~ 
Vorhabon/Project Title Land/Country 
Aktivi tatsiiber\'lachnng der Dosisbelastung FRG 
in der Umgebung von Kernenergieanlagen Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
13t1FT 
Auftragnehrr\er/C<?ntractor 
KRAFTvlERK UNION AG 
DoGe Rate Proportional Measurement of the Rea.~tortec hnik 
Radioactive Gaseous Effluents from Nuclear 
Power Plants R 131, Frankfurt 
Arbettsbcginn/lnitlated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 10. 76 ":)1. 12. ?8 D~ (;.'T'OSRQ.-!=::r-hn1 +:o 
Stand der Arbelten/Stalu·s Bericht.tum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 





In order to facilitate more precise evaluations of the 
environmental dose rate in the vicinity of an nuclear 
facility, the methods of measuring radioactive noble gas 
discharge rates must be improved: A system capable of 
automatically analysing the type of nuclide and the 
quantities released will be coupled to a system yielding 
the meteorological distribution factors. These two sets of 
( 
data will be used for the on-line calculation of the 
actual environmental burden. The on-line measurement and 
analysis of the airborne particulate will be included at 
a later point of time. 
Particular Objectives 
- improvement of on-line nuclide-identification systems 
for stack surveillance 
(noble gases, aerosols) 
- development of computer programs for real-time 
(or at least at short intervalls) 
calculation of. the actual environmental burden. 
develop'ment and improvement of the on-line calculation 
of distribution parameters from metereological factors 
(wind characteristics,.temp. profile etc.) 
experimental verification of the means and methods 
conceived (prototype system at a nuclear power plant). 
-: 2 RS 239 
; .- _' ' . ·~ :~ ·• ') ; 1; I 
y:--·---n-e-:c;e·arch Program 
3.1 ':1.~ ~·:~~elide identification ( & release rate measurement) 
..... ,-
. ' ·-programs establish a test routines 
. ·: -.. ~ ' ' 
3.2 Meteorological Data 
---~ ........ .--.. ~--- . ~ -
' 'E "( : _! I 
Establish programs for the co~putation of environmental .-. 
dose rates on the basis of data r~rieved from the nuclfde~ 
. ' 
' ... ( •, 
identification monitor and from the neteorological in-
strumentation. 
3.4 ' Investigate the boundary conditions given by licensing 
requirements and plant conditions 
3-5 Investigate the possibility of interconnecting the 
effluent monitors from several plants at one site 
3.6 Test the programs and systems by means of setting up 




Recalibrate the prototype system by means of test meas~re­
ments (actual or mock. releases from the stack). 
Test J?acil i ties 
For Biblis A , a measurement device has been provided 
for specific nuclide-related monitoring or radioactive 
noble gases. Th~ apparatus has been tes~ed in Gundremmin-
gen for approx. 4 months and has been operating in.Biblis 
since Jan. 1976. 
Progress to Date 
According to licensing require!llents on-line (or semi-
automatic) identification of the noble gas nuclides 
released at· the stack has to be performed in the F .R.G. 
First attempts to establish equipment of such kind have 
been made at the BIBLIS-A, and at the ISAR power plant, 
.respectively. 
Several discussions have resulted in the concept of a 
aerosol-identification monitor (step-mode air particulate 
monitor with a GeLi-Detector system). 
' 













1. 1. 77- 31. 12. 77 - 3 - RS 239 
,.. 
o. 
The computational aspects of the pro~rams have been 
covered by talks with experts in meteorological cal-
culations and computer specialists. Storage capacity 
and the amount of programming still necessary have 
been determined. 
Results 
A prototype system for an air particulate monitor has 
been designed in cooperatiori with GRS, BGA (Federal 
Health Agency) and a manufacturer. The system is being 
manufactured at the moment. 
The basic equipment has shovm its reliability (techni-
cally proven step-mode device). The filter will 
accumulate aerosols in steps (approx. 30 min up to 
2 hours) and the aerosol activity will be measured 
directly. Measurement will be perforned by a Ge-Li-
detector ,.,.i th high resolution and 5 ~~ efficiency. 
The scanning pattern for the calculation of the environ-
mental burden was determined. In this respect computer 
storage demand has been clarified. Geometrically the 
"grid" will extend as far as 15 kilometres (approx. 10 mi) 
from the stack. 
7·· Next Steps 
~E~£~f~£_g~£±~~~:E~±~~~~-~~~±~-5~~-~~~~~E~~~~!­
Investigations will be made on the feasibility of a 
dose-rate proportional measuring device (gamma_dose rate). 
This instrument is to provide a signal directly 
proportional to the gamma dose rate in the environment 
(mR/h) and it is considered a back-up system to the 
mechanically sensitive and more sophisticated nuclide 
identification system. A concept considering radio-
ecological factors will be discussed. It is based on 
the assumption that for various nuclides not only the 
- ---- ------------------· ---·· ----------- ------------. ---------·-·-
1. 1. 77- 31. 12. 77 - 4 - RS 239 
integral Gamma dose rate but also the secondary 
and tertiary doses are worth considering (inhalation/ 
ingestion etc.). 
Snecific nuclide-related aErosol measurement 
-~------------------------------------------
Manufacturing is almost finished, the first set of 
experiments is being discussed. 
8.· Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 











Bcrichtszeitraum/Period Kla4sifikatien/Ciassification Kennzeichen/P4ot~c2) Number 
I. 1.77- 31.12.77 5. PNS 4811 ( 
Vorhabcn/Project Title Land/Country 
Investigation of the Physical and Chemical Environmental FRG 
Bcho.vior of Hadionuclides Characterized by a Particular Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Biolor,ical Effectiveness BNFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Untersuchung dez.physikalischen und chemischen Verbal tens Kernforschungszentrum Karls-
bioloeisch besonders wirksamer Radionuklide in der Um- ruhe 
welt Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
ASS. 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Compieted Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. I. 74 31.12.78 H. Schi.ittelkopf 
s:and der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewaliigte Mrttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1977 
1. General Aim 
<:) Determination of the longterm exposure of the environment of the reprocessing 
plant by longlived 1291. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The behavior of 129I in the environment of the Karlsruhe reprocessing plant. 
3. Research Programm 
3.1 Development of analytical methods for the determination of 129r. 
2 . d' 'b ' 129 . h K 1 h 3. Measurement of the concentrat~on ~str~ ut~on of I ~n t e ar sru e repro-
129 
cessing plant and of the I release from the p~ant. 
3, 3 M f h 129r ' h . ' h K 1 h . 1 • easurement o t e 1n t e env1ronment ~n t e ar sru e reprocess1ng p ant • 
. () 3.4 Measurement of the stable iodine in the environment. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Programs . 
129 127 . The measurement of I and I 1s performed us\ng neutronactivation; for this 
purpose the irradiation facilities of the Karlsruhe research reactor FR2 are 
applied. 
5; Progress to .date 
In 1977 milk, soil, thyroid and air samples were·. analyzed which had been taken 
1n the environment of WAK. Samples from WAK process solutions, air and effluent 
t h k d f 1291 Th . . . . . . .. wa ers were c ec e or • e compos1t1on of· organ1c, 1norgan1c and aerosol 
1291 . h WAK 1 . . 127 1n t e eff uent a1r was determ1ned. I concentrations in the environ-
mental a~r were measured in Kiel, Stade, Karlsruhe, Grundremmingen and Munich. 
1.1.77- 31.12.77 - 2 - PNS4811 (4132) 
6. Results 
Since the installation in 1975 of the iodine filter ~n the dissolver exhaust 
air system of WAK the 1291 emission of HAK has bee'n maintained at a relatively 
constant level of 2 to 3 mCi/a. The 129r concentration in goat milk samples has 
129 . decreased sinte that time with a half-life of o.S year. The I concentrat1ons 
in soil samples range from o.o5 to 40 fCi/g. The maximum values are found near 
the principal point of exposure to the WAK exhaust air plume. The concentration 
of 1291 in the upper 5 c~ of soil is generally higher than in the underlying 
15 cm. 
The chemical composition of 1291 in the t.JA.K exhaust air was determined during 
<:) three months of sampling. The organic gaseous portion attains about 2o%, the 
inorganic gaseous portion being 80%. The concentration of the iodine aerosols 
amounts to I% of the total iodine contained in the efflu'ent air. The 1271 
measurement - performed separately for gaseous organic iodine and aerosol iodine-
was carried out in the environment of KfK from October 1976 until December 1977, 
using a method developed and tested in 1976. Similar sampling devices were in-
stalled in Kiel, Stade, Grundremmingen and Munich in 1977. The results of these 
measurements have shown that the inorganic gaseous 127r content in the environ-
3 
mental air ranges from 5 to lo ng/m for the total area of the Federal Republic. 
127 3 The concentration of I as an aerosol reaches 1 ng/m • 
7. Next steps 
In 1978 the vertical diffusion of 1291 and the contamination of soil samples 
taken in 1977 and 1978 will be measured, Up to the end of 1978 samples of goat 
milk will be analyzed for 1291. The research program on 129r will be terminated 
in 1978. 
8. Relation withother projects 
None 
9. References 
Proceed.ings of the seminar on "Radioactive effluents from nuclear fuel repro-
• " . I 
cess1ng plants , Karlsruhe, 22.- 24.11.1977, to be published • 





Bcrichtszeltraum/Pcriod Klassifikation/Ciassificatlon Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1. - 31.12.1977 5. 4 PNS 4320 
Vorhabcn/Project Title Land/Country 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of the FHG 




Theoretische und experimentelle Untersuchung der A us-
Sicherheit breitung radioaktiver Gase und Aerosole Projekt Nukleare 
ASS 
Arbe1tsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1969 1978 W.Hlibschmann H.Schlittelkopf 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte M1ttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1917 
I • General Aim 
Improvement of the knowledge about the atmospheric dispersion of radioactive: 
emissions in the micro-scale (up to 15 km distance) and in the meso-scale 
( > IS km). 
2. Particular Objectives 
Short range atmospheric diffusion, long range atmospheric transport and 
diffusion, diffusion ~odels for accidental releases, influence of surface 
roughness,meteorological information system. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Tracer diffusion experiments at the different stability categories; 
chemi'cal tracer gases are emitted at heights between 50 and 200 m. 
3.2 Tetroons are started and tracked by radar. 
3.3 Turbulence studies over areas of different roughness. 
<:)_4_. _______ E __ xp~e_r_i_m~e~n~t~a~l~F~a~c~i~l~~~·t~~~·e~s 
4.1 A 200 m high meteorological tower is operated in the Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Research Center in order to collect comprehensive meteorological information 
in the lower atmospheric layer. Wind velocity and direction profiles as well 
as dry and dew point temperature profiles are measured across the tower 
height and stored on magnetic tape. 
Sampling stations are operated automatically to collect air-tracer samples. 
Tracer concentrations are measured by a gas-chromatograph~ 
4.2 Tetroons: Heliu~filled balloonsof constant volume. 
4.3 Field measurements are performed over areas of different surface structure, 
using a 15 m mast. 
5. Progress to Date 
5. I The meteorological date measurement at the tm-1er, the data registration and 
record have been continued during the report period. A small field 
measurement station has been installed. 11 diffusion experiments have been 
1.1.- 31.12.1977 - 2 - PNS 4320 
performed in 1977. The chemical tracers have been emitted at heights from 
60 m up to 190 m. In most experiments two trancers have been released 
simultaneously at two levels. Six experiments have been performed at night 
during stable stratification. 
5.2 To investigate the transport and diffusion in the meso-scale ( > 15 km 
distance) tetroons are started and tracked by radar. Several tetroon flights 
have been performed at Philippsburg (Rhine Valley) and at Bremen. These 
flights showed the limitations of radar. tracking without transponder. It ~s 
planned, therefore, to equip the tetroons by a transponder (light-weight 
receiver-sender unit), wh~ch is developed now, to make it compatible with 
tetroon requirements. 
c 5.3 A small data-logging station is operated 1n an area of small surface 
roughness (grade II). The collected data on turbulence parameters are 









On the basis of the tracer experiments a preliminary curve family of the 
diffusion parameters a and a for 60 m emission height has been compiled. y z 
Further experiments are necessary to confirm this curve family. 
To confirm the a ~ a -curve family for 100 m emission height some supportive y z 
work has been done. The influence of the evaluation method, of the sampling 
time and of the surface roughness have been investigated. The parameters 
based on experiments of the KfK and of the KFA Julich have been combined to 
a common a , a -curve family. y z 
Next Steps 
lne tracer experiments will be continued and concentrated on emission heights 
above lOO m. 
Tetroon flights will be performed in the Rhine Valley after the development 
of a lightweight transponder has been successful. 
Field measurements are continued in 1978. 
Relation with Other Projects 
References 
P. Thomas, lv. Hubsc~mann, L. A. Konig, H. Schuttelkopf, s. Vogt, M. \vinter; 
Experimental Determination of the Atmospheric Dispersion Parameters over 
Rough Terrain, Part I., KFK 2285, July 1976 
P. Thomas, K. Nester; 
Experimental Determination of the Atmospheric Dispersion Parameters over 
Rough'Terrain, Part II., KFK 2286, June 1976 
~· 
l 












1.1.- 31.12.1977 3 PNS 4320 
10. 
K. Nester, W. Hilbschmann, P. Thomas; 
The Influence of Ground Roughness on Atmospheric Diffusion, 
The 4th International Clean Air Congress, Tokio 1977 
J. Hiller, W. Hlibschmann, K. Nester, H. Schuttelkopf, P. Thomas; S. Vogt; 
in: Jahresbericht 1976 der Abteilung Strahlenschutz und Sicherheit, KFK 2433 
( 1977)' pp. 108 
H. Dilger, J. Hiller, W. Hilbschmann, K. Nester, H. Schuttelkopf, P. Thomas, 
S. Vogt; im 2. Halbjahresbericht 1976 des Projektes Nukleare Sicherheit, 
KFK 2345 (1977), pp. 456 
H. Dilger, \.J. Hubschmann, D. Nagel, K. Nes ter, P. Thomas; 
Die Parameter der atmospharischen Ausbreitung in der Umgebung des Kern-
forschungszentrums Karlsruhe, KFK 2499 (1977) 
Availability of the Reports 

















Etude des caracteristiques demographiques des sites sous. 
l'angle de la sQrete. Etablissement de criteres comparat1fs 





"' . Titre (a.:::gla.is) ~= cu:: ;•.::= 
Demographic studies of sites characteristics with 
respect of safety. 
I Date C.e 
( ~ c.e..,::a.,..:a;e l/01/74 En cours 









- ' I 
Acquisition de donnees concernant la population, 1 'urbanisme et le deve1oppement 
economique autour des sites nucleaires. 
Determination et utilisation de criteres quantitatifs permettant de prendre en 
compte ces caracteristiques pour 1 'examen des dossiers de surete des installations 
nucleaires. 
···-
' f •• 
~ - 03JECT!FS PARiiCULIERS 
~ . I 
! tablisse~ent et mise a jour permanente d'un fichier informatique susceptible de 
· f ·nir a tout moment l 'implantation sous une .forme normalisee des populations 
sedentaires, temporaires et previsionnelles autour de tout site metropolitain. 
2.2 
Etablisser.:ent et mise a jour pennanente de dossiers d'information concernant 
l'urbanisme et le developpement economique autour des sites nu~leaires. 2.3 
~Etabiissement et utilisation de criteres permettant un jugement rapide et 
objectif des caracteristiques demographiques d'un site en liaison avec ses 
autres caracteristiques. 
3 • INSTALLATIONS EX?ERH~ENTALESC Ei PROGRA11r·IES - Neant 
4 - EiAi DE L'EiUDE 
4.1 - Avance~ent ~ ce jour 
• La realisation d'un premier fichier-prograrr.rne "OISPO" susceptible de donner· la· 
repartition des populations sedentaires autour. d'un site quelconque est achevee. 
·Le programme HERAOE pennet l'utilisation comparative de divers criteres de ponderation 
des donnees met~orologiques, r~diologiques et demographiques. 
. .. / ... 
•'"\ 
' . _ ...... 
4.2~esultats essentiel s : ?oS 
. Le programme 11 0!SP0 11 contribue A la ri!!a1isation_des ana1yses de su~ete. . 
. depuis Aout 1976 et a servi a actualiser les donnees concernant la d1str1but1on 
.de population autour de quelques sites CEA (LA HAGUE, BRUYERES LE CHATEL, 
CADARACHE, FONTE~AY-AUX-ROSES, SACLAY) . 
. Le prograll'Jne "t~ERADE" a permis d'effectuer la comparaison des .Pr~ncipaux 
sites electro-nucleaires fran~ais en fonction de leurs caracter1st1ques 
demographiques et meteorologiques. 
5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
-a court terme (1978) 
. Acqu1sition des schemas Oirecteurs d'Amenagement et d'Urbanisme (S.O.A.U.) 
et des Plans Regionaux de Oeveloppement Econcmique (P.R.O.E.) . 
. Oenombrement plus.precis de la population a proximite des sites nucleaires 
(dans un rayon de 5 km). · 
. Amelioration du fichier-programme OISPO en fonction de nouvelles donnees 
et realisation d'un decoupage plus precis pour 1es villes de plus de 
100 000 habitants. 
- a moyen terme (1978-1979) 
. Ut1lisation comparative de divers criteres pour le classement des sites 
nuc1eaires fran~ais . 
. Amelioration du fichier-prograrnrne OISPO (regions frontalieres). 
- a long terme (1979) . 
. Realisation de fichiers-programme pour les populations temporaires et 
previsibles. 
Realisation d'un critere prenant en compte les donnees socio-economiques. 
6 • RELATION AVEC O'AUTRES ETUDES 
----- . Identification et caracterisation des agressions externes liees aux 
activites humaines. Determination de leur probabilite d'occurence. 
Etude des transferts atuospheriques. 
Evaluation des consequences radio1ogiques pour la population 
en cas de rejet accidentel de produits radioactifs dans 
l'environnement d'une installation nuc1eaire. 
·1 - DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
l."Recherche d'un critere d'evaluation de site par la p~nderation des ·donnees 
radiologiques, meteorologiques et demographiques", A.DOURY, R.GERARD -
Rapport DSN R 82, Symposium AIEA Vienne, ?-13/11/1974 • 
2 - Documents internes CEA • 
8 - DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
1 disponible • 
---·-----
123-1 -01 f4J7l-10 5.4 
223-1 -01 
.. 
'!:'itr• ?ay a 
Etude des transferts atmospheriques Franc'e 
, Org~ n i !:le c..i:ecta~ I I CEA/ DSN 
r:.::-a ! _, __ ,a.: .. ) "~- .. ::a Ore;anis:a e:ceQu~eur 
CEA/DSN/SESR.S 
Studies on atmospheric: diffusion and 
tra.nsport. Bes"Oousa.b:~ 
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I - Objectif general : 
Cette etude a pour objectif general !'elaboration de codes de 
calcul qualifies afin de prevoir quantitativement (c:oncentra:ions 
moyennes et maximales, concentrations integrees dans le temps, etc. 
le transfert par !'atmosphere vers l'environnemenc d'un polluanc 
minoritaire resultant de rejets per~anents 011 accidentels des 
installations industrielles, nucliaires notamment. 
2 - Objectifs particuliers I 
2. l. Objectifs theoriques 
a) Developpement et perfectionnement du modele de transfert 
atmospherique utilise au DSN par-la prise en compte de 
nouveaux elements de la dispersion atmospherique : · 
- variation temporelle du vent 
- variation spatiale du vent 
- surelevation des nuages ou panaches 
- relief 
b) Developpement et perfectionnement des. methodes d'utilisatio 
des statistiques meteorologiques afin d'affiner les 
previsions effectu!es 1 l'aide des codes de calc:ul par 
une meilleure prise en c~mpte : 
- des dur~es de rejets envisagis (Accidents) 
- des spicifitis du site consideri sur le plan de la 
dispersion atmosphirique 
(en particulier, etude des persistances de situations 
meteorologiques donnees pendant une durie determinee). 
2. 2. 
c) Comparaison des resultats des applications~du model7 . 
~SN avec ceux que l'on obtient, dans les memes cond1t1ons~ 
avec d'autres modeles fran~ais ou etrangers 
-Obje~tifs experiment a ux. 
a) Qualification du modele DSN a partir d'experiences de 
simulations des transferts atmospheriques in situ (traceurs) 
ou sur maquette en veine ·liydraulique (en particulier, 
determination des limites eventuelles de validite pour 
les parametres de diffusion ac~uellement utilises, a savoir 
les ec·arts-types t!{x <:r;; 1 Oi_ de la SANDIA-CORPORAI!ON determines en 1966. I r 
b) Adaptation eventuelle du modele DSN pour des situations 
meteorologiques et/ou orographiques complexes. 
(vents faibles, brises cotieres,terrain construit) afin 
d'etendre son domaine d'application 
(en particulier, ajustement eventuel des ecarts types) •. 
· c) Developpement e~. perfectionnement des deux techniques 
experimentales. 
3 - Ins~allations experimentales et programmes 
Les moyens experimentaux comprennent : 
- Une station meteorologique complete situee a PIERRELAIIE 
et equipee d'un pylone de 100 m qui permet d'acquerir et de 
mettre en forme les donnees necessaires· aux etudes purement 
meteorologiques (voir I!.l.b). Cette station permet egale-
ment d'assurer la couverture meteorologique·necessaire lors. 
de certaines campagnes ~e simulation in situ par traceurs. 
- Deux mats telescopiques de 30 m qui permettent de constituer 
·-deux stations meteorologiques simplifieeq mais ~epla~ables. Ces · 
stations sont uti.lisees pour assurer la couverture meteorolo-
gique des campagnes de simulation in situ et pour etudier les 
particularites meteorologiques locales d'un site. 
- Le materiel de prelevement et ~'analyse des traceurs 
(SF 6 et Freon 13 B 1) 
Ce materiel comprend : 
- les 4ispositifs d'emission des traceurs a debit reglable 
- les dispositifs de prelevement d'echantillons gazeux. 
- le materiel d'analyse· des prelevements (chromatographes 
en phase gazeuse et integrateur) . 
- Une veine hydraulique installee a EVIAN et assoc1ee a une 
chaine de mesures des parametres caracteristiques des pheno-· 
menes turbulents (profits de vitesse, intensites· de turbulence 
.,. . ' . 
spectres energet1ques turbulents, hauteur de couche limite, 
~auteur de rugosite). Cette installation sert de support aux 





4- Etat de l'etude 
4.1. Avancement ace jour 
- ._9Ei~c_tj.~--. 2. 1 • a : Le probleme de la variation temporelle 
du.vent est resolu. Ce resultat a donne 




_Ojlj~£~iJ ___ 2 .. 1 • b .. non avancee en 1977 . 
_.9l?i~s.,tjJ __ 2. 1. c non engagee 
... .9J?i~s..tj£ __ -2.2.a : 
- les interpretations de toutes les experiences de 
simulation in situ par traceurs, effectuees depuis 1975, 
seront terminees au cours du premier trimestre 1978. Il 
~'agit des experiences suivantes 
- "Longue et Moyenne distance" 
(Vallee du Rhone + IRAN) 
"Terrain construit" ( PIERRELATTE) 
- "Vents faibles" (CADARACHE) 
- une serie d'experiences a ete effectuee dans la veine 
hydraulique d'EVIAN afin de s'assurer qu'une simulation 
correcte de la turbulence atmospherique pouvait etre 
obtenue en veine hydraulique (conditiom de similitude). 
Des limites a l'applicabilite de la methode ont ete 
degagees. 
- une maquette du centre de PIERRELATTE a ete realisee. 
Une premiere experience de simulation a ete effectuee sur 
cette maquette dans les conditions de dispersion des 
experiences in situ "terrain construit" afin de comparer 
les resultats des deux methodes (sur la maquette, les 
isoconcentrations au sol sont visualisees par l'appli-
cation d'une methode colorimetriqua. Brevet Securipol) 
- une maquette du centre de CADARACHE a ete construite 
afin d'effectuer une comparaison analogue a la prece-
dence pour les experiences in situ "vents faibles". 
non engagae 
-~}j~~~ij __ . 2.2.c 
- un dispositif d'emission regulee des traceurs a ete 
mis au point. 
- un appareil de prelevement a 10 voies avec commutation 
automatique d'une voie a l'autre et duree des prelevement: 
reglable, est en cours de construction. (Prototype) 
4.2. Resultats essentiels 
- Code de calcul ICAIR 
Ce code permet de tracer, a un.instant donne et a un niveau 
donne au dessus du sol, les lignes isoconcentrations resulta~t 
du rejet, variable dans le temps, d'un~ ou plusieurs sources 
?12. 
ponctuelles de haute~r~ quelc~nq~es, pour des conditions 
de transfert atmospher~que un~formes dans l'espace mais 
variables en fonction du temps. 
- Risular~ ~xp~rimentaux directement utilisables pour 
re a .L i 5-er 1 e s o b j e c t i £ s des sous - t a eh e s .. 2 • 2 . a e t 2 • 2 • b • 
- D~monstration de la faisabilite d'une simulation des 
p henomenes a tmo s p he ri que s -:e.n ve i ne hyd rau 1 iq ue 
- Perfectionnement et augmentation des moyens experimentaux 
5 - Prochaines Etapes : 
- · __ osifA.<;..~ii~- z. 2. b 
Prise en compte de la variation spatiale du 
vent - Adaptation du code ICAIR (1978) 
Prise en compte de la surelevation des 
nuages ou panaches (1979) 
Prise en compte du relief (1980) 
Recherche~ d'une methodologie pour deter-
miner, sur un site donne, des suites d'une 
duree donnee de sequences de situations 
meteorologique~- differente~ en affectant i 
ces suites une probabilite d'occurrence 
globale (etude liee i celle des persistances 
de situatio~ m~teorologiqu~ donnees). (1980) 
Comparaison du modele DSN avec les modeles 
fran~ais ou etrangers pour le calcul' des 
concentrations moyennes annuelles (rejets 
permanents) (1er trimestre 1978). 
Interpretation complete des experiences in 
situ deja effectuees. De~ermination des limice 
d'app~ication du mode:e dans son etat actuel 
(1er trimestre 1978). 
Realisation d'une experience de simulation 
in situ par traceurs en bordure de mer 
(brises cotiere~ 1978). 
Realisation d'experiences de simulation en 
veine hydraulique sur la maquette de CADARACHl 
pour les conditions meteorologiquea. obtenues 
dans les experiences. in ·situ "vents faibles·". 
Comp-a:z:ai_son .des--re·sulta·t·s: ("1978). 
Attente des resultats des prochaines etapes 
de la sous tache 2.2.a. 
Construction-en serie des appareils de 
prelevements a 10 voies (1978). 
6- Relations avec d'autres etudes : 
Elaboration de codes. de calcul decrivant les transferts physiques 
edition Avril 1977) 
physiques dans 
dans l'air, l'eau et le sol (170-11-10/4170-10 
(Fiche close le 31.12.77, l'objectif transfert; 
l'air etant reporte sur la presente fiche). 
. .. / 
0 
0 
Developpement du code de calcul ALICE pour l'etude des consequences radio-
logiques d'accidents • 
7 - Documents de reference 



























































Et:ude des t::: ans fer t:s oceaniques et hydrologiques FRA..'I'CE 
0=-ga.:lis::::::.~ C.:.=ecteur I 
CE.VosN I 
I I (2-glais) Org"'"'is.e e.:'~c~t e'U.:' Tit:-e 
- enviro~&~t· ·d:i"f!usion CEA/DSN/SESRS liydrologycal md oceanic 
. 
' :aes-:po-c.sabl.e 
J I . DSN/SESRS/F.ut - I 
~ 
( :::tat a.ct-:J.el : Sciez::: it':!.q;·..:.es I.,Da;;:;e C.e en cours 1/1/1977 , J.ib.L.-:'a_;~ . 
-- (SESRS) . 
-
·-
Date .. "0 ...... .-.~ --, .__ Der:1iere mise 
d' ac;..i,,.- ... -·· 31/12/1981 ' jour :02.01. 1978 
..__ ----""· a 
L. Object:if general 
L'etucie des t-::ansferts. oc:..eaniques et: hydrologiques doit: permet:tre d'effec:.tuer des 
previsi:~s quant:itatives des transferts de pollution, par l'eau des mers, des fleuves at 
des lac:.s, des effluents susceptibles d'etre rejetes en permanence ou a.ccidenteller:ent par 
les installations. 
~~ Objecti!s particuliers 
a) g,ualJ:.fic_!tio~ de,! ~o~e_!._e.!. _!!!athe::._!tique.!_ .2.ravisiOE:_n~l.!. ~e_t:!,~sfe.E.t.!. d::::,s_:les 
liouides. · · _ __.. __ _ 
Le transfer: du polluant dans l'eau fait intervenir divers phenomenes physiques C que l' on peut: c:.la.sser en dis t:inguant deux parties dans la zone po lluee: ' 
- le champ proc:.he sous la. domin.at:ion des conditions de rejet ; le transfert 
dans cet:te zone est du a ltentra!nement dans le jet du fluide a.moiant, 
- le chzm? lointain da.ns leqr~l le tr&~sfert depend presque e~clusive~enc des 
proprietes du :::i lieu nature 1 lui-u.ette. 
Ce classetr.ent fal t appara! tre deux· ty-pes de modeles qui s 'appuiant sur r.ma 
certaine s~~e~a.tisat:ion des phenomenes: 
- un ~odele mat:hecatique en champ proche qui prend 'en compte certaines condi-
tions au:( lici t:es, 
- un modele ~sthe~atique en champ lointain ~ui utilise c:.o~ donnees d'e~~ee 
·les resul cat:s du ::~.ode le precedent:. 
b) ~se au 'Joint: de methode experit:lentale et realisation d'essais "in situ" et sur ----~-----------------------------------.!as. U.!_ t:le_?2,U.! .saJ:.e.::. .! t_ ai U.!, t:.!_r_c.!_s_~da l.!,s. · • 
.. 
~ •. Etat de l'~tude 
1, Avancement a ce jou~. _._. ______ --
a) Etude du modele ca~~ematique en champ lointain. 
Le modele a "bouffees" a ete applique pour evaluer les transferts da.ns 1 'eau, 
dans le ·cas d'une emission ponctuelle instantanee (rejets accidentels) et d'une 
emission continue. 
b) La definition et l'estimation d'une experience "in situ" sont en cours en collabora-
tion avec differents laboratoires et organis~s. 
2. R.asultats essentials. 
----------
- Syn~~ese. bibliographique ccncemant les coefficients horizontaux de diffusion turbu-
lence a introduire dans le modele. 
- Qualification du modele dans le cas d'une emission ponctuelle instantanee; les res~l­
tats de calcul ont ete compares a des resultats experi~nta~x obtenus da.ns la baie 
de Saint-Bt'ieuc. 
Calcul des coefficients de trc;nsfert dans l'aau (grc;ndeurs propor-cionnelles a l 'irra-
diation exte~e) et application aux ~ejets du Centre de la Hague; une comparaison est 
f.aite avec les resultats de l 'experience "EE:ODOU:IA-BE'I .. -\" effectuee en 1964. 
' 
('-Mise au point du modele dans le cas d'une emission continue en fleuve. 
)e l?t'OC..~aines e taJJeS 
Qualification du mcdi!le a '~ouffees" dans le cas d 'une emission continue. 
Ce modele sera applique a l'evaluation des concentrations radioactives en utili-
sane les trajectoires des masses d'eau, a partir du point de rejet, calculees par 
le modele de courants EDF/L~. 
La definition et la realisation d'experiences "in situ" et eventuellement sur m.a.-
quet:e, en collaboratio.n avec differents or6mismes. 
-Etudes pour la mise en oeuvra d'un modele mathematique en champ pt'oche. 
~. Relations avec d' autres etudes 
A partir das resultats ob tenus sur +es t!"ansferts, des etudes complementairas sur les 
phenooenes de reconcentration des radionucleides au niveau de divers constituants 
(sedi~ents, organis~es) sont a develcpper. 
C'est finale'O!nt la :-esulta.nte de ces deu:c processus, dispersion et reconcentrati~ 
aui est a considerer du··point de vue des risques encourus. ( 
• '1.10Cutr.en ts de reference - disponibles 
la p,revision nut:tet'ique des po llucions ocecm.iques • Uoe me~;ode pratique pour 
• t.... OOUR.Y, C •. BADU: 
R.apport CEA 4512 - 19.73 
.. · ... -
( 
.:::tJi-' 
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Da.;:a ,. Der:riere =-ise :;:-e\~e 
d' a.c~eve::!e::::t: 31/12/1981 ... j OU.::' : 02.01. 19 78 a. 
1. Objectif general 
L'et~de des transferts hydrogeologiques doit: per~ttre de fournir des elements 
taC==i~~as pour la prevision quantitative des transfert:s de pollution sous l'~gle 
de la surete des installations nucleaires: prevision des temps de transferts Jus-
qu'au:<: e:<:u.toires naturels ou artificiels et des concentrations a attandre aces 
:;:eces e:rutoires. 
2. Objectifs particuliers 
2.1- Etude. d'un modele ma.t~ematique tridi=ecsionnel de tra.nsferts hydrogeologiques. 










2.2 - Mise au point de :::ethodes experin:entales per::1ettant d' obte:tir les donnees neces-
saires a la verification du modale ma~~ematique previsionnel tridimecsicn~el. 
2.3 Rec."lerche des parametres et des ccefficiec.ts d'une serie de terrains "t)-pes 11 
pour 1 1 e tab liSSe!renC: d I abaqueS de COefficientS de diffusion. 
2.4 - Mise au point de so~s-progra~es particuliers pour la t~ansforciation des cesures 
de "terrain" brutes en dounees utilisables par las c.od~Hes (Forage-Concentration) 
2.5- :ti.se au point de t::.et~odes pe~ett:an::. d'etablir les lois d'adsorption dans un 
terrain in situ (double tra~age). 
3. Installations e:-..-;:H~ri~entales et pros,::::-a..~e 
Les installations e:<peri:::entales son t: 'Jlises e:1 ceuvre pour effectue r les e tud.es 
ccrrespondantes aux sous-taches 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 . 
Ces installations sont constituees par: 
- Une maquette ~trique (cuve cylindrique) installee dans les locaux du labora-
toire de radiogeologie de l'l!niversite Bordeaux I. 
- Un terrain d'eX?eri~entation au Barp qui est utilise a la sic.ulaticn des trans-
ferts hydrogeologiques, a l'echelle deca~etrique en oilieu sableux fin. 
. - Un terrain d'e:<peri:!:entation dent le choi:<: est a taJ.re, qui sera utilise a la 
simulation des tra.nsferts hydrogeologiques a l'echelle dec~etrique en milieu alluvion-
nai re grass ie r. 
4. Etat de l'etude 
~.1. Avancement a ce jour 
- La mise au point du modele mathematique previsionnel tridimensionnel est 
terminee (T.RIDISOL). 
- Les experimentations sur la maquette metrique sont terminees. Les resul-
tats sont en cours de depouille~ent. 
- Les experimentations sur le site du Barp sont en cours, elles sont 
interro~pues pour trois mois en raison de l'equipement du camion labo-
ratoire. Les premiers resultats sont en cours de depouillement. Notons 
ace sujet que l'etude hydrogeologique preliminaire du site est terminee. 
- La recherche d'un nouveau terrain d'experimentation est en cours. 
4.2. Reaultats essentials 
Le code "Forage-Concentration" est operationnel. Les premiers resultats 
des experimentationa sur maquette montrent que la valeur des coefficients 
de diffusion est independante du temps de transfert. 
5 - Prochaines etanes 
- Mise au point d'une methodologie pour la determination in situ des coef-
ficients de diffusion macroscopique pour dif!erents milieux en vue de 
l'etabliasement d'abaques des coefficients. 
- Etalonnag~ des appareils de detection pour la mise au point de sous-
programmes pour la transformation des mesures "brutes" en- donnees utili-
~ables pour les modeles. 
-Mise au point d'une "sonde tritium" utilisable en forage, en vue d'utili· 
-se~ la technique du double tra~age. 
6. Relations avec d'autres etudes 
Experiences sur la sur,ete des stockages des decheta. 
1• Documents de reference 











:r'itlc 1 (Original language) Classifica~ion 
' 
Valutazione quantitativa del rilascio 
.. , J5Ji]-di sostanze radioattive naturali nel- 5.5 - 5.6 I l'ambiente 
Title 2 (English) ·Country ITALY 
Quantitative evaluation of the release S:eonsor l of natural radioactive substances into CNEN ~ the environment 
. 
Organisation I 
~ I j 
Date initiated January 1974 Project Leader 
Date com2leted In progress 
Last UJ2dating April 1977 M. Dall'Aglio 
• ·Description 
In the vicinity of some nuclear plants has been carried 
put the study of distribution and circulation of the natural isotopes 
of radioactive elements which can be released by the nuclear plants, 
before·the start of ihe industrial activity (e.g. Impianto "Fabbri .. 
cazioni Nucleari", Bosco Marengo, Alessandria) • 
) . After the b~ginning of the nuclear activity an environ-
mental check can supply quantitative information about the pollu-


























·Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
S tudi sulla contaminazione del mare M- 5.5- 5.6 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
. 
Studies on the contamination of the sea §Ro~: CNEN and Euratom 
, Organisation : CNEN 
'• 
Date initiated 1957 Project Leader 
Date completed in progress 
Last UEdating December 1976 A. Brondi 
t..---
Description 
Studies of the 'factors which influence the uptake, accumulation 
and lo~s of radioisotopei by different inorganic and orcanic 
\ 
constituents of the marine environment. 'fhe .investigations arc 
carr~ed out on relevant radioecological and ecological factors 
in nature and under laboratory cond~tions. 
. ; 












Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Ricerche sui radionuclid:i: nell'ambiente ii;E- 5.5 ~ 5.6 
Title 2 (English) Countr~ ITALY 
' 
S2onsor ~CNEN .. radionuclides· in Researches on the Organisation 
environment ·. 
Date initiated January 1961 Project Leader 
Date com12leted In progress 
Last UJ2dating 
Description 
April 1977 . G:i:orcelli 
Systematic measurements of environmental radioactivity. I 
The main purpose of sucn ·measurements is to keep under 
a constant surveillance the radioactive contamination 
levels in the environment. Furthermore the data collec-
ted are utilized for a study on the distribution·and 









c: ' ' 
Title 1 (Original language} Classification 
Ricerche su elementi stabili nell'am- @-5.5-5.6 
biente 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Researches on some stable elements in Spcnsor ~ CNEN the environment Organisation 
., 
Date initiated January 1969 Project Leader 
Date completed In progress 
Last updating April 1977 Giorcelli, Clemente 
Description Researches on some trace elements (Hg, Se, Cr, Cs, Fe~n: 
Sb, Co, Rb, Ni, Ag, etc.) in areas of particular inte-
rest in order to determine natural and artificial con-
centration levels of these elements· in the different 
links of the food-chain. 
The data deriving from these measurements will provide 
an information of some value under the point of view 
of a correct evaluation of the risk to the population 




















---------~ ~---~-~~-. --~-~-~- --~--- -~-~~ ~~~. --- --
Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
,lodello anali tico per la valutazione - L 5o4} -- 5.6 fiuantitativa della dispersione atmosferic ~ . 
kii inauinanti radioat:tivi .n'asaasi 
~ 
Title 2 (English) Counl!:l,. .ITALY 
\ mathematical model for the evaluation Se on sor J Uni versi ta 1 pf the atmospheric diffusion concerning 
Organisation Palermo ~he radioactive gaseous effluents 
Date initiated Feb~ary 1977 Project Leader 
Date completed in progress E. Olive:ri 
Last UJ2dating May 1977 
Description 
The aim of the research progrrun is to develope a 
mathematical model for the eValuation of the atmosferic 
-diffusion concerning the radioactive airborne material 
. . 
released from a Nuclear Plant. Standard meteorological 
dispersion models,. including local parameters as the 
frequencies of Pasquill stability categories and the 
·elGments of climatological matrix,are used and the effects 








Gevolgen voor de omgeving van ongevallen 
bij kernenergiecentrales 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Environmental effects of nuclear power 
plants accidents 
INITIATED : LAST UPDATING : 1978 
STATUS COMP.LETED : 1977 
General aim 
CLASSIFICATION: 5.4 






· B. Th. Eendebak 
SCIENTISTS: 
B.Th. Eendebak 
To analyse the risks of light water reactors on specific sites Ln 
the Netherlands. 
Particular objectiv~s 
To 'study the effects of nuclear accidents as a function of site, 
population density, wheather conditions, etc. 
Experimental facilities 
Not applicable • 
. Project status 
Computer code "MAKRO" is available. 
Next steps 
Not applicable. 
Relation to other projects 
This project was started by an order of the Minister of Economic 
Affairs to make a risk analysis of the fuel cycle in the Netherlands. 
This study was finished in June 1975. 
See also the projects "Calculation of the quantities of radio-
activity released as a result of a serious reactor accident" and 
"Failure analysis by application of event and fault trees". 
Reference documents 
Not available yet. 
Degree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
AS THIS PROJECT IS TERMINATED, NO FOHMAT WILL BE 






Ti tlc 1 
Title 2 
THE n;;v~LCH·~~~T OF A COi·h UTI::R CODE. TO CALCULATE 
T'.tiE CC!:0'S• .:Ui:;i,!CSS OF A Rl·JiASB OF RADIOAC'l'IVE 
I'!AT wHI AL TO Tiil•; A'I'.i·~OS?.d.ERE 
~------------------------·--~~~·~~--------------~ Gomplc led : 1976 lnitiatcd 1974 







G D YJI.ISER 
Scicntioto: 
--- .. -· ·-4---··· •···-
Descrintion: 
1. General Aim 
Theoretical ·,:o;ck is required to calculate the doses to various orc;ans 
received by people standing at several distances downwind of a civen release 
of radioactive watc~ial and the area contaminated by fission products and 
actinides. It is also required to produce consequence probability curves 
where the consequences may be death, illness, or a contaminated area. 
2. Particul~r Objective~ 






doses to tlvroid, lune, GI-Tract, and whole-body followinG inhalation 
i-rhole-body car:L"::a dose duo to external radiation 
beta dose 
areas da~ccrou~ly contaminated by deposited fission products by 137 Cs 
alone and by actinides, as a function of elap3ed time since the 
occurrence of the release. 
Dy corr:bininr, the results of the above calculation overall weather conditions, 
con:.equence/proba·oility curves are plotted ~·rhere the consequences car. be' a. 
thyroid cancer, b. deaths due to lung dose, c. deaths due to dose to GI-?ract, 
d. deaths due to whole-body dose, e. total ~an-re~, f. area dancerously con-
taminated and h. area dancerou::;ly contaminated b;</ actinides, the last three 
conser.;ueLces oein,~: calculated at various times after the release. ' 
The model uncd dist:inr:uishes between short and prolonaed release and also 
incorpo=3teG plume rise in a simple way. The effect of surface roucr~ess 
on the atmos~heric dispersion is also included. 
3. Project Stntus 
The procram in its pr~sent state is able to produce all the results described 


















ft 1s intended to increase the nunber of body organs includeê in the proglan
by atlding for exa;nple, bone. The arca dan6erously contaminated by râd.io-.
iodind vl!} aLso be incl.uded. \
In the longer term, it is hoped to inolude a more realistic plume-r{.se r.ode}
and'to deal vith the important subjedt -of invêrsloa Ilds in a satlsfactoryway.
Relationshio vith Ot]ier Proiectq
[?re program is a flexible tool r+ittr vrhich it is. possibLe to cal.culatê vnriou's
consêc-uenoes of a release of ra<lioactive material to the atmospliere. ft is
thereiore very useful in the context of nucLear safety stud.ies. It can be
ueed to study ths consequences of reactor aer.)iqents on a speoific site, or of
'accl.denta tô a particular reactor on a variety of sites, or of accidents to a
nuclear ship, or to a reprocessing plant, or the conseguenoes of routinE
releases of rariioactive material. It ie theref,ore anticipated tlrat the progran
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SES'IR - CAD. 
. 
te C.e Etat actuel en cours Scientifiques ·~marrage 19:64 
.. _ 
, ____ 
-~ .•. .. Date prevue Derniere mise 15/11/77 d'acheve.:tent ... . a JOur 
1 -Q_2jectit general 
Etude et dev.eloppement ~e moyens de dosimetrie et de spectro-
metrie des neutrons pour les ch~~ps faibles (do~etrie d 1 amb~ance) et 
les champs forts (do~metrie en cas d 1accident nucleaire) 
2 OB.iECTI~S l'AR'IICULIERS 
c Dosimetrie d 
1 arJ.biance : 
~-~---~------------- les centrales PWR, beaucoup plus 
eompactes que les centrales graphite-&az, posent, de ce fait des pro-
blemes relati 7ement aigus de .f'ui. te et de diffusion des neutrons .. Il en. 
est de meme po~r le transport et le traitement des combus~ibles q~ 
traitent, maintenant, des produits fortement irradies. La geometrie 
particuliere de ce type de source accroit notablement ~'importance des 
neutrons d'energie comprise entre lOO keV et 1 MeV, neutrons pour les-
~uels le pouvoir de resolution des appareils developpes a ce jour est 
insuffisant .. Par ailleurs, les interventions ·se faisant·, le plus souve~t 
a de3 niveaux de rayonne~ent relativement eleves, un effort est a faire 
sur la maniabilite des moyens de mesure a mettre en oeuvre. 
Dosimetrie criticite ! des moye~ de mesure canvenables ant 
~-------------------eta mis en place dans les installations du CEA. Une action est a mener 
Corre~t a.·e ces cateriels : etalonnages, entrai~ement du pour un. emploi ... 
------------.-----------------. -·--·· ., -
personnel. Des recom.mandation.s 'mt e~e redigees au :plan. national et sont 
en cours de redaction au plan international. 
3 - Installations experi:nental es et urogrammes : 
Les installations diBpcm.:i.bles pour les experimentations sont 
la station. d 1irradiation STI:ctGA, av.ec un accelerateur SANES de 150 kEV' 
et un bloc de graphit~ equipe de 6 sources americium-beryllium, la source 
solution ~ILENE a Valduc. Divers reacteurs fran~ais ou etrangers ont 
egalement ete u til.ises ! RPRH, a Oa.~ Ridge, RB, a Vinca, VIPER, a Harwell, 
ainsi que les sources du. PTB, a Bru.nswick. • 
. Les objectii's definis plus haut .fixent l'orientation des programmE 
d'etudes qui portent sur le devoloppement de nouveau~ detecteurs et .d'une 
electronique fonctio~elle. 
• Etude de detecteurs complecentaires i Les detecteurs actue~ement 
----~--------------~--------------- . a 1' etude· :pour couvrir correctement la bande d I energies 100 k.eV - 1 HeV son:! 
- la sphere de polyethylen.e de 3" sous bore 10 avec detecteur 3ae 1 
les compteurs proportionnels a protons de recul7 
les chambres a fission a uranium 255 et uran:i.um 238 et, egaJ.er::tei 
a neptunium 257 .. 
Un ensemble de spheres de polyethylene a detecteur activab~e 
utilisant ~e dysprosium - est egalement mis e~ oeuvre. 
Realisation d 1 une electronique fonctionn.elle i l.e material a ______________________ ....... ___________________ __ 
,. 
utiliser en. cen.trale doit etra auss'i :p~rtatif que :p_ossible afi,n de limiter 
la duree des interventions •. On. a done. l.'ealise preampl.ificateurs et echelles _ 
miniaturises ainsi que des alimentat~ons sur batterie 
AmelioratiOn de la dOSi!lletrie Cri tiCi te ~ i~ est preVU l I etalOnna~ 
---------------------------------------des moyens de mesure beta utilises par les diffarents SPR pour.la dosimetric 
c.x:itici te ... L.es sources etalon seraient t:our:ues par ~e LHRI .. Enfi.n, dans 
c.e meme dD:n~e, on. a entrepris la comparaison. des programmes de calcul 
TRIPOLI et CA?NAC qui permettent tous deux le calcul des doses delivrees 
en. tous points d'un locaJ. par une sourc.e de composition. et de geometrie 
definies .. 
4 _ Etat de 1 1 etude 
1 - Avancem~mt a ce ,jour les materials n.ecessaires ont eta acquis 
----------------~--
et l'·on a precede. a des etalonnages preliminaires avec des sources .A.m-Be .. 
Pour les sph.eres a detecteurs de dysprosium, des mesures ont pu ~tre .faites 
aupres du Vaa de Graaff du PTB a Brunswi~. 
.... 
Des chambres a f..ission au. neptunium 237, a 1 'urq,nium 2.58 et a 
1 1 1.1ranium 2.3'5 ant ete acquises .. Des ecrans de cadz:rl.um et de bore 10 on t 
ete realises pour cette derniere~ 
Un effort important a ete fait dans le sens de la maniabilite 
et 1 1 on dispose maintenant, pour les spheres de Banner comme pour les 
chanbres a fission, d'alimentations autonomes et d'echelles de comptage 
de pOids reduit. 
Un prototype d 1 echelle miniature a calculateur incorpore, 
particulierement adaptee an traitement des detecteurs activables, est 
en cours de developpement en liaison avec le SEin/Cadarache .. 
En. vue de la metrolog:i.e de SILENE avec ecran. de pl.omb la 
' . 
mesure des detecteurs !issiles sur compteur Geiger &~EREX a eta mise 
au point et ces detecteurs. ont pu ~tre utilises avec succes par Mr 
MEDIONI du"DPR pour la 14eme intercomparaison aupres du HPRR d'Oak Ridge. 
Le chapitre IV des recommandatious AIEA concernant ~ dosimetrie 
criticite a ete redige. et adresse a l'Agence. Il traite des divers 
detecteurs utilisables pour la dosimetrie criticite ~t des methodes de 
mesure correspondantes. 
2 g~~~~~~2-~~~~~!~~~~ On dispose maintenant de matrices 
des reponses correctement etablies pour les spheres fte polyethyle~e a 
detecteurs Helium ..3 et Dysprosium .. L 1 experience a montre ~es limi tation.s 
de ce systeme 7 surtout en ce qui concerne les neutrons d'energie inter-, 
mediaire. 
("\ Pour les chambres a fission, util.i.sees nue,s ou sous ecran. de 
'-' cadmiu~ ou de bore 10, o~ ne ·dispose encore que de courbes da reponse 
.. 
calculees, recalees par la mesure de sources Americium-Beryllium ou 
Californium. Les me~~~s en neutrons monoenergetiques rastent a faire. 
Pour l'evaluation des doses apres un accident de criticite, on 
teste les possibili tes des caJ.culs Honte-Carlo et cA..~T.AC .. Un rapport tres 
detail.le a ete .four.ni. par le SERHA sur les resultats .d'un cal.cu1 Honte-
Carlo eonc.ernant SILENZ. Ce travail met en evidence la ·tres grande 
importance des neutrons reflechis par le. plancher de beton~ 
5 - Prochaines etaues : Les etudes a· venir porteron.t sur les 
nouveaux detecteurs - chambres a fissio~ et spheres dysprosium -, leur 
mise au point, la verification des courbes de reponse et ].'utilisation 
pour la spectrometrie et la·dosimetrie. 
Par comparai.son.. avec les resul tats du calcul Monte-Carlo, le 
programme CA&~AC sera adapte, ses donnees modifiees si necessaire. 
· 6 -Relation. avec d' autres etudes 
Les etudes concernant les mesures neutrons sont m~nees en 
liaison avec le DPr/STEP qui tfaite les ·problemes de mesure gamma en 
presence de neutrons et de dosi~etrie indiv.iduelle neutrons. 
~s resultats des mestiTes effectuees en centrale interessent 
au premer chef, le SERHA pour ccnnparB:ison avec _les donnees qes calculs 
de protection. Ils concernent egalement le DRP/EDF pour la verification 
. . 
des me.sures qu 111. Hf.fectue en diYers points. accessibles lorsque le 
·reacteur est en fonctionnement~ 
·-· 
Enfin, Merlin-Ger.in.semble s'interesser a la mesure de 1 1irra-
·diation. au niveau des t~tes de mecanis~es de .controle • 
.7 ., Doctlr.tents de r9ference ... _ .. _. --.-
M. BRICKA, NGUY:Elf VPJr DAT, L .. PORTHEOS 
neutron a activation SNAC Rapport CEA R 4226 
Le spect:rometre 
( 1971) J 
R. CAIZERGUES, G. POULLOT Calcu~ de la reponse des spheres 
de Bonner pour les detecteurs ILi, 3He et Mn.. Rapport CEA R 4l~o00 - ( l97C. 
M. DOLIAS Reponse des spheres moderatrices a des neutrons 
monoenergetiq_ues Rapport EuR 4 791 f ( 1972) ,. 
GROUPE DE TRAVAIL N° 9 DES SERVICES DE RADIOPROTECTION 
.Recommandations pour la dosiLJ.etrie eu cas d 1 accident de. criti.ci.te 
,..~., Rapport CEA R 4669 ( 1975), 
. M~ BRICKA, R •. HEDIONI, H. HOURGUES, S. LORRAIN Ueutron: 
and gamma measurements near Viper Reactor - Rapport DPr/DSN (Hay 1976: 
·.M ... BRICKA La formulation lineaire en snectrometrie des 
. ' 
. 
neutrons - Methode des spectres modeles Rapport CEA R 4825 (1977) 
H. l10URGUES Reponse des spheres ~oderatrices a compteur 3He • 
. 
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H:i r.er<~hc sui radionuclid:i: nell 1 ambiente M~ 5.5 ~ 5.6 
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Bepaling van het aantal Jekke splij tstof-
staven en de kernpositie tijden~ het 
reactorbedrijf 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
.Determination of the number of leaking 
fuel rods on the core position during 
operation 
INITIATED : LASTUPDATING ; 1978 
STATUS COMPLETED 
General airn 
To reduce the wet-sipping time. 
e Pa1:ticular objectives 
: 1977 
CLASSIFICATION: 5, 5 









- An increase of the off-gas activity combined with a one step 
control-rod movement indicates the position of ruptured fuel. 
- The release of certain fission-products during reactor start-up 
is a measure :for the number failed fuel rods. 
Experimental facilities 
Dodewaard nuclear power plant. 
Project status 
Still in progress. 
Next steps 
Not applicable. 




Degree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
AS THIS PROJECT IS TEID1INATED, NO FORMAT WILL BE 
ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH INDEX 
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Deyeloppement d'un code de calcul (ALICE) France 
pour l'etude des consequences radiologiques 
des accidents nucleaires •. Org!':n~s:::!~ d.irecteur 
CEA/ DSN 
:;.-._A c~··-1a-is) Org:.z::.is:::~ ..,. __ .. __ -~-- ~:<:ecut ~ti..!' 
Development of a calculation code (ALICE) CEA/DSN/SESRS 
.for study of radiological consequences of 
nuclear accidents. Res!lon.sa'hl.a 
t 
DSN/SESRS/FAR 
-~ c.~ ;:ta.t a.ctuel. Scie:c.tifict~~s 
--"'-_, 01.09.75 en cours c.;::.a...-:-a:;: ; l . ..:......;.... 
-- --I Date -ore..,-~ Der:liere cise 





1 - pbjeccif g~neral : 
Etude pour toute installation nucleaire, de la dispersion-des 
produits radioactifs depuis le point initial de rejet jusqu'a_ 
l'environnement et calcul, a l'interieur et a l'exterieur de 
l'installation, des activites, debits de dose et equivalnnts 
de dose en fonction du temps. 
,/""'•, G e c i d 0 i t c 0 n d u i r e a 1 ' e V a 1 u a t: i 0 n re a 1 i s t e d e s c 0 n s e q u en c e s 
'J radiologiques du fonctionnement normal et des divers accidents 
envisageables, compte tenu des caracteristiques de' l'installation 
et du site. 
2.1. Moddlisation aes phinom~nes influant sur le tra.nsfert 
des produits actifs a l'interieur de l'installation 
- (piegeage, filtration, aspersion, depots d'aerosors) 
2.2. ~od~lisation du transfert atmospherique avec prise en 
compte du depot sec, du lavage, de l'existence de 
couches d'inversion. 
2.3. ModJlisation des effets biologiques sur l'homme : 
irradiation externa par le panache et les depots, 
contamination interne par inhalation; doses individuelles 
et collectives. 
. .. / 
' 
------------~·~----~ .... -M·- .. 
3 - Ins t a 11 at ions ..!:_X p e rime n t a 1 e s e t pro gramme 
Essai de piegeage des iodes (pieges a charbon, eau, beton) 
Evolution des ae~osols dans une enceinte apres un feu de sodium 
Feu de sodium contamine. role des aerosols dans le transfert de· 
la contamination. 
Test du modile i bulles de transfert atmospherique. 
4- Etat de l'etude 
4.1. Avancement ace jour 
-----------~--
L'etude est divisee en 2 grandes parties : l'interieur 
et l'exterieur de l'instal1ation qui se raccordent par la 
fonction debit de rejet a la sortie de 1 'installation. La 
-. ~artie concernant l'exterieur et traitant un rejet complexe 
-· a debit est compl~tement operationnelle et a fait l'objet 
de nombreux passages de cas tests entrainant des corrections 
mineures. La partie concernant l'interieur de l'installation 
est en cours d'achevement, les presentations des donnees et 
des resultats ant ete definies et des calculs de cas concrets 
de complexite cr.oissante 'sont actuellement analyses et 
verifies. Un fichier comprenant les principales caracteris-, 
tiques physiques et radiologiques des isotopes a ete etabli. 
4 .. 2. Resultats essentiels' : 
Calculs parametriques mettant -en evidence les effets 
er' appauvri'ssement par depo·t sec. et. lavagt! 
- Integratio~ des doses 1doses collectives en homme-rem 
sur des regions definies par l'intersection d'un secteur 
et d'une couronne, compte tenu des distributions des 
~ents,.des types de temps (stabilite, precipitatjons, 
J.nversJ.ons), 
Calculs de consequences d'accidents hors dimensionnement 
de re a c t e u r s P WR ; a pp l i c a t ion a 1 a c o m par a is on de s i t e s \ 
en approche pr.obabiliste, et a l'etablissement dea plans d'urgenc 
5 - Prochaines etapes : 
-Fin de la programmation de la partie du code traitant l'interieur 
de l'installation, verification des resultats et des possibilites 
reelles du programme. 
- Applicat~on aux transferts internes des produits actifs clans le 
cadre des etudes de~ accidents hors-dimensionnement pour les PWR 
et les neutrons rapl.des. · 
- Etudes para~etriques pour juger des avantages des dif~erents 
types de conflnement. 
- Raccordement des 2 t' 11 par les actue ement programmees par la mise 
au point du modele a bulles performant et rapide. 





:6 - Relations avec d'autres etudes 
- Feux de sodium : modelisation et codes de calcul du 
comportement des' aerosols sodes, fiche 156-1-01 
- Etudes des transferts atmospheriques, fi~he 123-1-ai 
- Evaluation des consequences radiologiques en ea~ de rejets 
accidentels dans l'environnement d'une installation nucleaire. 
~ Application du code ALICEJ fiche 148-2-02 
-Accidents de PWR, transfert de la radioactivite a l'interieur 
de. la centrate, rejets hors confinement 1 fiche 148-1~01 
-Accidents sur les reacteurs a neutrons rapides. Consequences 
radiologiques internes et evaluation des rejets sortant du 
confinement, fiche 158-1-0I 
~tudes des transferts hydro~eologiq~e~ fichel23-3-0l 





Evaluation des consequences radiologiques 
en cas de rejets accidentels clans l'environ-
nement d'une 1nstallat1on nucliaire. 




I Ti-:re ( a.::.glais) 
Assessment of radiological consequences 
in case of accidental release in the 
environment of a nu~lear plant. 












I - Objectif genera.~ : 
Evaluation des consequences radiologiques potentielles a 
la suite d'un accident grave sur une installation nucleaire, 
compte tenu des caracteristiques. de l'installation et des 
caracteristiques meteorologiques, hydrogeologiques et demo-
graphiques du site. 
Cette evaluation sera faite essentiellement en terme de nombre 
de personnes dont l'irradiation depasse des niveaux de dose 
pre-etablis ou de nombre de personnes subissant un dommage preci~ 
Elle peut etre presentee de far;.on deterministe .ou de fac;on 
probabiliste selon les objectifs vises. 
2 - Objectifs Qarticuliers 
l - Contribution a la mise au point des plans d'i~tervention 
en cas d'accident nucleaire. 
2 -Mise au point d'une methode de comparaison des sites basee 
sur l'evaluation des consequences radiologiques par les 
differences voies de transfert dans l'environnement 
3 - Propositions pour l'adaptation de l'installation au site 
choisi, par exemple : limitation du nombre de tranches, 
amelioration des dispositifs de sauvegarde, type de 
confinement. 
4- Propos~ions pour l'adaptation du site a l'installation, 
par exemple : proposition de plans de developpement control€ 
des activites economiques et de l'urbanisation, amelioration 
des moyens d'alerte et de communication. 
. . . I 
5 - Mise au point des grogrammes de calcul utilisant toutes 
les caracteristiques des rejets et du site. 
3 - Installations exoerimentales et programmes 
- Installations experimentales: dans le mesure ou ils existent, 
mats meteorologiques disposes a proximite immediate de l'ins-
tallation. 
4- Etat de l'etude 
~.1 - Avancement a ce jour 
4.2. 
-----------Une premiere etude de comparaison de sites de reacteurs 
PWR.a ete effectuee au cours du dernier trimestre 1976. 
Le terme source itait l'accident type PWR2 du WASH 1400 
(rapport Rasmussen), et l'a~plication en avait ete faite 
a 15 sites fran~ais et 4 sites americains. 
Cette etude a ete reprise sur de nouvelles bases, toujours 
pour les PWR : 
terme source : 2 sequences dominantes (THLB'S et ABa ) _ 
e~ probabilite mises en evidence par le WASH 1400 et 
en tenant compte du type de confinement (enceinte 
simple pour ies 900 MWe, double enceinte pour les 
1300 MWe). 
doses calculees a l'organisme entier, par irradiation 
externe, 24 h apres, le declenchement de l'accident; 
definition d'une dizaine de niveaux de dose. 
- prise en compte de 8 types de temps differents et de 
la forme reelle du panache 
-grille fine de la population autour de l'installation. 
20 sites fran~ais, a differents stades des procedures 
administra.tives. 
Le program~e CRAPP, permettant de quantifier les consequences 
radiologiques sur un site donne, a ete mis au point. 
- Resultats essentiels 
------------
Les 20 sites fran~ais, traites avec 2 accidents hors 
dimensionnement et dont les consequences ant ete traitees 
de fa~on probabiliste, peuvent se .diviser en plusieurs 
groupes assez nettement differencies, avec des differences 
sensibles entre les extr~mes. 
ParalUHement' a cett:e comparaison de sites les memes 
sequences accidentelles ant ete etudiees en vue de l'eta-
blissement des plans d'intervention. 
5 - Prochaines etaoes 
- Calculs poursuivis avec d'autres sequences accidentelles 
et sommation ponderee ( pour les calculs probabilistes 
appliques a la comparaison des sites) des resultats obtenus. 
. . . I 
I 
\ 
- Prise en compte des doses par inhalation a differents 
organes et introduction des notions de dommage a court 
terme et a long terme, ces derniers pouvant etre prepon-
derants en nombre. 
- Poursuite des contributions a la mise au point des 
plans d'intervention. 
6- .Relation avec d'autres etudes 
-Accidents PWR. Transfert de la radioactivite a l'interieur de la 
centrale et rejets hors confinement, fiche 148-1-02 
- Etude des transferts atmospheriques, fiche 123-1-01 
-Etude des caracteristiques demographique des sites sous l'angle de 
la surete, fiche 120-1-01 • 
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Title: 








oratory Incidents , ~~~~~~~--------------------~--------------------------4scientists: 
f Initiated date: 1977 
Status: In progress 
Completed date: H. Larsen 
H.E. Kongs~ 
1 •. General Aim 
Incidents on nuclear pov.rer plants are analysed on the basis 
of Nuclear Power Experi~nce Documents (NPE) • NPE compiles and 
reports on the operating experience of Light Water Reactors, with 
emphasis on operating problems. A classification system has been 
set up, comprising a total number of 18 classification-criteria 
like: Docket No., Time of Cowmissioning, Primary Component, 
Secondary Component, Primary Fault ~~achanism etc. Each ihcident 
is registered on punchcards. 
the data has been initiated. 
concerning PWR's and BWR's in 
2. Particular objectives 
Work on a computer program 
The analysis comprises all 
1977. 
3. Experimental facilities and progra~me 
4. Project status 
5. Next steps 
to analyse 
reports 
Further steps \-rill be to perform an analysis of the data for 
19,77 be means bf the computer program and to· extend the time:.. 
interval covered • 
. ' 
6. Relation with other projects 
I . 
2 -
7. Reference documents 
Annual Progress Report, Department.of Reactor Technology, 
Ris~ 1977 •. 




























The object of the project is to gather and classify data 
concerninq common cause failure, and to develop models using 
the data to predict common cause failure probability. 
Project status 
So far, data concerning some 500 failure incidents have 
been studied in detail, and classified data for 121 coupled 
failures recorded. The project is continuing. 
Reference documents 
J.R. Tay1or, Common Mode-and Coupled Failure, Ris~-M-1826, 
October 1975. 
Availability 














Title COUNTRY Denmark 
Reliabi1i ty of computer based control SPONSOR Ris0 ,National 











General aim ' 
-
Research on the topic of computer reliability was origi-
nally taken up at two separate institutions - Ris9S and CNEN, 
. Cassac~a. On the spec~f~c top1c of develop1ng software for 
deriving systematic testing data for control programs, the 
' two institutes joined forces. The joint project dates from 
1977. 
The present work is aimed at producing an interactive 
program, which will produce sets of data capable of testing 
all paths or all branches in a compute.r program. 
Project status 
Progress to date (April 1977) includes completion of the 
~asic support routines and program language analyser for the 
program. 
Relation with other projects 





One report has been published. 
J.R. Taylor, Plt'oving Correctness of a Real Time Operating 
System, 3rd European Real Time Conference, Budapest 1973. 
Availability 













Classification 6 and 14 
, 
Title 1 COUNTRY Denmark 
-Fejlanalyse af tekniske Systemer og Sa),ONSOR Ris(ZI National. L orato,nr palidelighed ! vl!irdering af de res ORGANIZATION Ris(ZI I ' National Laboratory I 
l 
' Title I 
l 
2 Project leader 
I F.ailure analysis of technical systems D. Nielsen· . 
and evaluation of their reliability : 
I 
I 
I lni tiated 1970 Comnleted Scientists . : 
-
- J.R. Taylor i 
I 
/' 
Last u;edating Status: In progress o. Platz 
currently I I D. Nielsen I 
· 1. General aim 
T~ develop analysis methods, or improve existing methods, for 
• I identificaiion of potential faults thRt, if they occur, can lead to 
' ! undesired consequenc'es. 
I 
' 
2. Particular objectives 
1) To obt~in a better knowledge of fault types and characteris-
tics of fault propagation, and 
·· 2) to obtain experience with analytical modelling techniques . 
for evaluation of reliability parameters. 
3. Experimental facilities 
4. Project status 
4.1. Progress to date 
---------------------
a) The strategy and mai~,steps of cause-consequence analysis 
based on the concept of critical events has been developed. 
The display format (used in connection with cause-conse-
quence analysis arid for documentation purposes) is the· 
cause-consequence chart (CCC). The CCC is similar to the 
fault tree/event tree combination, but takes more details 
into consideration, and allows a systematic and comp~ete 




b) Statistical studies are carried out classifying incidents 
according to the number and types of· failures involved in 
abnormal occurences reports of USAEC. Special emphasis is 
placed on classifi~ation of design errors ac~ording to 
cause, and methods for reducing design error frequency. 
c) Development of analytical moQelling techniques for evalua-
tion of reliability parameters, taking testing and repair 
policies into ac~ount. 
4.2. Essential results 
The combined use of fault trees (cause chards) and event trees 
(co~sequence charts) has proven to be useful for coordinating ~xper­
tise of specialists so that steps can be taken towards more meaning-
ful risk analyses. 
The study of the abnormal occurrences reports of USAEC indi-
cates that design errors often play a ~ignificant role in process 
plant failure (the proportion of the failures which are considered .as 
design errors is surprising high). , 
• 5· Next steps 
Continuation of current works. 
6. Relation with ·other projects 
The project has relation to the Ris0 project concerning d~vel­
opment of Monte Carlo computer programs ~or system reliability analysisf 
7• Reference documents 
.D.S. Nielsen, "The Cause-Consequence Diagram Method as a Basis for 
QUantitative AcCident Analysis", Report Ris0-M-1374, 1971. 
·J.R. Taylor, "Sequential Effects in Failure Mode Analysis", Report 
Ris0-M-1740, 1974. 
8. Availability 
Reports are available from the Library of The Danish Atomic 
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• I . 
1al me:tho,ds a1·c established in order t-o"ochieve the df:lerminCJiion of minimal cut s<Hs 
~ ;ron-i fault trees·, Melhods ore based upon lhe scgmonl·otion of the free, consl·rucFion of 
,.. rninimol cut sets of subtrees and sub~cqucnt expansion into the rninimol cui· sets of the 
;riginol tree. ,Tho method as comp~rcd wilh the trCidilicmal combinal·oriai techniques hos 
_the advantage of consenting (i) dct<'!rminotion of rh~ minimal cut sets of. any order it ma~1 
· bo ·i·equircd, (ii) hcmcJ calculalions and intoracl'ive programming, {iii) dirnct or huiJt ... jn· ~~nsilivit;•. 
analyses. ·• · 
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